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_... NEL RIVOLGERE IL VIVO R!NGRAZ!Af~ENTO DELL'l?,l 

AL. (OMMISSARIO DAVIGNON CHE HA ACCETTATO DI PARTECIPARE A QUE-
. '/ 

STO (ONVEGNO IN QUALITA DJ RELATORE GENERALE, AI PRESID~NTI (ARLI 

E. STORTI CHE VI F!GURANO QUAL! CONTRORELATORJ, AI MINISTRI, AI PAR 

LAMENTARI E ALLE PERSONALITA TUTTE CHE Cl HANNO ONORATO DELLA LORO 

ADESIONE VORREI LIMITARMJ, NEL CORSO DJ QUESTO INTERVENTO INTRODUI 
I 

TIVO,. A CH I AR I RE LE RAG I ON I CHE C I HANNO SP INTO A FARC I PR01·10TOR I 

DJ QUESTA INJZIATIVA, 1ir DASTERA PRC3ABILMENTE ACCENNARE AD 
ALCUNE. CONSTATAZIONI FONDAMENTALI. LA PRH1A 
Dl QIJESTE ATTIENE AL CARATTERE DJ SVOLTA RADICALE CHE HANNO AVUTO 

I . . 
NELL ECONOMIA INTERNAZIONALE I FATTI VERJFICATISI TRA L'ESTATE DEL 

'7! E L'AUTUNNO DEL '7~ CON LA CRISI DEL SJSTEMA MONETARIO E LE DIE 

FJCOLTA SOPRAGGJUNTE NEGLI APPROVVIGIONAMENTI ENERGETIC!, PER EFFEI 



2. 

FETTO Dl TALl AYYENH1ENTI,. E ENTRATA IN CRISI - PRESSO 

L1 0PINIONE PUBBLICA PRIMA ANCORA CHE NELLA RISTRETTA CERCHIA DEI CUL 

TOR1 DI COSE ECONOMICHE- LA FIDUClA·SPONTANEISTICA NELLA CAPACITA DEL 

SISTEMA DI AUTOREGOLARSI NELLA MISURA NECESSARIA A GARANTIRE IL PROSE 

GU!f1ENTO INDEFINITO DELL 1 ESPANSIONE, ACQU!STAVANO INTANTO URGENZA 

DI CONFRONTO CONCRETO ALCUNI TEMI AGitATI IN PASSATO A LIVELLO 
PIU CUL TURALE CHE POLl TI CO: LA CRI TI CA DEL CONSUt1 I S~10 ,AD 

·ESE~\PIO, LE PREOCCUPAZIONI ECOLOGICHE, L1 ES!GENZA Dl ARGINARE LA 

DIVERGENZA (POTENZIALMENTE ESPLOSIVA) TRA IL MONDO IN-

DUSTRIALIZZATO E IL RESTO DELL 1 UMANITA, COME SEMPRE AVVIENE NEI MO-

MENTI DI CRISI, LA NECESSITA DI UN MUTAMENTO QUALITATIVO SI E IMPO

STA CON CRESCENTE EVIDENZA ANCHE A QUELL! CHE AVEVANO FINITO CON L'ABI. 

TUARSI A CONCEPIRE IL FUTURO IN TERMINI Dl MERA ESTRAPOLAZIONE DELLE 

TENDENZE PASSATE, 
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NULLA FORSE !LLUSTRA TANTO BENE IL CARATTERE RADICALE DJ QUESTA 

SVOLTA QUANTO L'IMPATTO CHE ESSA.HA ESERCITATO SUL PROCESSO DJ INTE

GRAZ I ONE EUROPEA, (OLDRO Cl-£ SJNO STJ!I1 PERSONAU1ENTE CO I NVOL TI NELLA PR_L 

MA FASE DJ ATTUAZIONE DEL TRATTATO DJ ROMA BEN RICORDANO QUANTO LA Fl. 

DUCIA NELL'AUTOSUFF!CIENZA DEGLI AUTOMAT!-

SMI DJ MERCAT~ASSECONDATI DA UNA POLITICA ANTICICLICA ORMAI SPERI

MENTATA/FOSSE ALLORA UNIVERSALMENTE DIFFUSA A TUTTI I LIVEL 

u. Gu STESSI PROBLEM! SOCIAL~ANCORA APERTI IN TALUNE AREE 

ARRETRATE DELLA (OMUNITA A COMINCIARE DAL NOSTRO MEZZOGIORNO, ERA-

NO CONSIDERATI COME ~1ER I FA TTI RES !DUAL! 

CHE L1 ULTERIORE CRESCITA ECONOMICA AVREBBE COMUNQUE SANATO, lo SQUI-

LIBRIO TRA COORDINAMENTO POLITICO E LIBERALIZZAZIONE DJ MER-

CAT~ VIA VIA ACCENTUATOSI IN CONSEGUENZA DEI PROGRESS! DJ 

QUEST 1 ULTif~A A DANNO DELLE ZONE MENO FAVORIT~ NON AVREBBE POTU 
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4. 

TO PREOCCUPARE ECCESS!VAMENTE CHI CONCEPIVA LA COESIONE POLITICA DEL 

L1 AREA INTEGRATA COME UNA.CONSEGUENZA 

TERPENETRAZIONE TRA LE FORZE ECONOM!CHE, 
' . 

QuEST! ORIENTAMENTI HANNO SUBITO NEGLI 

NE IMPOSTA DALLA FORZA DELLE COSE, TUTTI 

AUTOMATICA DELL'IN-

ULTIMI ANN! UNA REVISIQ 

I PAES I 

DELLA (OMUNITA ERANO. PREVALENTEMENTE 0 QUASI ESCLUSIVAMENTE CONSU 

MATORI DI P~ODOTTI 

DALL'EVOLUZIONE 

MERCATO, Cro 

PETROLIFER~ E PERTANTO PIU DIRETTAMENTE COLPITI 

INTERVENUTA NEI RAPPORT! DI 

SPINGEVA INDUBBIAMENTE LA COMUNITA VER 

SO UNA MAGGIORE ASSUNZlONE DI INIZIATIVA INTERNAZIONALE NE! CONFRON 

TI DEI PAESI PRODUTTOR~ INTERESSATI DEL RESTO DA LARGHI PROCESS! DI 

DIVERSIFICAZIONE ECONOMICA CHE APRIVANO ti.L'INDUSTRIA EUROPEANUOVI 

MERCATI DI ESPORTAZIONE E DI INVESTIMENTO,S! MOLTIPLI~AVANO ALL'IN 
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TERNO DEI SINGOLI PAESI MEMBRI INTERVENTI DJ !SPIRAZIONE 0 Dl EF-

FETTO PROTEtiONISTICO SOLLECITATI DALLA DIFESA DELLt RISPETTIVE PA

RITA NELLE NUOVE CONDIZIOIH DI INSTI'BILITA MONETARIA GENERALIZZATA, E CIO 

REMJYA EVIDENTE CHsPROSEGUENDO NELLA STRADA INTRAPRESA1 SI SAREBBE 

GIUNTI AD UNA ESASPERAZIONE DEGLI SQUILIBRI ·sTRUTTURA-

LI ES!STENTI ED ALLA CRISI DELLA STESSA INTEGRAZIONE DJ ~1ERCATQ, lL 

FATICOSO RILANCIO DELLA PROBLEMATICA ISTITUZIONALE REGISTRA 

TO NEGll ULTIMI ANN!, CHE TROVA IL SUO PUNTO SALIENTE NEL TENTATI

VO ATTUALMENTE IN CORSO Dl RIFONDAZIONE DELL 1 UNIONE ECONOMICA E MO-

NETARJA, IN DEFINITIVA UN ABBOZZO DI RISPOSTA POLl-

TI A ALL 1 ATTUALE CRI SI DELL 1 ECONOMI A, 

A 1·110 AWIS0
1 

L1 EVOLUZIONE DEL 

LE RAGIONI Dl SCAMBIO INIZIATASI CON L1 AUMENTO DEL PREZZO DEL PETRO

LIO ~ UN FENOMENO IRREVERSIBILE E DESTINATO AD ESTENDERSI PROGRE~ 

,,., .. 
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SIVAMENTE ALLE MATERIE PRIME NEL LORD COMPLESSO, Jo QUINDI RITENGO CHE 

I MUTAMENTI INTERVENUTI NELL 1 ECONOMIA INTERNAZIONALE DEBBANO ESSE-

RE ASSUNTI COME UN DATO PER~1ANENTE, CON GL! E -

LEVATI COST! DI TRASFORMAZIO~E CHE NE CONSEGUONO. ['ESISTENZA Di QUE 

STO VINCOLO OGGETTIVO PONE DI PER S~ PROBLEM! Dl RISTRUTTURAZIONE · CO 

MUNI A TUTTA L1 INDUSTRIA EUROPEA,ANCHE I PIO FORTI DEI PAESI 

MEMBRI DEVONO OGGI MISURARSI CON lA DIFFICOLTA DI GARANTIRE NELL' M',-

R!TO NAZIONALE UN PIENO UTILIZZO DEI FATTORI PRODUTTIV~ A COMINCIARE 

DALLA FORZA LAV0~~?7T~t BASSO SAGGIO DI SVILUPPO, IN UNA SITUAZIONE 

CARATTERIZZATA DALL 1 ARRIVO SUL MERCATO DI NUOVE LEVE PAR-

TICOLARMENTE NUMEROSE, RENDE SPESSO ALEATORIE LE PROSPETTIVE DI UN 

LORD INSERIMENTO NEL PROCESSO PRODUTTIVO, IN QUESTO SENSO, PUO DIR 

SI CHE I CONTRACCOLPI STRUTTURALI DELLA CRISI MONDIALE HANNO PORTATO 

ALL 1 INTERNO DEGLI STESSI PAESI Dl PIO ANTICA INDUSTRIALIZZAZIONE UNA 

, .. ~------·--, - '------ -- . .,-- ~.,. .. 
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TEMATICA AFFINE PER ALCUNI ASPETTI A QUELLA PROPRIA DEI PAESI EMER

GENT!, D'ALTRO CANTO, IL GENERALIZZARSI DELL 1 !NTERVENTO PUBBLICO, 

CUI STIAMO ASSISTENDO IN MISURA TALORA IMPRESS!ONANTEr NEGLI ULTIMI 

TEr~pr, E LA NUOVA ATIUJIUfA CHE I TEMI DELLO SVILUPPO REGIONALE ASSUMQ. 

NO NEL MUTATO CONTESTO Dl MERCATO RENDONO SEMPRE PlO PALESE L1 INTER

DIPENDENZA ESISTENTE TRA LE DIVERSE S!TUAZIONI, 

ANCHE A QUESTO RIGUARDO, L1 ESIGENZA DJ UNA MATURAZIONE POLITI

CO-ISTITUZIONALE CHE ASS!CURI UN REALE COORDINAMENTO TRA I MOLTEPLI

CI INTERVENTI DEGLI STATI NAZIONALI SEMBRA ANDARE DJ PARI PASSO CON 

UNA.ffiESA DJ COSCIENZA DELLA COMPLESSITA DEI PROBLEM! POST! DALL 1 1NT£ 

GRAZIONE ECONOMICA TRA AREE A LIVEU:.O.DIVERSO DJ SVILUPPO.DAL PUNTO 

DJ VISTA ITALIANO TALE EVOLUZ!ONE APPARE ''POSITIVA, 

NELLA MISURA IN CUI POSTULA IL SUPERAMENTO Dl UNA CONSIDERAZIONE "A~ 

S!STENZIALE"DEL CASO ITALIANO, VISTO COME UNA ANOMALIA 0 COME uN'E.C. 
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CEZIONE CHE CONFERMA LA REGOLA.TALE SUPERAMENTO SARA RESO DEFINITI

VO DAL PROSSIMO ALLARGAMENTO DELLA (OMUN!TA AD ALTRI PAESI DELL'E~ 

ROPA MERID!ONALE. 

(ERTO, TALE SUPERAMENTO NON POTREBBE ESSERE UNILATERALE;ESSO DE 

VE PASSARE:ATTRAVERSCr'UN D!VERSO COMPORTAMENTO DELLO STATO E DELLA 

SOCIETA ITALIAN~CHE TROPP? SPESSO IN PASSATO SONO SEMBRATI RICORDAR 

SI DELL 1 ES!STENZA DELLA (OMUNITA SOLO AL MOMENTO DI FORMULARE RICH!~ 

ST~NON SEMPRE DEL RESTO SUSCETTIBILI DJ CONCRETO ACCOGLIMENTO. LA 
CIRCOSTANZA CHE L'ITALIA ABBIA A·-LUNGO DED!CATO ALL'IN 

VESTIMENTO SOLO LA PARTE RESIDUALE DELLE PROPRIE RISORSE SACRIFICA~-
. . , 

DO LE RAGIONI DELLO SVILUPPO FUTURO A QUELLE DJ UNA POLITICA REDISTRL 

BUTIVA NON SEMPRE ILLUMINATA
1 

SEMBF.lANO GIUST! -

! 
I 
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FICARE IN LINEA DI PRINCIPIO LA PREOCCUPAZIONE DEI PAESI MEMBRI ECQ 

NOMICAMENTE PIU FORTI CHE AD UNA ACCRESCIUTA SOLIDARIETA FINANZIARIA 

SI ACCOMPAGNI NELL'AMBITO COMUNITARIO UN CORRELATIVO RAFFORZAMENTO 

DEGLI STRUMENTI Dl CONTROLLO. f'loN A CASO, IL PRG8RAMMA TRIENNA-

LE PREDISPOSTO DAL MINISTRO DEL TESORO PANDOLFI, S!GNIFICATIVAMENTE 

INTITOLATO "UNA SCELTA PER L'EUROPA~ SI MUOVE APPUNTO NELLA biREZIO

NE DI UNA RIQUALIFICAZIONE PRODUTTIVISTICA DELLA SPESA PUBBLICA ITALIA 

NA. E' ALTRETTANTO SIGNIFICATIVO TUTTAVIA CHE PROPRIO IN TALE CONT£ 

STQ,PRELIEVO FISCALE E SPESA PUBBLICA SI PRESENTING COME LA STRUTTU

RA PORT ANTE DELL' I NTERA POLl T I CA ECONOM I CA, PONENDOS I COME LA COND I

ZIONE PRINCIPALE DELL 1 INDISPENSABILE R!ATT!VAZIONE DEGLI STESSI MEC

CANISMI DI MERCATO, E' QUEST~ A MID GIUDIZIO LA SOGLIA DECISIVA CHE 

IL COORDINAMENTO POLITICO COMUNITARIO DEY~SUPERARE PER GIUNGERE AD 

UNA CONSIDERAZIONE REALISTICA DEI PROBLEM! CHE OGGI SI PONGONO NEL-

- -¥<',,..,..._. -~~--~~-~---·--~~-. --- -r 
! 
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1 L' A~1BITO DELL
1

ECONot1IA ITALIANA/ E NON SOLTANTO DI ESSA, 

IN REALTA, ANCHE SUL TERRENO PI0 LIMITATO DEI PROBLEM! INDUSTRI~ 
LI/ CHE D!RETTAMENTE Cl PREOCCUPANO IN QUESTA SEDE, IL DISCORSO E OR~1~ 

CON OGNI EVIDENZA QUELLO DEL COORDINAMENTO POLITICO, LA LEGGE 675 IN 1 

MATERIA DI RISTRUTTU.[lAZ!ONE E R!CONVERS!ONE INDUSTRIALE HA RAPPRESEN I 
TATO IN QUESTO SENSO UN CONTRIBUTO RILEVANTE AGLI SFORZI CHE ANCHE I 
IN SEDE COMUNITARIA SI COMPIONO PER. GIUNGERE AD UNA VISIONE ORGANICA I 
DEGLI INTERVENTI PUBBLIC~ CHE LI RENDA RECIPROCAMENTE COMPATIBILI E I 
RICONDUCIBILI A DISEGNO COMUNE, . MA · L' ATTUALE 1 

NORr1ATIVA · . Cot·1UNITARIA_, CHE !GNORA OGNI ESPLICITO RIFE-

RI MENTO AD UNA POLl TI CA I NDUSTR I ALE COMUNE E COND I Z IONA (COME ANCHE D I 1 

RECENTE SI E POTUTO CONSTATARE) GLI STESS! INTERVENTI DELLA COMMISSIO- I 
NE AD UNA DISCIPLINA DELLA CONCORRENZA CONCEP!TA IN UNA SITUAZ!ONE STQ I 

1 

1 
.,....,.---·-·-·-- ····-····· '"-·· ..... , 
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RICA PROFONDAMENTE DIVERSA DALL'ATTUALE, E DAVVERO ADEGUATA A COM

PITI TANTO IMPEGNATIVI COME QUELL! CHE PROPRIO IN SEDE C0f1UNITARIA 

Cl VENGONO PROPOSTI, DAL TRASFERIMENTO DI TECNOLOGIE ALLA RISTRUTT~ 

RAZIONE DEI SETTORI MATURI E ALLO SVILUPPO DJ QUELL! D1 AVVENIRE? 

A QUESTO RIGUARDO, MOLTEPLICI E LEGITTIME SONO LE PREOCCUPAZIQ 

NI DEL SETTORE PUBBLICO IN GENERE1 E IN PRIMO LUOGO DI UN GRUPPO CO

ME L'IRJ, FORTEMENTE PENALIZZATO DALL 1 ATTUALE CRISI ANCHE A MOTIVO 

DEL SUO LARGO IMPEGNO IN SETTORI PIU · 

ESPOSTI AI CONTRACCOLPI NEGATIVI DELL'INDEBOtlTA DOMANDA MONDIALE 

E DELL 1 Ef1ERGENZA DI NUOVI CONCORRENTI, S!AMO ANZITUTTO SENSIBILI AL 

RISCHIO CHE LO STESSO !NCALZARE DELLA CR!SI, CHE SOLLECITA IN 

MOLTI PAESI UNA CRESCENTE PRESENZA PUBBLICA IN TALl SETTORI
1 

ANCORI 

NELLA STESSA MISURA LE IMPRESE A CONTROLLO PUBBLICO AD UNA LOGICA Dl 

. I. 
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SALVATAGGI~ CON PERDITA DJ !MPRENDITORIALITA E CON L1 !NSORGERE DJ CON. 

TRADDIZIONI INSUPERABILI TRA UNA POLITICA DIFENSIVA ALL 1 INTERNO DEL-

LE RISPETTIVE ECONOMIE E UNA PROIEZIONE ESPANSIVA VERSO I PAESI EMER

GENT!, TALE R!SCHIO Cl APPARE TANTO P!O GRAVE IN QUANTO UNA GESTIONE 

DELLA POLITICA INDUSTRIALE COMU.NITARIA INTESA. AD OPERARE LE RIDUZ!ONI 

DI CAPACITA PRODUTTIVA IMPOSTE IN TALl SETTORI DALLA NUOVA DIVISIONE IN 

TERNAZIONALE DEL LAVORO POTREBBE IN TALUN! CAS! SORTIRE EFFETTI OPPO~ 

ST! A QUELL! DESIDERAT! SACR!FICANDO DJ FATTO IMPRESE cor~PETITIVE A ME. 

DIO TERM! NE/ CHE PAGANO NELL' !Mf1EDIATO LO SCOTTO F!NANZIARIO Dl UN IM

PEGNO DI ·RINNOVAMENTO PERSEGU!TO IN AVVERSE CONDIZIONI CONGIUNTURALI. 

ANCOR PIU Cl PREOCCUPA INFINE IL PERICOLO CHE IN NOME Dl PUR LEGITTI

ME ESIGENZE DI TRASPARENZA COMPETITIVA SI IMPONGANO ALL 1 It~PRESA PUBBLl_ 

CA VINCOLI DISCRIMINATOR!, SOSTANZIALMENTE INCOMPATIBILI CON UNA GE

ST!ONE Dl TIPO !MPREND!TORIALE E TALl DA INCORAGGIARE P!UTTOSTO !L 

,/' 
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CONSOLJDAMENTO E L'ESTENS!ONE DI AREE DI CAPITALISMO ASS!STITq._ VIRTUAL

MENTE SOTTRATTE ALLA NORMALE DIALETTICA Dl MERCATO, 

A QUESTE PREOCCUPAZIONI SI AGG!UNGONO QUELLE INERENTI AL-

LA DIFFICOLTA CHE HA INCONTRATO FINORA LO SVILUPPO DI UNA SOSTANZIALE 

COOPERAZIONE COMUN!TARIA NE! SETTORI AD ALTO CONTENUTO TECNOLOGICO E 

AD ELEVATO VALORE AGGIUNTO/ CHE PUR MAGG!ORMENTE ES!GEREBBERO UNO 

SFORZO COMUNE PER LA DIMENS!ONE DEI MEZZI F!NANZJARJ E DELLE CONOSCEN

ZE TECN!CHE CHE IN TALl CAMPI SI RICHIEDONO, LA MAGGJOR DIFFICOLTA 

DI COORDINAMENTO IN UN TERRENO COME QUESTO ~ ILLUSTRATA DALL'IN

TERA STORJA DELLA (OMUNJTA EUROPEA, DOMINATA DAL CONTRASTO FRA JL FAL

LITO TENTATIVO DJ COSTRUJRE UN'JNDUSTRJA NUCLEARE COMUNE E JL CONSOLJ

DARSJ DJ UN REGIME FORTEMENTE PROTEZIONJSTJCO NEL SETTORE AGRICOLO, IN 

QUESTO SENS~ LA RJSPOSTA ALLA SFJDA RIVOLTA ALL'INDUSTRIA EUROPEA DAL

LA NUOVA DIVISJONE JNTERNAZJONALE DEL LAVORO CONDIZIONA DIRETTAMENTE 

f"' 
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14. 
. . . 

L'AVVENIRE DELL'INTERA COMUNITA E IL SUO STESSO SIGNIFICATO RISPETTO 

AL PlO VASTO AMBITO DEGLI SCAMBI INTERNAZIONALJ, 

lNVESTITA DIRETTAMENTE DA QUESTA PROBLEMATIC~CHE PONE IN DISCUS

SIONE LE SUE RESPONSABILITA FUTURE E LA SUA STESSA IDENTITA, SPECIE 

IN UN PAESE COME L'lTALI~SITUATO GEOGRAFICAMENTE E STORICAMENTE AI 

MARGIN! TRA MONDO INDUSTRIALIZZATO E PAESI EMERGENT~ L1 1MPRESA PU~BLI

CA, OGGI PRIORITARIAMENTE IMPEGNATA NEL RISANAMENTO DELLE SITUAZIONI 

COMPROMESSE DALLA CRISJ, CERCA FATICOSAMENTE LA STRADA DJ UNA CARATTE

RIZZAZIONE CHE RISPOf.JDA AL MUTATO ORIZZONTE STORICO IN CUI SI TROVA AD 

OPERARE, (ONSAPEVOLf DELL'IMPOSSIBILITA DJ TROVARE RISPOSTE VALIDE CHE 

NON SIANO GLOBAL!, ABBIAMO ASS UNTO UNA 
INIZIATIVA CHE NEL SENSO MIGLIORE POTREBBE DIRSI PROVOCATORI~ INVITAN

DO A QUESTO TAVOLO IL RESPONSABILE DELLA POLITICA INDUSTRIALE IN VIA 

,/' 
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15. · I 

DI ELABORAZIONE A LIVELLO COMUNITAR!O E DUE TRA I PIU AUTOREVOLI ESPQ I 
NENTI DEL ~'10NDO ECONot1ICO ITALIANO. DAL DIBATTITO CHE ESSI AVVIERAN-

. I 
NO E CHE Cl AUGURIAMO TROVI LARGA ECO ~EGLI INTERVENTI DEL QUALIFICATO' 

PUBBLICO PRESENTE, L.!•TRI SI RIPROMETTE DI TRARRE ELEMENT! DI RIFLES

SIONE SUSCETTIBILI DI TRADURSI IN ORIENTAMENTI OPERATIVI. 
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ATLANTISCHE GE!1EINSCHAFT, EUROPA, DEUTSCHLAND: 

OPTIONEN; OBJEKTE ODER Ul1FELDER BUNDESREPUBLIKANISCHER 

AUSSENPOLITIK? 

Einfiihrung 

Das interessanteste an der Frage nach der Orientierung der 

westdeutschen AuBenpolitik ist, daB sie iiberhaupt jetzt ge-

stellt wird. Hat sich die Banner AuBenpolitik verandert? 

Oder hat sich vielleicht die Welt verandert, in der die Bun-

desrepublik AuBenpolitik treibt? Vieles spricht fiir die zwei-

te Version. Im historischen Langsschnitt gesehen, hat sich an 

der bundesrepublikanischen AuBenpolitik nichts Substantielles 

geandert. Sie versteht sich als europaischer Regionalstaat, 

der auf die Zusammenarbeit mit den westeuropaischen Staaten 

im Rahmen der EG angewiesen ist und sie deswegen fordert. Sie 

versteht sich als l1i.tglied der Atlantischen Gemeinschaft, auf 

deren, vor allem van den USA erbrachte Schutzfunktion sie 

nicht verzichten kann. SchlieBlich tragt sie an der deutschen 

Teilung, kann und darf sie weder die 16 l1io Deutschen in der 

DDR noch die Tatsache vergessen, daB auch die osteuropaischen 

Staaten und zu einem groBen Teil die Sowjetunion zu Europa ge-

horen. An dieser Problem-Quadriga arbeitet die Bundesrepublik, 

seit 1955 die deutsche Frage van der Agenda der Weltpolitik 

gestrichen und durch die Entspannung ersetzt wurde. Seit bei-

nahe 20 Jahren also verwirklicht die Bundesrepublik ihre Si-

cherheitsinteressen iiber die Zusammenarbeit in der NATO, ihre 

wirtschaftlichen Interessen in der Europaischen Gemeinschaft, 

ihre Deutschlandpolitik im Rahmen der Vier-l1achte-Verantwortung 

und ihre Entspannungs-Politik in enger Abstimmung mit den 
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Vereinigten Staaten, GroBbritannien und Frankreich. Seit 30 

Jahren betreibt sie eine unilaterale Politik, weil es .eine 

multinationale Alternative dazu nicht gibt. Unilateral ist 

aber nicht gleichbedeutend mit national, bezeichnet den Pro-

zeB, nicht den Inhalt einer Politik. Bonn denkt 1978 weniger 

national als 1948; es handelt 1978 nicht anders als nach 1955, 

nach der Wiedererlangung seiner Souveranitat: als unabhangiger 

Staat, der auf bestimmte Souveranitatsansprtiche verzichtet hat. 

Auch okonomisch hat sich kaum etwas geandert: das Wirtschafts-

wunder der SOer Jahre ist zum Stabilitatswunder der 70er ge-

worden. Was also hat sich geandert? 

Umwelt und Kontext der westdeutschen AuBenpolitik haben sich 

geandert. Die Entspannung, 1955 nur als Silberstreif am Hori-

zont erkennbar, ist seit 1972 zum dominanten Muster im Ost-

West-Konflikt geworden. Der amerikanisch-sowjetische Konflikt 

wurde durch die partielle Kooperation der beiden Supermachte 

erganzt und modifiziert. Dementsprechend anderten sich Funk-

tion und Wert der westlichen Militarallianz. Als Folge des 

Vietnam-Krieges und der Inflation schwachte sich die amerika-

nische Hegemonie tiber Westeuropa ab, ausgedrlickt durch die 

Nixon-Doktrin und den 15. August 1971. Die olkrise verscharfte 

die wirtschaftlichen Probleme derer, die schon genug davon hat-

ten. Die Erweiterung der EG erweiterte den Handlungsspielraum 

derjenigen Mitglieder, die ihn auszunutzen vermochten. 

Diese Umweltveranderungen zu betonen, stellt keinen dialekti-

schen Kunstgriff dar, mit dessen Hilfe die Bundesrepublik aus 

der Kritik entlassen werden konnte. Die Interdependenz hat 
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bewirkt, daB in der internationalen Politik die Reichen ge-

nausowenig aus der Verantwortung fur die weniger Reichen und 

die Armen entlassen konnen wie in der Innenpolitik. Verander-

te Bedingungen erfordern eine veranderte Politik. Fur die 

Analyse aber ist es ganz entscheidendr ob die Veranderungen 

in der Bundesrepublik oder in ihrer Umwelt stattgefunden ha-

~~n. Die Diagnose eines sich verstarkenden Unilateralismus 

fuhrt zu verschiedenartigen Therapien, je nachdem ob das Pha-

nomen mit einem sich verstarkenden Nationalismus oder mit 

sich vermindernden Kooperationschancen erklart werden muB. Im 

ersteren Fall muB sich die Bundesrepublik, im zweiten mussen 

sic~ alle Staaten einer entsprechenden Kur unterziehen. 

Hier wird die These entfaltet, daB sich an den Zielen der bun-

desrepublikanischen AuBenpolitik nichts geandert hat, die nach 

wie vor auf Europa und die Atlantische Gemeinschaft gerichtet 

sind. Der Kontext dieser Politik hat sich jedoch entscheidend 

und mehrfach gewandelt. Diesem Wandel haben die Mittel, denen 

die Ausfuh:cung der Politik anvertraut wurde, nicht Rechnung ge-

tragen. Dadurch haben sich zwischen der Bundesrepublik u::td ihren 

EG-Partnern sowie den USA Differenzen eingestellt, die sich uber 

Zeit vertieft und den Unilateralismus gefOrdert h.aben. Diese Dif-

ferenzen konnen durch Anpassungen der verschiedenen Seiten, 

am besten durch eine solche aller Seiten beseitigt oder zumin

dest abgeschwacht werden} Das Problem betrifft ubrigens keines

'"'egs nur das Verhaltnis der Bundesrepublik zu den westeuropai-

schen Staaten, sondern das aller EG-Partner untereinander. 

Unilateralismus ist kein Monopol der Bundesrepublik. Er wird 
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hier nur deswegen betont, weil er den meisten Problemen zu

grunde liegt, mit denen die Kritiker der Bundesrepublik sich 

beschaftigen. Es geht nichtum die Ziele Bonns. Die Bundes

republik versteht sich aus Uberzeugung, Interessen und geo

graphischer Lage als westeuropaischer Staat. Sie denkt at

lantisch aus Grlinden der Sicherheit und der ideologischen 

Verbundenheit mit den Vereinigten Staaten. Diese Basis ist un

verandert stabil. Bei der Verwirklichung dieser Politik jedoch 

tritt der bundesrepublikanische Unilateralismus deutlicher zu-· 

tage, weil Alternativen in der Zwischenzeit nicht eingerichtet 

worden sind und die relative Machtverminderung der EG-Partner 

und der USA eine Machtzunahme der Bundesrepublik bewirkt. Bei 

ihr wird nun starker sichtbar, was in den ersten 20 Jahren un-

ter der relativen Abhangigkeit und Schwache der Bundesrepublik 

verdeckt, nichtsdestoweniger aber von Anfang an genauso vorhan

den gewesen war wie bei allen anderen Mitgliedern der Europai

schen Gemeinschaft und der NATO: der Unilateralismus als die 

einzige theoretisch-politisch wie praktisch bewahrte Handlungs

weise. Die Bundesrepublik hat keinen neuen Nationalismus ent

wickelt: Ihre Ziele wie ihre Mittel sind konstant geblieben. 

Ihr Handlungsspielraum hingegen hat sich vergroBert. 
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1. Sicherheit und Entspannung 

1.1 Sicherheitspolitik 

Nach wie vor ist es ein Axiom der westdeutschen AuBenpolitik, 

"daB das Atlantische Blindnis, in dem Amerika die wichtigste 

Rolle spielt, die unverzichtbare Grundlage ist flir die gemein

same Sicherheits- und Verteidigungspolitik" 1 . DaB die Sicher-

heit der Bundesrepublik bedroht ist, steht flir Bonn auBer 

Frage. Zwar hat sich das Bild der Sowjetunion inzwischen et-

was differenziert. Ihre militarische Expansion gilt als der 

Ausnahmefall, als der 'worst case', der m6glich, aber nicht 

wahrscheinlich ist. Vielmehr benutzt die Sowjetunion ihr gro-

Bes und zunehmendes Militarpotential dazu, ihren Besitzstand 

und EinfluBbereich in Mitteleuropa zu sichern und, wenn !nog-

lich, ihren EinfluB nach Westen auszudehnen, die USA aus West

europa zu verdrangen 2 . Auf diese doppelte Bedrohung reagiert 

die NATO, indem sie mit ihrer Abschreckungsfunktion den an-

dauernden Aggressionsverzicht der Sowjetunion sicherstellt 

und mit ihrer eigenen militarischen Starke die Sowjetunion 

daran hindert, ihr militarisches Potential politisch auszunut-

zen. Beide Funktionen sind ohne die Vereinigten Staaten nicht 

zu erflillen. Nur die USA verftigen liber das zureichende nuklea

re Abschreckungspote~tial, nur sie k6nnen auf der strategischen 

Ebene die Sicherheit Westeuropas gewahrleisten. Weder die fran-

z6sische noch die britische Militarmacht ist dazu imstande. Die po 

litische Handlungs- und Bewegungsfreiheit der BRD ist auf den nuklec 

ren Schutz durch die Vereinigten Staaten angewiesen. Jenseits 

aller (wichtigeren) Gemeinsamkeiten zwischen den Vereinigten 
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Staaten und Westeuropa setzt dieses militarische Datum eine 

Orientierungsmarke, die fur jede Konzeption verbindlich ist. 

Fur die Bundesrepublik kommen weitere Daten hinzu. Die Frei-

heit West-Berlins und seinerVerbindung zu der Bundesrepublik 

hangt ausschlieBlich von der Bereitschaft der Vereinigten Staa~ 

ten ab, dort militarisch prasent zu bleiben und politisch die 

Sicherheit und Freiheit West-Berlins gegenuber der Sowjetunion 

• zu gewahrleisten. Das Berlin-Abkommen vom 3. September 197'1 

war nicht nur hinsichtlich seiner Genese, sondern ist fur sei

ne Dauer und fur seine Verwirklichung ausschJieBlich von den 

Vereinigten Staaten abhangig 3 . Daruber hinaus ist die Bundes

republik auf die Prasenz amerikanischer Truppen in Westdeutsch

land insofern angewiesen, als nur die sich darin ausdruckende 

Interventionsbereitschaft der USA die Grenze zur DDR auch ge

gen konventionelle Ubergriffe und lokale Kriege absichert. Fur 

das erste Basisinteresse jeder politischen Einheit, die Gewahr

leistung ihrer physischen Sicherheit, ist die Bundesrepublik 

exklusiv auf die Zusammenarbeit mit den Vereinigten Staaten 

verwiesen. 

Es gibt keine Alternative. Naturlich waren theoretisch die 

westeuropaischen Staaten imstande~ ein Militarpotential in der 

GroBenordnung einer der beiden Supermachte zu erzeugen und be

reitzustellen. Die materiellen, technologischen und finanziel

len Moglichkeiten dazu waren durchaus gegeben. Es ist auch 

nicht zu bestreiten, daB die Ex~stenz ein~r solchen europai

schen Streitmacht das NATO-Blindnis von dem Kardinalproblem der 
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Entscheidung liber den Atomwaffeneinsatz befreien und das arne

rikanisch-europaische Verhaltnis langfristig entlasten wlirde
4 

Sogar der vertragliche Rahmen einer solchen europaischen rni-

litarischen Streitmacht steht bereits zur Verfligung: in Form 

der westeuropaischen Union, deren Organe nach wie vor regel-

maBig zusammentreten und arbeiten. Im Vertrag von 1954 ist 

die automatische Beistandsverpflichtung der Mitglieder enthal

ten, zu denen auBer den ursprlinglichen 6 staaten der Europai

schen Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft noch GroBbritannien zahlt.jrrn 

Gegensatz zu diesem Verteidigungsvertrag stellt die Eurogroup 

eine Untergruppe der NATO dar, die sich ausschlieBlich mit Fra-

gen der Rlistungsstandardisierung, der Struktur und der Ausbil-

dung der europaischen Streitkrafte befaBt. Hat die Eurogroup 

den Vorteil, alle EG-Staaten (auBer Frankreich) zusammenzufas-

sen, also die l'lirtschaftsgemeinschaft militarisch zu komplementie

ren, so stellt sie praktisch nur eine Arbeitsgemeinschaft in-

nerhalb der NATO dar. Mit Recht hat sie vermieden, sich als 

eine mogliche Alternative zum westlichen Blindnis zu begreifen. 

~eh die westeuropaische Union hat von einem solchen Konzept 

von Anfang an Abstand genommen. Sie konnte zwar ohne weiteres 

urn die beiden noch fehlenden EG-Staaten erweitert und damit 

zum Verteidigungsblindnis der Europaischen Gemeinschaft gemacht 

werden. Damit sind aber die Probleme nicht gelost. Eine euro-

paische Streitmacht, will sie ernstgenommen werden, mliBte 

eine integrierte Struktur, einen gemeinsamen Oberbefehl auf-

weisen, der ohne Vereinheitlichung der politischen Entschei-

dungsprozesse nicht denkbar ist. An einer solchen Konstruktion 

und der damit einhergehenden Verminderung der Handlungsfrei-
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heit sind weder GroBbritannien noch Frankreich (und auf Dauer 

vermutlich auch nicht die Bundesrepublik) interessiert. Eine 

solche europaische Streitmacht wlirde auch die bundesrepubli-

kanische Beteiligung an der Einsatzentscheidung der Nuklear-

waffen ergeben, eine Entwicklung, die die westeuropaischen 

Staaten, die Vereinigten Staaten und die Sowjetunion bisher 

sorgsam vermieden haben. Ohne diese nukleare Gleichberechti-

gung konnte allerdings die Bundesrepublik einer solchen Mili-, 

tarmacht heute nicht mehr beitreten. 

Die europaische Streitmacht ist daher nur gedanklich eine Al-

ternative zur amerikanischen Schutzfunktion innerhalb der 

NATO. Sie sollte langfristig nicht gering geachtet werden. Ge

lingt die Integration der AuBen- und Verteidigungspolitik der 

EG-Staaten, so ist die Bildung einer europaischen Streitmacht 

deren logische Folge. Zu fragen bliebe dann freilich noch, wie 

weit die Entstehung einer dritten Supermacht das Abschreckungs-

system in der Welt verandert und die Rlistungsdynamik weiter-

vorantreibt. Nicht nur unter Rlistungskontrollaspekten, auch un-

ter dem Aspekt der Integration der Entwicklungslander in das 

globale System scheint der Preis sehr hoch zu sein, den Europa 

und die Welt flir die Entkoppelung der amerikanisch-europaischen · 

Verteidigungsleistungen zu erbringen hatte. Es ware daher sehr 

viel sinnvoller, die amerikanisch-europaische Verteidigungs-

allianz beizubehalten und darin nach neuen Moglichkeiten zu 

suchen, die Interessendifferenzen aufzulosen und die entstan-

denen Machtverschiebungen zu kompensieren. 
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Innerhalb des Blindnisses gibt es nur eine Interessendifferenz; 

sie betrifft die Mitbestimmung am Atomwaffeneinsatz. Insofern 

ist sie fundamental, aber nicht aktue11 5 . Mit Recht warnt die 

SPD vor den Tendenzen in einigen Teilen der CDU/CSU, innerhalb 

einer europaischen Atomstreitmacht die deutsche Hand an den 

Abzugshebel legen zu konnen. Diese Politik sei flir die Sicher-

heit der Bundesrepublik und Europa gefahrlich. "Sie kann von 

uns nicht bebilligt werden" 6 
Weniger gravierend, aber 

zahlreicher sind die Interessenunterschiede der NATO-Partner 

auBerhalb des Blindnisbereiches. Der Vietnam-Krieg der USA. 

war das groBte, der Nah-Ost-Konflikt ist das aktuellste, der 

Konflikt im slidlichen Afrika das kommende Beispiel. Im Gegen-

satz zu Vietnam, sind im Nahen Osten und in Afrika nicht nur 

amerikanische, sondern auch europaische Interessen involviert;; 

in de~ Bundesrepublik blicken die Sozialdemokraten mit Sorge7 , 

die Freien Demokraten offensichtlich mit Engagementsbereit

schaft8 auf diese Konflikte. Ganz anders als in der Frage liber 

den Atomwaffeneinsatz lassen diese Konflikte auch die Macht-

verschiebungen innerhalb der NATO deutlich erkennen. Der Inter-

ventionsverzicht der Amerikaner in Angola wurde vom deutschen 

AuBenminister durchaus als Zeichen zunehmender amerikanischer 
9 

Zurlickhaltung verbucht . Die deutsche Bundesregierung ist im 

slidlichen Afrika, vor allem in Namibia, aber auch an der Slid-

ost-Flanke der NATO, in Griechenland und der Tlirkei, als Ver-

mittler tatig. Sie weiB um die "wachsende politische Bedeutung 

der Lander der Dritten Welt'' und bietet ihnen "eine faire Part-

nerschaft an "1 ~ 
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Naturlich gibt es innerhalb der westlichen Verteidigungs-

allianz Meinungsverschiedenheiten. Sie sind zahlreich, aber 

nicht gravierend. So weit die Bundesrepublik und die USA 

davon betroffen sind, gehen sie groBtenteils auf das Konto 

der Machtverschiebungen, die im Laufe der Jahre stattgefun-

den haben. Den Vereinigten Staaten fallt es verstandlicher-

weise nicht leicht, den Wandel Bonns vom abhangigen Klein-

staat zum kooperationswilligen Partner jederzeit taktisch 

voll zu berucksichtigen11 Ihre einsamen Entscheidungen bei 

den SALT-Verhandlungen mit der Sowjetunion, im Fall der Neu-

12 tronen-Bombe , oder ihre zum Teil zur Pression geratenen 

Anspruche in der leidigen Offset-Angelegenheit haben ebenso 

unnutze Verstimmungen hervorgerufen13 wie andererseits die 

zum Teil beckmesserische Demonstration des bundesrepublikani-

schen Machtzuwachses, wie sie bei der Benutzung deutscher Ha-

fen und Flughafen fur amerikanische Israel-Lieferungen zutage 

trat. Werden durch solche Stilfehler die amerikanisch-deut

schen Beziehungen gelegentlich "aufgerauht" 14 , gibt es Mei-

nungsverschiedenheiten in der Taktik der Durchsetzung der Men-

schenrechte, gibt es Antipathien zwischen Entscheidungstra-

gern - die Bundnisbeziehung wird davon nicht beruhrt. Ihre 

Bedeutung fur die Sicherheit der Bundesrepublik hat Willy 

Brandt vor der amerikanischen Handelskammer am 20. Juni 1978 

noch einmal bilanziert: ''Je unzerreiBbarer die Bande des ge-

gemeinsamen militarischen Risikos sind, urn so groBer wird un-

sere Sicherheit. Alles, was uns im Risiko voneinander abkop-

peln konnte, ware weniger Sicherheit, zuerst fur uns, schnell 

fur alle. Ich denke, die Bilanz ist eindeutig ... Die Allianz 
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ist flir Europa und flir Amerika, fur jeden. von uns unentbehr

lich geworden• 15 

1.2 Entspannungs- und Ostpolitik 

Die Entspannungs- und Ostpolitik der Bundesrepublik wird durch 

die gleiche Interessenlage bestimmt. Mehr noch: Diese Politik 

kann tiberhaupt nur als abhangige Funktion des Verhaltnisses 

zwischen den Verehigten Staaten und der Sowjetunion geftihrt 

werden. Konrad Adenauer versuchte tiber mehrere Jahre hin ver-

geblich, die Ostpolitik der Bundesrepublik aus dem Entspannungs-

trend des internationalen Systems herauszuhalten: Er scheiterte. 

Die sogenannte ''Ostpolitik" unter Bundeskanzler Brandt.flihrte 

die Bundesrepublik in diesen Trend zurtick. Oder, allgemeiner 

ausgedrtickt: Die Ostpolitik der Bundesrepublik schwingt, wenn-

gleich mi t gewissen Zei tverzogerunge·n, im gleichen Rhythmus wie 

die Beziehung zwischen den Vereinigten Staaten und der Sowjet-

union. Sich antizyklisch zu verhalten, ist der Bundesrepublik 

nicht moglich. Bundeskanzler Helmut Schmidt sieht die histori-

sche Rolle seines Vorgangers Willy Brandt mit Recht darin, daB 

er gerade noch rechtzeitig, namlich "ehe die GroBmachte sich 

tiber unseren deutschen Kopf hinweg geeinigt hatten, die deut

sche Ostpolitik realisiert und vertraglich abgesichert hat" 16 . 

Ist die bundesdeutsche Ost- und Entspannungspolitik vom Zu-
1 

stand der amerik~nisch-sowjetischen Beziehungen abhangig, so 

ist sie auf die Zustirr~ung der europaischen Partner angewiesen. 
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Eine nicht nur im taktischen, sondern auch im strategischen 

Sinne unilaterale Politik Banns - ganz zu schweigen etwa van 

einer "nationalen" - gibt es nicht. Andererseits gibt es ked-

ne einheitliche, nach Zielen und Mitteln definierte und gar 

koordinierte Politik der Neun, zusammen mit den Vereinigten 

Staaten. Die politische Zusammenarbeit im Rahmen des Europai-

schen Rates (EPZ) beschrankt sich notwendigerweise in der 

Ost- und Entspannungspolitik auf groBe Leitlinien. In diesem 

"konzeptionellen Synkretismus" hat sie sich jedoch "relativ 

gut bewahrt" 17 . Die Neun haben die bei der Grlindung der KSZE in 

Helsinki eingeftihrte Praxis, gemeinsame Standpunkte zu ent-

wickeln und vorzutragen, beibehalten und ausgebaut. Sie haben 

auch in Belgrad kooperiert, wobei stets institutionalisierte 

Flihlungnahmen mi t den Vereinigten Staaten ·erfolgten 18 . Be- . 

rlicksichtigt man die Informalitat des Europaischen Rates und 

die groBe Bandbreite der dart reprasentierten Interessen, so 

muB die gemeinsame Sprache der Neun in Entspannungsfra.gen ent-

sprechend hoch bewertet werden. DaB die Konzertierung van Spra-

che und Aktion flir jeden der europaischen Staaten eine Notwen-

digkeit darstellt, zeigt schon der GroBenvergleich zur Sowjet-

union. Kein westeuropaisches Land, und schon gar nicht die 

Bundesrepublik, konnte Moskau unilateral gegenlibertreten. Ge-

rade der Versuch, auch individuelle Interessen mit den ost-

europaischen Staaten und der Sowjetunion zu verhandeln, setzt 

die feste Verankerung im Kollektiv der Neun voraus. 

Fur alle Bundesregierungen seit Adenauer galt dies als Axiom. 

Die bundesdeutsche Ost- und Entspannungspolitik muB mit den 
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Verblindeten abgestirnmt sein und darf die Sicherheit Westeuro

pas, der Bundesrepublik und 1•/est-Berlins nicht gefahrden 19 

Abgesehen von der Identifikation mit dem Westen - liber die 

weiter unten zu sprechen sein wird - verbietet diese Inter

essenlage jeden bundesdeutschen Alleingang. Eine Tendenz zur 

Selbst-Finlandisierung, zum Austritt aus der NATO gegen ein 

sowjetisches Sicherheitsversprechen und die Perspektive einer 

deutschen Wiedervereinigung 20 kann nur von Utopisten oder 

solchen Konservativen bemerkt werden, die mit der Beschworung 

des Schreckgespenstes von Rapallo die Entspannung torpedieren 

mochten. Es gibt in der Bundesrepublik auf dem ultrarechten 

und auf dem ultralinken Flligel des Parteienspektrums~aditio-

nalisten, die die Verstandigung mit RuBland, bzw. der Sowjet

union, der Zusarnmenarbeit mit dem liberale~ bzw. dem kapita-

listischen Westen gegenliber- oder vielleicht entgegenstellen 

wollen. Sie treten politisch nicht einmal in Erscheinung. 

Relevant vielmehr ist der Versuch der Bundesregierung, auf 

der Basis des Grundkonsenses mit Mitgliedern der EG und den 

Vereinigten Staaten die Entspannungspolitik, und darin die 

Ostpolitik, darin wiederum die Politik gegenuber der DDR zu 

entfalten. Entspannungspolitik kann, da es kein integriertes 

Gremium gibt und der Europaische Rat nur eine lockere Konferenz 

der Regierungschefs darstellt, notwendigerweise wiederum nur 

eine unilaterale Politik sein. Der Unilateralismus kennzeichnet 

hier aber nicht nur die Mittel, sondern auch die Ziele, inso~ 

fern d.ie Bundesrepublik auf Grund ihrer geographischen Lage und 

auf Grund der deutschen Teilung spezifische Interessen besitzt. 
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Flir die sozialliberale Koalition sind diese Interessen unab-

dingbar mit der Entspannungspolitik verknlipft. Sie enthalt 

nicht nur die "Hoffnung auf eine Wende unseres nationalen Schick

sals"21, sie birgt darliber hinaus die M6glichkeit zu ver-

starkten Kontakten mit den sozialistischen Landern im Vorfeld 

der Sowjetunion. Sie entspricht vor allem dem Selbstverstand-

nis der sozialliberalen Koalition in der gleichen Weise, wie 

die Politik der Starke dem des Kabinetts Adenauer zugeordnet 

werden muB. Die sozialliberale Koalition macht mit der Zwei-

Pfeiler-Theorie ernst, die eine zureichende Verteidigung mit 

einer zunehmenden Entspannung verbindet. Die Entspannung hat 

die innerdeutschen Kontakte vermehrt, zahlreichen Familien aus 

den osteuropaischen Staaten den Ubertritt in die Bundesrepu-

blik erm6glicht, die Beziehungen zu den osteuropaischen Staa-

ten vermehrt, und zwar sowohl politisch wie wirtschaftlich, 

und schlie8lich auch der Sowjetunion den Vorwand zu einer ag-

gressiv-isolationistischen Politik genommen. Konzept und Inter-

esse verweisen die sozialliberale Bundesrepublik auf die Ent-

spannung. 

Es ist unvermeidlich, daB eine solche Politik auf die Kritik 

derer st68t, die die Entspannung mit der Sowjetunion nicht wol

len22. Dazu zahlen auch Teile der CDU, die zu den Kernstticken 

der Ostpolitik, zum Gewaltverzichtsvertrag mit Moskau, zur 

Berlin-Regelung und zum Grundlagenvertrag mit der DDR sich we-

der zu einer zustimmenden noch zu einer ablehnenden Haltung 

durchringen konnte 23 . Der Partei fallt es schwer, sich auf 

den veranderten Kontext der Entspannung einzustellen. 
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Dieser Kontext ist sicherlich sehr viel schwieriger zu hand-

haben als der der Konfrontation des Kalten Krieges. Da un-

ter ihren Auspizien die Atlantische Gemeinschaft und die·EG 

entstanden waren, kann der Gedanke naheliegen, daB die Ent-

spannung beides gefahrdet. Er findet sich bestatigt durch 

die Differenzierungen, Nuancierungen und Meinungsunterschie-

de; die seitdem das westliche Feld kennzeichnen. Sie bieten 

selbstverstandlich der Sowjetunion manchen Ansatzpunkt zu 

einer Diversionstaktik. Moskau versucht iiber den Bilateralis-

mus mit den Vereinigten Staaten, die traditionellen Beziehun-

gen zu Frankreich, die DKP und die Abrlistungskomitees die 

Entspannung dazu auszunutzen, den Zusammenhalt der westlichen 

Welt aufzusplittern. Vornehmstes Ziel dabei ist offensichtlich 

die Bundesrepublik, in der Moskau und Ost-Berlin auf die ein-

zige noch linientreue koiT~unistische Partei zahlen konnen. Die· 

Sorge ist verstandlich, daB die Sowjetunion aus der Entspan

nung taktische Vorteile ziehen konntJ
4

. Die Konsequenz daraus 

kann jedoch nicht heiBen, zur Spannungspolitik zurlickzukehren, 

sondern die Soliditat und den Zusammenhalt des Westens in den 

veranderten Kontext der Entspannung einzubringen. 

Hi~liegt der eigentlich neuralgische Punkt. Wenn der Unilate-

ralismus Uber das unvermeidliche, die Komplexitat westlicher 

Positionen widerspiegelnde und insofern unschadliche MaB hin-

aus gesteigert wird, zerfallt der Zusammenhalt des Westens, 

nimmt in seiner Vereinzelung jeder Staat Schaden. Das ist 

kein bundesrepublikanisches, sondern ein Problem aller west-

europaischen Staaten. An die Adresse der Bundesrepublik muB 
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jedoch die Frage gerichtet werden, ob sie die Ost- und Ent

spannungspolitik, in der sie zweifellos spezifisch deutsche 

Interessen zu realisieren hat, kombiniert hat mit einer Poli-

tik in der EG, die nicht unbedingt auf die Eliminierung des 

Unilateralismus, wohl aber auf seine Einbindung in ein zu-

nehmend starker ausgestaltetes Gebaude der Zusammenarbeit ge-

richtet war. 

Diese Frage stellt sich fur die Bundesrepublik speziell des-

wegen, weil sie als einziger der westeuropaishen Staaten an 

unilateraler Bewegungsfreiheit zugenommen hat. Fur das Frank-

reich de Gaulles oder fur GroBbritannien standen die Eigen-

stan6igkeit ihrer Ostpolitik ohnehin nie in Frage. Sie war 

prinzipiell stets vorhanden und materiell so groB wie die 

wirtschaftliche und politische Basis dieser Staaten. Fur die 

Bundesrepublik stellte sich die Aufgabe der Ost- und Entspan-

nungspolitik konzeptuell erst seit 1969. Ihre materielle Ba-

sis vergroBerte sich in dem MaBe, in dem, ebenfalls seit die-

sem Zeitpunkt, das wirtschaftliche und politische Gewicht der 

Bundesrepublik zunahm- wenn auch nur relativ zu der Gewichts-

abnahme der westeuropaischen Nachbarn. Bundeskanzler Brandt 

trug diesem Zusammenhang gleich zu Beginn der Ostpolitik Rech-

nung, indem er eine aktive Westpolitik zu ihrer Voraussetzung 

25 erhob . Zu fragen ist dementsprechend, ob die sozialliberale 

Bundesregierung die 10 Jahre, die seitdem vergangen sind, da-

zu benutzt hat, diese Basis zu verstarken. 

Eine Bilanz ist nicht einfach und nicht eindeutig. Nimmt man 
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den Besuch des Generalsekretars der KPdSU Breschnj.ew im Mai 

1978 als Testfall, so zeigt sich, daB die Bundesregierung in 

diesem wie in anderen Fallen ihre::Ostpolitik "enge, urn nicht 

zu sagen engste Ftihlung mit unseren Partnern" im westen halt
26 

Weit davon entfernt, als westeuropaische Vormacht aufzutreten, 

hat die Bundesregierung die Sowjetunion zu tiberzeugen versucht, 

daB der Fortgang der europaischen Integration nicht gegen die 

Entspannung in Europa gerichtet ist. Bonn versteht und prasen-

tiert sich gegenliber der Sowjetunion als integrierter Teil 

der EG und der Atlantischen Gemeinschaft. Dieses Selbstverstand-

nis wird der Bundesregierung, nimmt man die Kritik der Opposi

tion zum MaBstab, nicht bestritten27 . Es kann sich dabei frei-

lich auch urn eine Selbsttauschung handeln. Immerhin wurde bei 

dem Breschnjew-Besuch ein langfristiges Wirtschaftsabkommen ab-

geschlossen- obwohl die Kompetenz zum AbschluB von Handelsver-

tragen sinngemaB eigentlich bei der EG liegt. Freilich haben 

alle Staaten der EG di~ Ausflucht veranderter Begriffe genutzt. 

Fur die Bundesrepublik stellt sich die Frage, wie weit diese 

unilateral eingeleitete Zusammenarbeit mit der Sowjetunion, 

der Bundeskanzler Schmidt ''gute Aussicht" bescheinigte, sich mit 

der wirtschaftlichen Zusammenarbeit in der EG harmonieren 

Ui.Bt. 

Erneut zeigt sich, daB das eigent~iche Problem nicht im Unila-

teralismus selbst, sondern in dem mangelnden Ausbau multilate-

raler Verfahrensweisen der EG liegt. Diese Situation ist zwei-

fellos nicht ungefahrlich. Wird sie fortgeschrieben, so redu-

ziert sich die Europaische Gemeinschaft zu einer Freihandels-
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zone von Staaten, die im iibrigen Politik unilateral, d. h. 

auch gegeneinander betreiben. Die franzosisch-deutsche Kon-

kurrenz iiber den Verkauf von Farbfernsehsystemen in die Sowjet-

union gab einen,Vorgeschmack dessen, was -gegebenenfalls in 

der Zukunft zu erwarten ist. Diese Perspektive laBt sich frei-

lich im Rahmen der Ost- und Entspannungspolitik nicht zurei-

eh end behandeln. Si e. ste11en nur po li tische Segmente dar, die 

zudem groBenteils auch auf Dauer nur unilateral behandelt wer-

den konnen. Da es eine politisch integrierte Europaische Ge-

meinschaft in absehbarer Zeit nicht geben wird, kann die Bun-
• 

desrepublik die deutschlandpolitischen Probleme und die dar-

auf bezogenen Beziehungen zur Sowjetunion und zu den osteuro-

·paischen Staaten nur unilateral, nur in Abstimmung mit den 

europaischen Partnern behandeln. Es sind keine gemeinsamen, 

es sind individuell bundesrepublikanische Probleme. Die eigent-

liche Antwort auf die Frage, ob die Bundesrepublik den Unila-

teralismus der Ost- und Entspannungspolitik mit einer verstark-

ten EG-Kooperation verbindet, muB auf dero Boden geroeinsaroer 

Probleme, also auf dero der Helt- und Hirtschaftsprobleroe auf-

gesucht werden. 
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2. Wohlstands- und Weltpolitik 

2.1 Wohlstandspolitik 

Handelspobtisch hangt die Bundesrepublik von westeuropa, 

wahrungspolitisch von den Vereinigten Staaten ab. Ihre 

Wohlstandspolitik ist daher eingebettet in das Spannungsver

haltnis zwischen den Vereinigten Staaten und der EG, das in 

anderen Papieren ausflihrlich behandelt wird. Sofern es sich 

bei derZusammenarbeit mit der EG oder mit den Vereinigten 

Staaten liberhaupt urn Alternativen handelt, hat sich die Bun

desrepublik eindeutig flir die Europaische Gemeinschaft ent-

schieden. Sie hat nicht nur allm Versuchungen zur "Bigemonie" 

widerstanden; sie hat auf der Gipfelkonferenz des Europai

schen Rates in Bremen, August 1978, maBgeblich dazu beigetra

gen, daB die Gemeinschaft einen Schritt nach vorn auf eine 

Wahrungsunion hin getan hat. Die Abkoppelung vom Dollar, die 

Umgestaltung der monetaren Beziehungen zu den Vereinigten 

Staaten und Europa von der Hegemonie zur Kooperation ist da

mit wenigstens perspektivisch in Sicht gertickt. 

Die Option ftir die Europaische Gemeinschaft liegt in der Tra

dition, der Situation und den Interessen West-Deutschlands be

grtindet. Sie darf nicht als Alternative zur amerikanisch-euro-

paischen Zusammenarbeit miBverstanden werden. Die amerikanisch

europaischen Probleme28 sind temporarer Art, beruhen auf den 

notwendigen Anpassungen der Vereinigten Staaten an die rela

tive wirtschaftliche_Machtverschiebung zwischen ihnen und den 

Europaern, bezeichnet durch den Niedergang des Dollar. 
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In diesem Ubergangsstadium besteht durchaus die Moglichkeit, 

der amerikanischen Tendenz, mit den westeuropaischen Staaten 

bilateral zu verhandeln, nachzugeben. Statt dessen die Koope-

ration mit den europaischen Partnern zu starken und mit ihnen 

gemeinsam die Verhandlungen mit den Vereinigten Staaten zu 

ffihren - dies ist die europaische Option. Sie sagt freilich 

noch nichts darfiber aus, ob sie unilateral oder integrativ 

gehandhabt wird. Die Bundesrepublik ist gegenwartig der wirt-

schaftlich starkste Teil der Europaischen Gemeinschaft. Sie 

konnte diese Position dazu benutzen, "Zahlmeister" und 

"Schrittmacher" Europas zu sein29 , also integrativ zu wirken. 

Sie konnte gleichermaBen versucht sein, in Europa die Posi-

tion einzunehmen, die vordem die Vereinigten Staaten innehat-

ten: die des Hegemon. 

Die Politik der Bundesrepublik ist uneinheitlich und undeut-

lich. Einerseits kann sie geltend machen, keinen auBergewohn-

lichen wirtschaftlichen Druck auf ihre Partner auszufiben. 

Viele bundesdeutsche Interessen: an.einer gemeinsamen Ener-

giepolitik, an der Reform der Agrarpolitik und an der Direkt-

wahl zum Europaischen Parlament, sind bisher nicht erffillt 

worden. Der Bundesrepublik ist es noch nicht einrnal gelungen, 

das Jet-Projekt nach Westdeutschland zu ziehen; es ging nach 

GroBbritannien. Auf der anderen Seite muBte selbst Bundeskanz-

' ler Schmidt zugeben, daB angesichts ihrer wirtschaftlichen 

Starke manche Bundesrepublikaner "MachtgelUste verspUren, weil 

sie glauben, Rebel in der Hand zu halten" 30 . Seine eigene Po-

sition grenzte Schmidt nach beiden Seiten ab. Die Bundesre-
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publik brauche weder "Minderwertigkeitskomplexe zu kultivie

ren, noch ... in den Fehler neureicher Attitliden (zu) ver

fallen"31. Er hat damit das Losungswort des gemaBigten Uni

lateralismus ausgegeben. Die Bundesrepublik nutzt ihre wirt

schaftliche Starke nicht zu einer hegemonialen Position aus, 

setzt sie aber auch nicht zugunsten der westeuropaischen In

tegration ein. Die Folge ist jener undeutliche Zustand, in 

der die Bundesrepublik zwar der Zahlmeister Europas ist, inso

rern als sie 36,5 % des EG-Haushalts finanziert, aber nicht der 

Schrittmacher der europaischen Integration sein will; ein Zu-

stand, in dem die Bundesrepublik ihre wirtschaftliche Macht 

nicht direkt ausnutzt, es aber hinnimmt, daB sie indirekt 

kraftiq gesplirt wird. Es kann offenbleiben, ob die Bundesre

publik eine 'econornie' dominante' im Sinne Perroux' darstellt 32 . 

Sicher ist, daB die Bundesrepublik rnit dem hochsten Bruttoin

landsprodukt in Westeuropa wirtschaftliche Daten setzt, die 

flir die anderen EG-Partner rnaBgebend und unkorrigierbar sind. 

Sogar der Prasident der Bundesbank muB einraumen, daB die 

westdeutsche Stabilitat nicht nur eine Stlitze und ein Ansporn 

flir die Weltdarstellt, sondern auch "eine Herausforderung und 

gelegentlich ein Xrgernis" 33 . In Frankreich wird daher schon 

offen vom DM-Imperialismus gesprochen, zumindest von der poli

tischen Hegemonie der Bundesrepublik, die das"Hodell Deutsch

land" ihren EG-Partnern oktroyieren wolle34 Mogen in solchen 

Einschatzungen auch psychologische Elernente, Reminiszenzen 

vergangener Uberlegenheiten und Besorgnisse liber die Zukunft 

mitschwingen - es ist unbestreitbar, daB die deutsche Stabili

tatspolitik angesichts der in der Europaischen Gemeinschaft 
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bereits gegebenen Verflechtung den wirtschaftlichen und ge-

sellschaftspolitischen Handlungsspielraurn ihrer Nachbarlan

der beeinfluBt, also auch bestirnmt35 . 

Wirtschaftlich ist die Bundesrepublik, ob sie will oder nicht, 

ein Schrittrnacher in Europa. Sie kann die Frage, wohin sie ih-

re Schritte lenkt, nicht libergehen. Da sie bisher nicht ein-

deutig und ausschlieBlich auf Europa zugegangen ist, hat sie 

zweierlei offengelegt. Erstens: Ihre Handlungen sind weniger 

europaisch als ihre Reden. Zweitens: Sie bevorzugt den Unila-

teralismus gegentiber der Zunahrne der Integration. In jedern 

Fall hat sie durch ihr Verhalten kein Beispiel daflir gegeben, 

wie der gegenwartig wohl unverrneidliche Unilateralisrnus zugun-

sten seiner Elirninierung eingesetzt werden kann. 

Eine solche Kritik rnuE sich, will sie valide sein, der Frage 

stellen, ob die Integration irn herkornmlichen Sinne rnachbar und 

wlinschbar ist. Eine Antwort kann hier nur in Urnrissen gegeben 

werde~~ Zweifellos ist der europaische Superstaat weder das 

eine noch das andere. Ein europaischer Regionalstaat kann 

nicht wie ein vergroBerter Nationalstaat aufgebaut werden, weil 

eine solche Machtzusa~~enballung weder nach innen noch nach 

auBen als Fortschritt angesehen werden konnte. Ein solcher 

Superstaat ist auch nicht rnachbar, weil er von vielen seiner 

zuktinftigen Teile 'abgelehnt wird, nicht zuletzt wegen des rnog-

lichen deutschen Ubergewichts darin. Was sich gegenwartig in 

der Gerneinschaft durchspielt, welche Richtung der ProzeB der 

Zusarnmenarbeit hat, vermag niernand genau zu sagen. Calleo hat 
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sicher recht, daB in Brlissel nicht eine Foderation entsteht, 

sondern ein konfoderaler Block, in dern die Staaten ihre Sou

veranitat nicht aufgeben, sondern schlitzen37 . Dazu ist ande-, 
rerseits notwendig, daB diese Souveranitaten funktional ge-

pool~ zusarnrnengelegt werden. Die reine Addition reicht nicht 

aus. Der Unilateralisrnus kann sich seiner Defizite, seines Un-

verrnogens nur dadurch entledigen, daB er in Multilateralisrnus 

urnschlagt. Dessen Rubikon ist die Institutionalisierung. 

Auf politischern Gebiet ist er durchaus schon liberschritten 

warden; wenn auch in dern etwas auBerhalb der EG liegenden Euro-

paischen Rat. Auf dern entscheidenden wirtschaftlichen Gebiet 

hingegen liegt er noch in der Zukunft. Die Bundesrepublik hat 

zwar _ihre wirtschaftliche Macht dur.chaus schon eingesetzt, urn 

ihren Partnern zu helfen. Sie hat dabei auch die rnultilatera-

len Institutionen benutzt, jedoch den Bilateralisrnus entschie-

den bevorzugt. Sie ist sich zwar bewuBt, daB sie nicht eine In-

sel des Wohlstands inrnitten eines Meers von wirtschaftlichen 

Problernen sein kann, hat aber bisher keine organisiertrnulti-

lateralen Anstrengungen unternornrnen, urn die Insel zu verbrei-

tern oder das Meer aufzuflillen. Es geht hier nicht urn die Fra-

ge, ob eine solche Politik durch Ankurbelung der westdeutschen 

Konkunktur oder durch Beseitigung der Inflation bei den west-

europaischen Partnern besser zu erreichen ware. Es geht darurn, 

daB die Bundesrepublik bei jeder Strategievariante helfen muB, 

und zwar multilateral liber die Europaische Gerneinschaft. Die 

Bundesrepublik weiB, daB sie nicht nur finanzielle Mittel, son-

dern gegebenenfalls auch Teile ihrer sozialpolitischen und re-
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formpolitischen Handlungsfreiheit in eine solche europaische 

Strategie einbringen muB, daB sie den anderen Partnern helfen 

muB nachzuziehen und daB sie entsprechend lange warten muB. 

Sie weiB, daB sie Partnerschaft nicht nur bereden, sondern 

auch bezahlen muB 38 . Es reicht nicht aus, die anderen EG-Staa-

ten aufzufordern, "unverziiglich die dringenden innereuropai-

schen Probleme, insbesondere Arbeitslosigkeit, wirksam zu be

kampfen"39. Man muB durch die eigene Wirtschafts-, Finanz-

und Sozialpolitik dazu beitragen, daB die Voraussetzungen fiir 

eine solche Bekampfung der Arbeitslosigkeit in den anderen 

Staaten geschaffen werden konnen. 

Eine solche Hilfe kann nicht bilateral, sondern muB multilate-

ral, kann nicht von der Bundesrepublik selbst, sondern muB 

iiber die europaischen Institutionen verteilt werden. Nur auf 

diese Weise laBt sich der Anschein einer westdeutschen Hege-

monie vermeiden, nur auf diese Weise schlagt Unilateralismus 

in .Multilateralismus urn, werden Prazedenzien geschaffen und 

Verhaltensweisen eingeschliffen, die die Europaische Gemein-

schaft naher zusammenfiihrt. Einen entschlossenen Schritt in 

diese Richtung hat die Bundesrepublik erst auf dem Bremer 

Treffen des Europaischen Rates im August 1978 gemacht, wo ein 

europaischer Fends fiir wahrungspolitische Zusammenarbeit be-

schlossen wurde. Die deutschen Wahrungsreserven werden seine 

wichtigste Basis sein, aber eben nicht sich ausschlieBlich in 

bundesdeutscher, sondern in der Hand der EG befinden. 
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Damit werden nicht alle Probleme der europil.ischen Zusammenar-

beit gelost, viele von ihnen, vor allem die konjunkturpoliti-

schen Voraussetzungen, erleichtert werden. Ob und in welchem 

MaBe Staaten von so heterogener Sozialstruktur, so unter-

schiedlicher gesellschaftlicher Organ~tion und divergieren-

der politischer Tradition zusammengeflihrt werden konnen, bleibt 

eine offene Frage. Die sozialpolitischen Differenzen zwischen 

der SPD und FDP in der Bundesrepublik libertragen sich nicht 

nur auf die europapoli tischen Konzepte 40
; sie .treten im V er-

haltnis zwischen Staaten und Gesellschaften, etwa der Bundes-

republik und Frankreich, potenziert auf. Die SPD kann, wie 

beispielsweise auch die Labour-Part~ nicht an einem Europa in

teressiert sein, das konservativ kapitalistisch ist. Sie kann 

auf der anderen Seite ein sozialdemokratisches Europa nicht 

diktieren. In dieser Lage ist die Versuchung, sich auf den 

Unilateralismus zurlickzuziehen, das "Model! Deutschland" auf 

die "Insel Deutschland" zu beschranken, groB. Dem deutschen 

Wohlstand kann eine solche Politik des Unilateralismus nur 

recht sein. Er hat bisher nur davon profitiert, daB er nicht 

starker in Westeuropa integriert warden ist. 

2.2 Weltpolitik 

Auch die Funktion der Europaisc0en Gemeinschaft fur die Welt-

politik der Bundesrepublik laBt sich auf den Nenner bringen, 

daB sie den bundesrepublikanischen Unilateralismus erleichtert 

und fordert. Diese Feststellung kann freilich nur sehr behutsam 
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getroffen werden. Zunachst ist eine integrierte, oder auch 

nur assoziierte Weltpolitik der Neun nicht zu erkennen, 

ungeachtet aller Erfolge der EPZ. Bonn verfahrt hier also 

nicht anders als alle anderen EG-Partner auch. Hinzu kommt 

die spezielle Abhangigkeit von den Vereinigten Staaten, et-

wa in der Kombination von Truppenstationierung und Wahrungs-

verhalten; kommt eine spezielle Konkurrenzsituation mit den 

USA, etwa in der Frage des Exports geschlossener Kernenergie-

anlagen. Diese besonderen westdeutschen Probleme konnten von 

der Bundesrepublik nur unilateral behandelt werden, die EG 

war damit nicht zu b~fassen. Lagen die Dinge anders, etwa 

auf dem olsektor, so ist die Bundesrepublik in die Reihe cer 

europaischen Staaten eingeschert~r Unilateralismus ist da

mit keineswegs ganz verschwunden 41 . Daran hat freilich auch 

das Verhalten der Vereinigten Staaten seinen Anteil, die ihre 

Kontrollinteressen hoher bewertet haben als die Herstellung 

und Erleichterung einer gemeinsamen olpolitik der europai-

schen Staaten. Das gilt generell: Die Tendenz der Bundesrepu-

blik (wie alle:- anderen EG-Staaten) zum Unilateralismus kann 

ohne Berlicksichtigung der Praferenz Washingtons flir selektiv-

bilaterale Verhandlungen mi t den einzelnen europai.schen Staa-:-

ten nicht gewlirdigt werden. Ob die Bundesrepublik in der ame-

rikanischenAuflenpolitik als "Drehscheibe, Anker oder Hakler" 

gilt42 , sie gilt jedenfalls nicht als Teil der Europaischen 

Gemeinschaft, der vorzugsweise liber Brlissel zu erreichen und 

anzusprechen ist~ der bundesrepublikanischen Weltpolitik 

spielt die Europaische Gemeinschaft dementsprechend nur eine 

untergeordnete Rolle, die nur im Ausmafl des Notigen benutzt 
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wird. Gegenliber den AKP-Staaten tritt die Bundesrepublik .weit-

gehend vollstandig als EG-Mitglied auf; nur liber die stark 

koordinierte Politik in der Lome-Konvention und ihrerVorgan-

ger war die von Frankreich verlangte Mitarbeit an der Aufar-

beitung des europaischen Kolonialbesitzes in Afrika zu lei-

sten, ohne darunter zu leiden. Als EG-Mitglied konnte und 

kann die Bundesrepublik in Weltregionen auftreten, wo sie bis-

her nicht prasent war und vielleicht als westdeutscher Natio-

nalstaat nicht willkorr®en ware. Hat sich Bonn getreu seiner 

Devise, weltpolitisch ein Zwerg zu bleiben, bisher liberhaupt 

global zurlickgehalten, so bietet die Europaische Gemeinschaft 

einen willkommenen Kontext der Vermittlung und Verbramung 

einer zunehmend als dringlich,· jedenfalls als unvermeidlich 

empfundenen westdeutschen Prasenz. Der euro-arabische Dialog 

erlaubt die Wiederherstellung der traditionellen deutsch-ara-

bischen Beziehungen, ohne die deutsch-israelischen zu bescha-

digen. Uber die EG kann sich Bonn auch in Asien, beispielswei-

se.bei den ASEAN-Staaten einfinden, zu denen von der Tradition 

her West-Deutschland wenig Zugang besaB. Die Europaische Ge-

meinschaft wirkt hier als Tor zur Welt, als die 'offene Tlir' 

bundesrepublikanischer Weltpolitik. Es ist nicht die einzige, 

aber eine wichtige. Durch sie kann die Bundesrepublik von den 

Verbindungslinien profitieren, die die europaische Welt seit 

langem mit den Staaten Asiens, Afrikas und Lateinamerikas ver-

binden. Urn so leichter fallt es Bonn, die traditionell konti-

nentale Orientierung Deutschlands zu liberwinden. 

Die Europaische Gemeinschaft kann die deutsche Weltpolitik 
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nicht nur vermitteln 1 sie kann sie auch verstarken. Wahrungs-

politik gegenliber den USA kann ohnehin nur als europaische 

Politik betrieben werden. Aber auch die Slidafrika-Politik der 

Bundesrepublik laBt sich besser legitimieren 1 wenn sie einen 

europaischen 'code of conduct' vorzuweisen hat. 

Freilich wird eine solche instrumentelle Benutzung der euro-

paischen ·Gemeinschaft fur eine unilateral definierte Weltpoli-

tik sehr schnell durchsichtig 1 wenn sie nur Vorteile flir die 

Bundesrepublik 1 nicht auch fur die anderen EG-Staaten bringt. 

Auch hier wiederum ist es nicht der Unilateralismus als solcher 1 

der kritisch zu Buche schlagt 1 sondern seine Relation zu einer 

multilateralen Politik. Die Bilanz fallt fUr die Bundesrepublik 

nicht immer und nicht liberal! glinstig aus. Ihre sehr stark kon-

servative Politik gegenliber den Entwicklungslandern und den Ein-. 

zelforderungen im Rahmen der neuen ~lel twirtschaftsordnung hat 

ihr ebenso Kritik eingetragen wie ihre Weigerung 1 ihre Export-

interessen im Energiegeschaft den sicherheitspolitischen Inter-

essen der westlichen Welt unterzuordnen. Der Verdacht bleibt 

nicht aus 1 als wlirde die Rolle moralisch-politischer Absiche

rung deutscher Weltpolitik 1 die bis zum Vietnam-Krieg die.Ame-

43 rikaner 1 danach die Franzosen gespielt haben 1 seitens Bonn 

nunmehr der EG zugedacht. 

Die Bundesrepublik befindet sich hier wirklich in einer Zwick-

mlihle. Einerseits ist sie wirtschaftlich 1 und also auch poli-

tisch 1 eine Weltmacht nur militarisch eine Regionalmacht) 1 

andererseits wlirde eine deutsche Weltpolitik bei den anderen 
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Staaten dlistere Erinnerungen abrufen, unter denen die an das 

Wilhelrninische Reich bereits genligten. Bonn ist also gezwun-

gen, eine weltpolitische Rolle zu spielen, ohne sie spielen 

zu konnen. Aus diesern Dilemma gibt es zwei Auswege: narnlich, 

Weltpolitik als europaische Politik zu betreiben oder die euro-

piHsche Politik zur Weltpolitik zu benutzen. Der erste Ausweg 

flihrt in den Multilateralismus und zur Verstarkung der euro-

paischen Integration; der zweite flihrt in den Unilateralismus 

und zur Degenerierung der EG zu einem rein taktisch gehand-

habten Instrument. So unbestreitbar die Bundesrepublik inten-

tionaliter den ersten Ausweg wahlen will, so groB ist die Ge-

fahr, daB sie infolge der Schwache der EG irnrner mehr auf den 

zweiten Weg gerat. Denn flir Frankreich und GroBbritannien, 

beispielsweise, besteht das Dilemma nicht in gleicher Weise. 

Sie konnen sich im Rahmen ihrer Moglichkeiten eine unilaterale 

Weltpolitik durchaus leisten, weil sie nicht die gleichen hi-

storischen Belastungen aufzuweisen haben wie die Bundesrepu-

blik. Sie kann praktisch nur liber die Europaische Gemeinschaft 

weltpolitisch handeln und sieht sich demzufolge sehr viel 

scharfer vor die Alternative gestellt, diese Gerneinschaft zu 

entwickeln oder zu entwerten. Dabei kann Bonn die Entscheidung 

nicht allein treffen. Die Entwicklung der Gemeinschaft hangt 

nicht nur von der Bundesrepublik, sondern auch von der ent-

sprechenden Bereitschaft aller anderen EG-Staaten ab. Sie ist, 

was die Weltpolitik anbelangt, praktisch nicht vorhanden, mliB-

te also von der Bundesrepublik erst erzeugt werden. Angesichts 

der damit verbundenen Schwierigkeiten ist die Neigung, sich 
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auf eine vorwiegend instrumentell verstandene Mitarbeit in 

den EG zu beschranken, verstandlich. Wiederum kann die bun-

desdeutsche AuBenpolitik nicht autonom, sondern muB sie im 

Rahmen der AuBenpolitik ihrer Partner erklart und bewertet 

werden. Der Unilateralismus ist weder eine Erfindung noch 

ein Monopol der Bundesrepublik. Wer ihn kritisiert, muB sich 

auch fragen lass en, wie 1vei t ·er ihn durch se in Beispiel le-

gitimiert und durch sein Verhalten unumganglich gemacht hat. 

Man kann sich integrativen Initiativen der Bundesrepublik 

nicht g.leichzeitig verschlieBen, sie kritisieren und dann 

noch ihre Erfolglosigkeit verurteilen. 

Die Frage nach der atlantischen, europaischen oder unilate-

ralen Orientierung der Bundesrepublik ist mit einer Besich-

tigung ihres Verhaltens in den drei Feldern nicht abschlieBend 

beantwortet. AuBenpolitik kann liberhaupt nicht als isolierter 

EntscheidungsprozeB und auch nicht zureichend als Teil eines 

Aktion-Reaktion-Prozesses zwischen den einzelnen Staaten in-

terpretiert werden. Sie muB vielmehr auch, wenn nicht sogar 

in erster Linie, verstanden werden als Ausflihrung gesellschaft-

licher Anforderungen an das politische System der betreffenden 

Einhei.t. AuBenpolitischES Verhalten kann im internationalen Sy-

stem kompatibel sein, ohne den internen Konsensus zu besitzen. 

Sie kann andererseits mit groBer Zustimmung der Gesellschaft 

formuliert werden, .im internationalen Umfeld aber nicht kom-

patibel, nicht durchsetzungsfahig sein. Die Analyse der auBen-

politischen Optionen des westdeutschen Staates muB daher ab-

geschlossen werden mit einem Blick auf die einschlagigen An-
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forderungen der westdeutschen Gesellschaft. 

3. Anforderungen und Orientierungen 

3.1 Anforderungen 

In einem politisch akuten und relevanten Sinn gibt es keine 

Anforderungen nach der Intensivierung der westeuropaischen 

Integration. Es gibt Anforderungen der groBen politischen Par-

teien und gesellschaftlichen Gruppen; sie sind auch durchweg 

ausgearbeitet und detailliert. Sie spielen jedoch anscheinend 

flir das politische Verhalten dieser Gruppen keine Rolle; sie 

besitzen lediglich die Funktion eines Reserverades. Es dreht 

sich, wann immer die Aufmerksamkeit sich auf Europa richtet. 

Es hebt sofort vom Boden der Realitaten ab, sowie Politik als 

konkretes aktuelles Geschaft betrieben wird. Man wird die ein-

schlagigen Parteiprogramme deSivegen nicht ZU den politischen 

Sonntagsreden zahlen dlirfen. Sie reflektieren vielmehr die 

durchgangige rationale politische Auffassung, daB der westeuro-

paische Staat mittlerer GroBe allein nicht mehr handlungsfahig 

ist, daB Westeuropa auf ideologischem, gesellschaftlichem, 

wirtschaftlichem und politischem Gebiet so interdependent ge-

warden ist, daB die Beziehungen der .europaischen Staaten unter-

einander eine andere , hohere Qualitat aufweisen mlissen als 

die zwischen ihnen und ihrer Umwelt. Die daraus abgeleitete 

Forderung nach der europaischen Integration muB daher durchaus 

als real eingeschatzt werden. Sie ist aber insofern nur latent, 

als niemand weiB, wie sie verwirklicht werden kann. Das Kardinal-
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problem Europas liegt nicht in seiner Zielsetzung, sondern 

in den Strategien zu ihrer Verwirklichung. Die Struktur die

ses Europa liegt ebenso im Dunkeln wie die konkreten Entschei

dungen, mit denen sie heraufgefuhrt werden konnte. Die Ratio

nalitat der europaischen Integration scheitert an der Blind

heit der integrativen Prozesse. Als Folge dessen bleibt die 

Integration verbal und die Politik unilateral. 

Die Programmatik der drei grofien Parteien unterscheidet sich 

weniger in dem Grad ihres Engagements fur die europaische 

Einigung als vielmehr in unterschiedlichen Anforderungen ih

rer binnenstrukturellen Ausgestaltung. Die Sozialdemokratische 

Partei, die in den ersten Nachkriegsjahren den politischen Ak

zent auf die Wiedervereinigung geruckt hatt~~ hat im Zusammen

hang mit dem Godesberger Programm die europaische Einigung zu 

einem Primarziel erklart. Seitdem hat sie sich urn eine aktive 

Forderung der westlichen Integration bemuht. Die olkrise ver

minderte den Enthusiasmus·etwas, weil sie allzu deutlich die 

Vitalitat des Unilateralismus in beinahe allen europaischen 

Staaten erkennen lieB. Dennoch hat die SPD die Forderung nach 

einem Fortgang der europaischen Einigung unvermindert weiter 

erhoben und sich insbesondere fur die Wirtschafts- und Wah

rungsunion eingesetzt45 . Ihr Parteivorsitzender Willy Brandt 

bewirbt sich mit Nachdruck urn einen Sitz im Europaischen Parla

ment, dessen Wahlen fur 1979 angesetzt sind. Die SPD weiB sich 

bei dieser Anforderung im Einklang mit ihrer Tradition, in der 

die Forderung nach Uberwindung des Nationalismus, der fur so 

viele Kriege in Europa verantwortlich zu machen ist, stets 
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eine groBe Rolle gespielt hat. Die Partei vertraut dement-

sprechend der europiHschen Einigung zwei Ziele an: die Her-

beiftihrung einer europaischen Friedensordnung, "die allen 

Europaern die Angst vor einem moglichen Krieg ... nehmen 

kann", und die Herstellung "der sozialen Demokratie ... der 

Verbindung von Freiheit und Gerechtigkeit" 46 . Dieses allge-

meine Programm hat die Partei zusammen mit den anderen so-

zial-demokratischeri Parteien in der Europaischen Gemeinschaft 

in ihrer Wahlplattform vom 6. 6. 1977 in Einzelforderungen 

aufgesplittert47 . Sie fordert ein Europa der Vollbeschafti-

gung, der Wirtschaftsdemokratie, der verbesserten sozialen 

Sicherheit und entsprechender Lebens- und Arbeitsbedingungen; 

ein Europa, das die Entspannung irn Ost-\'lest-Konflikt und die 

SolidariUit irn Nord-Stid-Konflikt realisiert. Dieses Programm 

ist in sich stringent: ebenso wie beirn Ubergang vorn Feudal-

staat zurn Nationalstaat das soziale und dernokratische Niveau 

verbessert wurde, wird es auch beirn Ubergang zurn Regional-

staat auf eine hohere Stufe gehoben werden rnlissen. 

Zu der entscheidenden Frage der Realisierung dieser Forderun-

gen enthalt das Programm jedoch nich~bzw. die nur sehr all-

gemeine Forderung nach einer eritsprechenden Zusammenarbeit der 

politischen und gesellschaftlichen Gruppen. Angesichts der be

trachtlichen Disparitat der Sozialstruktur und der gesell-

schaftspolitischen Konzeptionen, die in Westeuropa vorherr-

schen, besitzt ein solches Programm vorwiegend deklarnatorischen 

Wert. Er laBt sich nochrnals am "Orientierungsrahrnen 85" der 

SPD ablesen, der 1975 vorn Parteivorstand verabschiedet wurde. 
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Er enthalt in seinem allgemeinen Teil die sehr richtige Ein-

sicht von der "Notwendigkeit europaischer L6sungen" ... hin-

sichtlich der gerechteren Gestaltung der inneren Gesellschafts

ordnung•48. Die darauf gerichtete konkrete Auflistung politi-

scher Forderungen hingegen bewegt sich fast exklusiv im natio-

nalen Rahmen, zielt nicht auf Europa, sondern auf die Bundes-

republik. 

Das gleiche Schema tritt bei den anderen Parteien auf. CDU und 

FDP treten engagiert ftir die europaische Einigung ein, haben 

sich mit ihren ideologischen Partnern in den EG~Staaten zu 

europaischen Zusammenschltissen verbunden. Sie unterscheiden 

sich selbstverstandlich hinsichtlich der Praferenzen ftir die 

Binnenstruktur dieses Europa. Die CDU legt den Akzent mehr auf 

die Freiheit und das wirtschaftliche Wachstum49 ; die FDP ver-

sucht beides mit der Forderung nach Chancengleichheit und so

zialem Ausgleich zu verbinden50 . Einen praktisch-politischen 

Weg zur Realisierung dieser Forderungen zeigen auch diese Par-

teien nicht. Selbst der Deutsche Gewerkschaftsbund vermag ihn 

nicht zu weisen. Er ist zwar zu Opfern ftir die europaische In-

tegration bereit, falls sie nicht einseitig gefordert werden 

und tatsachlich dem Ziel der vollen Integration dienen51 . Er 

arbeitet mit dem 1973 gegrlindeten Europaischen Gewerkschafts-

bund zusammen, dessen erster Vorsitzender der DGB-Chef Vetter 

ist. Wie der. EGB hoch tiber den Wassern der Politik seiner Mit-

gliedsverbande schwebt, so ist auch das Europaprogramm des DGB 

nicht konkret mit der Praxis der bundesrepublikanischen Ge~ 

werkschaften verbunden. Sie richtet sich vielmehr nach wie vor 
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in erster Linie auf die bundesrepublikanische Wirklichkeit 

aus 52 . 

• 
Parteien und Gewerkschaften, so muB man sagen, sind zur In-

tegration bereit und an ihr interessiert. Sie beschreiten 

jedoch weder, noch wissen sie den Weg, der dorthin flihrt. 

Schwerer wiegt, daB sie auf die Suche nach diesem Weg so gut 

wie keine Energien verwenden. Sie werden vielmehr ausschlieB-

lich auf die politische Einheit gerichtet, in der die Nahziele 

zu verwirklichen sind. Der Unilateralismus ist kein Nationalis-

mus, er ist eine Praxis faute de mieux. 

Blickt man auf die MinisterialbUrokratie und auf die Manager 

der Wirtschaft, also auf jene Bkonomisch-politische Ko6pera-

tionsstruktur, in der die meisten europapraktischen Entschei-

dungen fallen, so ergibt sich ein scharfer konturiertes Bild. 

Werner Feld hat jedenfalls bei den von ihm befragten Blirokra-

ten einen deutlichen Widerstand gegen die politische Union 

festgestellt 53 , bei den deutschen ubrigens starker als bei 

anderen europaischen Ministerialen. Sie beflirchten Karriere-

einbuBen. Hingegen haben gerade die deutschen Beamten eine 

Verstarkung der wirtschaftlichen Kooperation bis hin zur Wirt

schaftsunion stark beflirwortet54 . Da aber eine Wirtschaftsunion 

de facto eine wirtschaftspolitische Union sein muB, geht man 

wohl nicht fehl in der Annahme, daB der Widerstand, zumindest 

das Desinteresse der Btirokraten dort einsetzt, wo Kooperation 

in Organisation umschlagt. Die Beamten wlirden zwar keinen Wi-

derstand leisten, sie werden einen solchen Umschlag aber auch 
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nicht fordern. "They are not so much guilty of treason as 

55 they are of anomy" 

Welche Forderungen stellen die Manager? Die deutschen Manager 

sind, vornehmlich in den oberen Rangen, weniger integrations-

freudig als die anderer europaischer Staaten. Auf der anderen 

Seite wlirden sich diejenigen, die der Integration zuneigen, 

starker engagieren als ihre europaischen Partner56 . Die unte-

ren Range sind integrationsgeneigter als die oberen. Das Enga-

gement flir Europa nimmt (ebenso wie die Orientieruhg zur SPD) 

zu, je niedriger der Rang ist, in dem sich der Manager befin-

det. Generell gilt, daB die Mehrheit unter ihnen durchweg eine 

Konstruktion beflirwortet, in der eine integrierte Struktur mit 

' 
einer wirklichen Entscheidungskompetenz ausgestattet ist. Auf 

dem Gebiet der militarischen Sicherheit wlirden sogar die mei-

sten.die Entscheidungskompetenz integrieren. Nur auf ihrem eige-

nen Gebiet, dem der Wirtschaft, sind sie starker zurlickhaltend, 

beflirworten sie in ihrer Mehrzahl gemischt national-integrierte 

Kompetenzstrukturen. Die Beibehaltung exklusiv nationalstaatli-

cher Entscheidungskompetenz wird nur von einer verschwindend 

kleinen Minderheit gefordert. 

Auch die Manager also sind nicht gegen eine Zunahme.der europai-

schen Integration. Sie wlirden sich ihr nicht entgegenstellen, 

wenn sie kame. Sie wlirden sie aber auch nicht heraufflihren, er-

stens, weil dies nicht in ihrer Macht steht, und zweitens, weil 

ihre unmittelbaren Interessen davon nicht profitieren. Sie ha-

ben sich im 'Europa der Chefetagen' eingerichtet - warum. sollten 
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sie flir ein Brlisseler Europa arbeiten? Auch bei ihnen 

zeigt sich also, daB ihr Unilateralismus nicht aus Notwen

digkeit und Uberzeugung, schon gar nicht aus einer natio

nalen Orienti.erung stammt. Er stellt vielmehr eine bequeme 

und handhabbare Praxis dar, die aufzugeben niemand zogern, 

kaum jemand sich aber engagieren wlirde. 

3.2 Orientierungen 

Die Orientierungen der offentlichkeit, ihre Attitliden, las

sen sich verstKndlicherweise nur schwer feststellen und noch 

schwerer beurteilen. Meinungsumfragen, zumal sie jedenfalls 

in der Bundesrepublik sich nur selten und unsystematisch mit 

internationalen Fragen beschaftigen, haben einen fragwlirdi

gen Wert. Mit dieser Einschrankung kann gesagt werden, daB 

das Engagement der offentlichkeit flir die europKische Integra

tion kontinuierlich zugenommen hat. Noch 1965 lag einer llehr

heit die deutsche Wiedervereinigung naher als die europKische 

Integration. Seit den 70er Jahren jedoch sind beinahe 3/4 der 

westdeutschen Bevolkerung flir eine Weiterentwicklung der Euro

pKischen Gemeinschaften bis hin zu den Vereinigten Staaten von 

Europa 57 . Fast die HKlfte, namlich 41 %, bevorzugte die euro

pKische Einigung gegenliber dem Blindnis mit den USA, war also 

sehr viel starker europaisch als atlantisch orientiert58 . 

Diese Option darf nicht als MiBachtung oder Unterschatzung der 

NATO interpretiert werden. 71 % der westdeutschen Bevolkerung 

waren 1971 flir eine weitere Mitgliedschaft, in der richtigen 
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Erkenntnis, daB das gegenwartige Europa seine Sicherheit 

nicht zu gewahrleisten vermag. Auf der anderen Seite wird 

die kontinuierliche Unterstlitzung der atlantischen Zusammen-

arbeit im Rahmen der NATO flankiert mit einem auffallend 
I 

\ konstanten Interesse flir Neutralitat. 1951 hatten sich 48 %, 
I 
I 

1 1965 noch 42 % flir eine sblche Position West-Deutschlands 
I 
1

1 ausgesprochen, 1975 waren es immerhin noch 3.6 %
59 • Genesis 

I 
1 und Bedeutung dieses Interesses ist schwer einzuschatzen. 
I 
I • 
IEs dlirfte am ehesten auf den Wunsch zurlickzuflihren sein, aus 
I 
I 

:dem GroBmachte-Konflikt auszuscheren, eine weltpolitische 
I 
1Randposition einzunehmen. An einer erneuten deutschen Flihrungs-
' . 
I 

position besteht so gut wie kein Bedarf. Die befragten Deut-
1 

~chen waren mehrheitlich der Meinung, daH die Bundesrepublik 
I 

a'uBenpolitisch nichts zu sagen habe, nur ein Drittel melde.te 
l 

elnen Flihrungsanspruch flir die Bundesrepublik innerhalb der 
I 

E~ an60 

i 
Di'~se Daten lassen sich, wie erwahnt, sch1ver deuten. Sie sind 

I 

uneinheitlich und vor allem unvollstandig. Es gibt ganz offen-
' 

si~htllch kein ausgesprochenes Bedlirfnis nach einer Intensi-
1 

vie',rung der europaischen Integration; es gibt aber eine evi
l 

dente Bereitschaft, sie zu akzeptieren und weiterzuentwickeln. 

Nie~and ist dagegen, die meisten sind daflir, kaum jemand 
I 

enga'giert sich. 
' I 
I 

I 

Der ~nilateral agierende Entscheidungstrager wird also von nie-
1 

I 
mandem gezwungen, die europaische Option zu verstarken. Es gibt 

I 
\ 

keine unliberh6rbaren Anforderungen danach, keine gesellschaft-
1 

I 
I 
I 
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lich relevante Gruppe, die mit Nachdruck die politische Ver

wirklichung der europaischen Option forderte. Diese Forderung 

ist zwar latent vorhanden und weit verbreitet. Sie wird vom · 

gesellschaftlichen Umfeld, von den Interessengruppen, den 

Managern, den Beamten und den politischen Entscheidungstra

gern selbst geteilt. Sie wlirden die Wirtschafts- und die So

zialpolitik gern in die Europaische Union einbringen, wenn 

es einen AnlaB, eine aktuelle Notwendigkeit daflir gabe. Sie 

fehlt. Da die Wirtschafts- und Sozialpolitik sich im bundesre

publikanischen Rahmen erfolgreich handhaben laBt, bleibt es 

beim Unilateralismus. Er laBt sich urn so bequemer durchhalten, 

als die Gewahrleistung der Sicherheit im Rahmen der von den 

Vereinigten Staaten geflihrten Atlantischen Gemeinschaft pro

blemlos gegeben ist. Die NATO bietet kollektive Sicherheit, 

ohne den Unilateralismus allzu stark zu beschadigen. 

Der Unilateralismus ~rweist sich damit nicht als die beste, 

aber als die allein mogliche Politik. Er ist ein Instrumenta

rium, keine Ideologie, kein Konzept. Er wird praktiziert, weil 

es eine strategisch-taktisch voll entfaltete Alternative dazu 

nicht gibt; freilich arbeitet auch niemand daran. Der Unilate

ralismus laBt sich sehr gut mit der Kooperation mit anderen 

Staaten verbinden, die ihrerseits keine Alternative entwickelt 

haben. Solange nicht innenpolitische oder auBenpolitische Kri

sen eine Anderung erzwingen, wird der Unilateralismus das In

strument des 'muddling through' bleiben. 

Die Bundesrepublik freilich sollte sich damit nicht zufrieden 
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geben. Infolge ihrer Vergangenheit kann sie die Erfolge, die 

ihr der Unilateralismus beschert, nicht unilateral vereinnah-

men. Sie wlirde dadurch nicht nur auBenpolitisch isoliert wer-

den, insofern·ihr nicht mehr als Notbehelf abgenornrnen werden 

wlirde, was ihre Macht nachweisbar verstarkt. Darliber hinaus 

wlirde aber auch der innenpolitische Konsens zerfallen, der 

die Hypostasierung des 'muddling through' zu einem Konzept 

des Unilateralismus verbietet. Zwar gibt es an den Randern 

der bundesrepublikanischen Gesellschaft die Koalition zwischen 

den .'Enkeln und den GroBvatern', zwischen denen, die sich 

einer nationalen Machtpolitik erinner~ und denen, die davon 

traumen~n der Breite der westdeutschen Gesellschaft aber 

macht sich, wie die letzten Wahlanalysen zeigen, eine ganz an-

dere Tendenz bemerkbar. Mit dem gewachsenen Wohlstand der post-

industriellen Gesellschaft in der Bundesrepublik wandelt sich, 

analog der These Ingleharts, das Wertsystem von der Betonung 

materialistischer zur Bevorzugung nicht-materialistischer werte. 

Selbstverwirklichung wird wichtiger als die Aufrechterhaltung 

der tradierten Sozialstruktur; Teilnahme und Teilhabe liberwie-

gen das Interesse an Ruhe und Ordnung; das Verstandnis und die 

Toleranzbereitschaft fUr Minderheiten vergr6Bern sich anstelle 

der Betonung der Sicherheit der eigenen Gruppe nach innen und 

61 auBen . Die Anhanger einer solchen 'Neuen Politik' treten. 

seit den 60er Jahren deutlich in Erscheinung, grenzen sich ab 

von den Befurwortern der 'Alten Politik', die sich am Wertsy-

stem der vormaterialistischen Gesellschaft orientierten. Zwar 

zahl t die Mehrhe.i t der bundesrepublikanischen Bev6lkerung 

noch irnrner zu der letzteren Gruppe. Sie wird aber abnehmen in 
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dern MaBe, in dern sich die Industrialisierung durchsetzt. Von 

den Anhangern der 'Neuen Politik' unterstlitzten interessan

terweise 3/4 die Sozialdernokratische Partei 62 , wahrend ihr 

nur no eh 3 7, 5 % der Hliter der 'Al ten Ordnung '· ihre Stirnrne 

gaben. Die SPD erweist sich darnit als diejenige Partei, die 

den innenpolitischen Fortschritt aufgenornmen und weiterge-

flihrt hat. An ihr ware es in erster Linie, diesen Fortschritt 

auch in die AuBenpolitik zu libernehrnen. Der Unilateralisrnus 

gehort eindeutig zur 'Alten Politik', flir die das Ansehen, die 

Einheit und die Starke Deutschlands die obersten Orientierungs-

63 rnarken abgeben Die auBenpolitische Entsprechung der 'Neuen 

Politik' wlirde in einer entschlossenen und dezidierten Bernli-

hung liegen, die europaische Zusa~~enarbeit zu intensivieren 

und die notwendigen Grundlagen daflir zu legen. Daflir sind Stra-

tegien zu entwickeln und politisch urnzusetzen. Mit ihrer Ein-

leitung wlirde sich die Distanz, in die der Unilateralisrnus die 

Bundesrepublik gerlickt hat, in eine engagierte Annaherung ver-

wandeln, die den Verdacht des Nationalisrnus beseitigt und den 

der Hegernonie nicht aufkornrnen laBt. 
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FOCAL POINTS AND PERSPECTIVES OF GEIDIAU ECONOMIC, FINA..liCIAL 

AND MONETARY POLICIES OF THE 80s. 

by Wilhelm Hankel 

THE HANDWRITING ON THE WALL: UNGOVERNABILITY 

A common malaise "unites" the countries of the· first 

(Western industrial stateSt), the second ( Commtmist state 

enterprise) and the third 1mrld (the teveloping countries). 

More than ever, the future of their societies must be planned 

in acl.vance, but the execution of these plans, the "governing", 

is becoming ever more difficult, if not impossible. At the 
/ 

very time in human development and history in which "every-

thing" that is left to the old nays or to chance may end 

fatally, or ~Till perhaps end fatally, "ongoing formulations'' 

(Fortschreibungen] (only a trendy word for muddling along) 

and "realistic improvisations" (only a paraphrase for passing 

solutions) hold. Slmy. It is not anticipatory plans but 

unforeseen circumstances which <letermine the policy of all 

countries. Especially the economic, financial and monetary 

policies, 

This is not a ne<T, but a very old dilemma: nan as a 

"political being" has in fact for long been in the position 

of adapting himself to the society IThich he has developed 

for the purpose of self-assertion, but, for as long as it 

has existed, the "correct" (just and efficient) self- regu-

lation of this society has been his problem. 

The developing countries, thanks to imported expertise, 

could 1ievelop au.elacious plans for their social, economic 

and financial future vrhich, .towever, (must) remain largely 

a vision,. because the essential conditions and. means for their 

QUESTA PUBBI.ICAZIONE E Dl PROPRIET.A 
Dtll'ISTITUTO AFFARI INfERNAZIONAU 
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fulfillment are missing. The state enterprise countries 

remain ever more openly -- and painfully -- behind in their 

goals and self-illusions because the indispensable participa-

tion of the subjects of the mis-planning is not only missing, 

but does not in this nay force a resolution of conflicts 

bet11een the "abstract" common and the "concrete" individual good. 

And the democratic pluralistic countries of the West? 

The more their self-development to'fards democracy and plura

lism advances, the less can they rely on two traditional 

factors of regulation in their history up to this point: 

their central authority (government) establishing a frame~ork 

and data, and the individual plans for utility toVYar<is the 

markets determined by the common good. The .central govern-

ments are becoming more dependent on the concensus of in-

creasingly po;rerful "secondary" governments and parliaments: 

opinion shaping media, "autonomous" social p3.rtners, monetary 

authorities \Thich are "independent of regulation" the central 

banks, the governments of the provinces and the cities, etc., at the 

Sli;ID", t:tm~ { ~ the 

old (regulated) 

markets are increasingly bursting out of their 
of 

limits/competition and currency areas1 becoming 

ever more monopolistic and multinational1 with the result that 

things can no longer be governed. as they have been heretofore. 

Nevertheless) there is no al terna ti ve to governments 1'i thin 

the framework of t!:e social order accepted by all indiviauals 

and social groups 1if the political and physical survival of 

humanity is not to be questioned fundamentally. In the inte

grated (economic) 11orld of today and tomorrovr we must add to 

the 11 old 11 problem of the integration of the indivi<l.ual (and 

his economy) into his (national) order, the nen one of the 

order bet;reen the national orders of peoples (and their economies). 
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The economic, financial and monetary policy of' tomorrow 

"hich, even for national reasons, cannot be renounced, must 

theref'.ore in addition -- and more than ever -- be co-ordinatea 

am'l synchronized internationally. This does not require new: 

goals ~d propositions on the part of' those responsible for 

economic, financial and monetary affairs, but rather a totally 

ne;; "distribution of competency" among national, supra- regional 

(in our case European) and supranational officials. 

The folloiTing analysis concerns itself vri th _this problem, 

;Those most important results may be summarized as follo;m: 

1. The BEING and the CONSCIOUSUESS of the German economic 

miracle after Worlcl_ War II have never really fit well together. 

While the spectacular growth of the economy from 1952, the 

turning point of the German balance of payments, became more 

and more 11 export-led11 (in the sense of Kaldor), public opinion 

as well as government (both of the CDU and the SPD) have 

maintained to this day that it was a question of the 11 reward 11 

for economic liberalism promoted by private initiative ("social 

market economy") and a strong anti-inflationary policy (primacy 

of the policy of stability before full employment). 

Indeed, to begin with, the German success in export had 

purely endogenous grounds: after partition, West Germany 

retained the greater part of its 11 old11 industrial capacity, 

but lost j_ts internal markets beyond the Elbe; the world 

market substituted for the domestic market loss. Only later 

d.id exogenous factors enter in. Through the mid-70s the world 

economy expanded more rapidly than domestic demand. Furthermore, 

the German policy of stability changed its emphasis: instead 

of monetary and fiscal restraints it increasingly introduced 

the policy of exchange rates; but no revaluation of the mark 
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produced the real buying power parity of the mark compared 

I 

to other currencies! This has only be;:m)'l.ccomplished through 

the excessive floating of the last t110 years! Therefore, 

since this reason for the commercial base of the "miracle" 

has been excluded, the German economic policy pursued up 

to now, to assure growth, employment and trade adjustments 

over export and export surplus, cannot be continued much 

longer. 

2. For this reason, most of the "officially" discussed 

concepts to fight the crisis in the Federal. Republic miss 

the point. The cost relief (of wages, interest and taxes) 

aspired to by the government and the majority of the committee 

of experts fi:;achverst;ltndigenrat -- s~' does have 11 diffusionary11 

effects, but it establishes neither export nor investment 

incentives. The flexible exchange rates equalize every 

external price and cost advantage today and tomorrow ("Abolition 

of the exchange ratE illusion!"). As a result of the 

tmderuse of capacity and depressed expectations, domestic 

earnings are more likely "saved;'' than "invested", for which 

reason all 10 (!) of the economic programs based on this 

concept since 1974, with a fiscal credit of over 40 billion 

marks, have been wasted! 

The Bonn Economic Summit of summer 1978 merely produced 

a continuation of the monetary-Jieynesian policy mix: the 

official economic policy is aimed toward ta..'C reductions and 

additional federal expenditures for inv.estment incentives 

an<! subsidies. However, everything points/towards a further 

lack of success of this method: as long as the present 

~·1export oriented") production structure is not fully ~ltilized, 

and as long as the world depression continues and the reigning 

. ·; -· 
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pessimistic expectations even increase, one cannot count on 

any ttnew" investment or constnner nave vri thin the frame·~..,ork 

of the 11old 11 ,.structures. 

3. The Federal Republic must as during the crisis of 

the 30s -- develop a new concept of economic policy. However, 

unlike during the 30s, its movements into and out of economic 

and "monetary nationalism" (von Hayek, 1937) are barred
1 

because the foreign ties and dependence of the "truncated" 

Germany are far greater than were those of the 11intact 11 

German Reich of that time •. 

The Federal Republic is therefore committed to the 

following "double strategy": 

"' On the level of the OECD (75~& of its export market) it has 

to participate in a concentrated:~rogram of 11estern balance 

of payments consoliil.ation and dollar exchange support: with 

multilateral (instead of heretofore mostly bilateral) stand-by 

credits and a similar multilateral control of the Euro-markets, 

whose excessive "dollar credit creation" is the major reas·on 

for the continuing unrest in exchange rates aml the weakness 

of the dollar. An essentially "defensive" progra1n in order 

to maintain the still high German export position, no longer 

to broaaen it. 

Domestically, it has to commit itself to a policy of 

"targeted structural change": the necessary impulses for 

groV!th must be reached privately in the labor intensive 

and price elastic midclle class companies wi t!l fewer than 500 

employees; they must be complemented by openly encouraged 

innovations, ecologically sound investments and a better 

infrastructure, for which an (indicative) development budget 

and a system of specific (fiscal) stimu~i would have to be 
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worked out. 

The external exchange program requires co-ordination 

in the appropriate boards of the OECD and the IMF, the 

domestic fiscal program would require co-ordination with 

the European Community. In this way, the monetary decision 

processes would have to be more strongly internationalized, 

the fiscal more strongly Europeanized. 

A European Monetary Union or Zone, as envisioned in 

the Bremen summit would develop "by itself" in the wake of 

progressive fiscal and structural political harmonization 
an 

(as a "true" union -- not as/exchange union created by 
,, 

interventions); later it could be legalized" institutionally. 

I. THE END OF "EXPORT-LED GROWTH" 

1. The German economic miracle after World War II is 

considered in the German consciousness as the dual outgrowth 

of the liberal economic reorganization of Ludwig Erhard in 

1948/49, the so-called social market economy, and the 

resultant policy of stability which was pursued within that 

framework. 

In the light of facts, t':tis positive pre-conception of 

the majority of today's Germans may be mitigated by this or 

that observation without, however, in any way diminishing 

Erhard' s "historic 11 shift for Germany: 

- After the total bankruptcy of the war and command economy 

of the Nazi period, and after the currency reform conceived 

and. carried out by the Allies on June 20, 1948 ( 11 months 

before the founding of the German Federal Republic on May 27, 

1949), from which the West German 1!ark resulted ( 3 days 

before the East German Mark on June 23, 1948), there was no 

alternative to a "free market economy. 11 
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- After the rigorous currency reduction which in several 

stages nullifie<l 93.5% of all Reichsmark bills as wel1!. as 
,- ,.-l 

commercial paper !YeldvermO'gensti telj in Reichsmark denom:i,__nations, 

there was even then no more stable (because in the technical 

sense more scarce) currency than the West German Mark which, 

after only a r'ew \Teeks of "free floating" against its cousin 

and competitor, the East German Mark, quadrupled its value: 

from 1:1 to 1:4! 

Because the Allies, who then still controlled Germany, 

saw-- and feared -- the aQ.vantage of stability of the West 

German i.1arlc resulting from "their" currency reform as compared· 

to their ovm currencies, they did not 11allo1T11 the new-comer 

among the established western currencies the 30% depreciation 

against the U.S. dollar allowed to the other currencies at 

the time of the re-alignement of currency parity in September, 

1949; they only permitted one of 20%. At that time the 

West German Mark parity of 4.20 (or 23.8 U.S. cents to the 
1 . 

mark) was "found" -- instead of the rate of 4.40 desired 

by German officials. 

2. Thirty years later, the real "miracle" is that none 

of the politicians or economists of that time, neither on 

the German nor the Allied side, foresaw that the partial 

state regenerated in western Germany was condemned to the 

"burden of export." Since I have treated this theme at length 

elsewhere~ I shall here make only a few remarks: as Bruno 

Gleitze has shown, 3 the sites of the most important heavy 

and manufacturing industries which, before the war, had up 

to 60%! of their markets in the now lost middle and eastern 

German provinces, were in the \'lest. 

Furthermore, the western parts of the country had to 
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\"l.f':ich fled from tl"i.e Russians and from Commtu.J.ist rule: a 

total of about 12 million people, 

Thus, the already 11overindustrialize411 West Germany 

had to "over industrialize" yet again in order to accomplish 

the integration of the refugees (an additional fourth adde<i 

on to the existing population). Above all, it had to find 

receptive foreign markets to absorb over-production and 

market shortages. If ever the Hamburg phrase, earlier 

imported from England, exportare necesse est had meaning, 

it was in the early years of the second German Republic. 

Germany could only handle the double problem of substitution 

for lost domestic markets and the absorption of newly added 

population to normal employment if it established itself in 

the expanding world markets. 

But -- the chances for· such an "export-led growth" -

long before Kaldor developed his theory based upon it4--

. were, for a long time, judged pessimistically. In his 

examination of the chances of economic survival for West 

Germany published in 1949, Fritz Baade, Director of the 

renowned Institute of World Economy at Kiel, reached the 

conclusion that the German economy was not even viable 

~Tithout massive economic aid from the Allies. A judgment 

to which both the author and the Institute held fast even 

in the revised edition of 1951, as the "miracle" vtas already 

producing its first successes. 5 

Ar.d Otmar Emminger, then chief economist of the Deutsche 

Bundesbank, explained in 1952 that the German positive 

balance of payments v1as a short term "late flowering of the 

autarky" of the Nazi period, which had set for itself the 
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goal of a wide ranging substitution for imports of raw 

materials -- a formulation vrhich he later hc:Liii expungei't. 

All of this becomes un<ilerstandable when one keeps in 

mind that neither in pre-World War I nor in pre-World War II 

Germany was there ever a positive trade or production balance. 

Since 1890 Germany's external balance was negative (with the 

sole exception of 1926, the year of the British miners' 

strikes). To its economists and politicians Germany appeared 

to be a classic "manufacturing country" which imported raw 

materials and which exported only as many finished goods 

as it needed to pay for its imports. 

Its major market was domestic and not foreign. To this 

day its economists occupy themselves more with questions of 

"internal economic balance" [Ieortjunktur]than of "integration." 

The consciousness of being dependent on the world economy 

is only now in this crisis becoming more "open." 

As late as the last balance of payments crisis of 1931, 

a decision for a racially pure economic nationalism the 
.. 

precursor of a political one --was made. Bruning's currency 

regulation of 1931 was readily taken over by Schacht and the 

Nazi government and developed into a program of domestic' 

autarky and foreign bilateralism. It was hailed by the 

German economy as "protection from ruinous foreign competition." 

It joined the oldest tradition of German economic and political 

theory: List's protective tariff and Bismarck's high tariff 

policy pur~ued by Gaprivi! 6 

3. The German growth success which, alreaay towards, 

the end of the 50s1 led. from full to over-emplo:rment, can be 

regarded as essentially "export dependent" from 1952, the 

end of the reconstruction phase (in which invest;;u:mt.a:·:rose.:::. 
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more than exports). Nominally as well as absolutely, exports 

grew from year to year more strongly than all components of 

domestic demand: individually and in the aggregate. See 

Table l. 

The share of exports in the gross domestic or social 

product indic<>~tes ·a growing trend up to the present. Further

more, the export growth in all cyclical recession and internal 

economic breaks in the post-war period proved to be ~ 

demand compensator: whether ih 1958/59, 1966/67 or 1975/76 

the retiuced domestic demand was always quickly and almost 

"automatically" balanced by increased sales abroad. Because 

the automatic export valve workea more quickly ana more 

silently, all domestic economic programs came first, too 

late, and, besides, worked in an exaggerated manner • 

The main reason for the "overheating" which.until now 

occurred after every recession in the Federal Republic: 

1961, 1969 -- but not again in 1977! -- must be seen and 

sought in this "automatic" opening of the export valve. 

But what is really behind. this "mechanism"? 

First, a competitive (cost and price) advantage 

"maintained" by monetary and occasional fiscal policy. 

Second, an only partialy guided (and guidable) constellation 

in the rate of expansion from domestic to foreign demand by 

the Federal Republic. 

Two phases of the German stability policy may be 

distinguished: 

-Until 1961 (the year of the first revaluation of the D-Mark), 

the price and cost advantage was supported domestically: by 

means of a strong monetary and credit policy, whereby the 

high interest rate (arounGl. 85G) of the capital market, while 

. ··-~-~-;'"'·" ....... ·---·· ~-- ·.-.~ 
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technically not very convincing, was fully accepted by 

public opinion as being caused by a "lack of capital," 

and was thus excused. Additionally, there v1as. an occasional 

policy of "involuntary" budget surpluses. 7 

- From 1961 onward the stabilization of price and cost 

levels 11as shifted to the external exchange rate of the 

D-iilark. The revaluation of the D-Mark in 1969 and 1971 

and the temporary floating periods before the end of the 

Bretton-Woods system in March, 19731 were entirely within 

the priorities of stability. 

The double "miracle" of this domestic stability policy 

over the external valorization of the D-~Iark is that the 

resulting permanent improvement of the German terms of trade 

neither removed the competitive German position abroad or 

the German export surplus; nor that the permanently growing 

export surpluses (losses of real income) hindered a permanent 

increase in real income, On the contrary, despite the handi

cap of a 20?~ revaluation between 1961 and 1971, the "export

led growth 11 did not only continue, but so also did the 

increase of domestic real income. See Table 2. 

As Table 2 demonstrates, between 194-9 and 1977 the 

Federal Republic achieved stability and growth of real income 

as no other western industrial country,with the exception of 

Switzerland. An average annual inflation rate of 2. 75~ prevails 

compared to an annual growth in real income of 4%; at the 

other end of the scale is Great Britain with an average 

inflation rate of 6.4~6, and a growth in real income of an 

average of l. 4)0 annually. The middle is held by the United 

States with an annual inflation rate of 3.45G and an average 

real income growth of 2.2%. What explains the German dual 
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success: theachievement of growth through output of goods 

(exports) without a noticeable diminution of real growth due 

to the rate of inflation? 

'l'he solution to the puzzle lies in ·:rable 3. Eaeh German 

revaluation compensated for only a fraction of the foreign 

inflation advantage of the world markets in comparison to 

the domestic price and cost rise in the Federal Republic 

itself. The Federal Republic did indeed improve its nominal 

terms of trade, but never in the full amount of the nominal 

world inflation rate, _;l;,n_r~a):i!Y.t. ! t_a~s!:1rfd_i_!s_fQr_£ign_ 

!r~d~ ~o~i!iQn_bl ~e~n~ Qf_a~rfl~t!v~ §a£r!fic£ !n_its_r£a1 

!e£ffi5!_ Qf_t!a_9:e.L a connection which, to my knowledge, has 

neither been seen nor fully analyzed until today,8 

Furthermore, in this connection, the strong monopolistic

oligopolistic position of German big. businesses;1 which lead 
.-.' ' 'r• _. .i 

the export trade, must be seen in the Gen1an domestic markets. 

Over 50io of the German export assortment falls to the share 

of products of machinery manufacture, of .the transportation, 

chemical and electro-industries in which some branches of 

11 leadi.ng 11 or oligopolistically behaving suppliers determine 

the domestic price level. 9 For t1ecis reas·::rn, the rule at all 

times vvas to make good the nominal deficit in proceeds (due 

to revaluation) in foreign trade by raising prices at home. 

In other words: thanks to it~high dgree of monopoly 

in the domestic market, the German export economy could 

permit i tf;elf the "luxury" of selling its foreign product 

under the real terms of trade: because the profit that was 

given away in exports was r::;g2.ined by way of the clomestic 

prices. Exports earned employment, the home marke"LJ2ai£ 

the necessary capital. 
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This is a calculation v1hich continued as long as the 

world economy nominally expanded faster than consumption 

and investment in the Federal Republic itself. As Table 1 

shows, this typical constellation for the total growth of 

the :B'ederal Hepublic for over 25 years is fading away. 

During the current year (1978), a clear decline of "export

led growth" is to be reckoned with forthe first time. This 

is a situation which might have arisen earlier if regional 

special export economic plans aimed at the East block and 

OPEC countries had not overcompensated for the loss in 

traditional export markets (in Europe and North .America). 

See the final two columns of Table l! 

To this may be added the fact that, with the :shift 

from fixed but adaptable to fully flexible exchange rates, 

the fixing of export :positions becomes more difficult, if 

not impossible, to charge to the parities of real terms of 

trade. Ovving to the German economic and monetary :policy, 

and especially to the "professional economist" Chancellor 

Schmidt, it is, in my opinion, no accident that the rediscovery 

of the advantages of fixed exchange rates -- within and outside 

of Europe -- is occurring at just the time that the "being'':. 

(the end of the er~J. of export-led grov,rtL?-) is moving 

the "consciousness": the problem is less that of EUROPE 

or of the WORIJD ECONOMY than one of ·saving what one can of 

the foun<lations of economic growth. 

In other words, it is the problem of a red.efini tion 

of the old nee-mercantilistic growth and employment policy} 

accord.ing to which the Federal Republic, as a cotmtry dependent 

on exports, cannot ai:n for satisfs.ctoJ.:-y domestic growth 

without an export multiplier. 
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II • ALTERNATIVES WHICH ARE HO ALTERNATIVES 

1. As a matter of fact, all internal economic programs 

and plans discussed in the Federal Republic since the outbreak 

of the crisis amount to an effort to gain time until the 

currently blocked adjustment mechanism springs into action 

again.* 

- The government and the committee of experts (SVR), united 

as seldom before, propose cost credits (tax, interest and 

real income reductions) and a still higher national debt. 

- The,. t:r:13.de unions and the SPD oriented "Left" taemand higher 

national expenditures, higher real wages as a "pU:!:'qllasing 

power booster shot" and, to round it out, a partition of 

available jobs (a cut in individual work hours). 

-The Opposition has no concept at all. It "complements" 

the government and SVR program of the priority of cost cuts 

over increasing demand through order policy indications 

towards the extent to which the social market economy may 

be burdened. It sees the economy as being less threatened 

by the wholesale death of small and middle enterprises 

(which were also earlier sacrificed tq-s. CDU/CSU restrictions 

policy), than by legislation which could well have been 

introduced by its "left-wing" (eo-determination and apprentice 

training). 

*In the following, the author is returning to ideas and 
definitions in recent· publications: Die Dollarschwache-Grv:nde 
und Hintergrunde, in: Aus Politik und Zeitgeschichte, Beilage 
zur Wochenzeitung Das Parlament B/12/78 v.25.3.78, Die Grosse 
Krise kommt noch. - Das Krisenmana&ement ist bald am Ende. Was 
dann? in: Zuckerindustrie, Heft 8/1978 and Beschaftigungspolitik 
muss bei hli ttelunternerunen ansetzen. ·in Nr. 178 Frankfurter 
Rundschau v. 16.8.1978. 
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2. The frightening thing about all three positions is 

their evident distance from reality. The goverrunent and SVR 

are deceiving themselves if ~hey think they can reduce wages 

and monetary interest. And even if they were successful in 

pushing this through against the will (and market power) of 

the trade unions, and against the investment preferences 

(and alternatives) of their savers, the result wou:).d be fatal. 

Because as long as investment is too risky, and saving by 

comparison presents a more comfortable alternative -- at 

least for the mass of independent "risk" entrepreneurs -

cost credits, no matter how introduced (whether by wage, 

interest or tax credits), can mean only that the latitude 

for higher "marginal" savings quotas will rise. The economic 

impulse ~~11 fall fl~t, as it has thus far. 10 

On the other hand, demand programs "from the left" 

v;ould certainly lead to the exploitation of existing oi· 

imagined price increase margins, if only to strengthen the 

further withdrawal of money from their own enterprises after 

insufficient self-financing for years. The high revaluation 

of the D-lilark, which lowers the price level of imported goods, 

would of itself set upper limits to domestic price increases. 

But the IlF)re successfully the "too high" exchange rate of the 

D-Mark to the dollar and to other currencies plays its. role 

as "stabilizer" of the domestic price level, in view of under 

capacity in almost all fields, the more it will fail to launch 

. a wave of investment 7;hich would restore full employment 

throughout the whole economy. In the face of depressed expect

ations, the government can indeed release any amount of nominal 

demand, but it has no influence on its real content (the amount 

which will be wasted in price increases), and even less on 
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its destination (the amount nominally spent or trickled 

away into savings). 

But what is to be made of the "fashi'hable" concept of 

a revision and re-distribution of existing jobs? Does the 

equation behind it: the more split jobs, the fev1er new 

ones to be created, hold promise? Unfortunately, the 

equation contains three immediate miscalculations and 

defects: first, the loss of work time, whether with or 

without a nominal wage adjustment, raises the real cost 

of full employment for that portion of real product which 

can definitely no longer be generated. From a reversible 

renunciation of real income emerges an irreversib~ one. 

This is a process which will make nobody richer, but probably 

everyone poorer. Second, it is more likely that stronger 

rather than weaker t:endencies towards the freeing of labor 

(the rationalizing away of jobs") will emanate from this 

strategy of a. "structurally neutral" full employment policy. 

Because very few people note that in (capital intensive) 

large industry rationalization is less dependent on labor 

costs or wage rates than on liquidity or wage~· In the 

cash flow of large industry, the necessary sum of wages to 

be paid out has the (cost) character of "vanishing" liquidity, 

whereas the sum of depreciation representing capital erosion 

has the (budget strengthening) character of "continuing" 

liquidity. :t'ver more compute:rs and micro-proce:osors 

therefore make the self-financing of an enterprise stronger 

and more independent of outside debt (credit). Besides, 

during the crisis one can forego depreciation if necessary. 

He, however, who owes his wages, must go to the bankruptcy 

court, or immediately after paying them. 11 
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Third, in large industries more than in the small and 

medium industries) the dispositive resultant costs of human 

work capacity play an increasingly decisive role. Technical 

work slaves from maxi to mini computers and micro processes 

are already working more reliably than human workers, with 

no social welfare costs and less interest in eo-determination! 

Therefore any partition of jobs would make rationalization 

more attractive! Not superfluous! 

Because this is so due to technical as well as dispositive 

material constraints, one cannot hope to win the battle to 

regain full employment e:i ther with wage policy restraint or 

self-castigation, nor with a reduction of work time or a 

state imposed idleness (which, as is known, is the beginning 

.of many, even if not all, problems.) 

3. For this reason, the way out of this crisis lies 

not in the worn-out concepts argued by the government and 

the SVR, of a monetarism which, while alert to inflation, 

is all the more blind to depression and structures, but 

also not in the spruced up versions of old Keynesian fiscal 

concepts of indebtedness proposed by the "left" which bear 

the mark of the 30s and not of the 70s. And though it has 

lately been taken seriously even by the trade unions, the· 

solution does not lie in the latest wonder drug: less instead 

of more work, an increase in leisure time designed to absorb 

the consequences of the productivity "explosion" which cannot 

otherwise be controlled. 

What is needed is not a new theory to fight the crisi~ 

but a rational combination of international and national 

1:1easures v1hich would serve the co::r,mon good of all the world 

economies (plural, not singular!); measures against run-away 
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national and foreign debt, the ultimate source of all 

inflation today, .and the source of the escalation of depres

sion and a crisis of confidence tomorrow. l''or it is in one 

point that the world (economy) has not changed since 1931/32: 

once it becomes a question of losing money, nobody wants to 

be the last to be stuck with his irrecoverable claims. As 

long as there is money, credit and debt, there will always 

be financial contractions which will rise to panic when the 

seemingly "safe values" become questionable: The U.S. dollar1 

:New York City municipal bonds, the solvency of leading Euro

banks, etc. 

III. EXPORT SUBSTITUTION, EURO-FISC.!L AND WORLD CURRENCY POLICY 

1. The correct answer to the question which torments 

all western industrial nations, and not only the Federal 

Republic, concerning the proper way to fight the crisis, 

deserves the Nobel Prize in Economics, hlore so, in any 

·event, than the invention of theories which in this crisis 

prove their worthlessness, and which, though correct in the 

sense of formal logic, are hopelessly "oat. of date" in the 

sense of Walter Eucken,_ the spiritual father of the social 

market economy. 

Let us first of all say how this crisis cannot (any 

longer) be mastered: 

- not through increased indebtedness which now no longer 

stimulates growth but only "promotes" saving and disinvestment. 

- nor through stimulation 1.-vi thout an inner restructuring V.'hich, 

in any event, would only for a short time (if at ail), take 

up the present capacity slack (only another word for mis-

j_nvestments!); the stimulation ;·:ould be seen by those affected 

as a fleeting spark, whose light would serve to guide their 
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path of flight to save capital, that is, to change their 

material investments into money savings. 

- nor through a reduction of work time to a 30 hour 5 day 

work week which would increase real costs and negative.· 

("counterproductive") rationalization tendencies, 

On the contrary, ways must be found out of this crisis 

which will by-pass both dead-end streets marked: "Danger, 

new indebtedness," and "Danger, preservation of structures." 

Because to spend another 200 billion D-Marks,as they have 

been "sprinkled" about by the public hands of the Federal 

Republic since 1974, without thereby achieving anything either 

structurally or in the internal economy, must remain a "unique" 

measu:ee. They represent the cost of an experiment which one 

had to try -- perhaps -- but which should not be repeated. 

Which possibilities remain for fighting the crisis and 

for pursuing a full employment policy if "domestic deficit 

spending," foreign 11 Euro-indebtedness," and a 30 hour 5 day 

work week have to be renounced -- at least for the present? 

The first and for a limited time, most important: since 

fighting the c~isis requires an international and not a national 

strategy, the balance of payments adjustment of the western 

industrialized countries must again become a "public" matter 

regulated by governmental consultations; for it is the 

western industrialized countries who are each others' best 

customers, and who can maintain or play out their common 

free political and economic order only together. The homeric 

argument over the "locomotive" theory of "who should help 

whom" collapsed when it became clear on both sides of the 

Atlantic tltat, since the "usurpation" by the OPEC countries 

of the greatest share of the former total surplus of the 
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industrial countries against third countries ( not only of 

the third world, but of the entire world economy), the 

deficit caused by oil prices could be "financed" as up to 

now by debt or through internal or foreign restrictions. 

If however, both in the interest of a continuing free world 

trade, and that of a not increasing domestic crisis, this 

should not occur, then there remains only the "playing in 

concert of the balance of payments adjustment." 

The second,and in the long range most inescapable, 

task lies in recognizing that there is no mysterious(and 

-"irresponsible") currency specul'i.tion behind the hectic 

activity of the capital and currency movements between 

1971/73 to which the Bretton-Woods system fell victim, and 
from 

to which the 1975/76 mini-order created /' Rambouillet to 

Kingston can also fall victim, unless a miracle should 

occur. The task is to recognize the uncontrolled and 

uncontained overproduction of international liauidity in the 

"privately" created U.S. dollar since then. Since the free 

and private Euro- petro- Asian- and Pacific dollar markets 

fulfill every reasonable bank justified credit wish (because 

they can re-finance it), without regard for the solvency and 

transfer power of the receiving country concerned, or without 

having to consider how its pa:)..ance;of payments is reflected 

in its currency, the freest currency system in monetary and 

world history up Jtil no•1 provokes one "currency crisis" after 

another; and this is because the quotation of all currency 

relationships in "official" U.S. dollars is always expressed 

in terms of~ currency: the U.S. dollar. 

According to internal estimates of the H!F and the BIZ, 

8% of world-wide international payments fell to the share of 
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true (real) goods and service turnover in 1977, while 92% 

served as protection for currency crises of every kind, 

most of which were preventive measures '<7hose execution 

caused the very danger they were intended to avoid. For 

others! This is a singular situation, in which the firemen 

go out to start the fire which should have been put out! 

The weakness of the dollar and the chaotic exchange 

rates can be avoided only if the much too free world money 

and capital markets can be brought back from their present 

"extrate:r:ri toriali ty" and 11 illegi timacy" beyond national 

control and competence to territoriality and legitimacy; 

that is to say, to a regime comparable to the domestic 

gold and credit creating controls. Only if it becomes 

possible to contain the world-wide international liquidity 

production (largely based on the TJS. dollar), will. it 

be possible to work again successfully with monetary policy 

on a national level (for instance, for purposes of stability); 

but above all, only then can an end to the pennanent currency 

unrest and the fatal decline of the U.S. dollar be expected. 

From this it will be clear that the world inflation and 

dollar weakness do not signal a "failure" of the American 

currency and balance of payments policy, but rather a 

capitulRtion_of almost all western governments and their 

central banks in face of the influence and e::ttraterritorial 

expansionary pressure of "their" private (large) banks! 12 

Only when the production of international (U.S. dollar) 

liquidity is (again) joined to the chain of the central banks 

(or to ·l'l. world central bank hke the IMF) 1 can today's so 

"troublesome" capital movements and exchange variations be 

redttced to that level v:ldch can be calculated from real 
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production balance posttions·and nominal differences in 

interest. Only under these conditions could one afford a 

"clean" floating and build upon it, so that speculative 

expectations will cause only short term exchange fluctuations 

and not -- as today -- a long term valuation trend of a 

currency which can only be broken by a crisis, if at all, 

just as in the final days before Bretton-IToods! 13 

Ever since the two economic summits on German soil of 

this past summer, in Bonn and in Bremen, the confusion could 

not be greater. W'nat is it;- about? 

In Europe there is not a new edition of that old illusion· 

of 11inauthentic exchange rate unions" on the agenda, as 

President Giscard d'Estaing and Chancellor Schmidt.seem to 

wave in front of us. Such would today only seal the inner 

European imbalance of under employment and balance of 

pa~nents deficit. And: The German surplus position in 

the European Community-- as long as the supply of exchange-

support ammunition of the German Bundesbank for weak European 

currencies holds out! l5 

·In the 1'uropean Community today, the problem is the 

Europeanization of the structural~alization: concerning 

a horizontal arrangement between "strong" and "weak" countries 

and regions, and a European rather than a Euro-capital market, 

at whose ltberalization France especially tends to bristle. 

The Monetary Unton can only become topical and functional 

(again) after the greatest structural differences in the 

Community have been adjusted or have found their ovm path 

towards financing, which has nothing to do with "money," but 

only· v2i th. the "transfer of savings." 

The problem of the world econom:r is a double one: a 

substitute for .. ,orld demand which has been hoarded in the 

~-- -· -· -
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OPEC "piggy bank", and the stabilization of the U.S. dollar 

as the currently still irreplaceable "monetary measuring 

stick" of alChl the world economic trade, credit and reserve 

transactions. 

We have already seen that if the latitude of international 

refinancing (balance of payments support) is limited, the 

majority of western countries can again afford a national 

full employment policy. And, if the "robbing pressure" of 

(Euro- petro- and other) paper-bank dollars on the similarly 

free and wild Euro markets is finally brought under control, 

and with it the "self-service" of wildly profiteering 

international liquidity, world inflation, exaggerated 

capital movements and wild floating of exchange rates would,. 

in one blow, lose their ammunition. One blow to cure the 

chaos! And the proof? One need only compare the official 

U.S. balance of payments deficits according to size --

however defined-- with the BIZ-released information on 

the creation of billions of free Euro dollar money and 

credit, in order to measure how insignificant a curb on 

U.S. balance of payments deficits would be compared to 

how important a rationing of Euro dollar money quantities 

of all shades would be. When banks are permitted to produce 

their own world money at will, it is only a question of time 

until this system collapses (lcollabiert): due to its only 

too justified fear of itself! 16 

3. In all "mature" industrial countries today, and 

not only in t}J.e Federal Republic, the problem is less one 

of demand than one of a new form of supply policy, more 

specifically, given the technical situation, the correct 

conclusions must be dl'awn from the fact that the "natural" 
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(or technically possible) productivity growth is greater 

than the effective demand growth, with the socially explosive 

result that it is easier to offer the population a high 

standard of living than enough jobs. We have already seen 

the three standard cures: either to lower costs in order 

to fill up demand and/or to ration work has little sense 

in the present situation. Cost reduction stimulates saving 

rather than investment, freshening up demand results only 

in accelerating the turns of the indebtedness merry-go-

round, without, however, thereby causing the aversion to 

investment to fly off. And most recently, since the trade 

unions are shortening individual work hours, perhaps even 

without wage adjustments (therefore cost neutral), it 

would seem that the demand for jobs would increase, given 

the volume of work time, but this calculation would only 

be correct first1 with "constant work techniques", and 

second, with "lOO% wage-rate-independent rationalization 

motives." If both conditions are not present, every attempt 

will fail (unfortunately) to restore full employment by means 

of a 30 hour work week or 5 hour society, over still more 

well-being (or less work). If such suggestions did not 

also come from serious people, one could almost think of 

inappropriate "pie-in-the-sky" jokes! 

A full employment policy in our times -- and not only 

in the Federal Republic -- is for the foreseeable future the 

one and only active middle class policy. Because only in 

the (still) occupational and labor intensive producing 

enterprises of fewer than 500 employees do those production 

and labor techniques thrive which can only in a limited way 

be rationalized away through technical work slaves -- no 
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matter how reliable or cheap, in whichever area they may be.· 

But above a.ll: as long as 3/4 of all economic turnovers, 

investments and employees fall to the share of this sector 

and not to that of the approximately lOth of those enter

prises with more tha.YJ. 500 employees, there would be absolutely·· 

no more successful program than to encourage this size enter

prise-- apart from its legal form. See Table 4. But how? 

And with what means, without at the same time creating more 

public debt? 

First: tax equalization. Small and medium enterprises, 

insofar as they are personal corporations [Personalgesellschafte~, 

pay progressive earnings and income taxes and no uniform 

(corporate tax) rate as do their large competitors; they 

therefore need a uniform rate like these which, however, 

would be lower than theirs in order to adjust for their 

structural disadvantages. Comparable to the preferential 

tax treatment of the "small" German banks (savings banks) 

compared to the large private banks, whose structural dis

advantages are compensated by a 107; tax bonus from the 

larr.naker. 

Second: tax incentives for the creation of more jobs. 

Small and middle enterprises employ not only more, but also 

higher professionally trained,labor potential than the more 

thoroughly rationalized large enterprises per unit of production 

(product). Therefore, tctX bonuses based on the size of the 

enterprise would have both a quantitative and a qualitative 

effect on the creation of new jobs. The demand for qualified 

profese.ionals would be honored, s.nd at the same time it would 

become clear to the employment seeking young person that 

training is again worthwhile. A point of view which is 
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increasingly disappearning in the years of crisis. 

Third: rationalization-neutral tax refonns. Although 

wage and capital costs (interest and depreciation) are 

fiscally equally relevant as deductible from earnings, 

depreciation and re-investment offer recognized fiscal 

motives for th·e over-rationalization of the large enter

prises, through which the economic productivity of these 

concerns is again strengthened at the cost of the general 

public. Because every mark saved on industrial wages 

causes additional social welfare expenditures (unemployment 

funds), which burden public finances. Therefore, at least 

those taxes which unintentionally reinforce this effect, 

such as local wage or business (capital as well as revenue) 

taxes, should be modified to depreciation taxes. 

Which budgetary resources beyond the already exaggerated 

national debt could be placed at the disposal of such a 

spending program aimed at the middle classes and tbe creation 

of new jobs --.and not.aemand? Because the principal mistake 

of German monetary policy: reducing only public income 

and not expenditures, only means a governmental re-financing 

(indebtedness~,and no reduction of the government share in 

the GNP. 

Resources for the bonuses for job creation could be 

taken from the expenditures and bonuses saved for the 

organized but involuntary unemployment. Instead of the 

over rob.tion [UberwalzungJ of the wages saved by industry 

as a result of rationalizing jobs away, the opposite vmuld 

occur. The unemployment which has been rationalized away 

as a re:sult of this program finances the increased employ-

ment in the small and middle industries. 
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Secondly, . in its subsidy budget of false structure 

conserving measures, false because they aim at price and 

income fixing, the country has a mass of compensation which, 

by a multiple factor, far exceeds the costs of the employ

ment creating measures sketched here. The sum of the 

annual maintenance subsidies, not for jobs, but for 

earnings and the market shares of agriculture, industry 

and services, is almost double that of all crisis-fighting 

programs of the Federal government since 1974! 

The model of the new policy-mix sketched here: 

international currency policy, supra-regional (fiscal) 

structural policy and a national, supply-oriented full 

employment policy;7 is to be understood not only as a 

piece of adjusting economic and structural policy, but 

as a new chapter in the "consumption" rather than "export

led" growth in the sense of Kaldor's fd~us alternative,· 

and as a new page in the book of market economic competition 

and order policy. It is an investment in the countervailing 

powers against the monopoly and concentration tendencies 

of our times which cannot be met only through legal 

regulations. 

Because: the social market economy can inded~live 

without its combines and their managers, even if these 

cannot imagine it, but it cannot live vdthout its small. 

and medium entrepreneurs who risk their capital and their 

civil existence; who still, though perhaps not much longer, 

constitute the main body of its industries, investments and 

jobs even though some politicians imagine that it would be 

much more easy and rational to govern the world with only 

a few large industries. The opposite is true: 
I 

themarket 
! 

?~.:.. 
J." 
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economy perfl!lrms its expected combination of sufficient 

goods and employment supply only when many, .and therefore 

neither overly large nor overly strong, entrepreneurs 

compete with one another for customers and markets. Not 

only its "guardian classes, 11 (Schumpeter), but i·ts 

guardian angels. 

---. -:·,..:, . 



Table 1: Driving forces of Gennan economic growth 1950-1977 

time span 

gross capital 
investments -----------

nominal real 

domestic 
22!:!~':!1!.'1:?.!::~2!:! 

(pri v. & publ. ) 

nominal real 

_ avera,ge ·annual: -change in % 

1950-1955 +17.9 +12. 7 +11 .1 +8.1 

1955-1960 +1 0.1 +6.8 +8.9 +6.5 

1960-1965 +11. 0 +6.8 +9.0 +5.5 

1965-1970 +8.2 +4.5 +7.8 +4.3 

1970-1975 +4.3 -1.0 +1 0. 7 +3.4 

1976 +8.5 +5.0 +7.6 +3.3 

1977 +6.4 +2.7 +6.6 +2.4 

1978 (1st +4.5 +3.0 
6 rnontl1s) 

Source: Statistisches Bundesamt, Wiesbaden 

1 ) 1975 

2) Jan.-May 1978 

~rt 
of goods 

& services 
nominal real 

+26."6 +20.8 

+9.8 +12.3 

+7.7 +6.5 

+11.8 +10.8 

+12.2 +5.5 

+14 .1 +11 .1 

+5.7 +4.2 

+4.0 

~2!:~~9!}-~222~.!:: 
(export surplus of 
goods & services) 
nominal .. real 

in .% of GNP 

2.1 4.6 

3.0 3.9 

1 . 2 1. 4 

2.0 2.2 

2.9 2.9 

2.5 3.2 

2.3 3.2 

~b~~-2L~rt~ 
_export .. df~goods ::to 

OECD- East bloc- OPEC
.countries 

in ~- of total .exports 

76.5 2.1 

74.8 4.1 

80.2 3.8 

82.3 4.4 
75.41) 7. 91) 7. 61) 

76.6 6.8 8.2 

76.5 6.1 9.1 
76.92) 6. 22) 8. 62) 

I 
rv 

"' I 
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Table 2: Stability and growth in the western 
industrialized countries 1949-1977 

cost of living index1) 

country 

national income 

nominal 2 ) rea1 2 ) 

average annual increase in % 

FRG 2.7 1 0. 9 

Switzerland 3. 1 9.3 

USA 3.4 7.6 

Italy 5.5 11 .3 

France 6.1 11 • 2 

Great Britain 6.4 8.9 

Sources: 1 ). Deutsche Bundesbank, Frankfurt a.M., 
Monatsbericht 

4.0 

3.0 

2.2 

2. 1 

1 • 8 

1 . 4 

2) IMF, Washington, IFS June 1978 und frlihere 
Berichte; eigene Berechnungen 
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Table 3: DM revaluations, world and German 
domestic inflation since 1972 

average DM - US $ world market German export 
annual parity prices prices 

1972 = 100 

1973 83.4 150.0 1 06.4 

1974 81.2 251 . 7 124.5 

1975 77.2 229.2 129.4 

1976 78.9 241. 6 134. 3 

1977 72.8 266.4 136.1 

1978 65.4 (June) 265.3 (May) 137.7 (May) 

· .... 

German cost of 
living index 

106.0 

114.4 

121 . 2 

126.7 

131 . 7 

135.5 (May) 

Source: Deutsche Bundesbank, Frankfurt a.M., Monatsberichte 



Table 4: Industry in the Federal Republic of Germany in order of size, 1975 

number employees turnover investments (capital) 
size 1000 % 1000 %' 1000 % 1000 

•all.ind>Istries & 

. j 

corporate·bodies- 241 . 5 1 00 

all industries 2 1,908 1 100 20,782 100 2,433 1 00 1 64. 8 76.8 100 
up. to 499.employees 1 , 9 06 99.9 15,981 76.9 1 , 8 7 2 76.9 1 31 . 1 64.8 84.4 

productive sector 
(without manual 
labor); total 42 2.2 100 7,724 37.2 1 00 841 34.5 100 35.7 21 . 7 

of which up to 
499 employees 40 2. 1 94.9 2,923 1 4. 1 37.7 280 11 . 5 3 3 . 3 1 0. 0 6. 1 

from 500 employees 
(up) 2 0. 1 5.1 4,801 23.1 62.3 561 23.0 66.6 25.7 15.6 

Source: Statistisches Bundesamt, Wiesbaden. 

1 1970. 2given as a differentiation to the productive sector (without manual labor) _subtracted 

from the industries with more than 500 employees; included therein are, therefore, industries 

with more than 500 employees in banking, insurance, trade and communications (for instance, 

train and postal services: 426,000 employees= 2% of total employment) . 

% 

100 

28.0 

72.0 

.. ..... :·· 

ill 

I 
w ...., . 
I 
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policy which aggravated the monetary restrictions pressure 
before 1961, ana after 1961 it was primarily the exchange 
policy: from the mid-50s to the end of the 60s, the Feril.eral 
Republic created involuntary budget surpluses because it 
undertook to put aside funds for the stationing of troops 
and the rearmament offered by Adenauer (Finance Minister 
Schaffer's so-called Juliusturrn, the tower in which the 
Prussian war treasure lay); after payment of the Juliusturrn 
the exchange policy played the decisive role in the "foreign 
economic protection" (Karl Schiller) of German stabihty 
policy. See Schiller, Karl: Konvertibilitat-Liquiditat
Paritat. Zum Problemwandel der Wahrungspolitik in der 
Nachkrie~szeit, in: Festschrift zurn 75. Geburtstag Ludwig 
Erhards (.Duncker und Humblot), Berelin, 1972, p. 215 ff. 

8. Initial steps towarG\s this: the author with Lebner, F.: 
Die cescheiterte Stabilitatspolitik und ihre politischen 
Folgen (Von der Unvereinbarkeit wirtschaftlicher Monopol
una politischer Konkurrenzsysteme), Hamburger Jahrbuch 
fiir Wirtschafts-tmd Gesellschaftspoli tik, 21. Jg, 1976; 
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see also the author in: Wahrungspolitik, Geldwertstabili
sierung, Wahrungsintegration und Sparerschutz (Kohlhammer), 
Stuttgart u.a. 1972, Addition to chapter 4, p. 84 ff. 

9. The following figures prove everything: of the total 
German export, ~achine construction represents 16.2%, 
chemicals 13. 6tj, electro-technical products 10.1% and 
automotive construction 13.4%. All. 4 large fields are 
typical ologopoly-led sectors: in which the joint-stoclc 
companies call the plays (das Wetter bestimmen) as lesll.ers 
in their fields (such as Mannesmann, Gutehoffnungshiitte, 
the three Farben successors Siemens, AEG-Telefunken, 
B~own, Boveri u.Cie, and the five big car m9~~ers). 

10. One of the most fertile (an<i statistically as l'lell as 
politically neglected) sources of "fear" saving in times 
of depression is represented by the not (any longer) 
invested earnings of entrepreneurs, especially by those 
personally responsible small and middle entrepreneurs 
endan~ered by depression. The following graph (by Helmut 
Kupky) makes clear what is meant. In the yearsof criuis 
since 1972, the (personal) small and middle enterprises 
in the Federal Republic took more money out of their 
businesses than they earned. Where did they invest it? 
A regression in the rate of investment combined V1i. th a 
growing savings rate leads to the presumption that they 
save<i that money earmarked. for investment in "risk-free 
but certainearnings": in treasury notes (Staatspapieren) 
which, in times of crisis, always have record sales. 
Former investors thus becone savers, which aggravates 
the crisis 11 e:r:dogenously". By contrast, those large 
enterprises and large investors (joint-stock companies) 
who are tied to long range programs do indeed maintain 
the investment rate at a high level. But first of all, 
by their proportional share, they do not close the gap 
which t!te others (whose investment share still represents 
70% in the l<'ederal Republic) have created. Furthermore, 
the trend of the large investors is away from domestic· 
towards foreign investment. They are not only conscious 
of the .fi'orl•l'',Jtarket but of the exchange rate, that is, 
they calculate "on site costs" which result in the 
buying of assets and liabilities by mea.Y!s of currency 
relationships. . 
(graph follOYis on next page) 
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11. This "forgotten" factor of rationalization in large 
industry v1as first treated by the author in his 
Wahrungspoli tik, Stuttgart, Berlin, K8ln, Mai nz, 1971/ 
1972, p. 84 ff. More recently and fully in : Von der 
Einkommens- zur Arbeitsmarktpolitik in : Mitteilungen 
aus der Arbei tsmakrt- una Be:r~~;f,sforschung, September 
1978 (Schwerpunkheft: Lohn und Beschaftigung) ed.by 
Bolte, Buttner, Ellinger, Gerfin, Kettner, Merte11s, 
Schaffer, Stingl. 

12. An "invisible hand" which sometimes becomes visible, 
for instance, when one allo'."IS the explanations of 
A..Yl.thony M. Solomon, Undersecretary of U. S. Treasury 
for lt:onetary Affairs before the Sub-committee oil 
Economic Policy, Committee on Foreign Relations of the 
U.S. Senate on July 24, 1978, to sink in. (Deutsche 
Bundesbank, Ausziige aus Presseartikeln Nr. 8, 8/8/78). 

13. With regartl. to sources and figures, compare the author's 
articles: "Welchen Krieg haben Eiie USA verloren?" in 
VORWARTS of 7/9/1978, and De~Zerfall.des US-Dollar, 
Diagnose und Therapie: Die internationalen Liquiditaten 
mussen gemanagt Vlerden, nicht die V/echselkurse. in: 
Wochenzeitschrift Das Pal~~ent of 22/9/78. . 

14. See Corden, W.M.: Monetary Integration, Essays in 
International Finance (Princeton University Press), 
No. 9 April, 1972, p. 2 ff. 

15. See the author: Europaische Geldillusionen, Sozial<l.emo
kratischer Pressedienst Wirtschaft, · 33. Jg., Nr. 51 of 
4/7/78, p. 4 ff. . 

16. See the author: Die Dollarsch\vache, op. ci t., as well as 
Die Lokomotive Zieht uns aus der Krise in Frankfurter 
Rundschau of 12/7/78/ · 

17. The author first took a position on this policy mix of 
international monetary policy, supra-regional fiscal 
poliyy and national full-employment policy in 1970 at 
the Innsbruck meeting of the Verein flir Sozialpolit:lk 
(a society for economic and social sciences); see Arndt, H. 
aml Swatek, D. ( eds.) Grundfragen der Infrastrukturplanung 
fiir wachsende Wirtschaften (Duncker und Humblot), Berlin 
1971, p. 421 ff. . 
See also the author in Wahrtmgspoli tik bp. ci t. p. 251 ff.; 
\Vel twirtschaft, Vom Wohlstand der 17ationen Heute (ECON), 
Diisseldorf, Wien 1977, p. 324 ff. and Beyond Keynes anii 
Monetarism, in: The German Tribune, Economic Affairs 
Review No. 19, 3<i \.luarter 1978, p. 5 ff. aacorcl.ing to 
Wirtschaftswoche, No. 19/1978, p. 76 ff. 



Germany's Monetary and Financial Policy and the EC 

Paper prepared by Norbert Kloten, 

Deutsche Bundesbank, Stuttgart and Tubingen 

At its meeting in Bremen on July 6/71 1978 the European Council agreed on 

the broad outlines of a new European Monetary System. The originators of 

the plan were the French President Giscard d'Estaing and the German 

Chancellor Helmut Schmidt. The French calls for a new monetary initiative 

were not unexpected, but the German attit:!!de did come as a surprise. _Was it 

the result of political considerations, or did it signal a turnaround in 

German monetary thinking? So far no answer 'has been forthcoming to this 

question; by pointing this out I do not wish to evade the issue, but I 

should like to postpone discussion of the question and the answer, i.e. 

to broach the subject without regard to the decisions taken at Bremen1 for 

the German role in the Bremen summit does not fit in with the widely 

accepted picture of German interests and behaviour vis-a-vis European 

initiatives in recent years. 

I. Criticism by the European partners and the German standpoint 

Only a short time after the EEC was established the Germans were being 

reproached for being insufficiently "European-minded", for being too 

strongly orientated towards the Atlantic. M9re recently the partner countrie 

have stepped up their criticism, claiming that the Germans' "tiredness of 

Europe" is becoming increasingly noticeable. The Germans, it is asserted, 

not only give the cold shoulder to programmatic initiatives of the Commis

sion or to constructive proposals by Eu:~:apean committees but also criticise 

the European authorities wholesale for alleged bureaucracy and unwarranted 

lavish expenditure. Inwardly, it is maintained, they long ago dissociated 

themselves from solutions they had originally supported (e.g. the European 

OUESTA PUBBLICAZIONE E Dl PROPRIETA 
DELl'ISTITUTO AFFARI INTERNAZIONAU · 
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agricultural market organisation), but without being able to suggest 

acceptable alternatives. Their lack of interest in Europe, their lack of 

any desire for integration, is reflected in their reluctance to make 

concessions in questions of monetary policy. Germany ·is not prepared to 

accept the role of a key currency for the D-Mark, and its monetary assistance 

for its European partners is not so far-reaching as the situation demands. 

The Germans are selfishly pursuing their own stabilisation objectives and 

are failing to discharge their duties as an konomie dominante in Europe. 

Germany's partners are in effect compelled to submit to German priorities. 

The underlying cause of all this, it 'is claimed, is a dogmatic German 

attitude to the question of monetary stability and a no less marked regula

tory dogmatism in favour of what the Germans call a "market system". 

The German reaction to these criticisms by our European partners has always 

been one of astonishment, even consternation. What has surprised the Germans 

has not been the reference to the specifically German manner of thinking, 

but the accusation of lack of interest in European integration. The Germans 

have declared that they have always regarded European union as a historical 

necessity and as an act of vital interest to Germany. The few people who 

think differently can be dis~egarded. The Germans play the Atlantic card 

only for the sake of achieving a proper balance, which is in everybody's 

interest. And there can be no question of G~rmany being tired of Europe. 

What is discernible in Germany - and not only in Germany - is a certain 

disenc_h;antment about the prospects of making further headway in the field 

of European integration. But disenchantment is quite different from being 

tired of Europe. Exasperation at the bureaucracy• in Brussels is another 

matter; after all, there is no mistaking the fact that a costly organisation 

has been built up there which does not even make use of the powers it has 

been given and which - as Germans can hardly help noticing - is for the 

most part financed by Germany (the "paymaster of Europe"). !he EC agri-
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cultural market organisation is no longer a market system nowadays, but 

rather a perversion of such a system. And if the Germans frequently speak 

out against dirigisme and governm&nt planning, in the last analysis they 

do so in the interests of the Community at large, which in the long run 

has nothing to gain from a system of internal and external dirigiste inter

ventions. This also applies to the Germans' cool attitude to the use of 

monetary initiatives as a means of bringing a European economic and mone

tary system closer. After all, the German misgivings are bo,rne out by 

experience. But despite all previous bad experience the Germans have always 

been among the first to advocate the enlargement of the Community and the 

intensification of cooperation. 

Thus, there is indeed no lack of claims and counterclaims. However1 such 

and similar differences are typical not only of the relations between the 

Germans and their partners; there are also disagreements between the part

ners themselves. We ore not interested in the polemics as such; what counts 

is actual behaviour, on the one hand at international conferences1 at the 

levels of target formulation among the European authorities and opinion 

formation among the committees, and on the other hand when shaping actual 

economic and monetary policy _decisions. My paper is concerned - on the 

basis of a free interpretation of the topic I was given ~ almost entirely 

with the role of monetary policy; I shall deal with financial policy only in sa , 

far as it constitutes short-term economic policy at the same time. Questions 

of tax harmonisation, the coordination of the European financial system as 

a whole and the financing of European organisations will not be discussed. 

II. European implications of German economic policy 

1. The sources: basic positions and priorities 

It must be conceded right away that the specific German attjtude to the 
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question of approaches to an economic and monetary union reflects conceptual 

judgements; however, the roots of these judgements are evident only to 

those who are prepared to put themselves in the position of the German 

nation following the second World War. Besides the military and political 

disaster, the Germans experienced the near-total erosion of the purchasing 

power of their currency. This time1 in contrast to 19231 it was caused not 

by open inflation but by pent-up inflation - pent up by price fixing and 

quantitative controls (the coupon system) - but 1 like the first hyper

inflation, it led in the end to the destruction of almost all financial 

assets. This experience made people determined not to let such things happen 

again. Monetary stability became a national issue of very high priority 

(in terms of monetary policy, since the currency reform of June 20¥ 1948). 

This was reflected in the decision of principle, taken when establishing 

the Bank deutscher Lender in 19481 to grant the central bank independence. 

This autonomy was admittedly a gift of the Allies, particularly the 

Americans, but it was entirely consistent with the German biasQ The counter

part was the belief that a dependent central bank (or a central bank 

forming a department of the Finance Ministry) would sooner or later be bound 

to become an agent of the government in the unsound financing of its budgeto 

Moreover, the years during and immediately after the war1 with their systems 

of coupons and controls of every kind1 had discredited official dirigisme 
,. 
•' 

so lastingly that confidence in government quantitative controlS was largely i 

destroyed. Direct personal experience therefore backed the votes of the 

supporters of the Freiburg School and other "neo-liberals".in favour of a 

market coordination system, which though hardly !tnown at the time1 rapidly 

proved to be highly efficient from mid-1948 onwards. An effective conceptual 

foundation for the new system - a foundation that was quickly accepted by a 

large proportion of the population - was provided in the political sphere 

inly by the model of the "social market economy" of the CQU/CSUo Needless 
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to say1 it also met with opposition; rival solutions were put forward, 

especially by the SPD and the trade unions. None of them1 however1 achieved 

general acceptance. At the latest.in its Godesberg Programme of 1959 the 

SPD too opted for the market economy model. 

The basis of the German market philosophy was the practice of thinking in 

terms of compatible regulatory forms. As a consequence regulatory policy was 

.. 

I
·~ 

·it 

l 
Ji 
~ 
~. 

in the forefront of economic policy; interventionist policy was considered to ·.~ 
•· 

be suspect, although this did not prevent great importance being attached to 

monetary policy, whose task it was to deter..mine monetary conditions. The 

contrast with the full employment doctrine in the United Kingdom or the 

philosophy of "planification" in France or the "new way" in Holland, with 

the development of econometric forecasting models and the transformation of 

their results into economic policy decisions1 was unmistakable. Of course, 

Keynes was discovered in Germany too1 albeit with a considerable time-log; 

at first for the text-books and then - mainly in the variant of fiscal 

policy - for financial policy. The result was the 1967 Act to Promote the ' 

Stability and Growt~ of the Economy. This Act regulated the forms of anti-

"f." 

j 
. ·~ 

·~ .. 
"''' f 

cyclical financial policy within a framework of stabilisation policy; it f. 
. ~.: 

also contained provisions on a compatible incomes policy ("concerted action"). 2 
. 'i<' 

os an ancillary policy area. In this Act .Professor Schiller believed he had : ~ 

achieved the optimum synthesis between modern regulatory thinking and modern 

econom1c monJJg.em~nt •. It was no accident that beside the picture of John 

Meynard Keynes in his office hung the portrait of Welter Eucken. 

The Stability and Growth Act- like the 1963 Act•concerning the Creation 

of a Council of Experts for Assessing Overall Economic Trends - embodied 

a catalogue of economic policy objectives. According to this Act, the task 

. ' 

; ~ . *~ 
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J 
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of stabilisation policy is to ensure1 in the context of a free market system, !t 
stable purchasing power1 a high level of employment;, and ext_ernal equi-

~ 
l 
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librium1 accompanied by steady and q:>p:tqJriate economic growth. This "magic 

quadrangle" of economic policy targets J.s still adhered to today even though ~ 
-;-

the targets have so often been at .risk or violated - indeed, even though -~ 
l 

doubts about the catalogue of targets it·self are growing. Here1 as every-

i where else, the setting of standards is not synonymous with their achieve-

ment. Actions detrimental to stabilisation are committed by every policy areq. -~ 

by monetary policy less often than by other areas. But monetary policy did i 
~ 

create the monetary conditions for an upsurge in prices that accelerated from ·J 
f the beginning of the sixties throughout the economic cycles to about the 

middle of 1974 - not because the Bundesbank;:failed to advocate monetary 

stability on every possible occasion but because it saw its efforts re-

peatedly undermined on the "external flank". 

Although external equilibrium was an element in the German market philosophy, 

it was rarely achieved. Particularly in the sixties the German authorities 

were for a long time quite content to have an undervalued currency; the 

state of running a permanent surplus on current account was convenient and· 

supported by the social groups. But a price bad to he_poid for this mistaken 

attitude: the German economy_a_c.quir~_d_o_gr.o.w.ing_e~ort bias1 and_ almost 

imperceptibly an enormous need for structural change built up. In addition, . ------- -~~-- -- --.- --- - -· ~-----·- -

prices were pushed up by international price relationships and the effects 

of the trade surpluses on incomes and liquidity ("imported inflation"). It 

thus became clear that any-attempt at stabilisation under a system of fixed 

exchange rates is self-defeating owing to the open external flank. After 

the monetary crisis in the autumn of 1968, and even more so after the re

newed crisis at the beginning of May 1969, the e~change rate question was 

the dominant topic of economic policy discussions in Germany. _In 1969 re-. 

valuing the 0-Mark even became the ;nain issue in on election campaign - "a 

unique case of a debate on a change in the exchange rate of a major currency 

; 
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1 
continuing for many months "in the market place"." Forms of imported 

inflation cropped up intermittently until March 1973. But by then the 

lesson had been learned; the objec1ions to any monetary solution that 

facili toted the transmission of inflation from abroad· had gathered strength. 

2. The German attitude at conferences and in negotiations 

Even before the actual negotiations on the creation of an economic and 

monetary union began at the end of the sixties Germany was viewing plans to 
2 

form a European monetary arrangement with some reserve. 

- On the one hand, it argued that the establishment of a regional European 

monetary arrangement might adversely affect transatlantic monetary 

cooperation; such cooperation should, however 1 be given priority for 

political and economic reasons. 

1 Emminger1 Otmar, Deutsche G~ld- und Wahrungspolitik im Spannungsfeld 

zwischen innerem und auBerem Gleichgewicht (1948-1975) 1 (The D-Mark in 

the Conflict between Internal and External Equilibrium, 1948-75), in 

Wahrung und Wirtschaft in Deutschland 1876-19751 pub!. by Deutsche 

Bundesbank, Frankfurt am Main, 19761 p. 519. 

2 Tsoukalis 1 Loukas 1 The Politics and Economics of European Monetary 
• 

Integration, London, 19771 p. 57. 
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- On the other hand, it feared that the reciprocal monetary assistance 1 

regularly envisaged in such plans might exacerbate inflationary tendencies 

by increasing international liquidity. 

' 
But by 1964/65 at the latest it was recognised that the degree of integration , 

achieved within the Community necessitated a coordination of the short-term 

economic policies of Community countries. The fact that Germany then accepted 

forms of medium-term programming that owed a great deal to French mo.dels 

amounted to a much greater concession that foreigners are probably able to 

appreciate; as late as 1963 Ludwig Erhard was flatly rejecting any kind of 

economic planning. From about 1968 onwards there were seen to be reasons 
2 for creating a monetary union: 

doubts about the viability of the Bretton Woods system were increasing; 

- uncertainty about the willingness of the United States to fulfil the 

obligations of a key currency country was growing; 

1 Memorandum der Kommission uber dos Aktionsprogromm der Gemeinschaft fur 

die zweite Stufe (vom Oktober 1962) 1 (Memorandum of the Commission on 

the .Community Action Programme for the Second Stage (of October 1962)), 

in Monetare Integration in der EWG, Dokumente und Bibliographie, (Mone

tary Integration in the EEC, Documents and Bibliography), eds. D. Gehr-
• 

mann and S. Harmsen, Hamburg, 1972, p. 36. 

2 Gleske, Leonhard, Nationale Geldpolitik auf dem Wege zur europaischen 

Wahrungsunion (National Monetary Policy on the Way to European Monetary 

Union), in Wahrung und Wirtschaft in Deutschland 1876-1975, publ. by 

Deutsche Bundesbank, Frankfurt am Main, 1976, p. 745. 
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- the Common Market, especially the agricultural market organisation, was 

increasingly exposed to disturbances on the monetary side (as in 1968 

and 1969); 
1 

the time seemed r~pe to underpin the envisaged transition from a mere 

customs union to a comprehensive economic u'nion by measures of monetary 

policy. 

The proposals of Chancellor Willy Brandt at the summit conference at The 
<• 

Hague in December 1969 reflected the change.in the German attitude and its 

constants. He advocated the establishment of an economic and monetary union, 

but suggested that in an initial phase quantitative medium-term objectives 

should be formulated at Community level and short-term economic policy 

harmonised at the same time. Only in a second phase should the monetary 

union be realised. Germany would then be prepared to transfer 

percentage of its monetary reserves to a common reserve fund. 

a' fixed 
2 The French 

proposals at the summit conference, by contrast, provided for the immediate 

creation of a system of balance of payments assistance at Community level 

and the formation of a uniform monetary bloc vis-a-vis third countries. 

This foreshadowed what later·became known as the controversy between the 

1 In 1968 any impairment of free trade and payments within the Community 

would have affected no less than 37.6% of Ger~an exports, compared with 

27.3% in 1958. 

2 Tsoukalis, Loukas, loc. cit., p. 84. 
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. d . t 1 
econom~sts an monetar~s s. 

The monetarists wanted to initiate the integration process - indeed, to 

force it upon the Community countries - by means of monetary ties; these 

included the "gradual narrowing of the margin of exchange rate fluctuation, 

the establishment of a European reserve fund with a gradual pooling of 

monetary reserves, the introduction of a European unit of account". 
2 

In 

particular, they asserted,fixed rotes of exchange accompanied by narrow 

margins of fluctuation oblige the participating countries to coordinate 

their economic policies. The result is a coRvergence of economic develop

ments. The economists, on the other hand, questioned the suitability of 

J 

. ··~ 

'" 
I 

• 

monetary constraints as a means of fostering integration; they maintained } 
l that prematurely fixed exchange rates are disintegrative since, under a 1 
i 

system of fixed rates, divergent economic trends cause structural distortions, ! 
reduce the efficiency of monetary and fiscal policy, and necessitate restric- J 
tions on capital movements that are in principle inimical to integration. 

Coordination of the basic economic factors (economic policy priorities, the 

behaviour of economic agents, regional differences, etc.) in partner 

countries and above all a successful concerted stabilisation policy are 

1 Regarding this controversy, see Sachverstandigenrat (Council of Economic 

Experts) Jahresgutachten (Annual Report)' 1971/72, Stuttgart and Mainz, 

1971, p. 101; ibid., Jahresgutachten 1972/73, p. 1; Adebahr, Hubertus, 

Wohrungstheorie und Wahrungspolitik (Monetary Theory and Monetary Policy), 

: . J~ 

Berlin, 1978, p~ 445; Emminger, Otmar, Bemerkungen zum Werner-Bericht i; 

Uber .die europaische Wirtschafts- und Wahrungsunion (Remarks on the 

Werner Report on European Economic and Moneta~:y Union), in Bcinkbetrieb 

1970/12, pp. 443-5. 

2 Gleske, Leonhard, loc. cit., p. 767. 
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essential first, in order to pave the way for the establishment of a 

monetary union. Hence the system of fixed parities must come not at the 

beginning, but at the end of the integration process, so to speak as the 

crowning achievement. 

This controversy, which on the .surface appears to be a theoretical dispute 

about methods of integration, in reality masks deep-seated political 

differences regarding objectives and conflicting interests. The monetarist 

approach ties the partners to each other to a much greater extent than 

does action along the lines proposed by the-€conomists. In the first case 

the stability-oriented surplus countries can hardly help granting large

scale financial assistance as a result of the "solidarity imperative". If 

there are no means.of inducing the deficit countries to take corrective 

action, the surplus countries feel obliged to tolerate a parallel inflation. 

In the second, economist case the arrangement is much looser; during the 

process of harmonisation it is in principle possible at any time to detach 

oneself from the "inflation convoy" by revaluation. This is admittedly 

inconsistent with the idea of convergence, but it is the lesser evil. 

The conference at The Hague d~cided on d compromise. The heads of state 

and government requested the Council of Ministers to work out a phased plan 

for the establishment of an economic and monetary union. 1 The develop-

ment of cooperation in monetary matters was to be based on the harmonisation 

of economic policies; this clearly reflects the German standpoint. On the 

• 

1 See Kommunique der Konferenz der Stoats- und Regierungschefs der EWG-Mit

gliedstaaten in Den Haag am 1. und 2. Dezember 1969 (Communique of the 

Conference of the Heads of State and Government of the EEC Member States 

at the Hague· on December 1 and 2, 1969), in Monetare Integrgtion in der 
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EWG, Dokumente und Bibliographie, eds. D. Gehrmann und S. Harmsen, Hamburg,; 

1972, pp. 82-4. 
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other hand, the question of. creating a European reserve fund was also to 

be examined; this was an issue of importance to the French. 

The group of experts set up by the Council put forwar·d a phased plan for 

the establishment of an economic and monetary union (Werner Plan) in 

October 1970. 1 This plan was likewise based ~n the principle of parallelism 

between economic and monetary policy measures. In the final phase a joint 

economic decision-making body answerable to the E~pean Parliament qnd an 

independent European central bank system were envisaged. All of this 

seemed to be not too inconsistent with the ~erman views. Even so, the 

resolution of the Council of Ministers in March 1971 on the phased realisa

tion of the economic and monetary union 
2 

had something of a monetarist 

1 Council/Commission of the European Communities, Bericht an Rat und 

Kommission Uber die stufenweise Verwirklichung der Wirtschafts- und 

Wahrungsunion in der Gemeinschaft (Report to the Council and Commission 

I 
. ' 

I 

on the Phased Realisation of Economic and Monetary Union in the Community),. ·~ 
t "Werner Report" (final version), Luxembourg, October 8, 1970. 

2 EntschlieBung des Rates und der Vertreter der Regierungen der Mitglied-

staaten vom 22. Morz 1971 Uber die stufenweise 

schafts- und Wahrungsunion in der Gemeinschaft 

Verwirklichung 

(Resolution of 

der Wirt-

the Council 

and the Representatives of the Governments of Member States of March 22, 

1971 on the Phased Realisation of Economlc and Monetary Union in the 

Community) in Monetare Integration in der EWG, Dokumente und Bib1io- , 
• 

graphie, eds. D. Gehrmann and S. Harmsen, Hamburg, 1972, pp. 176-81. 
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bias: in the very first phase the mutual margins of fluctuation of the 

exchange rates. of Community currencies were to be reduced and a monetary 

cooperation fund was perhaps to be. set up, while the obligations to coor

dinate monetary policy were mostly of a non-committal kind; in the second 

and third phases they were not mentioned at all. These monetary concessions 

seemed acceptable to Germany only because their period of validity - like 

that of the medium-term monetary assistance scheme, which was likewise 

approved in March 1971 - was limited, at German request, initially to five 

years. This period was, however, to be extended automatically if the 

Community had in the meantime entered the second phase of development 

towards an economic and monetary union. 

But before any concrete measures had been taken, the monetary crisis of 

spring 1971 erupted. From May 9 onwavdsthe D-Mark floated, and on August 15 

the gold convertibility of dollars held by central banks was suspended. 

Under the Smithsonian Monetary Agreement of December 1971 a new system of 

central rates came into being, and a new Council resolution of March 1972 
1 

created the European "snake" by narrowing the margins of fluctuation 

between currencies. The system of intervention agreed at the same time 

among the EC central banks was based on the following p:i-inciples: 

1 Entschlie3ung des Rates und der Vertreter der Regier~ngen der Mitglied

staaten vom 21. Marz 1971 betreffend die Anwendung der Entschlie3ung vom 
• 

22. Marz 1971 Uber die stufenweise Verwirklichung der Wirtschafts- und 

Wahrungsunion in der Gemeinschaft (Resolution of the Council and the 

Representatives of the Governments of Member States of March 21, 1971 

concerning the Application of the Resolution of March 22, 1971 on the 

Phased Realisation of Economic and Monetary Union in the almmunity), in 

Amtsblatt der Europaischen Gemeinschaften, Nr. C 38, April 18, 1972, p. 3. 

' 
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Unlimited obligations to intervene in the currencies of participating 

countries once the published upper and lower limit rotes hove been 

reached; intervention within th~se limits only after prior consultation 

(concertotion) among the central banks. 

Financing of the balances arJ.sJ.ng from such. intervention in Community 

currencies in unlimited amounts, but for rather strictly limited periods. 

- Settlement of the balances in accordance with the composition of the 
1 

official gross monet,ory reserves of. the respective "debtor central bank". 

These intervention rules also represent a ~remise, but it would probably 

not have been reach~d without strong German pressure. The rules produced a 

system of constraints which, if they are complied with, lead to the desired 

convergence of economic policy; if they are not complied with, they discredit 

the entire approach, and in the process confirm the preconceptions of the 

economists. The intervention system resul~ in an inflationary deficit 

country continuously losing monetary reserves; it can counteract this by 
2 recourse to the common monetary assistance scheme, but very short-term 

assistance, while unlimited in amount, is quite unsuitable for financing a 

balance of payments deficit because of its brief period to maturity 

(averaging six ~-reks). Short-term assistance, with its maturity of not more 

1 Jennemann, Gerhard, Der Europaische Wechselkursverbund (The European 

Narrower Margins Arrangement) in Giovanni Magnifico, Eine Wahrung fur 

Europa (A Currency for Europe), Baden-Baden, 1977, p. 243. 

2 Regarding the EC monetary assistance scheme, see Deutsche Bundesbank, 

Internationale Organisationen und Abkommen im Bereich von Wahrung und 

Wirtschaft (International Organisations and Agreements in Jhe Monetary 

and Economic Field), Frankfurt, 1978, p. 201. 
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than six months, can also be used to only a very limited extent for this 

purpose. Recourse to medium-term assistance, with a maturity of up to five 

years, is likewise not intended for financing inflation-induced balance of 

payments deficits as its granting is subject to economic policy conditions. 

The same applies to borrowing under the system of Community loans. Thus, in 

the last analysis only two possibilities are open to a deficit country: it 

must either adopt stabilising measures and possibly devalue its currency, or 

it must leave the narrower margins arrangement. However, this does largely 

avert the danger of a country being obliged to ''adjust through inflation" 

as a result of the EC intervention system caupled with the EC monetary 

assistance scheme. 

The establishment of the European Monetary Cooperation Fund by a Council 

ordinance in April 1973, after the system of fixed exchange rates had been 

replaced by a system of floating rates, made no fundamental difference to 

the situation; in its present form the Fund is not much more than an institu

tional combination of existing mechanisms of the Community exchange rate 

system and monetary assistance scheme.
1 

In 1973 the Commission put forward 

a plan for pooling Community monetary reserves. The plan came to nothing,_niainly 

owing to technical objections; but on the German side the real reason for 

rejecting it was the fear that the reserve pool might become a kind of 

"self-service store". 

At the turn of 1973/74 the transition to the second phase was due according 

to the resolution of March 1971; during this phase the transfer of economic 

• 

1 See Gleske, Leonhard, loc. cit., p. 781. 
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and monetary powers to supra-national bodies was to begin. But as the 

objectives of the first phase - in particular the coordination of econom~c 

policy - had not yet been achieved, the first phase was in effect extended. 

Even today, however, the coordination of economic policy has not progressed 

beyond the customary manifestations of goodwill, in spite of the principle -

which is still valid - of permanent consultations on general economic policy 

measures planned by member states and on the com~bility of such measures 

with the Council's economic policy guidelines (Convergence Guidelines of 

February 18, 1974). 
1 

Partly, no doubt, for this reason, nearly all plans 

and proposals concerning the further development of the EC into an economic 

and monetary union met with little interest in Germany. But plans which 

explicitly or implicitly envisaged the D-Mark assuming 

key and reserve currency (most recently the plan of de 

the function of a 
2 

Strycker) were 

also rejected. On the one hand, it was feared that any attempt to establish 

the D-Mark as a key currency would subject it to even greater exchange rate 

fluctuations than in the past; on the other, it is probable that such efforts 

would seriously disrupt domestic monetary and credit policy as the absorp~ 

tive capacity of the German money and capital market is far too small for 

a key currency country. 

As we see, the German negotiating position ~as regularly been determined 

by a clear preference for a coordination of general economic policies. 

Germany felt able to agree to a joint system of intervention and monetary 

• 
1 See Deutsche Bundesbank, lac. cit., p. 185. 

2 de Strycker, Towards a Greater Convergence of Foreign Exchange Policies 

within the Community (Reflections by the Belgian Presidency), Brussels, 

Apri'l 3, 1978. 
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assistance, but not to a monetary assistance scheme of lavish proportions 

that was largely free from conditions or to a pooling of monetary reserves. ;.i 

3. The effects of German monetary and financial policy measures 

When the D-Mark was revalued by 5 % in March 1961 - both too little and 

too late 1 this monetary policy measure had not been preceded by consul

tations with the partner countries (apart from Holland, which also revalued 

by. 5 %). This measure led, at least indirectly, to the proposals made by 

'·• the Commission in its 1962 action programme, 1n which it recommended among 

other things the establishment of a monetary union by 1970. 2 

The''substitute revaluation" of the D-Mark in November 1968, the devaluation 

of the franc in August 1969 and the final revaluation of the D-Mark in Oc

tober of the .latter year after a short period of floating were likewise 

not the outcome of concerted action at Community level, 

countries were under an obligation to take such action; 

although both 
3 

but as a conse-

quence they fostered the efforts to create a European monetary union. 

The German answer to the severe dollar/D-Mark crisis in the spring of 1971 

was the floating of the exchange.rate of the D-Mark on May 9, 1971. This 

step, which was intended to curb the high rate of price rises at that time 

(and did in fact accomplish this), nullified the initial moves towards a 

• 

1 Emminger, Otmar, lac. ci t., p. 508. 

2 Tsoukalis, Loukas, lac. ci t., p. 56. 

3 T soukco!lis, Loukas, lac. cit., p. 76. 
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monetary union hardly a month after the agreements had been concluded. 

Criticism from the Community countries was correspondingly sharp. The 

Germans were accused of "going it'alone" without having been authorised 

to do so. This accusation was rejected by the German authorities. After 

all, the German decision to float had been preceded by a meeting of 

Community Ministers of Finance at which Profe.ssor Schiller, the German 

Minister of Economics, had proposed to the partner countries that the 

., 

Community currencies should float jointly against the dollar. This proposal I 
was turned down by France and Italy; both these countries were reluctant 

to attach their currencies to the D-Mark, which was strong and apt to 

appreciate, even though a 

was explicitly offered to 

corresponding 
1 them. 

safety margin vis-a-vis the D-Mark 

On the other hand, the Comm~s~n's proposal to deal with the monetary 

crisis by introducing controls on capital movements was rejected by the 

·.; 

. ' Germans. For one thing, such controls were wholly at variance with the 

German philosophy of a market economy; for another, neitha: the psychological .l 
nor the administrative conditions for the introduction of controls on capital· 

movements existed in Germany. 

But the fact that the Community countries' criticism was not without effect 

became evident in July 1972, when the Federal Government responded to new 

inflows of foreign exchange not by floating the D-Mark - which would have 

undermined the package of measures adopted· in March 1972 and thus the i1 
second attempt at a European economic and monetary union - but by intra-

• 
ducing controls on capital movements after all. It was not easy for the 

1 Emminger, Otmar, loc. cit., p. 525. ,-. 
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Germans to commit this s~n against the market economy, and it was at least 

the. ostensible cause of the resignation of the Economics Minister, Professor 

Schiller. The introduction of the controls showed that in Germany too views 

on the advantages and drawbacks of floating diverged; but no less important 

was the desire to be a good partner, at least on this occasion, and not to 

endanger the snake, which had only just been established. The extent to 

which the German authorities were prepared to display a spirit of partner

ship became clear in the first few months of 1973. Within five weeks from 

the beginning of February to the beginning of March the Bundesbank purchased 

foreign exchange amounting to DM 24 billion'''(net), thus accepting an immense 

inflation of the domestic money circulation. But the system of fixed exchange 

rates was doomed. However, a move that had failed in 1971 was successful in 

mid-March 1973: after negotiations with the EC partner countries and the 

United States, the participants in the European narrower margins arrangement 

decided to float jointly against the dollar. To make this step easier for 

the Community partners, the D-Mark was revalued by 3 'f. against the "snake 

currencies". With the transition to the joint float the Bundesbank largely 

regained control over monetary developments. For the first time for many 

years, the German monetary authorities were able to regulate monetary 

expansion without the successes of monetary policy again becoming the source' 

of its failures, However, protection against external constraints was not 

perfect: in the first place, the desire to avoid excessive jumps in the 

rate of the dollar repeatedly led to not inconsiderable interventions in 

the dollar market (this applies mainly to 1977 and 1978; see the table). 

Secondly, interventions were often necessary within the snake as well, some

times an a fairly large scale (particularly in 1973 and 1976). Thus Germany 

can hardly be said to have neglected its responsibilities in the snake, even 

though it must be admitted that on the whole German faithfulness to the 

agreed principles has not been tested too severely. The interventions in the 

snake have not been nearly as large as were the dollar inter~entions in the 
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Changes in the net external position of the Bundesbank since 1973 

DM billion 

!Period 
-

Total Interventions I Other foreign 
in the snake exchange movements 

1973 

January - March + 19.9 - 0.6 + 20.5 
April - May - 0.9 - 1.5 + 0.6 
June - July + 8.5 + 5.8 + 2.7 
August - September + 3.4 + 4.3 - 0.9 
October - December - 4.5 - 1.1 - 3.4 

January - December + 26.4 + 6.8 + 19.6 

1974 
,. 

January - 2.5 + 0.2 - 2.8 
February - June + 5.4 + 4.1 + 1.3 
July - September - 6.4 - 3.5 - 2.9 
October - December + 1.6 - 0.7 + 2.3 

January - December - 1.9 + 0.2 - 2.1 

1975 

January - March + 5.0 - + 5.0 
April - September - 6.6 - 1.8 - 4.8 
October - December - 0.6 - - 0.6 

. 

January - December - 2.2 - 1.8 - 0.4 

1976 . 
January + 0.1 - + 0.1 
February - March + 9.7 + 8.7 + 1.0 
April - July - 4.6 - 1.4 - 3.2 
August - mid-October + 7.7 . + 8.0 - 0.4 
mid-October - Dec. - 4.1 - 3.5 - 0.6 

January - December + 8.8 + 11.9 - 3.1 
• 

1977 

January - June - 0.8 - 1.5 + 0.7 
July + 2.0 + 0.0 + 2.0 
August - September - 2.0 - 0.3 - 1.7 
Oc·tober - December + 11.3 + 3.1 + 8.2 

~ 

January - December + 10.5 + 1.3 + 9.1 
•· 

1978 

January ..:·March + 4.5 - 0.7 "+ 5.2 

' 

' :: 
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days of fixed exchange rates. This is r1ot least because of the present. 

comparatively loose form of the European narrower margins arrangement. 

Countries with higher rates of inflation can decide between stabilising 

measures, possibly coupled with devaluation, and withdrawing from the snake. 

Countries with relatively stable currencies can if necessary revalue. Fre

quent use has been made of all these possibilities, as the "History of the 

narrower margins arrangement" shows. The possibility of withdrawing from 

the snake has not been open to all countries in the same way. What the 

larger countries - France, Italy and the United Kingdom - could afford to 

do was not feasible to the same extent for•the smaller countries, whose 

economic situation is largely determined by conditions in Germany. For them 

Germany is an "economie dominante" in the literal sense of the term. If the 

Germans pursue an anti-inflationary policy, as they have been doing since 

mid-1974, the smaller partners have to adjust first in one direction and 

then in another, While this may on occasion fit in with their own plans, it 

is nevertheless a form of dependence which is painful, and it has no doubt 

fostered the wish to involve the major partner in a scheme for formulating 

objectives jointly. 

III. Assessment of German behaviour 

1. A methodological note 

for discrimination. Normally, however, there are no generally accepted 

criteria for judgements of political behaviour. ~s a rule several criteria 

compete with each other; moreover, these criteria tend in the nature of 

things to be qualitative rather than quantitative. 
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History of the narrower margins arrangement 

1972 
April 24 

May 1 

May 23 

June 23 

June 27 

Oct. 10 

1973 
Feb. 13 

March 19 

March 19 

March 19 

April 3 

June 29 

Sep. 17 

Nov. 16 

1974 
Jan. 19 

1975 
July 10 

1976 
March 15 

Oct. 17 

1977 
April 1 

Aug. 28 

1978 
Feb. 13 

Basle Agreement enters into force. Participants: Belgium, France, 
Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands. 

The United Kingdom and Denmark join. 

Norway becomes associated. 

The United Kingdom withdraws. 

Denmark withdraws. 

Denmark returns. 

Italy withdraws. 

Transition to the joint float; interventions to maintain fixed margins 
against the dollar ("tunnel") are discontinued. 

Sweden becomes associated. 

The D-Mark is revalued by 3 %. 
The establishment of a European Monetary Cooperation Fund is approved. 

The D-Mark is revalued by 5.5 %. 
The guilder is revalued by 5 %. 
The Norwegian krone is revalued by 5 %. 

France withdraws. 

France returns. 

France withdraws again. 

Agreement on exchange rate adjustment (''Frankfurt realignment'') 

The Swedish krona is devalued by 6 % and 
kroner are devalued by 3 % each. 

the Danish and Norwegian 

• 
Sweden withdraws temporarily; the Danish and Norwegian kroner are 
devalued by 5 % each. 

The Norwegian krone is devalued by 8 %. 

" 

" 

Source: Jennemann, Gerhard, lac. cit., p. 245 (supplemented by the author). 
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We could base our attempt to assess German behaviour on the generally 

accepted target of creating a European economic and monetary system; that 

is, we could ask whether the German negotiating position and German actions 

were conducive to the attainment of this target or not. This would be a 

question about the suitability of the instruments of the matter to be 

judged. As many roads lead to Rome, and as all of them have pros and cons 

each of which can be valued differently, various alternative ways of 

achieving the union can be substantiated and highlighted more or less, de

pending on one's bias. For a valuation of the alternative routes to economic 

and monetary union, and thus for the actual''design of such a union, the 

current overall economic objectives are important. It is no secret that in 

this respect - i.e. among national target .packages - there are considerable 

differences in the European camp. I have explained the German position. But 

how is one or other of the various competing targets to be assigned the 

priority that is due to it? Which counts more: the French, the British or 

the German standpoint, or any other standpoint? The problem is simplified 

if the alternative national objectives (assuming they are clearly defined 

and generally accepted) are regarded as given, and an optimum compromise 

i 
' > 

·' l 
·~ 

is aimed at on this basis. In the event 
' ~ 

of conflicting interests,joint action[ I 
} l 
1 i is in any case inconceivable -without a willingness to compromise. For each 

of those concerned, however, a compromise on a joint course of action 

entails a loss of well-being due to the concessions made and a gain of 

well-being due to the closer approximation to the superordinate common 

objective - an approximation which would not have been possible otherwise. 

Working out the balance between these two is hardly easier than in other 

comparisons of well-being; besides, the result m~y be affected by the way 

in which the various national interests are represented. Finally, the 

primarily economic considerations are accompanied by political considera

tions of equal weight; any decislon in favour of a common solution such as 
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the economic and monetary union has for-reaching political implications, 

indeed it may be predominantly motivated by political factors. The same 

applies to any judgement on the preferable route towards such a union. One 
' -

view can be set against another, each backed with plausible arguments; even 

if the problems are clearly recognised, any attempt at an assessment is 

tantamount to untying the Gordian knot. 

In this situation a fairly strict limitation is advisable: to begin with, 

we shall 

our case 

simply ask 

that of the 

whether or 

Germans -

not the respective 

with regard"to the 

national attitude - in 

setting of national 

priorities that were recognisable and known to the partners has been 

-~ 

t 
cons~nt; then we shall ask whether or not this attitude is justifiable f 
in the light of the underlying (as a rule primarily economic) reasoning. & ,. 
Such an approach neither excludes other, equally plausible starting points ~ 

nor forms an impermissible barrier to more detailed assessments, particularly __ l_~.-• 

those covering the political implications. l 

2. The essentials of the German negotiating position 

The German negotiators at European conferences have supported either the 

J 
f 
:~ 
) 

pure "economist" variant - convergence of economic developments only through J 
] 
'·~ 

the harmonisation of economic (i.e. stabilisation) policies - or the 

compromise variant: monetary and stabilisation measures must be taken in 

f: 

i 
parallel; the monetary ties must be such ds to make coordinated and 

stability-oriented economic policy measures advisable, if not compulsory. 
+ 

I do not hesitate to assert, in conformity with the great majority of ]I 

German academic economists and many economic policy makers, that the German· 

position is backed by strong theoretical arguments, and hardly less by 

past experience. The brief "histo~" of the European narrower margins 
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arrangement has at any rate shown that ambitious monetary agreements between 

countries with different target priorities and economic structures have 

little chance of success: 

If the monetary ties are effective and force the authorities to take 

action designed to promote internal and external stability, and if the 

initial conditions (inflation rate, balance of payments position, growth 

and employment) are unfavourable, the consequences are very soon felt to 

be intolerable to domestic society. This results in substitutes such as 

restrictions on capital movements, temporary special regulations, a 

softening of the system of rules or withdrawal from the exchange rate 

arrangement. Since March 1972, i.e. since the last major effort (with 

German support) in the field .of monetary policy, all of these expedients 

have been practised, 

, 
' ·j 

- If the monetary ties are not effective, if for instance the rules on inter-, f 
vention and assistance are very soft from the outset, the constraints are 

missing; but then either individual countries try to ''go it alone'' in all 

kinds of fields so that the Community is left to "muddle through", or the 

pre-eminence of the require_ment of monetary solidarity results in the 

adjustment of the more stability-minded partners to the conditions set by 

the "weaker" countries. In the former case a new attempt at reform l.S 

soon imperative; in the latter it likewise becomes clear sooner or later 

that joint inflation does not help the "weak" countries but harms the 

"strong" ones. In the long run a solution of this kind is beneficial to 

none of the participants. • 

These are of course only theses, and as such are not conclusive. But it is 

unlikely•to be possible to produce empirical evidence against them, while 

there is no lack of corroborative experience. At the latest ~ince the 
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advent of world-wide anti-inflationary policy from about mid-1974 onwards 

it has been generally recognised that the Phillips curve, i.e. the trade-off' .•. 

between the growth rate of the p~ice level and the unemployment rate, is 

fictitious in its generalised version. (That this anti-inflationary policy 

is leading to a kind of stabilisation crisis is quite a different matter.) 

This is not to deny that the priority of the. target of monetary stability 

is still disputed. It is generally understood as a target that competes 

with the objectives of full employment and economic growth, but monetary 

stability is in fact rather a prerequisite for the attainment of. these other 

objectives. Appropriate growth and a satisf~ctory level of employment are 

not possible in the long run without a minimum of monetary stability, which 

ensures that the actions of economic agents are not determined by infla-

tionary expectations. If they are, the upward movement of prices accelerates 

under the conditions prevailing in modern industrial society (anticipatory 

demand of the social groups, and also of the state); the concept of in-

flationary equilibrium is an illusion. A half-hearted anti-inflationary 

policy then soon produces a situation which has stagflationary features. 

One may regard German concern about the dangers of inflationary processes 

as exaggerated, but one can ~ardly help considering these misgivings to be 

legitimate and hence respecting the German reservations about solutions 

which appear inflation-prone as being at least worthy of discussion. 

3. German political action 

Germany too has undoubtedly "gone it alone" in the monetary field, but 

hardly more often - indeed, probably less often - than comparable European 

partners. The most important example of such action was the May 1971 

decision to float the exchange rate of the D-Mark, which delayed the estab-
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lishment of the European narrower margins arrangement for aQ.out a year. J 
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One should, I think, be prepared to concede even with hindsight that there· 

were at the time good reasons for adopting the German proposal to start a 

joint float. The roundabout route·via controls on capital movements and 

the almost disastrous monetary crisis of spring 1973 ·was in noba:ly's interest, 

As so often, this recognition was gained only at the cost of enormous 

economic burdens. After 1971 Germany took no ·measures of monetary policy in 

the strict sense that had not been agreed with its partners beforehand. In 

general the German actions - not least our interventions in the foreign 

exchange market - were fully in line with the national interests of our 

partner countries. 

The general direction of German stabilisation policy since the transition 

to floating in the spring of 1973 could be judged differently. By its 

second stabilisation programme of May 9, 1973 the German Government cut 

short the sixth post-~1ar upswing for fear of uncontrollable cyclical and 

(to an even greater extent) inflationary trends. This programme, which 

was already showing signs of success, was torpedoed by the oil price hike 

and its repercussions. The rate of price rises accelerated again, albeit 

to a lesser degree than in most other western industrial nations; the answer 

was a systematic anti-inflationary policy by monetary means, even though 

the conditions created by incomes policy at the beginning of 1974 

were wholly incompatible with this approach, The reproach that German poli

cies are hampering the recovery of economic activity in western Europe 

has been with us since that time. Against ·this, it must be said that German 

monetary policy has been guided not only by the so-called "unavoidable 

rate of inflation" but also by the prevailing overall production potential 

and the current degree of capacity utilisation. In each of the last three 

years the quantitative monetary targets set have been considerably exceeded. 

Moreover, in order to bolster economic activity and with a view to ensuring 

1 
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long-term growth, Germany has since end-1974 accepted higher budget deficits 

than any other 

Kingdom (whose 

country in the western world except Italy and the United 

deficits undoubtedJ.y boosted inflation, at least in the 

short run), The consequence has been that German public debt and a "struc-

tural deficit" have increased so rapidly that a consolidation of govern-

ment finance has generally been advocated, However, the measures taken in 

1977 by the Federal and Lander Governments, and even more by the local 

authorities, went further than was necessary; taken a a whole, finanial 

policy did not conform to cyclical requirements. But the adverse effects 

should not be overrated, particularly in view of the situation of our 

European partners, Since 1975 German imports have risen much faster than 

German exports. Besides, it must be borne in mind that we in Germany 

practise a fiscal federalism which, while it has many advantages, makes it 

extremely difficult to coordinate fiscal policies at the various levels of 

government (Federal Government, Lander Governments, local authorities). 

Public discussion of the various alternatives for further government 

stabilisation programmes had an additional adverse impact. The programmes 
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themselves were far from being ideal; in particular, they were insufficient- l 
ly medium term in scope. Once again it turned out that, taken as a whole, 

the public sector cannot make up for what the private sector is unable to 

provide. Government action can contribute much to private sector dynamism, 

but large government financial deficits are not in themselves a proof that 

this is happening, 

IV. The decisions of the Bremen summit meeting 

The Bremen decisions have undoubtedly opened up new perspectives in Europe. 

Through the European Monetary System the European Communities are to 

become a zone of relatively stable exchange rates, This is to be achieved 

• 

by a system of parities which is to be protected against di&turbances from l 

:j 
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outside, within certain margins, by interventions by the central banks and 

monetary assistance. This solution is not simply a revival of the measures 

of March 1971 or March 1972. This·time monetarist views have been even more ., 

generally accepted. In the final sentence of the Brem·en communique the 

participating countries are admittedly called upon to "pursue policies 

conducive to greater stability at home and abroad", but "this applies to ; 

deficit and surplus countries alike''. Thus, what is really meant by stability ~ 
remains unclear. Moreover, there are no monetary ties forcing countries to 

act in a stability-oriented manner. The only things that have been fixed 

ore the vanishing points of a European Monetary System that hardly appears 

to be consistent with the traditional German negotiating position. Does 

Germany's vote reflect a turnaround in its thinking? So far the public 

debate has not supported this view. And yet certain statements by persons 

close to the Chancellor imply this. The Chancellor himself has repeatedly 

spoken out against so-called "courageous" monetary policy measures: 1 

"changes in exfsting mechanisms or the creation of new ones would not foster 
• 11 2 

the economic and monetary union, any more than it would benefit Europe ... 
Even if, as some people now claim, Helmut Schmidt has at bottom always been 

a supporter of the system of fixed exchange rates (although he used to 

present the decision in favo~r of floating in spring 1973 not least as a 

personal achievement), it can hardly have been monetary considerations 

alone that tipped the scales. It is, rather,_ to be assumed that the 

Chancellor rated the stabilisation risks less high than the European and 

1 Die Zeit newspaper, May 17, 1974. 

2 Chancellor Helmut Schmidt in the Bundestag on April 81 1976. 
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general political implications of the present approach to a solution. Of 

course, this does not exclude an underestimation of the monetary reper-
) 

cussions. 
; ~ 

The Central Bank Council of the Bundesbank, at all events, is wondering 

whether the effectiveness of monetary policy.might not be impaired if we 

were forced from outside to create D-Marks. For the Council, the aim of 

creating a zone of greater monetary stability in Europe through closer 

cooperation in the field of monetary policy requires a convergence of cost 

and price trends in member countries,. not however through a harmonisation 

of inflation rates at a mid-way.level ("Community of inflation") but through 

greater internal stability in participating countries; this calls for 

monetary and economic discipline among all partners. 

If these requirements were not met, .the new monetary initiative would indeed 

amount to a mechanism for creating international liquidity for the purpose 

of financing and thus concealing fundamental disequilibria. But it is in

disputable that since the Franco-German consultations in Aachen on Septem

ber 15 and the meeting of Community Finance Ministers in Brussels on Sep

tember 18 the Germans have had less cause for concern; it was agreed to 

base the intervention rules on a "parity grid" system modelled on the snake. !': 
r-· 

The EC currency basket, which was initially preferred by France, Italy and i; 
i:; 
;i 
1:'. 

, 
) 

' 

the United Kingdom as a criterion for interventions, and which from our 

point of view would presumably have developed into a D-Mark intervention l 
~· ) 

~-~ 
sy~tem ift the end, is now only to be a statistical record that acts as a ~ 

~1 

kind of early warning system: in the event of mO'jor deviations, consultations;; 

are planned. In the German view a parity grid has the advantage (os shown t 
i'' by the snake) that exchange rote adjustments, which ore now accepted every- ' 
t" 
~·.:' 

l': 
where as a necessary ingredient of the system, can be carried out un-

obtrusively and that a temporary opting-out by member count~es is easier F 
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to manage. As regards providing the Fund with resources, too, the extreme 

demands now seem to have been dropped. 

But a solution that is ideal from the German standpoint is unlikely to be 

reached. Even assuming it were attainable, it would probably be no service 

to the idea of European unity. Joint solutions require a spirit of compro

mise. But even if the concessions that every partner has to make are shared 

out reasonably "equitably", the new joint initiative will not find it easy 

to gain acceptance. 
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by 
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J'ohann Wolf gang Goethe University I Frankfurt 

Translated by Professor Robert P. Grathwol 

Introductory Theses 

1) In the Federal Republic of Germany, farming has 

only slight economic significance its contribution to the 

Gross Domestic Product is less than 3% -- but it has tre-

mendou~ political weight. From the very beginning, as a re-

sult, Germany has had considerable influence on the formula-

tion of the common agricultural policy and has contributed 

accordingly in no small manner to the resultant imbalances 

and burdens. 

2) The true interests of the Federal Republic lie in 

the realm of industry, in the export of high value industrial 

commodities, which could be increased substantially within 

the European Community. On the basis of these advantages 

for general economic growth, the Federal Republic was ready 
the 

and able to accept~increasing financial burdens of the agri-

cultural policy. In practice a form of financial adjustment 

has developed among the member states to cover the common 

financing of expenditures for the agricultural policy, a 

sys·tem in which the Federal Republic is the largest net con-

tributor. 

3) The widely held opinion of the pacemaker role of 

QUESTA PUBBLICAZIONE E Dl PROPRIETA 
DEll'ISTITUTO AffARI INfERNAZIONALI 
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agriculture in European integration is based on misconcep-

tions which arise from the particular situation of the agri-

cultural sector: This "dirigiste" agrarian system created 

an exceptional sphere which, with its administered prices, 

interventions and managed investments, has become a foreign 

body in the democratic, market-oriented Community. Economic 

integration has not progressed farther in the agricultural 

sector than in other realms; in recent times one can even 

ascertain a certain retrogression .. 

4) Because of the resultant imbalances, the agricul-

tural realm is becoming more and more an impediment to Eu-

ropean integration. Structural surpluses, high financial 

charges, rising consumer prices, misplaced investments and 

foreign political burdens are causing numerous difficulties. 

5) The causes of these false developments lie less 

in the diverse economic and financial evolution in the mem-

ber states than in the system of the common agricultural 

policy and its management. On the one side the special 

interests of the member states led to the overestimation of 

the importance of farming to economic growth and to excessive 

demands on agricultural policy. On the other, traditional 

conceptions of the farm economy led to an underesti.mation of 

the consequences which governmental intervention and subsi-

dies would have on agricultural production. 

6) For the scholar the common agricultural policy is 

a model of the bankruptcy of governmental "dirigisme" in the 

economy. The European peoples have to pay dearly for this 

experience. 
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Concerning the Diversity of Inte·rests 

Difficulties in agricultural policy existed everywhere 

even before the beginning of the European Economic Community. 

Most industrial countries had not succeeded in finding a 

harmonious structural adaptation of farming to overall devel-

opment. Ever since the end of the nineteenth century these 

incipient imbalances had led to political intervention in 

such a way that agricultural policy moved increasingly further 

away from the principles of a market economy. Step by step 

a form of competition for subsidies arose among countries: 

each strove to unload his surpluses on his neighbor's door-

step, as well as to shift to other countries the consequences 

of misplaced interventions in the market by means of fur-

ther ::.interventions. Thus, when the European Economic Corn-

munity began, these problems of agricultural policy were 

brought in as dowry by all the member states. 

The state of general economic development was however 

diverse in each country and accordingly a variety of ap-

proaches had been taken in agricultural policy. Particular 

differences exist in agricultural policy among Germany, Hol-

land and Denmark. German agricultural policy was directed 

towards a policy of high prices for basic commodities, to 

the advantage of. the larger agricultural enterprises. This 

worsened the competitiveness of animal production and brought 

with it a general protectionist mentality. In contrast to 

this, Holland and Denmark were able to achieve an exemplary 

modernization of their farm economy through a non-restrictive 
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agricultural policy and the pursuit of an expansive export 

policy. 

Conflicts of interest between France and Germany arose 

from the diverse economic structures; at the beginning of 

the EEC the earning population in France stood at 39% in in-

dustry and 20% in farming, in Germany at 49% in industry and 

10% in farming. France's particular interest in the develop-

ment of the agricultural sector was intensified by the geo-

graphic concentration of its economy. In broad regions far 

removed from industry a rapid improvement of the conditions 

of life seemed achievable only through increases in agricul-

tural production. The safety valve for sales was to be 

opened by the Common Market and by common financing of agri-

culture. In this sense the common agricultural policy served 

for France as a sort of basic business condition for entry 

into the EEC. 

In Italy, as well, the agricultural sector, with 35% 

of the earning population, had a significant weight. To 

favor its particular products, the country pursued special 

interests. At the same time the problems of the underdevel-

oped areas in southern Italy gave great hope for stronger , .. 

sales of agricultural products in the common market. 

False. Points of Departure 

This shift of focus in the Community's policy to the 

agricultural sector, which was strengthened by specific 

conditions in Italy and France, was a false point of depar-
~ " 

ture from the very beginning of the European Economic Corn·-
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munity. Its impact was rendered even more unfortunate when 

momentous errors were made in the management of the existing 

agricultural political system. 

For the general development of the European Community 

it proved to be a particular disadvantage that the Treaty 

of Rome provided for no common regional policy. The European 

Community might well have had a better economic_ position to-

day if the unproductive milliards spent for agricultural sur-

pluses had. been used to open up rural regions through indus-

trial enterprises. From.the point of view of the long-term 

developmental trends in the economy and in society, the 

strengthening of the agricultural sector was in a certain 

measure a retrogression into obsolete economic structures. 

By now the situation has become completely absurd. 

Agricultural pricing policy and structural assistance favor 

expansive production in the face of stagnating demand. In-

deed even storage cos·ts for butter surpluses exceed the en-

tire expenditure. of the. Community for the economic develop-

ment of rural regions: In.regional funds, barely 7% of 

earmarked expenditures for the agricultural market are avail-

able. 

Mlsperceptions of Reali!:_y 

At first, the system of market regulation which de7 

veloped after 1960 for the most important agricultural pro-

ducts, appeared to be a step forward when measured against 

the national agricultural systems of the member states: 

Through the elimination of all subsidies, quota regulations, 

special bilateral agreements and similar limits on trade, 
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and on the basis of price levels secured against the out-

side world, free movement and competition were to follow in 

the common agricultural market. 

The system is neutral in terms of economic policy, 

but dependent in its function on prices, which are related 

to the volume of sales. Here lies the vulnerable point of 

the whole system, in the fixing of prices by political corn-

missions. Experience has shown that politicians are over-

taxed by the task of finding the correct choice between the 

easily recognizable income effect of prices and their long-

term influence on the market's equilibrium. 

Even the controversy over common grain prices at the 

beginning of the 1960's showed this. The differences in the 

level of agricultural prices could only be bridged as the 

result of a compromise of "the middle way." On the German 

side no readiness for the requisite lowering of traditional-

ly high grain prices emerged. As a result of the stubborn 

stance of the German government, the powers were deadlocked 

for a long time and valuable years of integration were wasted. 
' 

When the decision in.favor of common grain prices finally 

came, in December 1964, things were already out of tune. 

The German demands led in the final analysis to price in-

creases for grain in the EEC of 118%. In France, the country 

with the largest reserve of production, these increases 

reached 130%, 

Moreover, in the span of the several years of negotia-

tions in the search for a compromise among national inter-

ests, many a compensation was secured, thus introducing the 

unhealthy developments of the further extension of market 

• ..... ,...--~_. .... ,' , •• ,.. •• • ~' '~ +' -•- ..., - • ,.,, ••' ''~' ·~ ,,,,,, • ,. '''"' '' _.,, ,. • ·~-"'""•MO.O'-. ·~ ••£• • ,. . '• ''0~~- od' ''""<~---·'••·~- --~-~ 
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controls and intervention, and of the unlimited responsi-

bility for all the financial burdens which arose therefrom. 

The much extolled "pragmatic" process of integration led, 

in this instance, by small steps, to a falsification of the 

original conception. A summation of national wishes and the 

transfer of measures of protection to the Community level 

were the consequences. 

· Thus the system of market regulation moved increasing-

ly further away from the liberal principles of the early 

proposals and arrived at a well-nigh phantom perfectionism. 

In many thousands of agricultural regulations--comprising 

over 95% of all EEC regulations issued to the present--the 

most picayune details were regulated to several points be-

yond the comma, without the slightest regard for the econom-

ic and political importance of the basic information which 

preceded the comma. Those in charge were prisioners of a 

system.in which the suggestions of technical experts at the 

European Commission set. an ingeniously devised organization 

in gear. This process finally reached decisions which were 

nonsensical in terms of economic and agricultural policy, 

but which were justified by the single concern that their re-

jection endangered the process of integration. 

Qbviously present from the beginning was the tradi-

tional assumption of predominantly static agricultural pro

duction. Thus productive reserves, the impact of techno-

logical progress in agriculture and the economic thought-

processes of farmers were.vastly underestimated, and the 

incentive to intensify production increased even more. 

An added factor is the one-sided structural policy for 

agriculture. It led, through subsidies and investments, to 
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the expansion of productive capacity, and to an intensifica-

tion of the creation of surpluses. In addition, it had un-

predictable consequences on the environment, on the con-

figuration of the countryside and on living conditions in 

rural regions. 

Credits and Debits 

Ih spite of the existing difficulties one ought not 

to lose sight of the positive results of the common agri-

cultural policy: 

The provisioning of the 260 million inhabitants 

of the European Community was secured through the 

abundant selection of high quality foodstuffs. 

The independent European farm economy showed 

great capacities for adaptability and achievement 

and proved itself far superior to the large agri-

cultural combines of the planned economies of the 

East. 

On the other hand, precisely this great economic dyna-

mism of the European farm economy led, in combination with 

the European Community's ordered market system and its in-

vestment subsidies, to substantial imbalances and to general 

economic stresses. The Community learned to live with these 

to a certain degree. That fact can be even less a charter 

for the future in light of the pending expansion of the Eu-

rope an Community, which 1vill bring additional problems for 

the agricultural sector. In order to avoid additional in-

jury to integration the stresses and burdens which arise 

for the Conununity as a result of the agricultural policy 
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must be clearly understood: 

1) Structural surpluses lead to misallocation of cap-

ital and labor, and to growing financial burdens. The ex-

penditures of member states and of the Community for the ag-

ricultural policy reached about 62 milliard DM in 1976 (17 

milliard units of account). 1 That corresponds to about 24% 

of the overall value produced by the EEC's farm economy and 

accordingly to the lion's share of its additions to value 

.(Wertschopfung). Expenditures for the support of agricul-

tural markets and prices in 1978 are already being estimated 

at about 30 milliard DM. 

2) Foreign political stresses as a result of the 

European Community's agricultural policy are to be reckoned 

in addition. Contrary to the aims of the Treaty of Rome, 

the EEC is not ari open market in the agricultural sector. 

It .has become rather a substantially restricted preference 

zone, which results in increasing difficulties for the ex-

port possibilities of many countries of the Third World, and 

in stresses for the world market as a result of export dump-

ing. 

3) The increase in agricultural prices takes too lit-

tle account of the substantial development of productivity 

in the farm economy. ·It burdens the consumer and works 

counter to a policy of .stabilization. Prices received by 

farmers rose between 1970 and mid-1976 by about 150%. Thus 

they rose more sharply than prices for industrial products 

and more sharply than the cost of living, up by about 140%. 

4) The backwardness of the poor rural regions in 

1 Report of the European Comrnuni ty' s Commission on the 

state of farming in the Community, 1976. 
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Europe could not be reduced. Only a fraction of the funds 

which are actually being squandered unproductively on agri-

cultural surpluses is available for the regional policy of 

the European Community. 

5) The highly subsidized structural development of 

the farm economy increases concentration of land ownership 

and endangers the social structure of large:rural zones. 

It leads to an intensification of production in the most 

fertile areas of cultivation and, as a result of increased 

application of chemical products, to the endangering of the 

ecological balance. 

6) The aim of ensuring foodstuffs within the EEC re-

cedes ever further from realization, since the farm economy 

increases its dependence on the importation of fodder and 

of foreign sources of energy. It uses today considerably 

. more energy than it returns .. in the production of foodstuffs, 

so that the dependence of nutrition is shifted to the energy 

sector, to the neglect of natural resources, and thereby 

intensified. 

1. 
i 

No Recognizable Change of Course 

One could raise the question at this point whether . ' 
there are any changes to be seen in developing tendencies 

or in the general parameters of the situa·tion which would 

encourage the hope that the agricultural problem would re-

solve itself. ' 

With regard to developing production, no limits are 

evident in the foreseeable future. The rate of increase of 

(. 
production lies in the long run at 2 to 3%, and in addition 

f 
the average yield for grains as well as for animal products 
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is increasing, especially the milk production of cows. New 

biological developments and synthetic products could enhance 

production in other segments as well. 

In contrast, the stagnation of demand is intensified 

by the decline in population. Moreover, per capita consump-

tion is approaching the limits of physical satiety. Thus one 

faces a trend toward a chronic accumulation of surpluses. 

Nor can one reckon with any relief from the world-wide 

market. After a transitory change of trend around 1973-74, 

world market prices for agricultural products have "normal-

ized"·at their lowest levels. Thus there is no commercial 

demand for agricultural products at the EEC's high price 

levels which could justify an expansion of European agricul-

tural production. 

Hence the Community faces the obligation of finding 

solutions through changes in its agricultural policy, in 

order to avoid additional economic and social waste, and to 

reduce an area of tension in the process of European integra-

tion . 

. Development of a .New Approach 

New solutions can only be sketched at this point. Their 

points of departure lie in both price and market policy, and 

in structural policy. 

Based on recent. experience, income policy more than 

price is the main cause of imbalances. The dual function of 

prices in securing the income of producers and as the regu-

la tor of supply and demand .must lead to conflicts in the 
t. 

event prices are derived not from marke·t forces but from 

political decisions, and in addition, if they are bound to 

quaranteed sales. 
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One must try, through the supplementary elements of a 

new income policy, to divorce prices from their income func-

tion, and to facilitate their orientation to market balance. 

Practically, one ought to construct a combined system of 

income policy in which income derives 

so far as possible from prices in conformity with 

the market, 

so far as necessary from assistance which is neutral 

in its effect on production. 

On the basis of discussions up to this point concerning 

the criteria for the distribution of income assistance, cul-

tivated areas ought to be given preference. Acreage assis-

tance has a neutral effect on production, without narrowing 

the entrepreneurial.disposition and initiative. Practically 

it lessens the input cost of the factor land, and favors an 

extensive form of cultivation. Whereas, in order to realize 

an increase in income the farmer must raise prices on match-

ing quantities of production, acrage assistance comes to him 

directly, without any effect on the quantities produced. 

Whether a turn away from the traditional commitment to 

intensive cultivation succeeds will also depend upon changes 

in structural policy. Up to now, aid has strengthened in-

creases in production and ought to be shifted to goals corn-

mensurate with the times. Through the development of exten-

sive methods of production more acreage should be used for the 

same level of production, and the formation of fallow land, 

as well as the increasing environmental problems arising 

from intensive farming will be counteracted. 

The exploitation of natural sources of energy gains 

special meaning as a goal. The farm economy must realize 

that it has the obligation above all to create more energy 
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and to use it less. In this sense also the natural bases 

of energy must not be set aside as waste but must be ex-

ploited to reclaim energy. Another question also bears ex-

amination: whether or not s~b::oidies: set false price sig-

nals for the application of foreign sources of energy. 

In contrast to the subsidy of individual agricultural 

enterprises, the whole of the rural zone must become the 

main focus of structural assistance. In this sense, a shift 

of aid from a structural policy in agriculture to a regional 

policy ought to be pursued. Both have significance: a region-

al policy in the improvement of the economic strength of the 

region, a structural agrarian policy with the aim of retain

ing rural life's ·attraction through cultivation and care of 

the land. The leading role must be given in the future, 

however, to a regional policy; in this sense a shift of cap-

ital from agricultural funds to regional funds ought to be 

sought. In this way, the objections to changes in this 

policy from those countries which have become net gainers 

as a result of the common agricultural financing could be 

met. 

For in each change one mus·t consider that over the 

agricultural policy a certain form of balance of payments 

compromise has developed within the European Community, so 

that from the outset compensation must be taken into ac-

coun·t. Thus a strengthening of a regional policy would be 

an even more appropriate means, since it would allow expec-

tations of more favorable ramifications for economic growth 

than the agricultural financing pursued up to now. 

As in the initial years of the EEC, the possibility of 

constructive changes of this nature will once again depend 
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on the political stance of the Federal Republic of Germany. 

Germany's farm economy will oppose them; it has a double 

advantage in the present situation because of currency ad-

justments: it has the highest producer prices with relative-

ly stable currency, and was able in addition to raise its 

yearly export in short order to 13 milliard DM. It receives 

for this from the common agricultural fund a currency adjust-

ment which has the effect of an export subsidy. 

The costs of this are borne however by the general 

German economy, as a result of high consumer prices as well 

as by virtue of losses in the balance of payments caused by 

the increased expense of agricultural imports. This is so 

because the currency adjustment for agricultural imports 

is booked to the credit of the common agricultural fund and 

not to the German balance of payments. Moreover, high con-

tributions to the agricultural fund must be supplied for the 

currency adjustment in other countries, since the system of 

currency adjustment in the agricultural sector is not entire~ 

ly self-supporting. 

Changes in agricultural policy lie accordingly in the 

interests of the German economy in general and, to the ex-

tent they contribute to the reduction of unproductive agri-

cultural surpluses and financial burdens, they l~e in the 

interests of the general economic growth of the entire Euro-

pean Community. 

The Outlook for the Enlargement of the European Community 

The p~ospective enlargement of the European Community 

to include Greece, Portugal and Spain also makes changes in 

the common agricultural policy appear urgent. 
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The differences in the economic structures of the 

three Mediterranean countries are so great when compared 

to the original countries of the EEC that the continuation 

of the present agricultural system must lead to new imbal-

ances and further tensions. The admission of these coun-

tries ought to become the occasion to consider these problems 

anew and to ask, in view of the economic and social differ-

ences among member states 

whether a unified agricultural market with the 

same prices still makes sense or is even still 

possible, 

whether a unified agricultural structural policy 

with the same goals might not lead to social ten-

sions in the diverse countries which would endanger 

the further development of Europe. 

Up to now an effort has been made to hold fast to the 

common policy on prices, even though it has become a fiction 

in view of the differences in prices which exist in fact. 

The European Community's Commission takes pains to decrease 

the currency compensation in order to reconstruct a common 

pricing base and thus to leave the door open for a common 

currency policy. One ought, however, to examine alternatives 

and to ask whether the system originally conceived for an 

EEC of six states can really be maintained as a community of 

twelve, given the diversity among the economic structures and 

of comparative incomes. 

Thus one might consider leaving agricultural prices to 

the market, as in the rest of the economy, which would then 

bring about an adjustment to the various currency develop-

ments. This would only be possible,. however,. if the system 

.. • > 
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of intervention and the unlimited possibility for sale at 

fixed minimum prices were abandoned, for without this the 

risk arises that too many investment funds would flow to the 

points of intervention in countries with strong currencies .. 

The currency adjustments of our day are designed to prevent 

just .this. 

Solutions for the continuing development of the system 

might be sought in a variety of directions: 

1 ) Dismantling of the system of currency adjustments 

and the reduction of common standard prices to the level of 

the member state with the lowest average income. In prac-

tice this would lead to a reduction of the intervention price 

in the majority of the member countries. Consequently one 

might examine whether above this low, common base price, 

supplementary measures of income policy at the national level 

would be allowed. Perhaps one could consider leaving their 

extent to the individual country, which could then decide 

based on its level of income and its overall economic possi-

bilities. Such supplementary income ass1stance would obvi-

ously have to be neutral in its impact on production. 

.2) Retention of the currency adjustment system, at 

least for a transition period until an extensive adjustment 

of income differentials among the member states had taken 

place. In the same process the standard price system could 

be maintained for protection from without. Agricultural 

prices would thus be diverse from country to country, just 

-f 
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as they were earlier with the help of the currency adjust-
-{ 

ments, and would correspond to the economic conditions and 

currency parities in the individual countries. Practically 

this v10uld mean that intervention would take place a·t the 
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national, differentiated level, which would be reinforced 

through currency adjustments. ·Here,·, however, one cannot 
•, 

ignore that this system becomes ever.:more problematical as 

differences among member states become greater. It leads 

··,to .dis,pliwement of production, has ramifications for other 

economic groups, and so forth. 

In whichever direction the development in the sphere 

of market and price policy may take its course, it appears 

urgently necessary to abandon the·common agricultural struc-

tural assistanc~ with its consequences of increased produc-

tion. In doing so one must consider compensation for the 

financial adjustment among member states which is tied to 

this. As a substitute one ought to seek a strengthening of 

the common fi.nancing of regional economic assistance. 

No one can lay out today complete proposals for the 

future development of the agricultural policy. It is valid 

however to give timely consideration to new points of de-

parture in order to guard against increasing imbalances in 

an enlarged European Community.and to become adaptable in 

agricultural policy and open for the tasks of the further 

integration of Europe. 
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The FRG is holding the EC presidency for the present six-month pe-

riod. The German Foreign Minister is chairman of the EC Ministe-

1!.al Council as well as of European Political Cooperation (EPC). If 

. one were to ask Hans -Dietrich Genscher about his views on "Ger·many 

and European Political Cooperation" the answer would be as follows 

·. 

"European unification remains the first priority of German 

foreign policy. This creates no conflict with our readiness 
. . . 

to assume a greater share of responsibility - in keeping 

_with the political arid economi.c impact of the Federal Repub-

lie - throughout the world and in the United Nations. Our re-

sponse to problems in other areas of.the world fits into the 

eo -operation among the .EC States. European Political C.o:. · 

operation, which we and our partners are continually develop~ 

. ing! reinforces· the international.profile and impact of the Nine. 

The on-going exchartg'e of views and the close eo -ordination of 

the positions which the Nine take on all important international 

issues are to us a point of departure and a source of support in 

bilateral.relations and in our activities in international organi-

zations and at international conferences. Just as European Poll-

tical Cooperation helps to strengthen the Community it, in turn, 

requires a strong European Community as the base. Sound pro-

gress towards European unification therefore remains one of our 

fundamental·interests." l) 

1) See Federal Republic of Germany, Press and Information Office: 
European Political Cooperation (EPC), Bonn 1978, p. 230 

' 
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This statement is remarkable above all for its reference to the broad 

agreement between German and European policies which are seen 

l~.rgely as an entity. In the past when a country held the presidency 

· in the European Community it often turned out very difficult· for the 

official representatives of the presidency to represent and promote 

national and Community positions at the same time. Neither in the 

second half of 1970 nor in. the first half of 1974 nor during the current 

semester have any complaints been voiced by any of the partner 

countries regarding the German execution of office. The Bonn diplo

ma~y seems to be quite at ease with the state of~wo souls dwelling 

I/ 
in its breast - even when it does not hold the presidency. If there is 

any talk o.f problems in this regard it is voiced by the scientific lite-

rature, if at all, The general topic of our meeting is hardly a major 

nor a desired issue with the German Foreign Office, much less the 

subject of this ;:>aper. Those people working: on EPC within the Foreign 

Office today are hardly aware of how important the establishment of 

EPC 8 years ago was for their house (as well as for their Minister, 

the chief of the smaller coalition party). For the first time since 

' the creation of the European Economic Community the Foreign Office 

thus received an exdusive voice on European politics with the EC 

affairs being managed by the responsible section of the Ministry of 

Economics. But there was more i'mportant cause for German satisfac-

tion over the start of foreign-policy cooperation which had been con-

ceived and organized with active participation "of the FRG from the 

' • 

~-·· 

f. 

!. 

'· 
., 
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very outset. EPC was pursued primarily as a step towards political 

union with the trend to integrational pragmatism being deliberately 

accepted. The technical argument put forth WHS that foreign-policy 

cooperation would help shape the necessary basic orien~::ttion fo1·· the 

EC' s increasingly expanding foreign-trade policy. It is this con-

comitant function, however, to which EPC so far has lived up the 

least. 

~-- - -------------. 
What has been achi.eved at best is a common outlook on a number of 

areas. Atlantic Alliance, East-W.;st detente, relations with so·uth 

Buropean countries and the Arab states, position on the development 

processe:;; in Southern Africa as well as on a number of U. N. topics. 

The actual extension of identical or compatible attitudes of the Nine 

is difficult to outline. Although it goes beyond public declarations of 

the Nine, the consultation mechanism takes only limited account of the 

national elements of the member states' foreign policies •. EPC activi-

ties are furtre rmore restricted by three factors : firstly EPC lacks a 

binding nature,for the cooperation is based solely on politi"cal commit-

ments; secondly foreign~policy concertation remains confined to non-

economic and non-military aspects of foreign policy which means that 

the only means of action is the diplomatic "software"; thirdly, EPC' s 

internal rules of the giime are largely geared to a policy of responses 

with the cooperative mechanism lacking initiative in institutional terms. 
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That, despite of all this, EPC is always mentioned in the forefront when-

ever the successes of European policy are reviewed, may be due to the 

fact that the benefits of this instrument for the respective foreign pali-

cies of all member:countries were about evenly divided. It appears 

that the modus of coopera~ion is sufficiently flexible and efficient to al-

low fo~· individual support of the individual· actors thus promoting 

the C::ommunity cause as such. In this way the decline in the European 

identity on the global level (along with the loss of European empires) 

was probably slowed down somewhat. To'the extent that there is thus 

a geperal success story of EPC benefit, the FRG, of course, took its 

share. In addition, participation in EPC gave Germany an opportunity 

to gradually penetrate the realm of international diplomacy after some 

of the major barriers had been removed following the Ostpolitik of the 

Brandt/Scheel government. Bonn had to cope with a significant exten-

sion of its foreign policy in terms of substance and counterparts. It 

had not put in a great appearance as a foreign-po~itical power so far 

and because of its status -quo philosophy had not had much scope for 

major initiatives in that respect. On the other hand, it could not con-

ceal its economic and political stability, and with every new step it 

1!. . 
·· \/!ilS faced (latent) suspicion - not lastly due to the German past. By 

virtue of its information and consultation facilities as well as its joint 

analyses and occasional actions EPC was a suitable framework for a 

(mutu<.l)adjustment process within the Nine. 

., 
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The question at present is how far this process has advanced. What type 

of amember in the Club has Germany become ? What is its resulting 

image in the viev• of the outside world ? What is its role in the formula

·tion and implementation of the Nine's foreign-policy concertation ? What 

is·, conversely, the role of EPC for the FRG' s foreign-policy decision

making ? And finally: Are there indications of new orientations in Ger

man .foreign . policy (e. g. in the course of the new economic-political 

developments) ? In answering these questions it should be kept in mi.nd 

that political cooperation is after all a foreign-policy instrument with very· 

selecdve functions and fragmentary outcomes.· This circumstance, while 

facilitating analysis, is no help for the as~essment of the conclusions of 

such studies. 
\ 

. ~ 

\ 
\ 

' 
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The Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE), 

which lasted almost three: years until the Final Act was signed 

. in Helsinki on 1 August 1975, was the first test of the EPC. Through 

their continuous co-ordination in Geneva and Helsinki and at the 

Belgrade follow-up meeting (1977/78), the NJne have made an 

important contribution to opinion-forming and coherence among 

the Western democracies. The successful co-operation among 

the Nine in the framework of the CSCE made the Community in 

East and West a real element of equilibrium in Europe. It has at 

the same time formed the basis for common positions by the EC 

member States on the major aspects of Eastern and detente policy. 

The FRG continues to have vital national st::tkes in the broad field 

of E~.stern relations. However, implementation of these interests 
-~---.-· -- -· -----~---- ---- ----··· 

presupposes comprehensive Western concertation and support. 

Next to NATO and the "Four" (the three Western Allies pluf:! 

Germany)., EPC assumes specific functions for consultation and 

activities in this field which can be used by German diplomacy. 

Thus it was possible to embed sensitive elements of the FRG' s 

' Ostpolitik into a framework with reassuring implications in three. 

r~spects: Firstly, 'it put the Bonn government in a position to 

effectively counter domestic opposition by pointing to the eo-

/ 
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ordination of its policy with the West European partners. Secondly, 

by maintaining constant consultations within the Nine it was ~hus 

able to explain the particulari~ies and limitathns of the German· 

objectives in its eastern policy~ Thirdly, it made it easier for Bonn 

to demonstrate towards Moscow and the Eastern states that its 

-·~-easter-n-initiatives-were backed-up by. a broad Western consensus. _ 
J 

It should be clearly understood,· however, that EPC was just one 

of several multilateral instruments in this regard with the others 

playing a much more specific role in the East-West relationship. 

Still, even to the surprise of Moscow, EPC developed into ::t major 

asset in a~l-European negotiations. The Eastern literature reproached 

' 
the FRG with explohng political cooperation of the Nine to pave the 

., 
way for aggressive nationalistic forces. Bonn, these authors point 

out, is determined to utilize.its high economic and military potential 

as well as its enlarged foreign-political leverage to enhance its 

" 
growing self-relianee within the imperialistic camp. Moreover, the 

German government, they claim, tries to capitalize on the process 

of Western European political integration in. order to violate the 

Four-Power Agreement on West-Berlin of 1971 and to extend the 

competences of the European Commu.nity to West Berlin; Z) .. . 

2) Siegfried Schwarz: Tendenzen der politischen Integration in 
Westeuropa, in: IPW-Berichte, No. 6, June 1977, p. 28 
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Indeed, the Federal Republic of Germany profits from the fact that -

exemplified by the present controversy about West Berlin's 

representation in the forthcoming directly elected European 

Parli2.ment - the extended Western platform allows for an 

endorsement of its German concerns. However, as far as the 

Nine are concerned, the eternal German issue appears to be 

more of a strain on them. That may apply less to London and 

Paris than it does to the othP.r EPC partners. Compensation 

by means of special capabilities, for example, Bonn' s diplomatic 

experiences in dealings with the East, though difficult to asses:::, 

are not without merit for colleetive East-West-negotiations. On 

the other hand this asset may have ambivalent implications for 

Bonn' s partners if it entails. ( a:;onomic) advantages mainly for the 

Federal Republ.ir. (see the handling of the Breshnev initiative on 

all-European conferences, environmental, energy and transport 

3) 
questions). 

A second challenge in the beginning seventies was to establish the 

Community's position on relations with the United States , 

following the call at the Paris summit of 1972 for a constructive 

dialogue and the appeal by Secretary of State Kissinger on 23 April 

1973 for a restructuring of the Western Alliance. The dialogue 

3) Ilk a Bailey- Wiebecke; Paul J. Bailey, Decision-making at the ECE. 
The case of the Federal Hepubli.c of Germany within the context 
of the European Community and Political Co-operation, May 1978 
(unpublished) 
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between tbe Nine and the United States, begun in Sep1;ember 1973, 

has made it clear, without any need for the originally proposed 

formal declaration, that European unification and Atlantic 

partnership are conditior•al upon e::tch other. In the so-called 

gentleman's agreement reached at Gymnich (near Bonn), the Nine 

decided to i:1form and consult allies and friendly States in the process 

of evolving common positions on foreign policy. The significance of 

the policy of European unification for the Atlantic Alliance was 

acknowledged in the statement issued by the NATO COuncil with 

regard to Atlantic relations on 26 June 1974. On the basis of that 

informal agreement among friends the practice of close mutual 

consultations between the Community and the United States has 

taken shape. 

The Federal ReiJublic surely has botb a major say and a vital 

interest in this practice. There is no need to repeat why Bonn 

will neither be forced into an antagonistic position vis-a-vis 

Washington nor be suspected of assuming the role of executor 

of U. S. i:1terests in Europe. 
4

) Although it played an aetive 

part in elaborating the declarations in connection with the 

Kissinger initiative in 1973, it did not act as forerunner of 

· 4) From a U. S. perspective Bonn might fit a broker's position 
best. See: Peter Katzenstein, West Germany's Place in 
American Foreign Policy: Proot, Anchor, or Broker? In: 
Richard Rosecrance {ed.), America as an Ordinary Country, 
Ithaca and London 1976, p. l.lO 
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the Nine. Even the Gymnich agreement conceived under German 

presidency cannot simply be credited to the German account. 

Rather, the fact that this agreement was never seriously put to 

the test during the past four years indicates the degree of a gen·~ral 

relaxation of tensions in the European-American relationship 

after the days of Jobert. 

In realistic recognition of its own situation and the abilities and 

inabilities of the Nine the Federal government contributed to 

collective European efforts regarding the Middle East, the 

l\1editerranean area and Africa while advocating "very close 

concertation" with the U. S. Administration in each case. '::'his 

approach is not tantamount to Atlantic uniformism. The EPC 

activities offer sufficient evidence of Bonn together with other 

partners taking different positions from the American Administration 

(hur~1an rights issue at the CSCE at Belgrade) and Congress (Cyprus 

question). In these cases Germany need not resort to the solidarity 

·of the Nine to underline such independent stands, much less so 

whenever questions of detente and European security are 2.t stake. 

With their declaration of 6 November 1973 on the Middle East, the 

Nine opted for a policy of solidarity with regard to the Middle East 

and the oil crisis and embarked on a balanced common Middle East 

policy. On 10 June 19 7 4, at a meeting in Bonn, they took the initiative 

for the Euro-Arab dialogue and thus created a comprehensive political 
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framework for longterm regional co-operation between the Community 

and the countries of the Middle East. The Federal Minister for Foreign 

Affairs, Herr Genscher, emphash:ed in this context that the Nine were 

willing to develop relations with Israel.· This balanced Middle Ji:ast 

policy was further developed by the Nine in, inter alia, UN debates 

and is set out in the statement by the E~:uopean Council of 29 June 19 77 

which also emphasized Europe's own interest in peace in the Middle 

East. With their statement of 22 November 1977 the Foreign Ministers 

therefore supported the new peace initiative which began with the 

meeting between the Egyptian and Israeli Heads of Governr>,ent in 

<Terusalem. The outcomes of the Camp David meeting were welcomed 

likewise. 

Contrary to the Atlantic context and the eastern policy where Bonn 

played a major part in shaping EPC policy, the Middle East position 

of the Nine saw Germany relegated to second rank. Perhaps this is the 

area in which the FHG benefited the most from cooperation within 

EPC (as well as the European Community). The advantage for Germany 

is particularly obvious here because it is difficult to conceive of 

another way to sustain the historical responsibility it has to shoulder. 

In this sector Germany moves like a snail without a house unlike its 

position towards the Soviet Union within the detente context. As 

compared to Paris, for example, Bonn faces a more complicated 

Middle East relationship. For anything reeking of progress in 

German statements is conducive to hard feelings on the part of the 
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Israelis, whereas any respective French step wonld simply be explained 

in terms of France!>·well-lmown hard line. The following example may 

illustrate this: After Chancellor Schmidt while talking to the Saudi 

Arabi.an Foreign Minister in Bonn in June 1978 mentioned the rights · 

of the Palestinians "to organize a state of their own", Foreign Minister 

Hans-Dietrich Genscher took three full days to explain to Israeli 

officials during his visit there that this statement did not imply German 

deviation from the position of the Nine. Fortunately, Genscher' s agenda 

included negotiations about trade concessions requested by Israel in the 

context of the forthcoming EC enlargement; These talks gave Genscher 

the opportunity to make a few reassuring remarks. Thus it is extremely 

helpful for German diplomacy to be o.ble to refer to the European level 

and the solidarity of the Nine in bilateral meetings with Israel. 

On the other hand, this two-level policy is equally indispensible for the 

relations with the Arab states. In its bilateral dealings with the Arabs 

/ 

Bonn is more generous than within the framework of the Eu:::-o-Arab-Dialogue. 

There it displayed a much more hesitant attitude in economic as well as 

political questions. The dialogue conducted by EPC is largely restricted to 

issues of mutual economic development. Rejection of a noteworthy 

financial fund, however, affects the political goals of the dialogue. 

As far as the Mediterranean policy of the Nine is concerned, Bonn took 

a more community-oriented stand regarding the pursuit of political aims 

by financial means. Thus in 1975, within the EPC efforts, Germany 
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favored support for the new Portuguese regime from EC funds (there-

by ignoring EC credit rules) in order to strengthen the democratic 

process there. Furthermore, the federal government engaged in bilateral 

activities with similar objectives and means. it also slDwed special 

interest in a joint declaration of the nine heads of government in this 

context. 
5) 

The establishm.ent of a pluralistic democratic system in Portugal,. Greece 

and Spain made the orientation of these countries trnva rds the Community 

a new, important factor in European politics. The Nine eo- ordinated their 

views on this development and in some cases stated their position in public 

statements. 

Mer>.nwhile a second round of accession negotiations has got under way. All 

three countries have submitted applications for membership to the Council 

of the EC; negotiations with Greece are already well advanced, whereas in 

the case of Portugal and Spain preparatory work is still going on in the 

Community's institutions. Regarding EPC membership of the tbree 

applicants the Nine have agreed on a transitional arrangement of step- by-

step participation. Turkey which is included in the arrangement will be 

informed on any question of interest to Ankara. After Greece's entry 

this line of communication will be maintained by a rotating group of three 

members. Such complicated mechanisms are sufficient evidence of the 

5) "The European Council reaffirms that the European Community is 
prepared to initiate discussions on closer economic and financial co
operation wi.th PortugaL It also points out that, in accordance with its 
historical and political traditions, the European Community can give 
support only to a democracy of a pluralist nature." (Statement by the 
2nd European Council, Brussels, 17 July 1975) 
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highly sensitive situation pl'evailing in the Eastern Me.diterranean. 

Incidentally, Germany was prepared to tie Turkey even mre closely to 

the EPC club. 

With regard to the Cyprus crisis the Federal Republic tried to r1aintain 

a balanced position towards the conflicting parties. The main EPC 

activities at the beginning of the crisis, however, were conducted by 

Great Britain as one of the guarantors and France as holder of the 

presidency. Immediately upon the outbreak of the conflict in July 1974 

the Nine formulated their common approach as the basis for diplomatic 

. talks between the Nine and the th!'ee parties to the conflict, Greece, 

Turkey, Cyprus, all associated with the . EC. Only during the more 

recent stages of the Nine's mediation atteinpts did Bonn assume a more 

prominent role. The German Foreign Office points out . that the Turkish 

chief of government Bulent Ecevit, during his Bonn visit in May 1978 , 

for the first ·time demonstrated a clear willingness to make concessions 

in the Cyprus question. Yet .. Germany was far from stimulating a genuine 

EPC initiative. When Congress lifted its October 1974 embargo in August 

of this year, this was a consequence of inner-American assessments 

rather than of West European attempts at influence-taking, although 

Helmut Schmidt pll'<lded to Congress on the CB$ TV program "Face the 

Nation" to lift the embargo as soon as possible. Despite a certain amount 

of crisis-management cooperation between EPC and Washington in the 

Cyprus case it was obvious that both sides remained relatively helpless . 

Nonetheless Germany repeatedly drew on the EPC in addition to other 

fora to demonstrate that its interest as a central European power in 
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restabilizing the situation at the Southern flank of the Alliance has to be 

taken seriously. 

in the United Nations, the Nine, especially since the statement issued 

by the European Council on 17 July 1975, have,through the expression 

of common policies, their statements and votes in the General Assembly 

and its committees, become an important negotiating partner. Since 1975 

it has been the practice for the President of the EC Council to make a 

comprehensive statement on the common policy of the members of the EC 

at the beginning of the annual General Assembly. The impact of the Com

munity, which received observer status in 1974, at the Seventh Special 

Session of the General Assembly in September 1975 made it a negotiating 

parlner in the worldwide dialogue for a new international economic order. 

Since becoming a member of the United Nations in 1973, the Federal 

Republic of Germany has strongly advocated a common EC policy within 

the world org<>nization. In a sense, Bonn strengthened the European position 

in New York in a twofold manner: In some cases it was instrumental in 

sponsoring initiatives of the West-European-and-others group. In other 

respects it had to fight off criticism directed at almost every W.estern state, 

for example, concerning relations with South Africa. 

As present holder of the presidency in the Nine the federal government 

took an active part in promoting two resolutions on the 33rd session of 

the General Assembly. The hrst project aims at reinforcing the U. N. 

human-rights stance. The second project contains proposals on expanding 

the peace-keeping role of the world organization. German membership 

in the U. N. Security Council since 1977 has increased willingness and 
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possibilities for eo-responsibilities in resolving world-wide problems. 

A case in point is Bonn' s participation in the Namibia contact group. The 

federal government joins such enterprises less as a result of current 

assessment than in compliance with the.dech:'.on of prirlciple of 1971 to 

become a U. N. member.Although the group of the five did not emerge from 

EPC, a feedback to the club of the Nine does exist. From time ~o time the 

contact group draws on EPC to back up its proposals by public declarations. 

The same procedure is followed in the British-American initiatives con-· 

cerning the Zimbabwe/Rhodesia case. The intervention of foreign troops 

in the civil war in Angola prompted the Nine to counteract the danger of a 

comprehensive racial war in southern Africa with its repercussions on 

world peace. In their Luxembourg Declarations of 23 February 1976 and 

18 April 1977 the nine Foreign Ministers came out in favor of a policy of inde-

pendence and self- determination for the Africans. They condemned the 

policy of apartheid as well as any other form of racial discrimination and 

opposed all attempts by foreign powers to establish zones of influence 

in Africa. On this basis they have supported diplomatic endeavours to 

q bring about peaceful change in Rhodesia and in Namibia and stated their 

· position on specific problems concerning southern Africa, especially 

within the framework of the United Nations. In a"critical dialogue''with 

the Republic of South Africa they urge a change of the policy of apartheid 

whi eh they are trying to en courage by measures of their own (e. g. by 

the code of conduct for establishments of European firms adopted in 

September 1977). 

The Federal R~public of Germany is emotionally involved especially 

in the Namibia case. For the rest it finds itself in the same defensive 
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position as Paris and London where all three try to protect their massive 

economic interests while going as far as they can in bringing about peace

ful solutions in that area. Bonn hardly has an independent African policy. 

It prefers to leave the field to th2 Britains (Sc:l_isbury) <.md the French 

(Shaba). Germany tries to avoid anything liable to make it the subject · 

of collective attack as was the case in the 1977 OAU meeting. CJ.earer 

stands are taken by the smaller EC countries, Ireland, Denmark and 

Holland due to traditions and convictions have less ambivalent sympathies 

for movements of liberalization in Africa. Not lastly for domestic reasons 

does ForeignMinisterGenscher have a hard time following the evaluations of 

Belgian Foreign Minister Simonet, for example, who acknowledges the 

increasingly stabilizing function of Cuba in Angola. In those instances 

Genscher prefers to refer to a possible Angolan participation in a Lome II 

convention. 

To the same extent that the Nine endeavour to acquire a common profile 

on African issues, the Federal Republic develops a "German" African 

policy. In the perspective of the Nine Bonn tends towards a position in 

between. It endorses basic demands of a general nature. By the same 

token it appreciates opportunities, like in its 'bilateral Middle East 

relations, to refer to the multilateral level ( ·Ec and EPC). In a con

crete case (Namibia, Angola, Sambia, Tanzania) it will not hesitate to 

show its readiness to supply major economic support. To have several 

levels of action at its disposal is all the more important for the German 

government the more it comes under scrutiny on the international level 

(North-South conflict, UNCTAD in May 1976, Conference on International 

Economic Cooperation in Paris 1976/77). 

. ·~· .. 
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It can be assumed that EPC helped enhance the European impact on in-

ternational events. However, it has not been able, of course, to stop 

the process of growing intra-European heterogeneity and the rise of 

Europe's external dependency. All EPC. was able to achieve wa~ to make 

these weaknesses more tolerable. Apart from the EPC' s limited effective-

ness as such there is the consider:o.tion 1hat the Nine do not really have 

anything to offer to counterbalance the threat by the one superpower 

ahd the dependence on the other as well as to take appropriate account 

of the demands of the Third World. This fact is part of the conditions of any 

kind of West European foreign policy in the forseeable future. To that ex-

tent political cooperation of the Nine is less a tool for principal changes 

in the structure of the international environment than a method of adapta-

tion of one's own to this environment with the chance to help shape future 

structures. 

·In this sense the FRG has doubtless profited from its EPC membership. 

It enabled Bonn to make the outside world familiar with the dynamics in 

German foreign policy. But at the same time, it facilitated the process 

of Germany's penetration of the outside world. However, the value of 

EPC for the FRG varies considerably with the issues at stake. The ad-

vantage of greater bargaining power increases where Bonn finds itself 

paralyzed by psychological strains(Eastern relations, Middle East). 

In such cases inevitable shifts in German politics become easier. But 

additional support of a moral-political nature by the Nine will also serve 
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.. . 
the German position on African policy where the Federal Repbulic comes 

under a different type of pressure. EPC also promoted German objec-

tives where there are technical restrictions to its freedom of action. 

Without the resort to complicated fundamental changes in the German 

framework of fo'reign-policy decision-making participation in EPC allowed 

for urgently required adjustments. FurtLcrmore, German diplomacy 

profited from the fact that the Nine's consultation body combines a lar-

ger sphere of influence and broader international experience, an asset 

which paid off in particular in relations with the Mediterranean and the 

Third World countries. Hence EPC did not only serve as a common point 

o:!' reference in resisting pressure from domestic and foreign sources, 

but ~vas also useful in promoting German interests of a different kind. 

The advantageous development of the Nine' s concertation coincided with a 

new active period in German foreign policy. Compared with the gains . ' 

the disadvantages for the FRG are but minor. The necessity to show con-

sideration in return and not to disrupt the new solidarities of the Nine 

produced less difficulties for Germany than for other member states. 

Yet Bonn' s own contribution to EPC so far is but limited. The special 

relationship with Washington, Paris as well as Moscow surely constitutes 

a valuable input for effective EPC policy, although by virtue of their spe-

cific nature these relations also mean a certain strain, Such unavoidable 

implications are also easier to accept for the partners as long as the 

German Foreign Minis~er refrains from lecturing around as Helmut 

Schmidt used to do in the economic field. In this sense German diplomacy 
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played a stabilizing and balancing role pursuing a policy of active re-

straint. 

As far as the procedural development process of EPC is concerned, 

Bonn has provided valuable inputs, including the idea to organize infor-

mal meetings, so -called Gymnichs. But as for the every day business 

German diplomats have a harder tirne now and then (be it for reasons of 

language barrier only) even compared to smaller countries, So far the 

German government has always favored extending the subjects of con-

sultation, thereby taking care of ::. close concertation with Washington. 

Concerning the binding nature of the jointly prepared foreign-policy po-

sitiuns, however, the limits were relatively clearly outlined. A legal 

fixation of common foreign policy envisaged in Tindeman' s Report on 

the European Union, however, was rejected (even for limited areas). 

Although collahoration of EC and EPC,in European foreign policy was ,, 

pursued verbally, Bonn did not overexert itself in a concrete situation (for 

example, the German chairholders of the current presidency would not in-

sist on involving the EC -Commission in the dealings of EPC if, say, 

Paris was against such participation). A typical example of the integra-

tional credo of the federal government are statements like this : 

11 The pragmatic beginnings of a common foreign policy in the EPC 

and the EC' s foreign relations are to the Federal Government, 

besides the enlargement of the Community, the establishment of 

... •.:~ ' . 
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the European Council and the decision on direct elections to the 

European Parliament, important stages in the evolution of the 

European Community into a political union. In unison with its part-

ners in the EC, it regards the EPC as leading step oy step towards 

a common foreign policy which will be a cornerstone of European 

union. The Federal Government will '"herefore play its part in the 

development of an increasingly comprehensive common foreign po

licy of the Nine. 11 6) 

How these statements will be realized in the future remains to be seen. 

What can be said is that EPC ;_s to serve further intensification of the 

assumption of world-wide responsibilities. This is illustrated by U. N. 

initiatives (including CCD) as well as by the opening of a Euro-Asian 

dialogue with the group of the ASEAN countries. This dialogue is a 

favorite subject of Hans-Dietrich Gensche:::- (Foreign Ministers meetine; 

in Brussels November 1978). In addition to the economic interests it 

demonstrates the willingness for a certain kind of policy of equilibrium 

outside the immediate East-West context. Such a feature had become 

evident - under more topical auspices - in the treatment of the African 

crises. Bonn might thus tend to draw on EPC for world-wide crisis 

management more thim in the past. The federal gove;:nr11ent, of cause, 

would pay special atte.ntion to closely coordinate Western crisis diplo-

macy with Washington in non-NATO contingencies. Bonn as well as 

6) See Federal Republic of Germany, Press and Information Office; 
ibid.' p. 18 

.. , -.~ :,·.,. . .. 
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some other West European capitals are showing a cautious readiness to 

commit themselves to areas where the United States used to go it alone 

but now has to display more restraint. Although in this regard Germany 

would continue to consider EPC as an importani; concerwtion body among 

West Europeans, active participation in other bodies (F;:anco-German 

consultation, Security Council group, Gr~up of the Four, Economic 

Summit and others) would identify EPC as one of several levels of action; 

similar to Bonn' s habit of not always regarding the EC as the central 

framewor!-; for its foreign-economic policy orientations. Under this view-

point the function of EPC would shift. ·It would increasingly constitute the 

West European pool for the variou;;; bi- and multilateral activities of West 

European states outside of the regular Club of the Nine. 

The Federal Republic could take a growing interest in such a development. 

Its foreign policy fares quite well in informal groups. Contrary to bodies 

a/ 
with constant status such as EC, these informed institutions offer room 

for a smooth change in status. EPC would less be an instrument for catching 

up on diplomatic experience than a platform for influencing the policy of its 

partners. 

·Part of the success of European Political Cooperation has been due to its 

concern with these aspects of foreign policy which least often involve 

direct costs .. Thus the member governments were enabled to concert their 

policies without being forced to consider the budgetary consequences and the 

distribution of costs and benefits among different governments. There is no 

substantial sign of a change concerning this practice. Once foreign policy 
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moves out of this strictly diplomatic field into using economic levers for 

political ends, the problem of differential distribution of costs and bene-

fits immediately arises (see the Euro-Arab dialogue). So far Germany 

fave>rs a combiPP,tion of economic and foreign-policy aspects more in 

terms of integration policy in order to concert the two strings EC and 

EPC, than in terms of mutual leverage in day-to-day politics. As long as 

. 
EPC does not cost anything, the FRG' s possibilities to raise its iHfluence 

remain limited. 

The gap which has emerged between the economic strength of the FRG and. 

that et its EC partners has not been fully interpreted so far. Germany is 

as much aware of as it is embarassed about its strength. It has not yet 

come to grips with its potential. 

The decision where this. potential should lead Germany is an open question; 

• 
there is not too much consensus building among the domestic politice>l forces 

so far. Equally open is to what extent Bonn' s partners will take an influence 

ill these options. Notwithstanding the answer to this question, the Federal 

Republic will.use every opportunity to diversify its need for diplomatic 

protection and its willingness to take initiatives in world affairs. Its scope 

is in many respects not confined to the West European context. Rather, 

West Germany searches for a modus vivendi for an old problem: Community-

building is pursued in terms of a regional entity, whereas most of the vital 

dependencies exist in a larger framework. 
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Germany's attitude toward present EC institutions 

and European political integration 

Paper presented to the J·ohns Hopkins Bologna Center Confe

rence on "The economic-political role of the Federal German 

Republic in the European Communi_ty (Oct. 5 - 7 - 1978) 

by Christoph Sasse 

I. Introduction 

Because of the supposed key role of the FRG in the Common mar

ket and, to a certain extent, in Europe in general, it has be

come a fashionable subject of recent academic efforts to con

sider Germany's at-titude more closely, and in :i.ts different 

aspects - such as are found on the agenda of this conference, 

for example. For the sake of scientific correctness it must 

be said, though, that rese8.rch here still has not gone further 

than some first tentative steps. There is a considerable lack 

of RVailable documentabon, Rnd no systemrrtic study of rele

vant test case material has been undertaken so far. l\loreover, 

.there is no common understanding of just what "Germany's atti

tude"is: Public opinion at large, official government declara-
----- ' ---- -- ··---------------------

ti_on~, pres~_t1!:~J?::-oup attitudes or the behavior of gove;:.nn1en-
_tal decisions makers? Thus, whoever tries to tackle one aspect 

of the overall suject finds himself exposed to the lack of an 

acknowledged method'> to the absence of solid documentaion, and 

to the necessity of admitting, therefore, that what he propo

ses is more a series of very subjective impressions than the 

fruit of solidly established research. t ., 

With regard to the specific subject of Germany's attitude to~ 

ward the EC institutions it must be added that it: seems im

possible to cover this area for the whole period of the existence 

of. EC insti tut:ions. Sporadic events as well as culminating points 

of EC history must be chosen to high-light what seems to be a 

coherent evolution toward the present day positi.<EJn of German 

political leaders v]s-a-vLs the functioning of the EC and its 
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constitutional structure. It is therefore suggested that a 

somewhat closer look at this attitude during three main 

periods of the EC be taken, i.e. that of the preparation 
and negotiation of the treaties, the EC crisis of 1965/66 

and, finally, what can be calledthe "Chancel!Drs Brandt

Schmidt-era". 

II. The founding of the Communities 

' . 

1. Supranationalism has never been a subject for resentment 

or national indignation in Germany. This is particularly 

true for the early years of the West-German federal state 
. ' 

which suffered, in the eyes of its elites both from a 

lack of national identity and the precariousness of its 
0 

expressly voiced transitional character. For many, a 

united Europe seemed in this period a tangible as well 

as desirable solution in order to prevent any kind of 

renewal of the errors of the past and to give back to 

the Germans their jnternational respectability. Germany 

was S\<lept at these days by a wave of widespread enthu
siasm for the idea of a federal Union in Europe, and 

few cared about the degree to which the German political 

system would be affected or absorbed by this newly ermerg~ 
ing union of the free part of Europe. 

Thus, unlike other of the original partners inside the 
first European Community (ECSC), supranationalism was no 
issue of controversyin Germany. The idea of becoming part 
of a federation did not hurt national pride or any deeply 

rooted instincts of stately independence - on the contrary 
it seemed for a majority to be the way out of a dangerous 

and uncomfortable isolated existence. Of course, there was 
political opposition both from the right and the left to 

Germany's integration into western Europe. 

The ECSC treaty was adopted by the Bundestag by 232~ 
( CDU/CSU, F'DP, DP, FU, BHE) against 143 votes, 
the negative ones coming from SPD, KPD and SRP. 

J~ ·, _, _ 
_ ,. 
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(Euc·opa-Archiv 1952, 5.4678 f.) 
The Home treaty attracted a massive majority, 
the only negative votes coming from the FDP 
and the GB/BHE (Europa-Archiv 1957, S.10073). 

Thi::; djd_not stelll from disagreement with the institutional 

set-up of the Communities, but from the fear that Germany's 

re-unification and, generally, its future as a whole might 

be prejudiced. 

2. When the German Chancellor Adenauer was informed, a few 
days before Nr. Schuman's initiative of Nay 9, 1950, of the 

details of the envisaged declaration, he voiced no object

ions to the idea of having the Coal and Steel Community ad

ministered by a sole High Authority whose decisions were 
' 

binding upon the member States and subject only to some 
kind of judicial control. This revolutionary innovation 

in the field of international organization seemed perfec-t

ly acceptable to the German government. 

It is possible, of course, that to this government any al

ternative was more attractive than the existing Ruhr-Sta

tut e, and that Bonn hoped for some Jdnd of preferential 

role because of the high value of Germany's coal and steel 
output (see art. 28 of the ECSC treaty). But this was by 

no means certain. Since the Schuman declaration stressed 
the independence of the High Authority as the only legisla

tive and executive institution there was a visible risk 
of seeing German interests continuously put into the mino

rity. Nevertheless, we find the German government close by 
the side of the French during the negotiations in the winter 
1950/51. It was no "demandeur" on the issue of establishing 
a "Special Council of Ministers" :for the Community, as were 
the Benelux-countries. Bonn accepted this modification 
as well as the establishment of a Common Assembly by way 
of compromise. 

··--· 



3. 1Je can observe c:; .. actly the same attitude during the 1951 

·negotiation of the EDC treaty and the drafting of a 

tre::,ty establi:ohing the European Political Community 

by the ad-hoc ;,ssembly created in anticipation of the 

coming into force of art.38 of the EDC-statute, In 

both cases the German government and German parliamen-
• 

tarians were wholeheartedly in favor of an amazingly 

high degree of supranationalism. The extent to which 

powers were to be conferred to the EDC indicate clear
ly the will of the signatory governments to abandon 

a large part of their national sovereignty. If it has 

been argued since that the EDC construction of fully 

integrated £uropean armed for~e administered by an in
dependant European Commissariat could never have be

come a workable one, it certainly was not the fault 
of the then German government that no real test took 

place. 

4. It was the same generation of German politicians and 

top civil servants who took part in the "relance euro

peenne" after the Hessina Conference (June 1955), Al
though no minutes either of the Spaak Committee (1955 
/56) nor of the Brussels negotiating conference (1956 

/57) are available, there are enough indications to 
confirm the preceding picture. With regard to the legal 

apparatus of the Rome Treaty, the German government, 

through its representati.ves Wal ter Hallstein, Carl Frie

drich Ophiils (German member of the Spaak Committee) 

and Hans von der Groeben, exercised a notable influence 
toward ma.i.ntaining a high degree of supra-nationality 

and of not admitting amendments of the Paris treaty 
structure which would signal any substantial retreat 
from the achieved standard. 
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'l'llere is some evidence, for instance, that the German 

delegation had proposed a kind of calendar for the direct 

elections of the European Parliament which would have 

allowed arrival at this result earlier and with much 

less internal strain. 'rhe same is true for .the. quality 

of the decisions the Council has to adopt in order to 
introduce these elections and to establish the Communi-

procedure 
ty's own ressources. Instead of the hybridlwe now find 
in the Treaty (arts. 138 and 201 ) , and which has given · 

rise to much political and legal controversy, the Ger

man delegation had proposed a mere Council decision 

without any kind of national ratification. 

The appointment of Walter Hallstein to the Presidency 

of the first Commission and the important role which 

the German government allowed him to play during nearly 

10 years confirm this initial will to take the Monnet 

. concept seriously, i.e. not to exercise national ·con

trol over the Commission but to give the supranational 

element enough leeway to develop its creativity and its 
own political position. The departure of powers con

ferred upon the Community \'ias seen without regret. 'rhe 
Community's success during the early sixties seemed to 
prove the effectiveness of the new formula. 

III. The Community's institutional crisis 

1. vllien on the 30 June 1965 the important crisis of the Com
munity began and France left the institutions, the offi

cial German attitude remained unchanged. The German govern
ment had been informed by Nr. Hallstein of the essentials 
of the proposals which had been transmitted to the Coun

cil at the end ofMarch and which later became the pre
texte for the French government to require a basis change 
in the functioning of the Community. It had voiced no 

· .. ,: .. 
'.('•, . '"J;'' 
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objections. 'l'he combination of the renewal of the 

f'inance wechanism for the CAP guaranty system with the 

progressive establishment of the Community's own re

sources and a greater say for the European Parliament 

in budgetary matters seemed perfectly logical to the 

German government, seen from the Community's built-in

dynamics point of view. They did not find, either, that 

Hallstein's commentary on the proposals before the Eu

ropean Parliament on this Assembly's particular request 

(after the leaking of some information) was to be re

garded as a serious offence to the governments whose 
Brussel's representatives had, but whose ministries 

themselves had not, received the proposals' full test. 

2. 'fhe Commission 11hich remained, as one remembers, rather 

homogeneous and firm during the 7 months of the crisis, 

rece.i.ved much help from the other governments, and es

pecially from the German one. Although the Commissi(m 

as 1·1ell as the five governments officially did nothing 
to aggravate the break and to make the French return 
more difficult, there were many preparations to maintain: 

the funct :i.oni ng o:t' the Community even in the event of 

a prolonged French empty chair. Studies were made both 

in Brussels and in Bonn to examine the possibilities 
of adopting majority and even unp.nimous Council decisions 

without French participation. It is true that these possi
bilities, apart from some insignifi.cant procedural matters; 
have never been seriously tested. But ·it cannot be denied 

that the firm - if also discrete - support which the Bel-

.·;;:. 
-~. 

. I 

t 
i 

gian, German and Dutch governments gave to the Commission's. )i 

position permitted the latter to go through the crisis }! 

apparently rather unaffected. 

It had contributed to the effect that the French govern

ment's so-called "Dekalogus" of points, to be imposed 

> 
J 

•• 
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as a ru:Lt, of conduct on the Commission, could not attract, 

much sywpathy from the other member countries. Together 

with conditions clearly in violation of the Treaty (f. 

i. that tl1e Collirlliss],on should consult the governments 

via their permanent representatives before putting any 
proposal of some importance before the Council) there 

were numerous marginal and even rather petty and absurd 

queries, such as the well known red carpet, or the di

rectives proposed by the Commission, but adopted by the 

Council(!), gffing into too much detail and not leaving 

enough liberty of implementation to the states. 

3. After the extraordinary Council meeting of 17/18 January 

1966 in Luxemburg had led to no result but had shown 

M. Couve de Murville defending a very intransigent posi

tion, the t~en German Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr. 

Schroeder, during a Bundestag debate on the 2'7 January, 
made an extremely clear and firm declaration critizising 

the French real purposes and hinting at the possibj,li ty 

of the split becoming irreparable if France did not give 
in. His attitude drew much support from the Bundestag and 

is said to have been one of the, if not the main ±'actor 
for the I''rench Government 1 s retreat in the next day 1 s 

meeting (28/29 January) in Luxemburg, at which the crisis 
was settled by the famous "agreement to disagree" on ma
jority decisions. 

It has been argued (see f.i. John Newhouse, Collission in 
Brussels, The Crisis of June 30, New York (Tocquille 
Series no.2) 1967, p. 174 sq.) that Schroeder 1 s support 
from the Bundestag was partly due to a bargain he had 

previously concluded with the German farm lobby and 

which led him to introduce, during the final session on 

29 January 1966, the so called 11Schroeder addendum" to 

the communique. He had proposed, as a matter of fact, that 

- i ~-

'· ,~, 



all ret;uLJ Uons on Ln·rn policy which should have been 

adop led lHcfore the •end of the second stage, i.e. until 

Decelilber 31, 19t/.l, would continue to be subject to unani- · 

mous dec js ions. Thi.s amendment was adopted without great 

difi'iculty, specifying the subject-matters beside i'inan

cial regulation to which it applied: the market organi

zations for sugar and oils and fats, amendments to the 

one on fr·ui t and vegetables, and - ore that seems to have 

had much lasting i.mportance - the price-fixing for milk, 

beef and veal, rice, sugar, olive oil and oil seeds. 

Be that as it may, .it certainly was an able step to secure 

widespread parliamentary support for a position which 

succeeded in the decisive break-through of the crisis, 

even if it had to be bought by some deviation of the 

official governmental line. The main success was that 

France came back to her chair without obtaining any sub

stantial concessions, at least not verbalized ones. For 

the seven suggestions made to the Commission were either 

insignificant or soon forgotten, and on majority deci

sions things were left where they were, i.e. completely 

open. 'l'hat majority decisions became rare during the 

De Gaulle-Pornpidou era was, in any case, not the immediate 

result of the Luxemburg compromise. 

One can say, thus, that the ending of the crisis of 1965/66 

without essential damage being done to the Community's 

institutions was primarily due to the firm refusal of 

Schroeder, Luns and Spaak to let the basic structure 

of the Community 1:e ess.errtially altered by the French claims. 

IV. The Brandt-Schmidt-era 

1. The third period of interest in the framework of this paper 

is the one covered partly by the Chancellorship of Willy 

' 
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Brandt, but to a greater extent by that of Helmut Schmidt • 

. Brandt had obtained in the decisive 1969 December summit 
at the Hague, a great personal success in achieving a 

new start for the Community after a compromise on the 

French "tryptichon" concerning "achevement, approfon

dissement et elargissernent". During the first half of 

1970 most of the envisaged measures were adopted without 
greater difficulties, including the transfer of ressour

ces to the Community and the widening of the Parliament's 

budgetary powers. At the Paris summit in October 1972 

a wide-ranging program was spelled out, and the compre

hensive term "European Union" first appears. Political 

cooperation based on the Luxemburg report of the Davignon 

group (1970) had produced first positive results. Its 

tightening was prepared during 1973 and adopted in the 

shado-., of the oil-crisis at the Copenhagen summit in 

1973. Attempts to proceed in the establishment of the 
Economic and Monetary Union according to the 'llerner plan 

and the two Council decisions of March 1971 and March 1972 

had let to the monetary snake but proved to be increasing

ly difficult. The energy crisis and the subsequent world 

wide recession put an end to this period of effort to pre
pare the great leap forward, an expectation which had al

ready met with serious scepticism. The first enlargement, 
much desired by the Brandt government, considerably slowed 
dovm all community matters and led to open disappoint
ment when the demand for re-negotiation was formally 
voiced by the Wilson government in 1974. Nothing much 

moved ahead in the Community. Its problem-solving capacity 
seemed to have fallen to a minimum level. 

2. When Helmut Schmidt succeeded Willy Brandt in May 1974 the 
German government missed few occasions to express doubts 
about the quality of the Community decisions and even that 

of its authors. The Chancellor himself' often voiced dis-

trust in the abil.i ty 
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of the Co~nJ.ssion, in the adequacy of the Council's de

c:Lsion rnalcing procedure, and in the competence of the 

Brussels' officials in general, and he was seconded 

in this attitude by fjnance minister Hans Apel, him

self a former civil servant of the Community. The 

term "Germany - pay-master of the Community" appeared -

and it was never again forgotten. This period, which one 

can roughly fix from 1974 to 1976, was certainly the 

one in which the German official attitude toward the 

Co~~unity's institutions was at its lowest mark. 

3. It is hard to say \·Thich has been the predominant reason 

for the considerable change of attitude. German officials 

speak of a learning process Helmut Schmidt had to under

go himself. No doubt, the regular meetings in the European 

Council have produced someiWortant effect. Moreover, the 

direct relationship with France's President Giscard 

d'Estaing continued to improve gradually, especially 

since Raymond Barre succeeded Jacques Chirac and began 

to inaugurate an economic policy aiming at greater mone

tary stability, less State intervention and the streng

thening of the private sector. Common problems, especially 

with the economic and monetary policy of the Carter ad

ministration, worked toward bringing Germany and France 

even closer together. Although there still is much grumb

ling from the others, especially from the Benelux-coun

tries, the leading role of this Franco-German "duwnvirat" 

seems to have become a dominant feature of present ·day 

European affairs. Its latest product is the EMS, \vhich 

has a good chance of coming into force by 1 January 1979. 

4. If one asks what this state of affairs means for the Ger

man attitude toward Community institutions, simple answers 

do not seem obvious. Certainly, there are some rare majori

ty decisions in the Council, and the German government 

has accepted compliance with one even on the important 
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JET issue. Also, the Commission seems utterly unaffect

ed. Germany has never sent leading politicians to serve 
as comnJissioners, with the one exception of Walter Hall-:

stein, but_still has maintained an honorable level of 

career and competence. The European Parliament will be 

directly elected vlithin less than a year, and no one 

foresees a German government resisting its claim of 
more powers in the legislative process or over the Co~

niission. The Court's decisions never have raised any 

kind of particular difficulty with Germany, its con

flict over the human rights issue with the German Con

stitutional Court being a rare and theoretical excep

tion without much practical relevance for the moment. 
' Nearly half of all procedures referred to the Court 

by national jurisdictions originate from Germany. Whereas 

other countries have been condemned dozens of times for 

breach of the treaty, this has happened only once to Ger

many. 

5. Thus everything seems to be at its best, and no problem 
appears in the relationship between the Community insti

tutions and the German government. To conclude on this 
note of complete satisfaction and harmony could, however, 
give a slightly misleading impression and prevent us 

from looking behind the picture·' s surface. A few remarks 
-might illustrate which aspects should not be overlooked 
in this context. 

There is - to spell this out very clearly - no doubt 
about the very serious commitment of the German political 
leaders to the idea of European integration. Many if not 

all of the political and economic reasons for this deep 
commitment remain unchanged. Auschwitz and Berlin, as it

was termed recently, will be derterminant political land-

marks for a long time to come. There is no alternative in 
sight which could serve both the peace in Europe and in 
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the world and specific German interests better than the 

progressive strengthening of European unity. 

This does not mean, however, that the evaluation of the 

Community's instutional framework has to remain tmchanged 

forever. The bullwarks of supranationalism, i.e. the in
dependant Comml.ssion and the majority decisions in the 

Council, are novJBdays seen from Germany with more serene 

detachement, more pragmatically than as a value in them
selves. The Commission, through its impossibility to 
provide political leadership in times of strain and through 

the low profile quality of its positions in all matters 
of high importance, has lost, in the eyes of the German 

high bureaucracy, much of it$ prestige. No German govern
ment of the immed:iate future would be inclined to entrust 

the Commission with more uncontrolled power. One c:om be 

rather sure that the answer finally given to the Giscard 

initiative for speeding up the decision making process 

will not consist in suggesting transferring important 
powers from the Council to the Commission. 

'I'ha·t by no means suggests any kind of German intention to 

change this :institution or to reduce its powers formally. 

The government knows too well how useful the Commission's 
independant wisdom has always been, and how disastrously 

most debates end when the Commission is left out or carmot 
offer compromise solutions. 

'rhe Council, on ·the other hand, is unable to undergo any. 
kind of serious reform. If the majority vote came to be 
applied systematically the Germans - for their isolated 
economic and financial position - would not be the last 
ones to claim vi tal interests. 'fhat does not exclude minor 
changes, for instance some kind of common discipline when 

unanimity is demanded although majority would suffice. 

The German position here is open to gradual changes which 
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might not be without interest, but it certainly does not 

press for· the over·aJ.l use of the majority principle. 

Fundamentally the German attitude remains positive with 

regard to the European Parliament and its playing the 

role of a democratic, legitimizing body. On this issue 

alone there seems to be much popular sympathy available. 

But one would also go too far in assuming that the Ger

man political leaders, be it the present ones or those 

of the actual opposition, would make the powers of the 

Parliament a "conditio sine qua non" for further pro

gress in the CoMnunity. 

For the present political leaders of Germany the most 

important institution remains the European Council. Here 

decisions come more easily and are less complicated by 

cumbersome rules o.f procedure and the presence of se-

cretariat of.fictals telling the politicians what they 
should do. German Chancellors have been in favor of the 

Commission's President joining in the debates, but with
out making this an issue of major importance. Vii thin the 

European Council the natural weight of countries counts 
more than in ·the normal Community institutions. This 
might give this organ some additional attractiveness 

for men ltke Valery Giscard d'Estaing and Helmut Schmidt. 

6. Nothing characteri.zes better the current pragmatic German 

attitude toward Community institutions than the relative 
ease with which the German government has opted for the , 
quick entry of Greece, Portugal and Spain into the Communi-
ty. The political decision was taken ~ithout much bothering 
about the ways in which Community institutions would go 

on to function. Heducing the number of Commissioners to 

one per country - as the foreign ministers of the Nine 

suggested recently - would certainly maintain a reason

able level of discussion-time, but would do everything 

' 
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but strengthen the role of this institution. A Parlia

ment of 513 (1+10 + 55 + 2 x 211) seems the obrous conse

quence, but one may doubt that a serious power transfer 

will be facilitated by the Mediterranean countries 

(France included) forming a majority (265). The Council 
of 12 cannot function without firm guide-lines from the 

European Council. So everything·points to the increasing ,. 

key-position of the latter, v!lcere in matters of impor-
tance political and economic power outweigh the equali:.. ,, 

ty of rights. · · J 
Germany has come a long way from its original federal 
conception in settling with the present state of matters 
in the Community. There is much evidence for the assumption 

·>· • 

I 
·")! 

that the now ruling generation in Germany does view the ,I 
institutional set-up of the Community free from any doe- ,. 
trinal prejudice. 

.. 
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Germany and North-South Relations 

I. Introduction: The Challenge 

In spite of IOC>re than three decades of initiatives by national and 

international institutions to :improve world trade conditions and trans-

fer skills and resources to the developing countries with the goal of 

decreasing the welfare and gr<Mth differentials between the have and 

have-nots, there is much evidence that. - with the exception of a few 

very successful developing countries - the gaps have increased and 

are still increasing. The situation of the developing Countries 

clearly calls for sane correcting actions: First, the relation of the 

per capita incane between industrial countries and developing countries 

is unfavourably for the latter (13 : 1 based on conversions of national 

GDPs at prevailing exchange rates; 6. 4 : .1 based on conversions at 

purchasing J?(M'er parities) [1_/; second, the developing countries' 

share in world trade has declined by almost 50 percent since 1950 -

not counting the oil·producing countries - and today accounts f= only 

about 16 percent of the total; third, their share in the w=ld's 

industrial production has remained mare or less constant at the 

7 percent level; fourth, more than 20 percent of the labour force in 

the Third World is unerrployed, most of which are young people; fifth, 

the foreign debt of the developing countries has grown to a level of 

nearly US-$ 200 billions, and many countries are hardly able to pay 

even the interests on this debt; finally, hunger is an ever increasing 

problan. 
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This altcgether rather poor econanic prcgress of the developing 

colll1tries as a whole is very llUlch in contrast to the expectations 

which had been generated by the political leaders of the young 

nations. While there is little dissent in the developing as well as 

in the developed world that the recent gro.vth perfonnance is in-

sufficient for se=ing adequate conditions of living in developing 

COlll1tries, there is a considerable difference in diagnosis and 

therapy for :irrproving this situation.· For most representatives of 

developing colll1tries (econcmi.sts as well as p:Jlicyrnakers) it seans 

to be lll1disputed that imbalances between the North and South originate 

fran a system of =nplernentary division of labour, inherited fran 

the colonial period d\]ring which the developing colll1tries had been 

forced to play the role of primary ccmnodity suppliers. The systen 

which has been cemented since then into the frClllletlork of the existing 

International Econanic Order, is obviously unfavourably biased to.vards 

the developing colll1tries. Developed COlll1tries - principally not dis-

puting the need for co=ecting actions - very often point to "hanenade" 

prcblens in developing COlll1tries and call for a more realistic assess-
' 

ment of the gr=th potential, given the endCM'Illel1t with physical 

factors of production, the availability of skills, entrepreneurial 

talents and social conditions normally prevailing in developing areas. 

Discussions between developing OOlll1tries and developed COlll1tries 

about h~ to :irrprove North-South Relations in the recent past have 

changed in character: Starting fran the understanding that traditional 
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aid policies do nothing but deal with the syrrptans of the prcblem 

. and cbviously encouraged by the relative success of the OPEC-cartel, 

developing countries (for the first t.ilne more or less jointly) demand 

t:~;at inequities be redressed by calling for the establishment of prin

cipally neN fo:rms of international econanic relations, which could 

se=e a more just distribution of .welfare between North and South. 

Ongoing international negotiations at UNIOO, OECD, UNcrAD and other 

forums already are marked by this neN political approach of the 

developing world. These changes in glcbal political conditions have 

been accanpanied by severe econanic prcblems in most developed countries, 

which are partly due to the worldwide recession .and partly caused by 

structural adjustment pressures mainly accrueing fran the recent 

quadrupling of the oil price in 1973/74 and intensified industriali-

zation efforts in developing countries. Both the change of political 

and of econanic parameters require a reconsideration of industrialized 

·countries' policies. The extent to which there is need for revisions 

of course depends (among others) on national policy priorities, the 

· degree of outward-orientation cif the econany and the existing stz:ucture 

of production. 

It is the purpose of this paper to analyze ·whether and ho.v policymakers 

in Germany have_ reacted to the described changes with regard .to their 

policies vis a vis developing countries. Given Germany's integration 

into the EC and since national, political and econanic interests 

normally differ (reflecting specific country conditions and cbjectives) , 

such an analysis implies determining whether the evolution of EC policies 
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in the field of developnent policy has been in line with changes in 

German developnent policy cbjectives, or whether Germany has acted 

increasingly on her aNn, because she did not feel that her (changed) 

interests in oertain fields to be sufficiently looked after by the 

EX::'s South policy. 

Before going into details, I would like to make a feN short renarks 

on the outline of the paper: 

( 1 ) The paper is divided into two parts. The first one briefly 

sketches the general principles and patterns of past Gernian 

developnent policy cbjectives and tries to identify ffiP1asis of 

activities. The second part seeks to find an answer to the 

question whether there has been a concflict between specific 

German interests and actual policies pursued by the EX::. Finally, 

EX:: policies and/or German initiatives are evaluated with ·regard 

to their econanic implications. 

(2) The points ·that will be raised in the follo.ving do not oover the 

whole range of issues related to North-South Relations; they are 

restricted to econanic matters and oonoentrate mainly on inter-

national trade policy and primary oorrmodities (including the 

issue of a New International Econanic Order). 

(3) The evaluation of policies requires the existence of criteria on 

which the judgement can be based. Those applied here are predani-

nantly of econanic nature; they start fran the premises that the 

gap between developing countries and industrialized countries 
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must be reduced in order to pranote econanic grcwth and poli-

tical stability in the world as a whole and that those structural 

changes which are both necessary for arD the result of a con

stantly grcwing world econany should be allcwed to run their 

course. 

II. Principles and.'Patterns of GeJ:man Development Policies 

Developnent policy in Gennany is a fairly young postwar );Xlenanenon. 

Retrospectively North'-South Relations between the Federal Republic 

. of Gennany and developing countries can be broadly divided into three 

sub-periods, each with distinctly differing objectives, measures and 

regional emphasis. The first government expenditures for Third World 

.Countries were made in 1952 as a financial contribution to the 

"Aid-Programne of the United Nations". A feN years later (1956) rroney 

fran budgetary resources was. allocated to bilateral development 

arrangements. ~ese two initiatives basically were the only specific 

developne;nt activities of the first period of Gennany's South Relations, 

. whidl lasted to the end of the fifties. Principally, development 

policy during these years was rrore or less foreign policy vis a vis 

young independent (developing) nations. Quite in line with principles 

of foreign policy ·prevailing during the fifties, whic.'-1 aimed at 

adlieving natio~al unity wi~'lin the West, at recovering econanically 

by market-economy-type of policies and at gaining full national 

sovereignty, Ge11nany' s South Relations were est.:lblished with dcvclopinSJ 
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market econany oountries in the Western sj;here of influence. ·Conse-

quentiy, relations were regionally rather restricted to Mediterranean, 

sane African and Lat.inarrerican developing countries; mostly states, 

which for a long time had been located in the econanic and political 

~---

gravitation field of the USA and fonner European colonial p<:Mers. 

Develqxnent policy during the fifties was insignificant in its material 

content and took the fonn of financial aid, very often in a project-tied 

fonn. An evaluation of projects - for whidl aid ·was granted - by well 

defined econanic criteria was the exception rather than the rule; 

countries whidl unequiv=ally demonstrated political hanncny with Bonn, 

especially in the field of "Deutsdllandpolitik" could be sure that 

desires for financial support were positively approved. It is only tee 

cbvious that this practice could be nothing rrore than a casual, erratic 

·and short-winded piecework.· 

Parallel ·to the gradual abandoning of the Hallstein-d=trine as a 

rather medlanical, quasi-ultirnatively applied criterion for pathfinding 

in foreign policy, the insight into the necessity of reconsidering 

principles for establishing or intensifying South Relations was 

. emerging. Since the early sixties, policies vis a vis Third World 

Countries began to contain a specific develqxnent policy elezrent. Develop-

ment aid was less and less used as a "bribe" to support Bonn's political 

position with regard to the non-recognition of a secorrl German state; 

. policymakers became more and more aware of the need to j;hysiologically, 
I 

politically and econanically enoounter the results of the decolonization 
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.. :.,.~~, .. ,.~XQQ?SSes aJ'l!i_:!;9_ bring developnent policies in line with overall 

·. -';_·:-:·_ .. ·' policy cbjectives: 'lhe revision of aims is clearly reflected in 
'· .·. . , 
· ··· · · practical develCJP.llellt policy decisions: '!hey were increasingly based 
.. 

· : · · : · on· more systematic project evaluatiani, very often strictly tied to . . . . . 
: . . : . · these projects a.txi regionally more balanced than during· the first 

. ' .... . '\, ~ : .. : .. }:ilase • 
, .. :.• 

. :.·· 
,t-, L • 

. -,· . ·~ 
'!he establishnent;._of the Ministry of Econanic Co-operation in 1961/62, 

·'." ... :. 
· ·:· whidl. originally was created as a result of government ooalition nego-

. \ . .,.··; 
·; :": · · tiations, is a visible indicator for the 'tlf!M era: during this second ... ~:. -~r.; 

' ·;:, ... P'lase it dl.anged very mudl. in function: Fran purely co-ordinating 
. " .. 

' ... 
· · .::. '· developnent policies to project planping - preparation and - implemen-

· tation, without cc:nprising, hOt/eVer; canpetenoe for bilateral a.txi · 
~.· ~ . . . · .. . ,·. , nultilateral financial aid . (this rested with the Ministry· of Eronanic 

· ·, .: · ·. Affai.rS.until.1972). In spite of considerable changes in both political 

. ·,: . ·<::attitude vis a vis .developing oountries a.txi efficiency of developnent 

,. 

.· . . ,.· 
--... . -: .. 

···: 

.' . · .. :. ~ . 

policy management, the policies basically continued to conoentrate on 

tackling the symptans of underdevelopnent rather. than trying to elirni-

. .. nate the causes. As was also the case earlier the main stress was on 

traditional aid policies, often supporting (prestigeous) projects, 
.· ... 
' .. whidl. were extranely unfavourable for achieving rapid ecananic grc:M:h, 

... : ·':.':.improved balance of payrrents conditions a.txi a substantial reduct.!on in 

\ . 
. \. 

· une:nplcyrrent. International trade policy issues., the transfer of teen

. nology .as wel.l as of capital only played a minor role. 'lhese dl.arac-

. · teristic:s of. Gei:man c:levelopnent policies tn the sixtie~; ,- with gradual 

differences • were preVailing· in aln'ost all developed countries, thus 
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revealing a state of oonsciousness in Western (Northern) societies 

(am of their policymakers"), in which the whole dilrensiori of the 
. . 

, North-South prcblem had not yet been fathaned; developnent issues 

were no matters of broad public interes.t am of governrrent' s major 

-~-~···---c:QJ)gm}, __ nle:latter, becaus~ political r:i.sks couJ.d hE! kept small due 

to the bilateral nature of relations am due to the weak political 

. ... 

· .. pcsition of single developing oountries., 

'lhis situation had changed considerably by the end of the sixties. 'lhe 

.gra.dng political and eoonanic importance of a few very successful 

developing countries, their. better representation as a _group in inter

. national organizations· where they very effectively can criticize pre-

' .vailing political conditions due to the principle "one country - one 
\ 

vote", gave rise in Germany to a systematic reconsideration of hitherto 

existing principles of developnent policies. Coinciding with the 

declaration of. the "Secozn Develq:ment Decade" by the UN, the Federal 

Goverrinent ~ 1971 ·concluded a "Concept of Develq:ment Policy" by 

. which the theoretical foundations, the priority ranking of oojectives, 

E!'l'q;hasis of sectoral activities am the set of policy instruments were 

de~ed [2_7. '4he "Concept" is to be revised regularly; this has 

been done several times since 1971. A OCI!parison of the different 

stages of the "Concept" during the third period of Gennan developnent 

·Policy clearly reveals the change fran a traditional aid-oriented dis

pcsition of measures to a conception which is based on the principle 

~c.¥.1~1f.~~o~~w1~~e~~ttg •. ~~Y favour .the process 

·of social, an;i ~~c4~~E1 /?.Y., ~1.19', international cx:mditions. 
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In turning nOli to the Ex::, a simi.lar pattern of dlanges in developrent 
·. 

policy conception is discernible. During the sixties, for instance, the 

Ccrnnunity had only pursued co-operation policy in fragrrents, via 

·, fGJOd-aid and associating M3diterranean and African countries. In the 

early seventies fonnal canpetence of the Ex:: was enlarged step by step 

. and, finally, in July 1974, the ministers for econanic co-operation 

principally acknOiiledged the Comrunity's ccrnplete and glcbal cx:npetence 

for developnent policies. De facto, hOiiever, rranber countries continued 

to insist on their = decisions with respect to granting finClJ!cial aid 

and· tedlnical assistance, thus impeding the realization of a comron, 

glooal Ex:: developrent policy strategy and partly even reducing the 

· Comrunity' s range of action vis a vis associated rranber countries. 'Ihis 

situation clearly reflects the Ex:: countries' political interest in. 

allOiiing certain areas of acitivities with developing coontries to be 

. arranged on a national level. 

III. Congruency or Divergency between Ex::' s and Germany's Developnent 

policy objectives ? 

In turning nOli to the initial question of whether the evolution of 

Ex:: policies vis a vis developing countries has been in line with 

Gennany' s = interests in this field and to what extent the Ex:: proved 

to be a useful instrurrent to pursue Germany's (changed ?) international 

oojectives; we face several analytical proolems: First, there is a 

<X>l'laiderable difference between policyrnakers' declarations of intention 

[ 

I 
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(objective in a narra-~ sense) and what they think to be politically 

feasible (objective in a broader sense); whenever political cbjectives (in 

. "the narra-~. sense) are noti. achieved, one cannot conclude that efforts have 

been unsucoessful. Second, infonnation about the process of initiatives 

to cause others to partly or fully take into a=unt other than their 

• CMn interests is not available, simply because the rules of the game 

forbid pointing to the loser':" and. to the winner respectively. 

• Considering these general prcblerns, it nearly beCCIIES impossible to 

. '· 

analytically approach the questions at stake; this is especially so, 

·if one realizes that matters related to the "Europe"-issue are handled 

extremely carefully in all member countries and especially policymakers 

in Gennany (due to historical reasons) try to avoid any appearance of 

Gennan daninance in the EX:: and are very keen on proving their 

Europe-rnindedness. Under these cir~tances one is canpelled to base 

one's judgement less on facts but rather on plausibili t:Y considerations. 

This sarewhat unsystematic and arbitrary approach is rendered even rrore 

difficult by the fact-that the sample of cbservable events is rather 

small and that the ccrnpetence of the EX:: with respect to develq:xrent 

policy is restricted to international trade policy. A further field of 

action, where the question of divergence or congruence of cbjectives 

between the EX:: and Gennany might be worth being raised is the o:mplex · 

New International Econanic Order, partly related to international trade 

issues and partly outside the de jure canpetence of the EX::; it is attenpted 

to hannonize individual member countries' attitude tCMards particular 

demands within the &:. 
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Both areas are of extreme relevance for pursuing developnent policy 

in the frailleVork of a glooal strategy. To start with the first, it 

should be recalled that the EX:: is the largest participant in world 

trade; since trade policy- as m=ntioned - has developed into a matter 

of carroon decision making, responsibility for the future of world trade 

largely rests with the Ccmnunity. FurtheJ:IllOre, the most controversial 

issues of trade policy have to do with trade relations between developed 

and developing countries. For the EC there are· both econanic and poll-

tical reasons why much attention should be paid to improving these 

·relations. Econanically, developing countries are important, because 

Third World countries provide a grCHliJ!g market for exports fran lll2Il'ber 

countries. FurtheJ:IllOre, developing countries will increasingly becane 

suppliers for lo.v-priced (that is labour-intensive) manufactured goods 

and continue to export essential raw materials. _An aspect of a Inore 

. political nature is that: the importance of developing countries is 

related to the fact that these countries with their increased self-reliance 

and bargaining pCHler play a pushing role in the design of the principles 

and oojectives of future worldwide econanic relations, which in their 

shape are opposed to what the EC supposes to be beneficial for the world 

econany. Members of. the EC Countries act iil a way reflecting the willingness 

to provide adequate help for developnent; developing countries might 
I 

feel little notion to co-operate with the EC in solving these urgent 

proolerns • 

. In analyzing n= the relationship between the develq:mant of Gennany' s 

. and the EC's policy oojectives, it might be useful to have a closer 

'., lcok at the basic principles underlying the Ccmnunity' s policy measures 

I 
I 

I 
i 

' 1:: 

I 

f 

I 
' 
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-and to =npare them with what could be called the German "ordnungs-

politisches" credo. As it is cx:mnonly knCH/11, the decision for a 

market-type order of the econany probably is the most essential 

characteristic of postwar German eoonanic developnent. 

Political authorities in Germany were and still are very much con

vinced that those elements which constitute the phenotype of a "free 

market econany" - that is, free enterprise, canpetition in product and 

factor markets, multilateral trade and liberal payments with equal 

treatment among partners, mobility of capital and labour - are well 

suited not only to successfully shape internal but also external 

econanic relations; by effectively extending frontiers of investment -

and consurrptions - possibilities for all countries, national welfare 

can be increased and global political s-"bability secured. Similar ideas 

as well have moulded the legal framework of postwar international poll-

tical and econanic relations and run into the concept of worldwide free 

trade and to . the obligation of pursuing liberal carrnercial policies. 

Article 110 of the Rare-Treaty, too, pr=laims free trade to be the 

guiding principle of the Camruni.ty and underlines the liberalization 

of trade in order to pranote the ha.rmoriious develop-rent of the inter

national division of labour [3_/. On.the basis of these-respective state-

rnents of intentions there seems to be a rather far-reaching.similarity 

between the _EX::' s and Germany~ s policy cbjectives. 

Judging fran actual policies, havever, at a first glance there might 

seem to be a concflict. Policymakers in Germany very often tend to 
----------------

point to the fact that in spite of a certain identity·in political 
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interests among member countries, the German range of activity in poli

tically materializing its ONfl liberal COnceptiOns has becane DarrCWer 1 

because certain nerrber countries, which traditionally rely to a greater 

degree on interventionistic practices, do forge ahead with their = 
plans. It is undisputed that decision making in a group involves the 

readiness to offer.and accept campromises. Germany concequently should 

not be blamed, if she could not .. prevent Brussels fran deviating fran 

the path of liberal virtue.S; this would rather be a case to diagnose 

diverging interests between the Ccmnunity and Ge..YTilaily. During the seventies 

when in most countries inflation accelerated, economic grcwth slcwed dONn 

.. ------ --and-unerrployment rose, many .developed countries tried to cope with these 

problems by inplementing or reinforcing barriers to trade. The Federal 

Republic was no exception in this context; it should be regarded as 

being especially serious, hcwever, that the violation of one's. cwn 

. principles did not happen as a )cind of concession in order to arrive at 

an agreement with other Ex:: countries, but was done on Germany's cwn 

authority. Today, as in the past as well, proposals for installing 

non-tariff barriers originate in member countries, and quite contrary 

to the liberal intentions, which probably are more pronounced in 

Germany than in most other member countries, Germany has not only 

supported illiberal practices of the Ex:: by "acting conclusively" but 

also added protection herself. 

In a historical perspective the increasing protectionism of the seventies 

looks like the starting point of a new trend in international trade 

realtions: Since in. the first decades follcwing World War II a con-
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siderable degree of free trade has been achieved under the auspices 

of GA'IT. It was typical of the fifties, hONever, that liberalization . . . 

· was mainly focussed on trade among developed countries rather than .orl 

trade between developed and developing Countries. lliis was partly due 

major export interest to developed·countries and partly due to the 

foundation of. the EOC and EFTA. llie integration of developing countries I 

which took place to a certain extent during this period was, more or 

less, only a by-product of trade liberalization according to the prin

ciple of "most favoured nation" [ 4 _7. Although tariff cuts for products 

for which developing ocuntries have canparative advantages have been 

quite small and although quotas and other fonns of non-tariff barriers 

were maintained or even na>~ly installed, sane developing countries 

were quite successful in expanding exports of manufactured products, mainly 

during the sixties [s_7 ~. lliis export success induced the rise of a ne<~ 

wave of protective measures, whia.'1 in addition to the already prevailing 

tariffs and quotas took the fo:r:m of so-called "voluntary export restraints". 

Among these, the "Arrangements on Cotton Textiles" (LTA) starting in 1961 

was the most prominent one; as a reaction to the installation of the 

non-tariff-type of ''trade .cbstacles the developing countries in connection 

with the UNCTAD I simultaneously started to demand preferential (non-reci-

procal) treatments. It took the EC and other major developed trading 

partners more than 10 years to actually grant preferential treatment (CSP) 

in favour of developing countries. As mentioned earlier, the period of 

gradual liberalization follONing the introduction of the CSP for sane · 

years,· was superseded by the ne>~ protectionistic wave of the seventies. 
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In the course of this wave the LTA was transforrred into the Multi-Fibre-: 

-Agreement (MFA) and further voluntary restraints as well as special 

duties for imports were levied. Obviously in harmony with the interests 

of the member countries (and this includes Germany) the ~cnmunity imposed 

uni-lateral quota restrictions against imports fran Brazil, Hongkong, 

South-Korea, Spain and Taiwan; France additionally insisted on oertifi

cates of origin, thus reinforcing control over imports frc:m developing 

countries. ·'·,. 

In view of these developments, it does not seem to be inappropriate to 

conclude that the EC in spite of a few initiatives for liberalization 

has failed per saldo to meet expectations raised by the EC' s a.v:' state

rnents of in"t<entions. This judgement would quite assuredly hold true for 

the Federal Republic of Germany, since she actively contributed to the 

implementation of illiberal practices, although she herself feels more 

than other member countries espoused to the principles of liberalism. 

To put it in other words: There is no clear ev.idenoe to suspect that the 

EC policy has increasingly been adverse to Germany's interests; there is 

rather much support for supposing that the interests of both have 

developed quite parallelly, at least, as far as policy issues and the 

motivation with which they were "sold" to the public are concerned. 

In connection with this assessment an economist is very muc.'l tempted 

to venture a totally different hypothesis: The Federal Republic of 

Germany herself has damaged her very cwn economic (political) interests 
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by keeping in step with the Canmunity with rest:ect to trade policies, 

instead of either using her increasing political reputation for taking 

the lead in effectively enforcing liberal policies in the EC or 

pioneering respective policies in other international forums. Tne 

supposed validity of this hypothesis rests on the e.'q)erience that 

protection induced by unerrployme.r,t and sluggish econan:Lc grallt.."'l has 

never been an appropriate means to improve the econan:Lc record. In 

other words: So far, no one has succeeded in proving that a trade 

policy aiming at improving the international allocation of econan:Lc 

activities and increasing welfare is unsuited in situations as described 

above. Tne argument supporting protection in order to improve employrrent 

omits that the degree of auployment in an economY ge.'lerally can only be 

·regulated via incaues policy (and sanetimes via demand-oriented approac,"':tes). 

Tne experience of the thirties strikingly shcws that t.l-Je application of 

protective measures in favour· of cbsolete industries tends to strengthe.rt 

desintegrating tendencies. It is only too obvious that developing 

countries' prost:ects to grew (with the exception of the major petroleum 

and mineral exporting developing countries) would tl-Jen be negatively 

affected and that ur1der these circumstances t.l-Je gro;.1th potential in 

develot:ed muntries would .be reduced as well. Consequently, e::e.rt u.rtder 

unfavourable conditions at hane, policymakers in Germany and other develo;xod 

countries would be well advised to further liberalize. 

It might be objected in this connection, t.l-Jat the range for further 

liberalization is not as large as one might expect, given the various 

liberalization efforts Which, aside fran sane ne,v protective measures, 

I 

i 
' I 
I • f 
f 
! 
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have been made by the EC. It is true t.l-lat on the whole the volume of 

trade which today is subject to tariffs and other regulations is still 

smaller than ...: let's say - during the fifties. But - as already me .. '1tiOr£d -

protection of the last years has sha-m a tendency to increase and t.l-lere 

is a latent danger of new interventions which will probably do more 

harm to investors in developing countries than the level of protection 

itself [6_7. 

As to the present level of protection· .. for whic.'1 the EC bears respcnsi-

bility, it is determined by the general discrimination against imports 

fro.-u all non-merrber 'countries and - what is more sigDificant - by 

several special protective measures against developing countries (quotas 
. ' 

and expert restraint agreements). Tne general discrimination is a result 

of the Ci::rnmon Agricultural Policy and a result of the tariff scherne, whici1 

is more disadvantageous towards developing than developed countries, 

since protection is highest for t.l-lose activities where developing 

countries are most.likely.competitive i-7_7. 

Much hope has been tied by developing oountries to the General Scheme 

of Preference, which came into existence in 1971. It was eA-pected t.'1at 

the scheme would ·improve the access to the EC member COUI1tries' markets 

thus counterweighting at least partly t.l-le discrimination effects against 

developi.t'1g countries resulting fran the above mentioned elements of 

the EC' s proteci::.;i,ve system. F;i.rst einpiricai assc~ilmants of the preferential 

effects give rise to the conclusion that the GSP so far was not very 

successful in creating additional trade with developing countries ar1d 
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even has resulted in intra-h'est European trade creation; t.l-tis was mainly 

due to the fact t.~at regulations agreed upon, are inccrrplete~ since 

they are - generally speaking -.more generous t.fle less ccrnpetitive 

the developing oountries' export products are a..Dd the more inelastic 

the eJ-.'port supply is. Additionally, there are ceilings for a nurnber of 

products of special export interest to develcping oountries (in particular 

textiles, leather goods, footwear, petroleum products) restricting the 

access to the import market of one or more of the liberalizing ooun-

tries [s-_7. In view of these ec~aracteristics ar1d the trade effects 

resulting fran it, one has to conclude that the welfare gains of the 

GSP have not been very substantial. 

An evaluation of the Community's trade policy vis a vis developLDg 

countries would be ·in=rrplete vli thout referring. to the Co.m10n Agri-

cultural Policy and to the L<::me Conventions ; as to t.~e former, it is 

especially interesting to knav that t.~e D2 's Agricultural .Policy per 

saldo has not changed the individual member country's (including Germany-'s) 

agricultural protection vis a vis third oountries. T'nis fact seerrs to 

be another indicator for the hypothesis that there has been no specific 

need for Germany to act on her am because protectionistic interests 

have well been represented by protectionistic D2 policies. It has to 

be added t.~at the agricultural protec-u,on, ho..;ever, was not deliberately 

directed against developing oountries, though it negatively affected 

these countries as a group most, due to the restri~cive handling of 

their food exports and L'directly due to t.~e practice of tr~oNing 

subsidized D2-surpluses on the world market; the latt<;>r definitely 
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increased the. inherent instability of wcirld food markets via arti-

.. ·· ·--- ·--,--fici:aJ:ly-1avering world ·market priees affecting allbcation processes 

in developing'coun~ies.L-9_/. 

. 1 ..• 

. ' 

As to the Lc:n'le Convention (which canprises a whole set of various ob

jectives) there are. two aspects which merit special attention: trade 

. regulations and stabilization of export earnings fran developing 

countries (STABEX) • 'lhe Convention enlarged the n1ll11ber of associated 

countries (by sane Ccmnonwealth and African countries) and grants -

with the exception of same agricultural products - tariff-free access 

to the &:-market. The EX:: has renounced the principle of reciprocity 

but insists on the application of the most favoured nation principle. 

While the trade effects altcgether might be judged to be predaninantly 

favourable to developing countries - although the Convention leaves much 

roan for emergency protection - the econanic effects of STABEX are sane-

what arrbiguous. Politicians in Gel:many and elsewhere tend to highly 

value the STABEX-sdieme with regard to the benefits developing countries 

cari derive fran a stabilization.of their export earnings. According to 

the scheme, a country dependent on the exports of certain primary 

ccmrodities gets financial support (loan) in the case where its export 

earnings fall belcw a. certain agreed-upon level (it has to repay this 

transfer in t:imes when the respective export earnings exceed the target 

level) . Stabilization of export earnings actually inproves the econanic 

situation of developing countries, since they are "protected" against 

the risks of extremely bad supply and denand conditions; furthermore, 

·the greater stability of the foreign exchange (loan) inflo.~ definitely 

. I 
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inproves certainty for planning purposes. At a second glance, it seems 

as if the EX: possibly has even aggravated the developing countries' 

situation and at the sama time damaged its = interests; this notion 

is based on the follaring considerations: Firstly, the fact that the 

Scheme cx::mbines the ccxrpensation of export instabilities with a transfer 

of resources to "loan" recipients has very much aggravated the prd:>lem 

of directing the transfers to the most destitute countries. Secondly, 

the system proved to be too rigid to se=e a pranpt placing and 

, repayment of loans, they•thus occasionally assumed a procyclical 

nature [1Q.f. 'Ihirdly, the favoured position of specific countries' con

centrations on primary cx:mncxllties in getting loans (as =npared to other 

export activities) at ti.Ires when export earnings were .decreasing has 

tended to furnish the primary sector with an additional attractiveness 

for investors and governments; this can- with respect to an efficient 

international division of labour - result in an econanically inefficient 

ell version of productive resources in the non-ITI311ufacturing sector. 'Ihe 

positive welfare effects of an increased stability in export earnings 

may well be oubleighted by welfare losses accruing fran allocative 

inefficiencies (n7. 

As to the distributive effects of the STABEX-Scheme, only countries with 

excessive fluctuations in their export earnings benefit fran transfers. 

It is not at all clear whether such fluctuations are really a reesonable 

criterion for the decision to financially support a developing country. 

Hew questionable such a regulation in practice might turn to be can 

easily be demonstrated by the follcwing example: Under the I.ane Conven

tiOn a relatively highly developed country, with quite unstable export 
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earnings, might well benefit far ~rore fran being granted loans without 

any Obligation to pay interest than an economically weaker developing 

country with stable El)(J?Ort earnings, which has no access to privileged 

·loans according to the regulations of the STABEX Scher:ne. Furthe=re, 

the. built-in relationship between the amount of transfer payrrents and 

the extent of export fluctuations (the resouroe transfers are the 

·greater the higher the export instability is) tends to provoke govern

ments in developing countries to deliberately hold actual export 

earnings belav the reference-level; this has happened several times 

in the mid-seventies [12_7. 

While the analysis so far has not been able to provide much evidenoe 

for the assumption that the EC policy vis a vis developing countries 

has not been in line with Gennany's policymakers~ interests in the 

field of trade policies, it seems as .if the Gennan Federal Government 

has tried to at least partly go it's avn way as regards tj1e ongoing 

discussions about the New International Economic Order (NIED). Although 

there is no legal Obligation for EC roember countries to jointly negotiate 

NIID-matters, there has been unarilinity within the Carmunity that the 

EC should try to politically act with "one vote". 

As is well knavn, developing countries - especially "the group of 77" -

have been intensifying their demands for a reorganization of the existing 

economic order sinoe 1974; cun-ent discussions and negotiations ma:inly 

canter around .proposals for an lntegrated Ccmrodity Prograrnre, put forward 

by tJNCTAD, which definitely has .beo::me the central element for an envisaged 

\ 
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refo:rm of international trade with primary carma:lities. 'I11e Prograrrrre 

seeks to improve the developing oountries' terms of trade vis a vis 

developed oountries .and to secure a transfer of resources to the 

"'I11ird World;,· by establishing or improving intel:national a:>mno::lity agree-
· .. 

ments for those primary a:mnodities which play an important role in the 

exports of developing oountries and by raising the price trend for 

carma:lity exports. 'I11is prograrrrne has to be regarded as a reaction to 

both the realizatio:n that the chances for achieving a worldwide catelli-

. zation of carrr.cdities a la OPEC are small and the experience that the 

success of the existing carma:lity agreerrents has altogether been un

satisfactory. By negotiating multilaterally about international regu

lations for several corrrncdities it is hoped that not o:nly a hiS!"her degree 

of stability will be realized but also financial requirements" for the 

Cam10n Fund envisaged for the system of buffer-stocks will be minimized. 

'I11e-fourth Conference on Trade and Developrent in Nairobi in 1976 revealed 

a fundamental· disoord between developing and industrial countries, the 

latter being unable to offer. negotiable alternatives to the. proposed lines 

and without a clear concept of the .implications of the developing 

countries demands •. 

Ta:lay the on6e rather stable front within less developed and industrial 

countries has proven to be rather unstable. While sane industrial countries 

are still reluctant to give in to the demands of the 'I11ird World, others -

among them rrost of the. EC member countries - are prepared to rreet them 

without arguing much about the oonsequences. On the other side the 

de~lopj.ng coWltries ,;~re beginning to sha.v dishannony; couptries who are 
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important suppliers of individual comnodities on the world market are not 

prepared to transfer national interests ·to an international carrncdity 

authority. 

· 'Ihe Federal Republic of Germany obviously did not feel that her interests 

were adequately represented by the position taken by the majority of the 

El: countries. 'Ihese more or less sho.ved willingness to widely agree to 

the formation of price-raising cartels by primary canmcdity producing 

countries, to the stabilization of =moclity prices by forming inter-

national corrmodity agreerrents between producing and consuming countries, 

. to the stabilization of foreign exchange earnings by a system of =n-

pensating finance and to the restructuring of the world industrial pro-
, I . . 

' duction . in a way t which increases the share of developing countries 

fran approximately 7 percent (1976) to 25 r)ercent by the year 2CIXJ. 

Furthermore, many developed countries did not seem to have much reser-

vation against the developing countries' demand to claim the right to 

.nationalize foreign investment according to the standards of national 

rather than of international law. 

In light of this position taken by other El: countries it is rather easy 

to understand why the German Federal Government during the course of the 

various international negotiation rounds was labeled a "hardliner", i.e. 

for defending an alternative solution to the problem which lies within 

a market framework. 'lhis position is based on the conviction that a 

. "New World Order" along the suggested lines is not only bound to fail 

with respect to the objectives of stabilization but also against the 

genuine interests of the developed als well as the developing countries. 
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The econanic arguments and errpirical findings by which Germany's con

tention is backed up, are complex and can only briefly be sUITUT~arized 

here: 

(a) Experiences with administered markets shcw that there is an 

inherent tendency to develop an autonanous life. The irnpleiTP-..ntation 

, .... of buffel:'-stock ·systems to regulate worldwide =rmcx:lity markets 
' 

would no·doubt::result in a gigantic system with excessive admi

nistration costs; it would also be expected to. collapse. under the 

burden of exorbitant financial requirements. 

(b) Econanic and social costs of primary carrncdity storage will be 

substantial because buffer-stock systems by definition require: 

·the input of scarce resources to produce raw materials simply 
·. 

for the purpose of being stored. These ccsts will be .the. higher the 

more relative prices are distorted (that is, the more the adrni-

nistered price deviates fran the relative scarcity-value) thus 

preventing an econanically rational exploitation of natural 

resources. 

(c) Like all traditional methods of r<M material price stabilization 

the Integrated Ccmnodity Progranme poses a major problem, that of 

a correct prognosis of prices, the solution to which detei:rnines 

whether the prograrnne will have the desired results. Under nonnal 

ccndi tions consuming and producing countries will have different 

· expectations about the price developnent. If this were not the 
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case, price fluctuations would not exist and a "remedy" like 

the prograrrme would not be necessary. As erroneous prognosis 

of prices will lead to unwarranted transfers of incane .either 

fran producing to oonsuming oountries or vice versa, depending· 

on whether actual price develofillel1ts are· belCM or above the 

fixed price. There are several reasons why price forecasts are 

virtually impossible. First, we don't knCM enough about the 

development of relative productivity or about hew it affects 

. prices. Second, the basis of any prognosis is past develOj:l11eilt. 

Once a system of administered prices is in operation we no longer 

have a basis for prognosis since it is unlikely that such prices 

reflect an equilibrium situation; such data cannot be used to 

estiJnate future trends. Third, even if it were possible to have 

a carnmonly agreed oorrect foresight on. future prices, speculation 

would smooth .price trends,\ and scherres like the Integrated Cc:mro

di ty Programne would no longer be necessary. [13]. 

(d) Possibilities to successfully raise prices by the cartel-type of 

agreements. for the carmodities envisaged, are small, because 

developing countries' share in world exports and output (and for 

minerals: share in world reserves) for most carmodities is not 

very large,. because the price elasticity of world demand for the 

respective carmodities as well as the price elasticity of supply 

fran "outsiders" are rather high, because canpetition fran sub-

stitutes is strong and because the vulnerability of cartel merrbers 

to econanic retaliation by ·consuming countries is high as well. 
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(e) Assuming price stabilization could be realized, this would not 

autanatically lead to a stabilizing of export earnings, because if 

the causes of price-instability are supply-determined, a success-

ful stabilization of prices tends to increase instability. of 

export earnings. 

(f) In a developnent context it is not at all sure whether an in-

crease of income in the carmodi ty producing sector - provided 

it can be achieved·by the proposed measures - is an efficient. 

way of reducing the welfare gap between developing and industria-

lized countries. 'Ihis point is of pac-ticular importc;nce if 

one visualizes the fact that most of the developing countries are 

net-importers of primary canmodities and thus would have to 

suffer net welfare losses. Since unstable export market conditio:1S 

are more unfavourable to econcmic grcwth the higher the degree 

of concentration on a fEW export gcods, developing cour1tries · 

should attempt to diversify their production structure - based of 

course on their canparative advantage - rather than to rely on 

irrproving existing traditional structures. In vie\vOf the relatively 

high demand elasticities of incaue for manufactures such a strate--gy 

should predcminantly be biased to manufactured products. 

(g) Achieving an accelerated industrialization prccess in developing 

·countries implies that the advantages of a specific factor endo.v-

ment can be exploited by specializing in the production and export 

of raw material-intensive goods. 'Ihe whole potential for manufac-

turing, ho.vever, has not been exhausted yet, arld it is not likely 
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that.a realization of the Uh~AD-Programme will help to induoe 

these activities. 'I'nere are two reasons for this notion: 

<H The stabilization of corrrnodity prices - provided it can be 

aQ~ieved - on an artificially high level tends to discriminate 

against industries, including those which process natural 

resources. 

(2) Co.umodity overpricing creates additional adjustment pressures 

in industrial countries which might slacken gravth, thus 

narraving the range for capital-aid for the purpose of in-

vestment. in the developing countries' manufacturing sector. 

'I'nese arguments for a long time have been the "bac.'<bone" of Germany's 

strict refusal of the developing countries' NIED-demands. 'I'ne developing 

countries' constant 13fforts to ·blame Bonn for taking a "reactionary" 

position and to politically isolate Gerinany in certain areas of t.~e 

'I'nird World, together with Gennany's c;,m perception that North-South 

Relations can probably not be solved by rrerely "shaving off" the adva'1-

tages of the market mechanism, might have been reason in the rece,"1t past 

to reconsider this attitude. It seems as if, by pointing to the necessity 

of admavledging "political priorities", the ranking of criteria within 

the decision-making bcdies might have changed. It is quite in line 

wit.ll the ne;v concept that Gerrr\any nav p:ci.Ilc:ipally seems to be prepared 

to financially support indivigual buffer-stocks and to regard tl)e 

"Corrmon Fund" basically as a "clearing pocl" for t.lle individual carm:r 

dity agreements. Other member oountries of the EC, hCN1ever, still are 
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willing (if one can rely on official statements· of delegations) to 

accept the developing countries' "maximum derrend"-approaC!'. 

IV. S\llffi1al:y 

In summarizing the findings of this paper it can be concluded, that -

-in-a--narrcw sense - there has been a rather high- degree of congruency 

of developrnent policy cbjectives between the European Ccmnunity and 

Gennany. Evaluating the development policies, ho:vever, shcws that the 
. 

EC as well as C'€rmany clearly damctge their cwn long-tenn econanic and 

political objectives by pursuing policies which are rrotivated with 

short-tenn arguments; this holds especially true for the field of inter-

national .trade relations. As far as the rrore fundamental issue of· 

shaping the future world economy is concerned the picture is even 

more diffused: Tne Gennan Federal Republic has taken a strong, puristic 

market-economy-stand frc:m the very beginning; in the ccurse of the 

discussions she . has . atterrpted to prevent the Camnmi ty to jointly agree 

on a system where the market mechanism is replace-d by an ex-ante 

co-ordination of investment decisions between governments. In L'le mean-

time the C'€rman position has changed; parallel to the emergence of a 

more sceptical attitude.in o"b'ler EC countries with respect to supporting 

the creqtion of a glcbal system of administered markets (without a 

residual world market which could take the function of a valve for 

excess production); the Gennan position has becc:me more pragmatic by 

offering ccnpranises in various hi th2rto rejected proposals . Furthennore, 

it see;ns that the developing countries' political pressures on Gennany 

have induced a fundamental reconsideration of basic criteria of decision-

-making, giving more err,::hasis to political rather than econanic 

priorities. 
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D. Introduction 

The question assigned to me in this paper \·Jas formulated 

as "how and whether the evolution of EC policies or other effects 

resulting from the formation of the Community have modified the 

structure of Germany's economy. ~loreover, hm1 has German policy 

responded to the formation of the EC". 

In sue~ generality it is quite impossible to give conclusive 

answers. First, the question of the impact of the EC on the German 

economy depends on what would have happened otherwise. Most analy

ses take the status quo as benchmark, but it is not unthinkable that 

Germany would have liberalized unilaterally its foreign trade. Still 

another reasonable hypothesis is that tariff concessions within GATT 

would have liberalized world trade much more without the EC than with 

the EC. A second difficulty for finding adequate answers to the ques

tions asked is that what one would like to know ultimately are the ef-

fects on the welfare of German citizens of the formation of the EC. 

Thus, to show for example that tariff reductions for trade within the EC have· 

increased intra-EC trade is not enough for proving that there are eco

nomic. gains. But to track down· the \vel fare effects of many policies 

is not an easy task. Unfortunately, the difficulties do not end here. 

Industrial policy covers such a wide range of actions that one cannot 

analyze all of them in detail. It is also not obvious how to delineate 

industrial policy since most policies have effects on industrial 

structure and performance. 

Industrial policy is generally defined as a set of policies that 

deal with market imperfections, usually in a specific and discriminatory 

manner in contrast to macroeconomic policy. The goal of industrial 

policy is to assist industries in various ways. The moti0ation be

hind this goal may reflect concern with welfare of the country (full 

employment,rapid growth) or with welfare of some interest groups 

(capital owr1ars. workers in a pclrtictJlar area, etc.·). By this defini-

tion~ pDlicies such as regional, social. and labor merket policies 'are 

examples of ir1dustrial policy. 
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3. 

1. Germany and market integration \•li thin the EC 

The Rome Treaty layed out a step-wise process of integration 

from a customs union via an economic union toward, eventually, a 

political union. 

The customs union had been achieved, through several stages. by 

1968. It represents a geographical area where goods circulate without any 

j;ari ffs bBing imposed on them. With respect to tradB c;i th non-member coun

tries there is a common tariff. A common market woulcj .require, in addition, 

that there be no discriminatory measures applied to producers 

from the different countries of the EC, such a subsides, differential 

tax treatments, etc. In the present section we shall assume the exis

tence of a common market and discuss some problems, related to this 

assumption
1
in the next section. The reason for this procedure is 

that tariff policy by its own has created a customs union while other 

measures of industrial policy are necessary to achieve the common 

market. 

Creation of and adherence to the EC has always been supported 

by German governments for primarily political reasons. Economic con

siderations have been clearly secondary. The participants of the 

Spaak-Cornmi ttee expressed however the conviction, shared by German in

dustry, that a common market would be highly beneficial for Germany. 

in economic· terms. This c;as one of the arguments used by France to 

obt.ain compensation through an arrangement for agricultural products. 

Whether or not the Common f~arket has been beneficial for Germany 

or for German industry depends, amoung other, on what one considers 

as the adequate basis for comparison. The Minister for Economic 

Affairs of the 1950's, Ludwig Erhardt, was never a stout supporter 

of the EC on economic grounds. He rightly defended the viewpoint 

that world-wide trade liberalization would not only be welfare supe

rior_for the world but also for Germany. Worldwide trade liberali

zation may have encountered greater difficulties than formation of a 

Common i·1arket for E;Jrope end one rnay t.he;_~efore consider this c:Jlterna-

tive as one that would not have been fully realized. However. econo-

mists are able to show that even unilateral tariff rBductions are 
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welfare superior to a customs union(~) It was th~refore considered 

safe to argue that Germany's membership of the Common Market could 

not have been motivated primarily by reasons of economic efficiency. 

However, had the Common Market provided a solution inferior to the 

status quo it.would be difficult to believe that no major interest 

group objected to joining the EC. In particular, since German 

industry supported strongly the EC one would expect that at least 

industry counted on substantial gains .. It seems therefore worthwile 

to look at the possible gains ar losses for Germany and German indus

try and their distribution among factors of production. 

Traditionally, analyses have been focussed on static effects 

that are due to improved efficiency brought about by a reallocation 

of resources. They shift. the growth path without, however, affecting 

the growth rate. Let us start with this argument. 

Within the EC domestic industry is not protected anymore from· 

competition arising from other member countries. More efficient 

producers might be expected to capture market shares of less efficient 

producers. Going back to Viner one may distinguish trade creation 

where production shifts from one community country to another and 

trade diversion where production is deplaced from a non-member coun

try to a member country. I i1lustrate the argument for the case of 

trade creation, and for a particular market. 

( 1JA d" . f th" · 1scuss1on o 1S 1SSLie, and the relevant references, can be 
found in Krauss (1972). Agains this view one might, however, 
argue that trade liberalization does not give as much assurance 
against reversals to protectionism as does the EC, so that the 
two al tarnatives are not directly comparabl8. Furthan:~ore. the 
objec~ive has not baan to create a customs unio~~ but 
a common market with all other discriminatory measures eliminated~ 

., · .. 
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Figure 1 depicts demand of and supply for a particular product in 

Germany •. Suppose that before creation of the EC imports from other 

EC countries are offered at a price p, on which a tariff rate t 

was imposed. Domestic consumption is equal to C, production occurs 

at B and the amount BC is imported. In a Common Market imported goods 

are offered at price p. Domestic consumption increases to D, im

ports to AD and production drops to A. 

What is the gain from integration ? It is the sum of the two 

hatched triangles, since part of what consumers gain::is compensated 

by a loss of producers' surplus (a) and a loss of tariff revenues 

CSJ. 

Thus, increased competition leads to a reallocation of resources 

in favor of more efficient producers. Moreover, this leads to a 

redistribution of income from industry and government to consumers. 

There are at least t~o disturbing facts about this:analysis. 

One relates to thP size of the ~ain from integra~ion ; the othsr 

to income redistribution. 
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Empirical studies of the trade creation, trade diversion 

effects all reach the conclusion that the gain is inferior to 
I ( 1 ) 

1 % of GNP for the EC and for any individual country. From 

Figure 1 we obtain some idea why these gains are insignificant. 

We cah compute the surface of the two triangles very easily if 

we assume that the slope :of the supply and demand curves are 

ident[cal. In absolute terms the results will not be much affec-
' 

ted by a violation of this hypothesis. We now simply have to 

multiply 

with 1the 

the increase· in imports due to the formation of the EC 

tariff rate and divide by 2. 

' I 

Prewo ( 1974) 'has estimated that by 1970 trade creation was 

completed and amounted to 40 % of total imports. Applying the 

average tariff rate of 10 % (before joining the EC) and dividing 

by 2 lone' obtains 2 %. This figure can be related to GNP by mul

tiplication with the weight of imports in domestic absorption. 

This [has been between 20-25 % in Germany so that we obtain 1/2 % 

GNP. Prewo's results are rather on the high side compared to 

others. On the other hand, had I taken an effective protection 

rateithis would have amounted to 15% rather than the 10% of the 

average tariff rate. Anyhow, the gains seem fairly small and in

sufficient to warrant integration efforts. 
I • 

' 

How has Germany fared compared to partner countries ? Accor

ding I to Prewo German imports increased more (in relative terms) 

than Dutch and Belgian imports but less than Italian or French. 

Thisiis due to the fact that German tariff protection before 1958 

was intermediate to these two sets of countries. Hence, the gain 

from trade creation· was roughly uniform for all countries. 

6. 

or less of 

Within Germany who benefitted from trade creation ? According to 

Figure 1 consumers gained while producers lost. How then is it 
I 

possible that industry supported the EC while consumers had no par-

ticular attitude ? 

( 1] I _ 
Balassa (1975, p. 11ol arrives at 0.15 %of GNP. Miller and 

Sp_encer ( 1977 J ~using a general equilibrium approach, arrive 
at 0.15 %for the UK . . ' . 

.. ·J 
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I think several important aspects for the assessment of 
' . I 

gains for a particular country are neglected in Figure 1 and 
I 

some of tnem also in the literature. 

(il I _have only talked about trade creation. It is often 

argued that the interest of German industry consists in trade 

diversion. Since some of the most important competitors of 

German industry are outside the EC (USA, Japan, Canada, and 

until :1973 all EFTA countries) . the Common Market discriminates 

in favor of German industry. Similarly, the Common Agricultural 

Policy discriminates in favor of French agriculture and to the 

detriment of overseas'producers. I. tend not to giv~ much weight 

to this argument. First, the structures of EC economies are quite 

similar so that there is a high degree of competition. Second, 

for most. manufactured goods the common tariff does not provide 

significant protection. This viewpoint is also supported by 

7. 

the empirical studies that reach the conclusion that there 

has been very little, if at aJI, trade diversion for industriaLproducts. 

(ii) When the overall gains for the EC are computed it is 

sufficient to analyze imports under the assumption of a given 

price. When we look at one country we have to consider exports 

as well. Resources that are deplaced by import competition are 

being absorbed by those industries, or product lines, that increa

secexports to preserve trade balance. 

pric s 

c 

price/' 

0 

; . ':[[1 ill-, . ~ 
l- I 
I 

0 

.------------------------------- ___ ,_ . ' -·-··----------------------
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Figure 2(a] shows demand and supply in the rest of the EC. 

Figure 2(b) demand and supply in Germany. For simplicity 

suppose that tariffs before forming the EC were such as the 

prevent trade. The price in Germany is then P, the price in 

the rest of the EC PR. Elimination of the intra-EC tariff 

now leads to exports from Germany to the rest of the EC at the 

equilibrium price P . The net gain for Germany is equal 
c 

to the hatched triangle. German consumers actually experience 

a drop in welfare that is, however, exceeded by_ the gain of 

German producers. 

This elementary consideration is important because it pro

vides at least-partial answers to the two problems posed by the 

previous analysis. 

First, the overall welfare gain for Germany is not adequa

tely measured by looking at imports only. We have to add gains 

accruing at the export side. They are equal to the increase in 

exports induced by intra-Et tariff reductions (AB) times the 

increase in German export prices due to larger supply, divided 

by 2. The gain obtained on the import side may then be doubled. 

But even then, the total gain is still fairly small. 

Second, and more important, income is redistributed toward 

8. 

· producers. However, since German industry loses on some products 

and gains on others it is not possible to establish whether it rea

lizes net gains. At any rate, they cannot be substantial so that 

~Je still need more. convincing reasons. 

(iii) So far it has been assumed that demand and supply cur

ves are unaffected by integration. This may be a useful assump

tion for demand but not for supply. We may distinguish two types 

of efficiency allocative efficiency (i.e., how resources are 

attributed to different activities) and X-efficiency. The latter 

concept applies to the organizational efficiency within firms. 

It is indeed often arg1Jed that market integration does eliminata 

slack. forces firms to search for ne\.-1 products and the best pro-
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I 

duction methods, etc. In other words, the supply curves in 

figures 1 and 2 shift dowm·•ards, increasing therefore producer 

surplus. This is shown by the hatched area in figure 3. 

'p 

-4~--------------------------~~ 
quantity 

Figure 3 

Similar gains may also be realized on the export side where they 

would also affect extra-community trade. 

It is difficult to. obtain numerical estimates for ·.this gain 

!l. 

in productivity. Balassa (1975) uses an estimate by Walters (1963], 

according to which in the first half of the centrury a doubling 

of inputs in the U.S. non-agricultural sector was accompanied by 

an approximately 130 percent increase. in output. This estimate 

includes the effects of intensified competition and of economies 

of .scale. Balassa then calculates a 2.3 percent of GNP gain for 

the EC. I consider this estimate too high for Germany. First, 



the German market and available export markets even in the ab

sence of the EC, are large enough to allow German industry to 

fully exploit potential economies of scale~ 11 There are a few 

exceptions such as nuclear energy, aircrafts and computers-but 

for those products an integrated market does not exist anyhow. 

10. 

Second, with regard to Xcefficiency, the gains are certainly substantia

~ly lower for German industry than for the French and Italian 

industries. Germany was less tariff protected than those coun-

tries, has been less interventionist on internal markets and 

less defensive to foreign ·investments. Due to this more liberal 

environment competition on most German markets has been fiercer 

than in Italy and France, allowing less slack to exist. 

Thus, we have again to add something to the total welfare 

gain - a gain well below 2 %. In figure 3 it is assumed that 

foreign productivity remains constant. If this is not the 

case then both domestic consumers and producers benefit. 

(iv) Another possible source of gain is following. Suppose 

that due to rigidities and distorsions in the economy th~val~e of the margi

nal productivity of factors of production is not equalized throughout the 
economy. For example, unskilled agricultural workers tend to 

earn less than unskilled construction workers. Now , thos8 sec-

tors where value-added per unit of capital is lowest are the most 

liable to see their activity reduced through integration. If we 

a~sume that the amount of labor and capital released in figure 1 

is used to expand production in figure 2(b) then this argument 

amounts to saying that the·area under the supply curve with base 

AB in figure 1 is less than the area under the supply curve with 

·base CB in figure 2(b). Total value-added thus would be augmented 

inereasing ~ither the real wage rate or profits, or both. 

( 1 )···1· d H h ·• '·1"7~' h •h ·t . ·11 . · l1!J 1ar ,Jn , oc re1 Ler 1. ~, _; s, ot-1 " a 1n .::.1 incustri9S of 
their sample total sales ex~eed several times minimum optimal 
plant scale. 
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AgaitFI am agnostic about the numerical importance of this 

argument for German industry~ 1 )Within industry there are fewer 

distorsions in Germany than in most partner countries. And pre

cisely in those sectors where productivity is low no significant 

change has occurred. For example, a shift of resources from agri

culture to industry could have significantly increased value

added. But this shift is being prevented by national support po

licies as well as the Common Agricultural Policy. Other examples 

can be found such as the railways, naval construction, etc. 

11. 

(vl Integration allows a higher degree of specialization. If 

comparative advantage leads to a resource reallocation toward those 

industries that are fast-growing then integration affects not only 

static efficiency of the economy but'also its growth rate. Balassa 

(1975) shows, however, that there has been very little inter-indus

try reallocation of resources (but substantial intra-industry real

location~l~in the EC. In section 2 I have a closer book at indus

trial structure and show that the share of fast-growing industries 

has not increased in Germany since 1958, in contrast to what hap

pened in other countries of the EC. It seems therefore that real

locations may not have had a significant impact on the growth rate

which has been fairly low in Germany since the mid-sixties. 

(1 )Gains could be somewhat larger if increased international compe
tition reduces also monopoly power on domestic markets. In 
view of the probably minor effect of the EC on competition in 
Germany and the well-known insignificance of those welfare gains 
the results would not much affected. Moreover, optimal firm 
size adjusts to larger market size. The increase in concentration 
has been such in the. EC that it is not clear whether market power 
has r·eally been rBduced. 
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(vi) Resource relallocation through higher competition should 

obey the dictates of factor-proportion theory. Since Germany is gene-
' 

rally considered as a capital-rich country the Stolper-Samuelson theo-

ry implies that real rates of return to capital should hal!e benefitted 

from intra-EC trade liberalization, to the detriment of wages. As I 

shaLl argue in section 3 labor immigration had similar effects. 

Although no counter-proof of these propositions, Table I shows 

that profit-rates .in most industries follow a downward trend since 1858. 

Other phenomena, such as higher competition, increasion union power, 

and increased taxation may more than offset the above arguments. 

(l!ii) Formation of a Common Market also may have·affected the terms of 

trade. Petith (1877) situates the terms of trade gains for the EC 

between 0.3 and 1.0 percent of GNP for the EC. It is easy to show 

(see Petith, p. 266) that the largest terms of trade gains b'elong to 

the members that are either small or had the lower initial tariffs. 

An estimate for Germany is thus well below these figures and can be 

considered as insignificant. 

(viiil Integration effects on investment and saving are often 

mentionned in the literature. I shall not review them since no strong 

theoretical argument or empirical finding is available. 

However, in Table lithe evolution of investment from 1858 to 

1870 is shown on a sectoral basis. This evolution is, of course, also 

due to other factors than the EC. But, at any rate, investment rates 

in most sectors have declined, sometimes substantially, from 1958/64 

to 1964/70. Also the rythm of replacing labor by capital has slowed 

down (we return to this problem in section 3). 

(ixl In order to show the interests for industry to join the 

EEC it may be more relevant to compute gains relative to industry's 

share in GNP than relative to GNP itself. This share is rou~hly equal to 

50·~ so· that all results should be doubled to obtain thR relevant gain 

for indust.ry. ,!.'l.dding (iJ to (viii i t-.hen yields •"~ r"!on-n::~gl:i.gec~h.~2 p?.T'-

centags of value-added by industry. 
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TABLE I 

Profits in selected industries 
1958, 1964 and 1970 (percentages) 
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I TABLE II 
Investment and labor-saving effects of investment. 

/in selected industries 1958-1970 
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l(xl The customs union was ·only considered as a step towarsJ 

an economic union. German industry miglit ·hav_e expected 
I 

that .policy makers . at the EC level will understand and represent 
I 

'15. 

the inter'ests of industry as has been the case in the national frame
i 

work. Th~ benefits from a European representation in international 
I 

issues subh as tra6e agreements, north-south dialogues, etc. are like-

i 1 · t · th ha·rmonl-zation of ·the ly to be substantial . of simi ar lmpor ance lS e 
I • . 

iriterrial business climate and the soclo-legal framework. 

I 

From this discussion I derive the following conclusions. 

There ar~ overall gains from integration. The traditional calcula

tions of 1 static reallocation gains is certainly an underestimation 

of those' gains and fails to show what motivates. German industry to 
I 

support the EC. I then argued that there are a variety of possible 
I 

addition~l gains for German industry
1
some representing income re-

distribution toward industry. Hence, the gains for German industry 

are quite substantial so that it is easily understood why industry 

was favorable to joining the EC. However, adding up all possible 

gains still does not yield impressive sums for the German economy. 

It also seems that while the adjustment to an integrated market was 

less painful to the German industry than to others, because structure 

and performance was high at the outs,et, the gains cannot exceed those 

of other ,.cou-~tries -~. Moreover, since I discarded the trade diversion 

argument ;for German industry, a free trade arrangement (multilaterally 

or unilaterally) would have been still better. 
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2. Ind~strial policy in Germany and the EC 

In the preceding section I have argued that the gains from 

the integration of product markets cannot have been substantial for 

Germany although more important for German industry. The arguments 

have to be extended into two directions. First, increased competi

tion and reallocation of economic activity is sometimes painful 
I 

16. 

and cosfly. We have therefore to discuss changes in economic struc-

ture and the policy measures aimed at easing the adjustment process. 

Second,,more than a customs union has been:achleved by European in

dustria[ policy. Factor market integration is relegated to section 3. 

Other do~estic or EC policies are discussed in this section. 
. . i 

2.1. Cha~ges in industrial structures 

As mentionned already in section 1 the EC has not led to vast 

inter-industry shifts. In no country have we seen entire industries 

disappekr due to lower productivity than elsewhere in the EC. Partly 

this is I due to defensive measures taken by governments. Althoug~ the 

Rome Treaty allows for such measures to ease adjustment the extent to which ' . 
nationaR governments have recourse to such policies is clearly outside the 
spiritOf the Rome Treaty. 

I Another reason is that, in general, technology, factor propor

tions and market structure vary substantially from product to product 

so that relative competitiveness also varies from product to product, 

leading. to intra-industry specialization. The speed of adjustment 
i 

is in this:case much higher and the cost substantially lower than 
I 

with infer-industry specialization. Reallocations can usually be carried 

out· .within existing firms and at existing locations. 

In the late 50's Germany had already a widely diversified and 

specialized industrial structure with ·heavy conce~tration in fast-growing in-
1 

dustrie~ (automobiles, chemicals, machinery, electrical equipment). The struc-

ture of other countries, less diversified initially than those of 

Germany and less concentrated in fast-growing sectors, moved during the 

SO's ani:J 70's much closer to the German structure. This means that more 

importa~t inter-indLJstry shifts occurred elsewhere tl1an in Ger·many. The. 

importallce of certain sectors such as steel, or automobiles haa risen 

rriuch mo~e rapidly in Italy and France than in Germany. · Table III gives 
i . 

an overriew for broadly aggregated groups. 
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1. Agriculture 

2. Energy 

3. Intermediate 
products 

,, Investment goods ~. 

5. Food, drinks, 
tobacco 

6. Consumer goods 

7. Construction 

8. Services 

Source Expert report 

~ . ~- .-.-"" JL. A .... •'· -

TABLE III 

Contribution to domestic value-added in 1960 and 1973 
at constant prices of 1970 

1960 

D F I GB NL B D 

4.1 8.9 12.3 2.8 7.5 7.8 3.1 

5.0 5.5 4.6 5.0 3.8 4.5 4.9 

7.2 6.1 5.2 5.4 4.5 6.5 8.8 

16.4 9.1 6'. 3 12.9 9.0 5.7 16.9 

5.6 5.6 4.3 3.1 5.7 5.8 5.5 

9.0 8.6 7.7 8.1 7.1 7.6 8.6 

8.2 8.4 10.4 6.6 6.9 3.4 8.2 

44.5 47.9 49.3 56.0 55.5 53.2 44.1 

.,,_,. __________________ 

to the EEC (1978) 

.- ~--

i: 

1973 I 
I t; 

F I GB NL B 

5.6 7.8 2.9 6.1 3.7 
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45.1 50.2 55.1 52.6 50.1 
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Another way of showing the changes that occurred in the EC 

(but not necessarily due to integration) is to calculate an indi

cator for sectoral adjustments. In a report to the Commission 

a group of experts has calculated the following indicator(~) The 

difference between the contribution to GDP in 1960 and 1973 is 

calculated for different sectors. Their arithmetic averages are 

taken as:indicators for sectoral adjustments. If sectors are 

broadly aggregated (11 sectors) Germany shows by far the lowest 

adjustment. On the basis of 25 sectors, however, the UK drops 

substantially while the German indicator increases to the level 

of the UK. This can be interpreted as follows : in broad catego-

ries the structure of the German economy was much more adequate 
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in 1960 than those of other countries. Fewer adjustments were 

necessary.but it is also likely that leadership has been lost through 

reduced dynamism and a lack of innovation. However, within broad groups 

the German economy has been more flexible and adjusted more than, for 

example, the U.K. economy. 

In the same study a distinction is made between fast-growing 

industries and others. Are considered as fast-growing those whose 

average growth rate from 1960-1973 has been superior to the average 

growth rate of the economy by at least 30 %. This group consists 

for Germany mainly of petrol, chemicals, precision instruments and 

computers, plastics, gas and transport equipment. A comparison 

with other EC countries (based on their proper fast growing indus

tries) is shown in Table IV. · 

TableiVreveals that France and the Netherlands were able to 

increase most the share of the exports of fast-growing industries in 

total exports. Particularly striking is the increase of those im

ports that compete with the fast growing sector in Germany. 

This reveals again high competitive pressure and gradual eli

mination of structural differences. in the EC; 

2.2 Industrial policy in Germany 

Structural changes in the EC h~ve not been the pure result of 

market forces but have also been influenced by policy measures. Two 

useful distinction may be considered : defensive vs. activatir1g poli-

cies, and national vs. EC policies • 

. 1 ) 
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TABLE IV 

Production, exports and imports of fast-growing sectors (currant prices) 

. 

1963 1970 

Value added !1: 
Exports Imports !1: Value added Exports Imports 

GERMANY 28.2 41.6 19.8 37.1 47.1 37.5 

FRANCE 33.2 35.8 . 32.5 39.3 43.8 47.7 . 

ITALY 30.7 33.4 37.8 36.4 35.3 43.9 

U.K. 30.2 39.4 25.6 35.5 40.6 35.8 

NETHERLANDS 28.2 44.1 44.7 37.9 52.9 49.1 

BELGIUM 38.8 66.8 64.4 54.8 66.1 69.5 

)( Value-added wtih services and constructions excepted. 

Source Expert report to the EEC (1978). 
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In particular France and .Italy. have had recourse• to defensive· 

measures in order to alleviate some of their industries from increased 

competitive pressure and give them enough time (?) to achieve their 

adaptation. .Individual measures will not be discussed here since 

imagination sets no limits to policy makers in this area. 

In Germany, due to a relatively high degree of competitiveness 

and the basically market-oriented philosophy of the government no 

sizeabZe defensive measures have been taken(~) Exceptions fall outside 

of my subject definition. One exception is agriculture. The others 

are the supports given to the coal industry, ship-building and texti~ 

les. Problems of those industries have not, arisen from 

market integration within the EC but from outside competition (over

seas coal and oil, Japanese shipbuilding, etc). 

Industrial policy was used in Germany, as elsewhere, to assist 

firms in "future" industries. Three major tools have been used : 

subsidies of various kinds, support of R + 0, and support to econo

·mic concentration. Let us start with the last approach. 

· Servan-Schreiber was perhaps the first to argue that one .way 

of taking up the challenge of U.S. industry would consist in concen

trating economic activity in firms of a size comparable to the large 

U.S. firms. He saw in the EC the chance to pull resources in diffe

rent European countries together to rival eventually U.S. companies~Z) 
To an economist these arguments have ahJays been suspect since size 

does not often correlate with efficiency. On an a priori basis it 

is quite obvious that, at least for Germany, domestic markets and 

export outlets are sufficient for firms to attain optimal size. 

A process of increasing concentration has, of course, occurred in 

Germany1 partly to adjust to a larger market 1 but it is doubtful·that 

beyond that this has increased performance. This doubt is supported 

by an empirical study of the effects of concentration in the EC by 

Jacquemin and Cardon (1973) who conclude that "the actual increase in 

economic concentration does not bring superior results in terms of 

profit or growth rates along with it". 

(11 Another reason'may be that German industry enjoyed during the 60's. ' 
already the macroeconomic advantage of an undervalued exchange ·rate. 

(Z) An example ~·~· how size and .. ~f·~~·~~ency are being married provides 
the following quotation from Mahotiere (1970) p.73 : "The Common 
Market's best performance is in motor cars~ where Fiat, Volkswagen, 
and Renault/Peugeot come immediately behind the three American 
giants, ... " 
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Italian and French governments have frequently organized1 or. 

favored, mergers. So has the German government, but only in a very 
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few cases - perhaps because mergers and internal growth of large firms 

have been high even without aid. One example is Ruhrkohle AG where all 

former coal companies were merged together. Another example were the 

(partially unsuccessful) efforts to assist creation of a natio-
nal oil company. At present subsidies to the aircraft industry 

are .tied to the recommendation for the two major producers to join 

hands. In all these cases quite defensible economic reasonsled 

to;those interventions. Thus, with few exceptions, the German 

government consistently continued to believe in market forces • 

This also applies to take-overs of German firms by foreign enter

prises, sometimes even in "sensitive'' areas, such as the take-over 

of Oeutsche Erdiil by Texaco which was not opposed by the government. 

Not only did German governments not believe in Servan-Schreiber's 

policy recommendations, quite to the contrary, German competition 

laws are, by European standards, quite severe and the .Kartellamt 

has shown itself vigilant. The Kartellnovelle (1973) has introdu-

ced the possibility to control mergers so that articles 85 and 86 

of the Rome Treaty, eventually amended for control of mergers as 

·proposed in the Memorandum of 1973 would not increase the severity 

of ·;competition laws for German firms. 

A second approach consists in subsidizing industry. Instead 

of discussing various forms of subsidization I shall use the concept 

of effective protection. Oonges et al.. have computed the effective 

protection rates shown in Table v(:) These rates take account of 

tariffs, subsidies, indirect taxes, depreciation rates, etc • 

Table V yields the following information with regard to imports 

from the EC. Only two sectors enjoy high protection : non-ferrous 

metall founderies and producers. Particularly insignificant is pro-

( 1) 
The formula for computing the total effective protection rate' can 
be found in Donges et al. ( 1973 ) , p. 81. 
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tection for investment goods. We may conclude from these computa-

tions that for producers from other EC countri:es: access to thA 

German market has been completely liberalized. 
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Such a conclusions would not hold for third countries. Pro

tection rates are very high for some industries [aircraft industry • · 

73.2 %, oil refining : 168.4 %, coal mining : 123.8 %). While 

protection has decreased for EC trade, protection from ,imports from third-coun

tries has increased in most industria~. 
' 

A third way to assist industry consists in financing R + D. 

Public expenditures on R + 0 increased substantially from 5.6 bill 

OM in 1969 to 12.2 bill OM in 1974[;) Three sectors of the economy 

have most benefitted from this aid : computers and telecommunications, 

energy", and aircrafts. Due to varying forms of support [research 

financed at universities, subsidies given to firms, government pur

chase of outputs) it is, however, difficult to make sense out of 

these figures and compare them internationally or assess their ef

fects on growth. 

2.3 European industrial policy 

Industrial policy is not explicitly covered by the Treaty of 

Rome. A comprehensive treatment of industrial policy had to wait 

until the Memorandum on _Industrial Policy,, , 1970.and for the Summit 

meeting of Paris in 1972 where the necessity of a common industrial 

basis for the Economic and Monetary ·union was stressed However, the 

global approach of the 1970 Memorandum was already abandonned in 

1972, partly due to the political difficulties of such an approach, 

partly due to some unrealistic aspects. In 1972 it was already rea

lized that the fear of the American Challenge was overrated and that 

some of the measures proposed were of dubious effectiveness. In 

particular, the negative effects of increasing concentration of eco-

. nomic pDI•Jer received more attention while the importance of competi-

[1 )Bundesforschungsbericht V, p.81. 
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tion and the efficiency of small and medium-sized firms for activities 

such as R+D became better appreciated. The need for a more rigorous 

competition policy, rather than exclusive reiiance on industrial 

concentration was stressed. 

In the action program of 1973 ("Spinelli-Memorandum) the part 

of active industrial policy was correspondingly much reduced and 

mostly confined to aid in future technologies and in sectors with 

serious adjustment problems (naval construction, textiles, etc.)_.-

The German government's View on the role of European industrial 

policy has been very different from those held by several partner 

governments and has shaped to a large extent the final form.of the 

action program. The German government has supported any policy 

serving to reduce trade obstacles within the EC and to increase the 

degree of integration. Fall under this ieading policies such as 

harmonization of technical and legal prescriptions, public orders, 

competition laws, and improved control of public subsidies. 

As far as active policies are concerned, the German government 

objected to most of the initial proposals of the Spinelli-plan such 

as EC guidelines for investment projects to base structuralchange on 

a common strategy;declaration of investment projects in critical 

' sectors to the Commission to allow elaboration of recommendations,and' 

increased financial engagement of the EC in "priority" or "critical" 

sectors; creation of a European export-import bank, etc. The basic 

reason for this attitude is the relative'ly stronger belief in market 

forces and the distrust of bureaucratic interventions by the EC that 

prevails in Germany compared to some other European countries. 

Turning now to specific issues, the choice of high-technology 

sectors for action on the level of the EC suggests immediately com

parison with. national programs. 
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However, European industrial policy has been particularly 

unsuccessful in this respect due to lacking committment by partner 

countries. Neither has the Commission been able to make precise 

proposals
1

nor have existing frameworks (e.g. Euratom) been adequate. 

Also government assisted private plans for cooperation failed 

(computers). Those projects that have been realized are inter

governmental arrangements, independent of the EC. Whether these 

realizations (Airbus, Concorde, MRCA, etc) are success stories is 

still doubtful although for European countries to remain in these 

markets of advanced technology it may be necessary to socialize 

the short-run losses of these projects. A Common European Policy 

would certainly be preferable, in this respect, to bilateral arran

gements, but agreements on such projects are very difficult to 

achieve. The German Government has, in general, a very positive 

attitude toward bilateral or multilateral projects but not to the 

extent where it would ignore costs. With the exception of Concorde 

(for good reasons) the German government has been participating full

heartedly in all major projects. 

' 
An implication of the ServancSchreiber thesis is that 

, __ 

within the EC,firms from different countries should merge to 

approach American sizes. Such a viewpoint is also expressed in the 

Memorandum on Industrial Policy (1970). Few transnational mergers 

have occurred, however. Nor has there been a wave of important 

take-overs. The major examples of mergers of German firms with 

firms in other European countries are Agfa-Gevaert, Hoesch-Hoogovens, 

and VH/-Fokker. German industry has invested in the rest of the EC, 

but less than overseas. This is easily understandable since the ma

jor reasons for foreign investment seem to be lower factor costs 

and overcoming tariff and transport barriers. On both accounts there 

is little reason to invest in the EC. The major foreign investors in 

·-Germany are the U.S. and Switzerland. No noticeably increase of investment 

by p~rtner countries can be discerned. 

Transnational mergers are still formidably difficulty. A Euro-

pean Company Law certainly would help but would not make all difficulties 

disappear. Resistance of national goverments, organizational differences, etc~ 

would still have to be overcome. 
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Recently. the Commission represented by Mr Davignon has been 

very active in suggesting solutions for industries that are particular
/ 

ly affected by the current recession. The basic idea here is not pro-
/ 

gress through concentration as above, but orderly retreat and adjust-

ment through ·cartellisation. The German government agreed to the mea

sures taken for steel and textiles \·Jith severe. reservations. It·- strongly 

objects taking these cases as examples for other. The government 

acceptscthe idea of a truly temporary emergency measure but believes 

that industrial restructuration s~ould not be prevented and that the 

most important motor for industrial adaptation is competition(;) 

2.4 Germany's attitude vis-a-vis and influence on EC policy 

Unlike several other European countries Germany has emerged 

cafter\'iorld War II as a relativel/ 2 lmark.et-oriented economy. Perhaps 

surprising to those who look. at a market economy sceptically, economic 

performance has been relatively high and relations among social part

ners are better than in many other countries. 

··This success has led German government? of different party com

positions to adopt a fairly liberal attitude. They have been persis

tently in favor of increased market integration and improved competi

tion but equally persistent in thflir scepticism toward EC dirigism 

and protectionism. 

The basically liberal attribude has been influenced by two 

other factors that are at least as important. One is the distrust 

of the EC bureaucracy and fear that Germany will lose control over 

its own economic environment and its own financial resources. Indeed, 

(1)Memorandum der deutschen Delegation zur EG-Strukturpolitik in der 
gewerblichen Wirtschaft R/1068/78, May 3, 1978. . . 
"Die wichtigste Triebfeder zur Anpassung Oberholter Struk.turen 1st 
der Wettbewerb auf de m Mark t. ( p. 3 l . 
"Keinesfalls aber darf eine Branche nach der anderen erfasst und 
reglementiert werden. Die Regelungen im Stahlbereich dUrfen nicht 
zum Muster fOr Eingri ffe in and ere Branch en werden. (p · 6) · 

[2) 
''Relatively'' since the public sector is 
as, on average, in other EC countries. 
well as intervention policies exist, of 

as important in Germany 
Protective measures as 
course, as well. 
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the original Spinelli-program with investment priorities elaborated 

by the EC and financed out of a centralized fund, would have had 

these implications. Germany has sofar resisted domestic investment 

control proposals, and for even better reasons European proposals 

along that line. 

A second reason relates to the policy horizon (atlantic or 

world) that induces German governments to give sometimes greater 
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weight to third countries. The sceptical attitude toward"orderly marketing 

agreements" is founded not only on welfare considerations for German 

consumers but is mostly motivated by the negative impacts on our 

relationships with the U.S. and the less developed countries, and on 

world trade in general.· In this respect it may also be worth poin-

ting out that the importance of the EC as a trading partner has 

diminished over the last years, as has trade with the U.S. (see 

Table VI. 

Although German governments have been opposed to economic 

dirigism and specific controls they have recognized that the diffe

rences in economic development and regional problems in Europe re

quire action, To prevent rising protectionism and disintegration 

of the customs union support has been given to a more comprehensive 

regional policy. The recent proposals for monetary integration are 

motivated by similar considerations. 

I consider this generally liberal1 pro-market attitude as the 

most important contribution of Germany to and influence on the EC. 

Without this attitude the evolution of the EC would have been subs

tantially different, and in my opinion, erroneous. 

This attitude gives, of course, frequently rise to confronta

tion. Germany is often made responsible for· the lack of a European 

industrial policy. Recently, the Minister for Economic Affairs, 

Count Lambsdorff, became seriously attacked by the British and 

Belgian Ministers for Foreign Affairs, Owen and Simonet, v1hen he 

tried to prevent higher protection for shoe producers in the EC. 
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I TABLE VI 

Foreign tradJ of W-Germany in 1970 and 1977 (percentages of total) 
j 

Imports Exports 

1970 1977 1970 1977 

EC 49.6 48.2 46.3 44.9 

USA 11.0 7.2 9. 1 6.7 

JAPAN 1.9 . 2. 8 1.6 1.1 

EAST BLOZ 4.0 4.8 4.3 6.1 

Oil produ- 7.7 9.9 2.8 9.1 
cing coun-
tries 

LDC'S 8~4 10.5 9.1 8.0 
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Mr Owen 

partner 

felt that since Germany has fewer structural problems than 

t /. "t 1" 1 coun fles, l s lbera viewpoint cannot be a reference to 

them, while 

to the 1.9th 

r'lr Simonet 
( 1 ) 

century. 

was of the opinion that liberalism belongs 

Let me now summarize the results of this section. 
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A favorable initial structure of German industry may exp.lain 

why the EC provoked a lesser need for inter-industry resource shifts 

than elsewhere. But within industries substantial specialization. 

occurred. The cost of this type of resource reallocation is, howe

ver, much smaller. 

A reduced need and a market-oriented attitude of successive 

government resulted in lowckeyed intervention. Those interventions 

that we can observe are mostly causedby factors lying outside the 

EC. EC industrial policy, to the extend that it exists, has had 

no perceptible impact on German industry. 

With respect to transnational cooperation within the EC German 

firms showed relatively ·seldom strong interest. Government provided 

support in a few cases that were judged important for Germany's in

dustrial future. It is, however, uncertain whether these projects, 

when realized, can be considered as positive. 

I consider as Germany's major contribution its relatively libe

ral attitude thus preventing bureaucratic solutions of doubtful econo

mic efficiency. 

(1J"G tt k erman a ac s on EEC protectionism widens split over handling 
crisis", The Times, May 3, 1978, 
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3. Labor Policy 

Part of the realization of a Common Market consists :in 

creating a unified market for factors of productioh, i.e., capital 

and labor. For both factors integration is not complete but, at 

least for labor [with the exception of some professions] an inte

grated market exists. 

Why is the integration of factor markets desirable ? The fac

tor-price-equalization theorem in international trade shows that 

[under certain conditions) factor prices converge through commodi

ty trade alone. Hence, one might be tempted to conclude that if 

the objective is to equalize real incomes of factors of production 

in the EC a Common Market for goods would be sufficient. 

I do not share this view entirely. First, there is a value 

to be attached to the freedom of establishment and non-discrimina

tory work conditions. Second, to the extent that the integration 

of,commodity markets is slow and remains imperfect, factor market 

integration speeds up factor-price equalization. Third, if some 

of the conditions upon which the factor-price-equalization theorem 

rests are not satisfied [such as perfect competition everywhere) 

then again factor mobility helps in bringing about factor-price equa

lization. 

However, no substantial migrations have taken place within the 

EC.Germany has seen an important inflow of Italiancworkers. Immigration. 

from other EC countries, and emigration from Germany, have been in

significant [although the present authors sets an example !). The 

importance of non-EC labor among foreign workers in Germany suggests 

that labor migration has little to do with the EC. I believe that 

Germany .would have had the same number of foreign workers without 

an integrated labor market in the EC, with perhaps some Italian. 

substituted by Turkish orYugoslav workers. 

In view of a possible enlargement of the EC it may still be in

teresting to ask the question whether the foreign labor inflow has 

been beneficial to Germany and how high those gains might have been. It is 
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often argued that labor-receiving countries exploit e~nigration coun

tries ruthlessly by taking their best labor force away ,not;~ paying 

for the cost of their formation, not providing them with the same 

social wage as domestic labor, and sending them home when business 

conditions deteriorate. I shall~cifdiscuss these issues that seem 

to be very emotion loaded and void of strong empirical support. 

Rather I will try to give an answer to the question whether massive 

immigration has been a good policy for Germany. I think not. ·In 

another study( 1] we have shown that through international trade 

there was in 1972 less unskilled labor imported, less human capital 

exported and more physical capital imported in Germany than in 1962. 

This is contrary to \-Jhat neoclassical trade theory would predict 

for a capital-rich country (both physical and human capital) like 

Germany. One of the main reasons for this evolution has been the 

immigration of unskilled foreign workers. Thus, direct labor im

ports havebeen substituted for indirect labor imports via commodi

ties. This has allowed Germany to maintain activity in relatively 

labor-intensive sectors instead of forcing reallocations toward more 

capital and technology intensive sectors. It would undoubtedly 

have been advantageous to accept this restructuration during the 

sixties rather than to face the problem with considerable delay now. 

Germany would also now be in a much better position vis-a-vis less 

developped countries : more labor-intensive products would be. impor

ted and less direct competition with German export products would 

exist. The undervaluation of the deutschmark would have been reduced 

through more rapidly rising real wages in .Germany. 

Clearly, immigration benefitted profits at least before the 

recession (since real vJages rose less than otherwise). Whether it 

has been beneficial for the whole economy is doubtful ; current pro

blems certainly are enhanced by the lack of structural change (made 

possible through immigration) and the presence of a sizeable foreign 

labor force in Germany.· The fact that inter-industry resource real

locations have been much less important in Germany than in other EC 

countries, and that Germany has become a slow-growth country, is 

certainly related to the policy of labor immigration. 

·( 11 steinherr and J. Runge (1978) • 
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4. Conclusions 

I have tried to give a tentative answer to the quite difficult 

question asked in the introduction : how has the EC and its different 

policies affected German industrial policy and German industrial 

structure ? 

I tended to argue that neither the formation of the EC nor EC 

policies have had much effect on Germany. If the EC had not been 

created welfare in Germany would be slightly lower in the status quo 

moreover.the ·possibility of more general trade liberalization would 

have been available to Germany. 

However, I have tried to show that industry in Germany benefits 

from a number of factors, some allocative other distributive. Although 

·it is generally believed that Germany benefitted more from market 

integration than others, this may not be the case. Germany's initial 

structural efficiency and its large domestic market reduce potential 

integration gains compared to initially highly protect~d and distor

ted economies (France, Italy), or economies with a small domestic mar

ket (Belgium, Netherlands). 

These conclusions imply that there are also economic justifica

tions for Germany's entry into the EC. Even if the welfare gain for 

German society is negligeable, some interP.st groups (capital m·mers 

in ,agriculture and industry· gain substantially. Moreover, if the 

present state of integration is viewed as intermediary to an economic 

union, then the latter may provide an additional motivation. It is 

indeed often argued that policy harmonization and control of the bu

siness cycle provides substantial gains! 11 

( 1) 
SeeR. Cooper (1959). 
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.What impact has Germany excerci?ed on the EC ? 

I argued thal the most important contribution has been 
I 

the liberal economic philosophy prevailing in post-war Germany. 

This was instrumental for the Rome Treaty and for rapid progress toward 

realization of the Customs Union. Interventionism, attempts at 

giving economic planning a more important role, and protectionism 

in trade with non-EC countries have been constantly resisted by 

German governments. This is particularly important in present times. 

EC legislation, such as competition laws,also reflects strongly the 

German viewpoint. 

While many more cases could be cited let me conclude with 

the following. Germany has made t~rough experiences with workers' 

participation in industry. This experience, considered as generally 

positive in Germany, and interpreted as one of the reasons why indus

trial ~elations in Germany a.re better than in most other EC countries, 

has led German governments to insist on participatory structures for 

the European company law. If this view prevails industrial relations 

in the rest of the EC could be very much changed. 
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Bologna Conference: Germany & 1'u.l'Opc 

from: Suuan Strange 

GermariY. and the 1·/orld Monetar.y Sy:::tem 

The·re seem to me to be five possible roles or postures which Germany might 

play in the 1~rld monetary system. I would like. to start by sketching these 

roles in rough outline, indicating those which have been advocated by theoriGts 

and played.on the world stage by policy-makers; those.which have been advocateci 

or proposed but never been put into practice; and finally those which have never 

been clearly conceived or seriously contemplated. 

I propose then to consider briefly what strong domestic constraints t.ave 

so far limited the choice of monetary roles for ~lest German governments (and 

are therefore more than likely to continue to circumscribe them in the future) • 
. 

These internal constraints are very important and cannot be ignored. 

But no less important are the external constraints of Germany's political 

relations with other countries- especially, but not exclusively, the United 

States- and the dominant position (~1hich to my mind is continuing and un-. . :• 

dimini~.ed) of the dollar as the focal point and pivot of the international 

monetary system. I would like therefore to consider next the implications which 

follow from these external constraints, both for the general issue of inter-

national monetary order and for the particular question of the prospects within 

the world monetary system.of closer European monetary union. 

~ these steps, I propose finally to arrive a.t some tentative conclusions 

about which of the five roles outlined at the beginning would best allow German 

economic power to serve the future of EUropean union, within the in~ernal and 

external constraints which we know from experience to exist; and to suggest 

_finally some policy areas and some policy measures which m:lght be considered 

as necessary' adjunct to such a. monetary strategy or aa me~ a of putting it 

into effect. 

ClUESTA PliBIJliCAZIONE t Dl PROPRIET! 
DEll'ISTITUTO AffARI 1Nl'EHNAZION,1.ll 
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Five Roles in Search 0f an Actor 

The five theoretically cvnceivable.roles are primarily political rather than 

• economic in nature. That is to say 1 they are distinguished from each other more 

by the political character they represent than the economic or financial measures 

or consequences by which they would be expressed. To that extent, I am trying to 

put forward a political economy analysis of the question posed to me rather than 

a purely theoretical economic or a narrowly financial one.· 

The five roles, briefly described, are those of Leader in the System; that 

of Obedient Ally; of Bigemonist Partner; of .Lon'e Ranger; and of Leader of the· 

Opposition. 
':-----

Obedient Ally is ·the role most often assumed and most consistently played 

by German governments in the past. Of the others, Leader of the System is the 

role which 1 for reasons which can be briefly summarised 1is simply impossible-at 

least in present political circumstances and for the foreseeable future. Lone 

Ranger and Bigemonist Partner have both been imagined and there have been play-

wrights to draft the part and write the li1,1es. Neither has been played on the 

world sta.ge. , ader of the· Opposition has not so far been seriously contemplated. 

~') But perhaps it is time it were• 
/ five named 

Let me explain a little more clearly what I mean by.these/rather frivolously/. 

roles in search of an actor. 

The Obedient Ally role involves. support· for the United States as leader 

and dominant manager of the international monetary system in whatever goals it 

seeks and by whatever means it chooses to achieve them. The rationale is simply 

that the Germans need American military protection and can best ensure that it 

is maintained, and seen. to be maintained, by complying as much as is politically 

feasible with American wishes; and by making American monetary leadership as easy 

and non-conflictual as possible. · During the 1960s1 there were few oocasions when 

Germany failed to give such support. Sometimes it is true as with the negotiations 
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leading to the General Arrangement to Borrow in 1962, a small price in that 

case, a blocking vote-on the activation of the GAB- was exacted for the 

co-operation deemed necessary by the United States. Sometimes, as in 

negotiations preliminary to the Stockholm Agreement of 1968 on Special Drawing 

Rights for the International Monetary Fund, Gennan representatives would join 

the· French in stopping the Americans having all their own way. Again, the price 

exacted for ultimate co-operation and support was the granting of additional 

voting power in the IMF for the European Community- in short, a rather slender 

insurance policy against abuse of the new reserve asset on the say~so of 

Washington. 

But for the most part,. the vlest Gennan Ex:ecutive Director of the Fund in 

Washington, the President of the Bundesbank at.the Bank for International 

Settlements in Basle, the West German Finance Minister at the OECD in Paris 

could all be relied upon by the US Treasury to expand Germany's foreign aid 

programme, to subscribe to the Gold Pool, to refrain from converting dollar 

balances into gold, to negotiate offset agreements easing the burden of US 

defence spending in Europe, etc., etc.. Assisted by other obedient allies -

notably Britain, Japan Q~Canada- the United States had a relatively easy ride 

during the period when US payment deficits persisted and when the foreign 

exchange and gold markets increasingly questioned the long-run reliability of 

the dollar as international money. 

The role of Leader of the System is not one which at present Gennany is 

able to assume. Not because her quota in the IMF is still less than that of 

" the United States. That is merely a mirror held by international organization 

to the realities of the international political economy. The Leader of the 

System has to be. the possessor of the g~obally-preferred monetary medium (what 

I have called in the past the Top Currency). Despite the doubts which foreign 

exchange dealers persistently express about the valuation to be put on the 

-dolJ.ar;·-rr-isstriking--that ~e bul.!C ofEilro..;,narket dealirigs is still denominated 

in dollars, and that· it i.s easier, no matter \-rl'J.ere on each one might drop from 

I 
r; 
!.' 
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tho s~ies and· go shopping, to use dollar notes to buy necessities than any other 

national currency. The reason, again, is political more thnn economic. In the 

lont,~run, though the United States may mismanage ~ts currency, its basic political 

·and economic stability, its military strent,~h and therefore its supreme place as 

a superpower in the world market economy is not in doubt. While it is just 

possible to imagine a future scenario in which West Germany is overrun by an 

exuberant Red Army while Fortress America remains involate across the Atlantic, 

it is impossible to imagine a West German state surviving if the United States 

·were overrun or laid waste by nuclear attack. ·As long as this basic political 

asymmetry persists, there is no chance whatever of the Deutschmark being the 
' ' 

pivot of the intenrational monetary system. 

Much more easily conceived is the role of Lone Ranger - the part already 

played in large measure by the Swiss. The Lone Ranger is available in a crisis 

to come to the aid.of the system. It would never do anything deliberately to 

undermine or weaken it. But the role is essentially defensive, isolationist, 

non-committal. It would not .preclude th~ use by foreigners of Deutschmarks 

as a 'store of value, whether private or official. Nor would it be inconsistent 

with the linking of other weaker currencies like the Austrian schilling or the 

Danish kronerto the ·neutschmark as satellite currencies. What the Lone Ranger 

role does necessitate, however, is that the domestic economy should be insulated 

through various balancing strategies which prevent whatever links it has with 

:tl:!:m:x:D~ri:m~=±i:ID=:±l~ra:J=ri::im the international monetary system as a result of 

its evaluation as a strong currency by the markets from disrupting its domestic 

economic management. Banks must therefore be severely disciplined. Foreigners' 

transactions must be governed. with discrimination and kept under close 

surveillance. The markets should be allowed substantial freedom to express 

their appreciation of 

be rather effective 

the strength of the Lone Ranger currency but there must 
sensitive as 

insulating fences around such areas/employment, investment 
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and capital movements which may interfere witll internal economic stability. 

Bigemoni st Partner is a term - and by any literary standards a pretty 

awful one - borrowed from Fred Bergsten, currently Under-Secretary at the 

US Treasury for International Economic Mfairs. In an article written in 

1974, Bergsten argued that "there are only two important powers in the 

international monetary system - the United States and Germany". l:fe went on 

to propose a 'bigemony' instead of .the US hegemony which, along with other 

American economists, he believes is ·weakening as the value of the dollar. 

depreciates relative to other ourrenoies. He defines this as "an·hegemony of two. 

The term is intended to be a bit weaker than 1 condominion' but much stronger 

than 'partnership'". Although Ber~sten acknowledged that others, including 

the rising middle-class of developing countries with commodity power and/or 

rapid industrialisation would have to be involved in some ways in in.ternational 

economic decis~on-making, he thought such pluralism was too unwieldy and 

introduced too many varied Viewpoints to provide a basis for the aggressive 

l leadership which the creation of a new international economic structure needed. 

A more sophisticated variation which could possibly be called a "trigemony" 

in which the United States and Germany would be joined by a third power, Japan -

has also been proposed by American economists, notably_ by Professor 

Ronald McKinnon of Stanford University. 2 Noting that the exports of the 

United States, Germany and Japan constituted over a third of world trade in 1973, 

and that Germany and Japan now hold well over half of the world's official 
__.! 

dollar balances, McKinnon proposed a new version of the Tripartite Agreement of 

1936. The aim of the agreement would be: "A parallel and consistent expansion 
~ 

of the domestic monetary base in each of the three countries, supported by 
·. 

official interve~tion (the terms of which were to be spelt out) to main stable rates 

between the dollar, the Deutschmark and the yen." Frankly characterising this as 

"a·,strategy for the world's ·three principle trading countries to strengthen the 

dollar system"3, McKinnon also proposed that the triumvirate would act together 

' 
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to regulate capital movements and the expansion ,of Euro-dollar dealings. 

The role of the Bigemonist or Trigemonist Partner as described by American 

economists, however,· never seems entirely convincing. The United States and 

the partner 0r partners) are supposed to act domestically and to~rds each other's 

exchange rate according to certain guidelines. But it is never made very clear 

what happens if in the future (as in the past) the US acts in contravention of 

the guidelines; or if the interests of the bigemonist partner or partners 

diverge sharply from those. of the United States. As always 1 the inherent 

asymmetry"between the power of the US and that of the bigemonist or: trigemonist 
' I 

I 

I 
t 
I 

partner is played down, Unless and until a scheme is proposed according to t 
which the United States is prepared to intervene in foreign exchange markets 

to maintain the .stable rates in Deutschmarks and in yen and to encourage the 

equal acceptance by third parties of reserves denominated in these currencies, 

and unless and until a scheme is proposed which provides for effective sanctions 

against unilateral decisions on the part of the United States, this role is 

not one which in any significant particular differs substantially from that of 

Obedient Ally. 

The fifth and final role of Leader of the Opposition is one which was 

briefly assayed by France under General De Gaulle, As a result, he is (wrongly 

·in my view) caricatured by many American economists as seeking to bring about 

the collapse and ruin of the international monetary system •. On the contrary, as I 

interpret the evidence, it suggests a remarkable inhibition in French monetary 

diplomacy against using forms of 'leverage against the United States which would 

risk damage to the delicate fabric of international monetary confidence. De Gaulle 

t 

' t 
' 
t 

I 
r 
I 

' ,. 
rightly perceived that this fabric, like plastic bags or spiders' webs, ,was very easil"f. 

torn but could be repaired only slowly and with cost and difficulty. The lessons [ 

taught by the failures of central bank co-operation in the crucial years 1928-1931 r 

f 
I 
l 

I 
f 

t 
I 
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had be?<::n well learned in France.4 Though no French official would accept prime 

responsibility for those failures, none were prepared to see them repeated. 

Interpreted as a strategy to impose long overdue discipline on an irresponsible 

top-currency country, the conversions of French dollar balances, the negotiations 

over SDRs 1 the attempt to create a European monetary union in the late 1960s, 

make perfect sense. That these measures· ~lent no further in disrupting the two-

tier gold price or in blocking the reform negotiations in the Inte;rnational 

Monetary Fund suggest that the French opposition was -to use English Parliamentary 

language - that of the loval Leader of the Opposition Party rather than the 

standard-bearer of monetary revolution. 'llie tone of RueffVs Le Pb'chb Nonltaire 

de 1 •accident is much more one of sorro~1 than of anger; his appeal to Americans 

is to recall and live up to their own high standards of responsible Republican 

government, and to do so in the long-run interests of the United States itself 

as well as those of Europe and the rest of the world. 
and 

The Leaderes role, however, requires that the leader has follo1iers -/these 

the French for the most part did not have, even before the events of 1968. Only 
then 

sometimes ano/oriefly have subsequent· :·'rench governments been able to muster a 

confederate army of uncertain volunteers: at the Nixon-Pompidou meeting in the 

Azores in 19711 and perhaps at the Hashington Conference in February 1974. 'Ihe 

Conference on·International Economic Cooperation (CIEC) 1 feeble though its 
a 

results have been, was the fruit of such/brief alliance under French leadership. 

'llie Bremen proposals this year suggest a Fr.ench recognition that German partner-

ship, at least for any monetary enterprise, is indispensable? \f.hether Germany 
- ··------·~-· ~--- " 

could now take over from France the leadership of an effective opposition · 

group Hi thin the international monetary system 1-l'ill depend on an assessment of 

of the domestic and .external constraints on Germany policy, to which I will 

no<~ turn. 

Domestically, G~rman governments aurvi~e if there are plenty of jobs, risin~ 

I 
' 

I 
I 
I 
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incomes and relatively stable money.- By these three means, political stability 

and democratic institutions have been reinforced, the communist spectre 

has been kept at bay, and the hazards of a frontier situation made bearable. 

The growth has clearly been achieved through successful exploitation of 

an expanding foreign market for Germany's exports of capital and consumer goods. 

The accidental legacy of the post-war partition, which left most of the heavy 

industries to West Germany, enforced an early preoccupation with exports of 

capital goods. And once domestic prosperity had been achieved, aided b¥ the 

overflow of refugees from the East, this laid the foundations for later 
I 

diversification into other manufactured exports - cars, ships, and all sorts of 

industrial, office and domestic machinery.' To maintain the momentum of prosperity 

and employment at home, German governments needed the open world trading system 

pursued actively by-the United States, supplemented by the preferential trading 

area created by the European Community. In 1975, the investment goods industries, 

which accounted for more- than 55 f. of all industrial exports, were directly 

and indirectly dependent on foreign markets.for 47.4% of their total output. 

In the automobile industry -the dependenc~ was rated at 52 '{.; in the machine 

building industry at 56 f.; and in chemicals 48.5 '{.. In short, exports were the 

means by which industrial peace was maintained through an embourgeoisement of 

the proletariat very similar to that experienced in the United States. One job 

in five in West Germany now depends on exports. 5. ~ 1978,- Germany's place 

as the richest, most competitive, most productive economy of the nine members of 

the European Community was assured. As Kreile remarks, it qualifies, in 
I 

Francois_Perrou.x 1s terms, as the 'eccnomie dominants• of Western Europe. Even 
i 

allowing for the conversion of wage rates into dollars at current exchange 

rates, ths following table compiled by the.Dresdner Bank this summer strikingly 

shows Germany's economic lead. 
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If the need to maintain ·uninterrupted progress to higher incomes has been 

one major constraint on all German governments in the last generation, the need 

to maintain stable money has been almost as great. Defending the Deutschmark 

fro~ enfeebling infections from abroad - from over the w.ountains or across the 

sea- has been a major preoccupation of the monetary authorities, and especially 

the constitutional~ autonomous Bundesb~, for almost a generation. The lesser 

attachw.ent, in German eyes, of other countries and the:irgovernments to the ideal ...._ 

of stable money h.as made it ·difficult at times to pursue ·the goal both of an 

internally stable value for the Deutschmark and external stability as expressed 

in exchange rates. As recounted by Dr. otmar Emminger, the first serious clash 

between internal and external balance came ·in 1957 as surpluses built up on the 

German balance of payments, the disparity being aggra,vated as it so often was 

subsequently by speculative money inflows. Harmony was briefly restored by the 

two French devaluations of 1957-58 and the deliberate raising of British 

interest rates and lowering of German ones, aided by the worldwide slackening 

of economic activity in the recession· of those years. :Emminger quot.es the 

Bundesbil.nk verdict on 1958: "The economy probably came nearer than in any 

previo~s year to the famous 'magic triangle' of monetary and economic objectives -
. 6 

optimum employment; price sta,bility and equilibrium in the balance of payments". 
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Almost immediately afterwards the incapac~ty of German monetary policy 

to keep these triple objectives in view against the contrary forces 

exerted by the United States was dramatically demonstrated, The "monetary 
i 

. broadside" thoughtlessly but destructively delivered by· the Kennedy Administration 

in 1960 showed how fragile the balance achieved by Germany between internal 

" I and external stability really was, The Federal Reserve system reduced its· 

discount rate to 3.5 'f, just one week after the Bundesbank had raised its rate 

to 5 %, intending a restrictive influence on the economy. Its policy was 

completely "unhorsed" in Emminger's phrase ·by the increasing infl?ws of foreign 

exchange that followed, Putting external stability first, the Bundesbank went 

into reverse and lowered its interest rate. The United States had in 

Eric Chalmer's vivid phrase won a big battle in "the interest rate war". 7 • 

. Defensive measures such as capital controls were rejected and German 

governments accepted the US suggestion, strongly backed by Per Jacobsson for 

the IMF, that increased German aid and capital exports would ease the burden 

carried by the United States as well as restoring some equilibrium to the 

German balance of payments. In addition, 'the Deutschmark revaluation of 1961 1 

it was hoped, would make imports more competi tive 1 check wage demands and thus 

reduce inflation at home as well as serving to restore external.equilibrium. 

By coincidence, any recurrence of the conflict between internal and 

external stability was avoided for about six years between 1962 and 1967, 

largely because of a temporary convergence between US and German inflation rates 

and thanks to the rejection by the German government of a flexible exchange 

rate strategy- at that time still heartily disapproved by the United States 

and avoided by the .European Cpmmunity as conflicting with its integration 

strategies, 

From 1968 to 1971 and again in .1972 1 German domestic monetary policies had 

to adjust, with frequent agility and considerable ingenuity to tidal inundations 

of liquidity coming from .abroad and equally heavy outflows drawing liquidity 

from the German banking system. "Monetary policy'', Emminger concluded, "was 
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largely at the·mercy of external up& and downs." 

These ups 
I 
I 

in us interest 

and downs, once again, were usually the result of sudden.switches 

rate policies, reflecting political priorities often dictated by 
American 1 

the imminence or otherwise of/elections. More than other European countries, 
! ' . 

Germany was being obliged in effect to accept unus.eable dollar IOUs in very 

large amounts. At the beginning of 1970 the Bundesbank 1s net external assets 

were a modest Ill~ 26 billion; by the end of l-lay 1971 they were up to rn 68 billion, 

of which only Jl.!5.6 billion had been contributed by a surplus on current account. 

The same kind of tidal wave of monetary movement swept Ill{ 18.6 billion into the 

Bundesbank in the first week of February 1973 and another DM 7.5 billion on 1st 

Narclf ot'. the; same year. That date marked the final long-delayed end of the. 

Bretton Woods system. Although the effects of its protracted death-throes on 

the domestic money supply was .described as pisastrous, the end result was to 

gain freedom from the tyrannical and expen~ve combination of fixed excp.ange 

rates and free exchange markets and to reg8fn at least partial .control over 

domestic liquidity. The one thing floating) did not do was, of course, to 

stabilise the ·external value of the Peutschmark. 

As in the 1930s, a system of floating rates impelled many countries to 

seek some stability by linking their currency to a stronger·trading partner. 

This tendency reappeared in the Smithsonian realignments and became more marked 

later on. The European Community's •snake 'in the tunnel•, whose dependence on 

the stability of .the dollar was demonstrated in 1971 even before it was· formally 

initiated, was .unable to survive any si tuat!Lon of uncertainty about dollar· values 

in the foreign exchange markets. Flight frbm the dollar implied flight to a - -
relatively strong European ~ency- the si:dss franc or the Deutsohma.rk ... or 

to the yen, quite ·independently of the objective economi conditions within the 
,. .. . . . . . . 

country concerned. · Thus, the snake was rapidly transformed into a constellation. 

of weaker currencies grouped around the Deutschmark, Far from developing a.s a 
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me;ms to greater European integration it became a source of increased monetary 

division among the members of the Community, separating them more than ever 

into three groups: those with stroag1 medium and weak currencies, 

Again, the objective differences between the economies ~rere not the prime 

cause of this deeper division, These certainly existed, but the monetary 

reflection, as in a concave mirror, was grossly exaggerated whenever the 

foreign exchange dealers had. cause to revise their op~nions about the prospects 

for the US economy and the valuation to put on the dollar. In between ~miles, 

European hopes - propelled by po~rerful political motives - were apt to revive, 

. plans were apt to be drafted and proposals (from the French in 19751 the Dutch 

in 1976 and Mr. Roy Jenkins in 1977) put forward. 

But the basic reality did not change. And the increased cost of inter-

vention to hold a weak or medium currency from dropping out of the snake was 

a further reflection of the same reality. That cost could be reduced, but only 

by diluting the definition of stable parity; or else by widening the snake into 

a boa; or by findine technical devices to reduce the conditions on ~rhich inter-

vention became mandatory; or by allowing repeated floats, realignments, and 

defections for deviant currencies. But the greater the dilution of the concept, 

the greater the centrifugal pulls on national economic management and the greater 

the prospective ·division between the strong, inflation-proof and_the weak, 

inflation-prone currencies.· 

The inevitable conclusion expressed: for his colleagues by the chairman of 

the EC Monetary Committee in his oral statement of March 1977 was that "for 

the foreseeable future it would not be feasible to introduce a coherent exchange 

rate policy system, if such a system ~1ere to go beyond consultations and also 

contain binding obligations ~ether in respect of general economic policy or 

exchange r~t~ policy in ·particular."9 

As the previous Annual Report had made clear, a major basis for scepticism 
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about the feasibility of adopting •target zones'' for intra-EC exchange rates 

was the recognition by some members of the Monetary Committee that this 

involved intervention to maintain the stability of the dollar as well as the 

member currencies, and that this was a truly sYs/yph~ task unless strongly 

supported by US monetary authorities and by US policies (including US energy 

policies) which affected the balance of payments. The resort to floating had 

not changed the essential characteristic· of the international monetary system 

that no significant change could be mad' in its operation without the consent 

and co-operation of.the United States. 

As far as· Germany is concerned, the record of monetary contortions 

(especially since 1969) as presented by a number of authoritative and knowledgeable 

economic analysts starting with Dr. Thuninger carries a message about the 

constraints on policy that seems quite clear. 10 There has been a rather 

remarkable constancy in the domestic constraints. Germany's devotion to stable 

money, the determined pursuit of growth, exports and employment has been one 

of the more remarkable and persistent features of the European landscape. 

There has been a contrasting inconstancy in the external constrafnts laid 

down by the special relationship. v:i th the us. In the 1950s these demanded 

fixed exchange rates, a fixed gold price, the conscientious pursuit by all 

(including the reserve currency countries) of equilibrium in external payments, 

and free trade within the world market economy but restricted trade with China 

and the Soviet bloc. ~ the 197os 1 rates floated, the g0ld price was freed, 

the pursuit of equilibrium abandoned by a centre country which solved the adjustment 

problem by an accelerated accumulation by others of inconvertible and 

depreciating dollar needs. Free trade had been redefined as fair (i.e. managed) 

trade and the ·restrictions on East-liest trade most~ removed. Whether 

described by Nye and Kechane as analysts of international organization as a 

•regime change 1 1 by most ·economists as 'the collapse of Bretton lioods' and 

the 'demise of the dollar', or by radical critics as 'international monetary 

disorde~, there is wide and general agreement that a change of external 

monetary environment has occurred 
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and that it is this, more than anything else, which has accounted for a 

series of defensive reactions· by (among others) ·.Germany. For the 

first half, roughly, of its independent post-war existence, the pursuit 

of constant domestic goals closely coincided with the wider goals of the 

United States and the broad character of the system. But in the latter 
/f:<~o 

half 1 froin about 1965 or perhaps 1967, /.coincidence disappeared and the 

divergence has steadily increased. 

But for most of this second period, German policy, insid~ the Community 

and out, has attempted a defensive strategy Suited to external circwnstances 1 

seeking to fend off damaging influence and to-protect its freedom and 

capacity to pursue constant domestic ~oals~ The support which at certain 

points Germany 1-1as prepared to give to the European sna.ke has been fairly 

interpreted primarily as a self-interested strategy of tra~ing off some loss 

of domestic -monetary-autonomy in order-to_have stricter discipline imposed 

on other EC countries. It was a calculated policy to avoid the spread of 

monetary infection
1
far more than a public-spirited bid to achieve closer 

European union through monetary alignment. (l2.) The essentially inward -

looking nature of German policy was recogniked by Michael Kreile in the 

analysis already quoted. Speaking ~Y Germany's contribution to the loan for 
~d . 

Italy and its support for IMF~Lto Britain, Kreile said that these acts 

"do not represent a will to power. Rather they represent defensive measures 

intended to stabilise trade partners." 
pCA.S.Si;,~ . 

Such 3 ·1 · lW has reflected a 

profound absence of any sense of responsibility for the global system, a 

deep indifference to it except as it affected Germany. The confident assumption 

was that the United States could safely be left to get on with running the 

global system 1mile Germany created for itself an island of stability immune 

to all that 1-1ent on outside. The basic assumption was that there was no 

inherent conflict between the doma~;~tic and external constraints, between the 
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pursuit of internal stability and loyal support· for the United States - both 

as leader of the international monetary system and as proctector in the 

· international security system. 

The question nov1 is whether or not the Bremen proposals represent a 

wish to change roles_, the questioning of this basic assumption, Two 

considerations could have induced a real shift of attitudes. One might be 

the rising costs of avoiding major changes in the Dollar-Deutsche Mark 

exchange .rate, From time to time,' since the oil-price rise in 1973, there . . 
~1$ . 

have been serious attempts to maintain this ese , by deliberate market 

·intervention. It began to be noticeable in the summer/autumn of 1974 when 

the Dollar was getting stronger and the D-Mark weaker. It was .openly 

acknowledged by the 1975 Annual Report of the BIS 1 which recorded that the 

degree of success achieved by US-German-Swiss interventions to steady the 

cross-rates had "not been outstanding -although some stability has been 

achieved", And it was adopted as a conscioUs aim by the Rambouillet conference 

of 1975. But since then, the costs have often proved too great; and US 

interventions have often been more than a little half-hearted, For example, 

in the current year, between mid-Janu.ary and mid-February 1 the Bundesbankp 

spent DM l. 7 billion in a support operation for the Dollar which proved quite 

futile against the strong convictions of the foreign exchange markets that it 

ves losing value. The doubling of ·the swap arrangement with the US in 

March 1978 to a limit of~ 4 billion was also ineffective in restoring 

confidence, The conclusion could be drawn that holding any IlM - ~ rate was 

sooner or later likely to be doomed and that the effort might as well be 

abandoned. The second consideration might be that in conditions of slow 

recovery from world recession, Germany finds that it needs first to work for 

stable rates with her best export customers. (Next to Britain, Germany's 

economy is no1·1 the mOJat trade-dependent of the major industrialised countries, 

. : 

I • 
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trade accounting for 22.8 % of GNP against 18'% in 1960.) 'l'o keep German 

unemployment down, it is more important to maintain buoyant levels of 
. ~~ 

intra-European trade ~to keep open an American market which is not only 

far smaller but far more subject to capricious door-slamming under the 

permissive provisions of the last Trade Act. Peter Hermes recently pointed 

out that 50 % of all German exports now go to other EC countries (65 % to 

Europe as a whole) compared with only 5 %to the US and 6 % to eastern Europe. 

Had the Bonn Summit raised any strong hopes that the US would succeed in 

leading the world. economy to full recovery, or had the Carter Administration 

shown convincing signs of meaning to arrest the Dollar's decline, the trade 

figures might not be so important.-· As things are, it is only logical for 

Germany to turn more decisively towards her European partners. 

But how far 1 and with what sense of penna.nent conuni tment? . 

The basic proposition. (which will have been more fully elaborated by 

the Conunission when we meet in Bologna) is for concerted intervention by 

EC central banks· in order to. keep (as before) the stronger currencies inside 

the 'snake' but also to keep the weaker cUrrencies inside a 'boa' ua:s: 

twice as wide as the 'snake' (i.e. within a band of#% as against 2t% 

for the 'snake•). The limits would be set in terms of _a basket of exchange 

rates, not just the Dollar rate. Settlements are to be made not in Dollars, 

or units-of-account-equivalent-to-Dollars, but in European units of account 

based on an EC basket of currency values. These would necessarily be more 

expensiye for the strong currencies than would intervention in a depreciating 

Dollar-based unit • 

Uncertain and still subject to negotiation are the extent of pooled 

reserves (i.e. national reserves earmarked as available for 'snake' and 'boa• 

interventions) and the degree of monetary discip~to be imposed on weaker 

currency governments when they need collective support from their EC partners. 
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The strategy, clearly, is one of collective self-defence against the 

continuing and threatened depreciation of the Dollar, a kind of Lone Rangers 

Incorporated role, played jointly by the members of the Corrununity. It 

cannot, however, succeed by itself in its prime aim of keeping EC cross-rates 

stable for reasons which have already been stated in this paper. Or, at_ 
I 

least, they cannot succeed except by keeping the Dollar stable which is too 

difficult and costly a.task for·Europeans to undertake unless they have the 

full co-operation of the United States. 

What will happen, as it has happened so often before, is that when 

confidence in the current valuation of the Dollar fails (as it may do in 

reaction to quite frivolous or arhitrary political events) the see-saw 

mechanism tips the stronger currencies upward; they bounce as high as the 

Dollar falls low. The weaker currencies are left below with the Dollar. 

The 1boa 1 , so to speak, is therefore defined by the ~ne events which determine 

.the change in the Dollar-D-Mark rate. The unity of European exchange rates 

is in a horse-race situation in the sense that when the_punters bet on a 

-. DM win, they collect their winnings whether the DM Wl.ns "over the Dollar by a 

length or by twenty lengthgP, whether it appreciates by .05 % or by 5.0 %. 
Therefore, it does not aid European monetary union at all to try just to 

narrow the gap and limit the depreciation of the Dollar. It has to achieve 

a decisive and permanent reversal of the betting; in short, it has to spend 

enough billions of EUA 1s to persuade the market, and to persuade it not for 

two or three days but permanently ~ that the signals given by the inertia in 

decision of the Carter Administration can safely be ignored. An expensive 

task indeed. 

The logic of the situation seems clear enough. Only a strategy of 

concerted opposition to the Unit~d States,·using all the available means of 

leverage, to make the United States resist the temptations which beckon 
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every authority capable of controlling a monetary medium, can possibly succeed. 

The Dollar in the international monetary system is somewhat like an ultimate, 

irresist~ble weapon in a security system, If those who control it, abuse 
I 

their responsibility, the only chance which those who are.affected by it have 

of arresting that abuse is to use all the means available to them of 

collective leverage against that country. 

To put it bluntly, the only effective strategy of collective security-

in monetary just as in military matters- must involve more than passive 

resistance. There must be some readiness to take the initiative, even to 

defend one's-own-security by threatening that of one's opponent~or p~t~~. 

Ad~ttedly, in a monetary system, the fragility of confidence in the whole 
li-.ok . 

structure imposes close('iwzms1l1aace on the use of coercive threats. But it 

is still true that collective monetary security for Europe cannot be"achieved 

. without some resort to coercive pressure., without some attempt at active 

initiatives not just within the Community but also ~n the global monetary system, 

The concept of co-existing autonomous regional blocs ~ in money as in trade -

is inconsistent with the familiar reality of 24-hour round-the-world financial 
I 

markets, with international banking and insurance, with international channels 

for financial flows so many and various that, like some kind of underground 

drainage system, surface walls and barriers have no effect on the ebbs and flows 

below, 

The Br~n proposals, therefore, can only succeed as part of a broader 

strategy of concerted opposition, They cannot succeed merely as Lone Rangers Inc.; 

and the strategy requires the transformation of Germany from an immediate ally 

into Leader of that Opposition. 

Some possible measures to implement the strategy can be briefly suggested 

· and,
1 
perha~.l;i discussed at greater length during the conference. 

I 
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In the first place, the policy of supporting the Dollar might be reversed, 

Instead of buying Dollar!" to maintain the rate, some part of the vast German 

and other EC reserves of Dollars might be sold for a basket of European currencies 

the ingredients of the ECU. But to avoid inflation, the proceeds should not 

enter directly into the ~uropean economies. They should be issued via the 

Development Bank first to the most severely affected of developing countries (~lliA's) 

and to those most acutely frustrated. by the burdens of debt, then to ACP 

associates and other selected trade partners in Latin America, Asia, and possibly 

eastern Europe. 

At first this would have the effect of accelerating the Dollar's 

depreciation, and therefore, for reasons explained.above, of widening the 'boa•, 

increasing,the disparity between the D-Ma.rk and the Lira and Sterling •. To 

counteract this, the ECU credits to LEG's would have to be a form of tied aid, 

but more of which would have to be spent in the weak-currency parts of the 

Community than in the strong, In return, the weak-currency countries would have 

to observe monetary disciplines and agree to maintain open trade policies towards 

the Community members, including Germany, 

At the same time, the ECU securities so created could be offered to third 

parties like Japan and the OPEC countries as reserve assets, perhaps index -

linked to an agreed basket of traded-goods, manufactures as well as commodities, 

The reserve role, it is true, is one which German opinion has persistently 

rejected, Yet external holdings of D-M assets inexorably creep upward, Now 

is perhaps the time when, as Leader of a European. Opposition, Germany could 

derive some real leverage on the United States through open acceptance in 

combination with others of such a reserve role. 

Such a strategy could also be· constructive in shaping EC policy· toHards 

COMECON countries, A glaring weakness over the past five years or so in 
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EC external relations has been the total absen.te of any concerted policy for 

the surveillance and management of COMECON debt. The political folly of 

out-bidding each other to offer soft loans to Poland other east ~uropean countries 

to finance their orders for ships and other capital goods is a true example of 

beggar-thy-neighbour economic policies. Whereas ECU loans, on jointly 

negotiated terms, could be a valuable political weapon. 

The. other policy area to which an effective monetary opposition led by 

Germany would have to give some attention is that of banking regulation.· 

In the aftermath of the Herstatt collapse in 19741 the anxiety of international 

bankers has been primarily allayed.by the actions of US monetary authorities, 

especially the US Comptroller of the Currency. On the whole, it was the US banks,. 

seeking to maintain profitability by aggressive lending abroad, especially in 

Latin America, who were most exposed to risk consequent upon a chain-reaction 

from default. But everywhere, European banks have been associated with them. 

And now, instead of British banks, it is often German banks which are in the lead. 

It was they, for instance, who led in arranging consortium jumbo-loans of 

'/ l billion each to Spain and Venezuela in 1976 and to Sweden in 1977. And the 

outflow of German capital far beyond the confines of the Costa Brava is 

accelerating yearly. Yet the •universal bank' principle on which the German 

banks have been used to operate ·carries important risks for the domestic economy 

of Germany - and 1 by association, for those of her European neighbours and 

banking associates. In the nineteenth century, the British found it necessary to 

separate domestic from overseas banking, as later did the Americans. The 

Swiss also decided that stricter regulation was necessary when their banks first 

became deeply engaged in foreign operations. For its own security and that of 

others, the surveillance of Community banks engaged in foreign lending may need 

to be tightened. And for Germany to wait until after the 1980 elections before 

grasping this nettle may be to wait too long. The assumption that the US 

·. 
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' 
monetary authorities would show much concern if Gennan banks got into difficulties 

abroad is probably not justified even while Germany looks like an obedient ally; 

as Leader of the Opposition there would be additional need for self-preservation 

from the widely-recognised d&igers of financial panic, 

It m~ also be necessary
1
in .order to reinforce the efficacy of national 

·mon~tary authorities, to initiate collective measures- possibly through the 

Bank for International Settlements - to monitor the extent and nature of bank 

lending to particular developing countries, to high-risk sectors like ship -

building or to individual borrowers, 

To sum up 1 the Br~en proposals as they stand display a distressing mentality 

which in military terms might be called the mentality of the Magi.not Line: 

"sit .tight; close the hatches•and hope for the best", Whereas almost a decade 
I . 

of effort to align European currencies has shown the increasing. futility of 

such a strategy in the conditions of the 1970s, It could only work if either 

the Dollar were so stable that it created no upsetting turbulence in other parts 

of the system; . .2.!:, if the European community were so in·sulated from that system 

by a common external wall of exchange controls, investment and trade controls 

super-impenetrable and effective that it were immune to any economic policy 

pursued by the United States, Without some such wall at least as efficient as 

the Iron Curtain around the COMECON group in the 1960s or those around the 

Sterling area and .the Franc zone in· the 1950s1 European monetary union is either 

a sham or vulnerable. It is only necessary for the Dollar to suffer a sudden 

slide, for the financial cost to·Gei'III<U1y.,·· of maintaining •snakes' and 'boas• 

to prove too great1 and for the political oost~to Britain and Italy of keeping 

the rules to be too severe, for the Bremen scheme to collapse and to go the way 

of its predecessors. 

A fresh ste.rt has to be made - a.nd it has to be led by Germany - but a 

Germany which has finally shed the fond delusion that it can shut its eyes, 

keep its npse clean and leave the .Problem of ~anaging global monetary inter

dependence to the Americans, 
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GERMANY AND COORDINATION OF 

STABILlZATION POLICY AMONG 

OECD COUNTRIES 

Paper prepared by Bans H. Weber, Federal Ministry of 

Finance, Bonn. 

I. Germany as a partner in OECD 

German economic performance during the last three decades 

has met wi t·h respect· and sometimes has been envied 

by for~ign observers. But this attitude has given way to 

a less emotional and more political one: With growing 

economic and political stature Germany is expected not 

only to live up to her normal responsibilities to herself, 

of looking after her own growth and stability, but to 

assume some kind of leadership in a worldwide context. 

Can - and should - Germany accept this noble assignment? 

Leadership presupposes that there is a true chance to exert 

influence on other countries. Since we do not think in 

terms of political pressure, the only features which might 

impress others would be a convincing record of successful 

economic policy and the persuasive force of argument. 

Concerning performance: Germany has been growing fast and 

has still kept her inflation rate relatively low. But on 

both counts the record has been not so good since 1975. 

Germany is the second largest trading nation, and there is 

certainly something impressive about the penetration of 

world markets. But the persistence of the current account 

OUESTA PUBBLICAZIONE E Dl PROPRIETA 
DEll'ISTITUTO AFFARI INTERNAZIONALI 
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surplus and the fact that Germany is the richest country 

in terms of foreign reserves gives rise to criticism - and 

certainly does not qualify for leadership. Anyway, it would 

be inappropriate to suggest that a relatively good combination 

of economic growth and stability, together with international 

creditor position are indicators justifying a rivalry in 

leadership with the United States. Besides, it would be 

unwise to seek supremacy in a European context over an 

other member of the Community. 

For quite a long period up to the present day political 

and socjal stability inside Germany has been appreciated 

internationally, but her price stability was often thought 

of as a rather quaint peculiarity which cannot be fully 

explained by sad historical experiences with inflation. 

In German thinking price stability is, in fact, considered 

as instrumental to make a market oriented economy work, 

to keep competition sufficiently intensive, to avoid mis

investment. In view of this, German policy makers are 

willing to endure increased difficulties in ensuring 

enough wage restraint and to encounter more difficulties 

in maintaining or regaining a satisfactory employment 

level and growth rate. 

Prospects for Germany to remain a model economy have become 

dimmed in recent years. True, the merits of a market 

economy are still there, bringing with them a good measure 

of elasticity to adapt to changing conditions. The trade. 

union organisation is still acting reasonably but some of 

the wage discipline got lost. And the industriousness of 

German workers and employees has become less pronounced. 
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,Apart from the slow change in the socio-political factors 

just described, it should be remembered that decision making 

in Germany, too, seems to get more difficult. It is true 

that Germany has a Law to Promote Growth and Stability, 

offering a set of instruments instantly applicable under 

eased parliamentary procedures. But they have scarcely 

been put to use in just the way outlined in the Law. For 

political reasons, these measures were applied in a modified 

form and, therefore, had to undergo normal legislative 

procedures. And the idea behind that piece of legislation, 

nCll!lely \the "tripartite" consensus about how to attain the 

target ~ombination laid down in the Law proved very difficult 

to achieve, despite the famous "concerted action". Policy 

performance consequently was not so good: There have been 

decision lags and misleading projections causing wrong 

kinds of behaviour. Incomes policy did not really mate

rialize, and fiscal measures were hampered by the 

federalist structure. 

But after all, it might be said in all modesty that 

probably there have been less policy mistakes 'in Germany 

than elsewhere. To some persons responsible for economic 

policy in Bonn this must have been a consolation whenever 

they got angry about wrong decisions at home. 

Concerning persuasion: The attitude of German representatives 

in international bodies is a modest one. They avoid pointing 

too much to laudable German character traits or policy 

achievements. They try to explain our own ways to manage 

our economy and often complain about political obstacles 

to measures proposed by technocrats. They abstain from 
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lecturing other people knowing that certain basic socio

political structures are too firmly entrenched to undergo 

quick changes. And too often they feel at a loss about what 

advice could be given, simply because they do not know 

enough about foreign countries' legal powers and political 

possibilities. 

On the other hand, the German representatives are reluctant 

to accept advice from their colleagues if they think these 

prescriptions could be dangerous to stability or contrary 

to their convictions about the appropriateness of certain 

types of measures in a market economy. And it is no use 

of denying that there is another sore spot: Sometimes 

there is a fe.eling that certain recommendations are 

adressed to Germany in the intention to make Germany pay 

for the deficiencies of other people. 

To sum up: It is no easy task to defend price stability 

in a world which is less afraid of inflation, and all too 

confident that cyclical slack can be remedied mainly by 

some more expansion of demand. 

OECD bodies normally do not take decisions. They rather 

concentrate on round table examinations and discussions. 

The topics most frequently treated are growth and payments 

equilibrium. And this means the perennial choice: inflation 

versus stability; growth and employment versus payments 

imbalance. The magic word is "Adjustment", and since the 

days of the WP 3 report of 1966 on "The Balance of Payments 

Adjustment Process" the battle of words and convictions 

is carried on about mutual responsibilities and burden 

sharing. 
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I could think of no better method to describe the German 

position during these policy discussions than reviewing 

the following main issues: 

- International Liquidity and Stability 

- Oil and other deficits 

- Floating and Adjustment 

- Adjustment by Demand Management 

II. Int.ernational Liquidity and Stabili.ty 

Each time the figures on international liquidity creation 

are reviewed experts are deeply impressed by what has 

happened. In October 1964 the Group of Ten Ministers 

stated that the total availability of international re

serves and financing facilities, supported by the General 

Agreement to Borrow of 1961 and by the ·Basle. swap arrange

ments initiated in 1962, was fully adequate to allow the 

world economy to expand. At that time, G-10 countries and 

Switzerland owned foreign reserve assets of nearly 50 

billion dollars. In addition, credit facilities available 

to .the same group of countries amounted to 13 billion dollars. 

Inspite of their satisfaction G-10 Ministers asked a study 

group to look for possibilities to create additional reserve 

assets (Ossola Group). Six years later (in 1969) the IMF 

was authorised to issue Special Drawing Rights. Such assets 

were created to the tune of 9,5 billion dollars between 

1970 and 1973. 
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This issue, according to US views, was not intended to 

make a net addition to existing international liquidity 

growth, but merely to compensate the slowdown of dollar 

outflows brought about by the expected return of the US 

to balance of payments equilibrium1 ). But, during the 

following years there were more US deficits causing in

creased pressure on exchange rates and forcing many countries 

into floating. The newly created SDRs came on top of this. 

During the years 1970 to 1973 international liquidity 

increased by about 105 billion dollars, of which 51 billion 

constituted direct official claims on the US, and another 

20 bilLion official holdings of Euro dollars. 

A second wave of liquidity creation, totaling 46 billion 

dollars followed promptly in 1974 and 1975. Even before 

this dollar holdings were considered to be excessive by 

some central banks. Already in 1972 the G-10 Ministers had 

ordered a study on the reform of the monetary system, 

including possibilities to control this kind of liquidity 

creation. In the.Outline of Reform (1974) we find the idea 

to substitute surplus dollars for SDRs which 0ere designed 

to be placed ''at the center of the system''. But after the 

oil price shock in October 1973, the G-lO in Rome put off 

this part of the reform and forgot all about ''excess dollars". 

1) The early availability of SDR removes one of the concerns 
as to the impact of the US bop programrre namely, a slowing 
of reserve growth and a consequent adverse effect on 
world trade and income . 

... If new reserves of the appropriate kind are flowing 
into the system, it is possible for some countries to 
satisfy their.preferences to reserve increases without 
necessitating that other countries be in corresponding 
deficit. n 

Maintaining the strength of the Dollar in a strong 
free world economy. US Treasury, Jan. 1968, p. 9 and 36. 
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At present we find ourselves in the middle of a new wave 

of dollar liquidity rushing from a record US deficit of 

almost 30 billion dollars in 1977 which is continuing into 

1978. Most of this deficit had to be financed by increased 

dollar holdings of G-10 central banks, intervening in 

support of the dollar without being able to stabilize it. 

Net interventions by G-10 central banks led to a reserve 

increase of almost 36 billion dollars during 1977, accounting 

for even more than the US deficit on current account 

(29,3 billion $). This allowed the United Kingdom and 

Italy to replenish their reserves substantially, which was 

welcome.until it began to jeopardize domestic monetary 

policies. For Germany and Japan the reserve increase was 

less desirable from the beginning, and for the same reasons. 

Germany felt much concern during all of these years about 

the tremendous amount of this uncontrolled creation of 

~ liquidity, and about its\ rapidity. Germans were not the only 

ones who believe that such a pace in liquidity creation 

has something to do with world inflation which, in fact, 

reached its peak from 1973 to 1975. Admittedly, the oil 

price increase made anti-inflationary policies much more 

difficult to persue. But the easy availability of reserve 

assets and credit facilities undoubtedly did more than just 

facilitate the financing of oil deficits. Under the impact 

of crisis it was agreed too quickly that large economies 

were unable to adjust and, therefore, there should be easy 

access to deficit financing. 

The lesson from this experience evidently has not been 

learnt. In full view of another bout of uncontrolled 
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liquidity creation stemming from the US deficit, another 

issue of SDRs has been proposed. In German opinion, this 

would not seem to be justified. However, there is no 

Supreme Court to examine the validity of arguments in 

the context of Article XVIII Sec. 1a of the IMF statute. 

Decisions on such creation of "controlled" liquidity is 

preceeded by staff studies and by an exchange of views 

in IMF, OECD and EC bodies. But both the studies and the 

views are political ones, and eventually there has to be 

a political compromise. 

III. Oil and other deficits 

The first burst of international liquidity (1970 - 1972) 

was enough to do away with the system of fixed exchange 

rates, and the oil price shock led to quick agreement among 

industrial countries that oil deficits "had to be accepted''. 

Germany felt no difficulty in supporting the view that most 

countries would have to finance their oil deficits by 

incurring debt until the increased oil bill could be payed 

for· "in real terms". The question, however, how long this 

financing could and should continue was left unanswered. 

· The following years demonstrated that few countries were 

able to realize the real transfer 

trade deficit with 

quickly. Germany succeeded 

OPEC (including oil) which in turning her 

amounted to DM 13,3 billion in 1974 into a surplus of around 

DM 1 billion in 1977. A similar success was recorded by 

Japan. But other economies failed to capture a larger share 

of newly opening OPEC markets. 
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Experts had thought that the US would be less affected by 

the oil price increase because of their large domestic 

energy production. However, some years after the crisis 

it turned out that the us developed a particularly large 

oil deficit, accompanied by a rising trade deficit vis-a-vis 

Japan. This was certainly not considered a beneficial 

contribution to adjustment. But it is interesting to note 

that international experts, thinking more in terms of 

growth policies than in terms of adjustment, tended to feel 

that it would be rather dangerous if the US would try to 

redress their current account. Even in 1977 they advised 

the US not to slow down their cyclical upswing, inspite 

of the emerging record current account deficit of about 

20 billion $ and the downfall of the dollar in exchange _ 

markets. The United States were excused from quick adjust

ment, with the exception of energy policy. And even this 

was not criticized regarding the efficiency of the measures 

envisaged, but merely regarding the legislative delay. 

Time and again the German representatives had stated that 

Germany would accept a deficit in the current account, a 

reduction of her exchange reserves, an appropriate measure 

of appreciation of the DM rate, and a reduction in the 

German share in world markets. f Germany did expect 

her partners to really earn their way by normal competition. 

But evidently most countries, even wh~n benefitting from 

currency depreciation, seemed unable to exploit growing 

markets for themselves, with the exception of PK- although 

the export rise looks limited to oil - and Italy, where 

the improvement in the current balance had to be payed for 

by too little GNP growth. 
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Recognizing the needs of other countries less able to 

react, Germany cooperated fully to make the financing of 

oil deficits easy. The Government refrained almost 

completely from approaching the Euro-markets for budgetary 

financing, well aware of more urgent needs on the part of neighbour

. countri~s •. ···lRecycling of funds through official channels 

was approved wholeheartedly. Germany was ready to participate 

in the OECD Support Fund (which was deadlocked in the US 

Congress) and presented a scheme of her own for an Investment 

Fund for oil dollars (an idea originally tabled by Treasury 

Secretary G. Shultz but also discarded soon). Germany was 

among the first to contribute to the IMF Oil Facility, 

agreed to the Extended Fund Facility (1974), subsidized 

the Trust Fund (created in 1976 out of IMF gold sales) and 

voted in favor of the Witteveen Facility (still before 

the US Congress at the time of the 1978 IMF Annual Meeting). 

The only concern Germany felt related to the stability of 

Euromarket operations. In 1974, there was uncertainty about 

the ability of Euromarkets to handle the recycling problem. 

Rechannelling of oil dollars to where they were most needed 

was officially supported by giving relevant information 

to banks. But there was less coordination between banks and 

Governments than some thought necessary. For a while at 

least Euromarkets became more cautious after t~e Herstatt 

failure. This failure surely was a wholesome warning against 

overextension in general. German officials seemed to be more 

concerned than others about possible overexposure of 

individual banks. Failures could have led to chain reactions. 

We looked, therefore, for measures to improve market trans

parency and bank supervision. But as the authorities in 

other centres of Euromarket activity, London and .Luxembourg, 

did not share our concern, international action has not been 

taken yet. 
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In all, deficit financing from official and private sources 

did not pose too many problems during 1974 and 1975. In 

the following year, some countries began to feel the limits 

of their creditworhtiness. This soon induced them simply 

to ask for more official financing facilities. If they 

continue to succeed with this line of thought, easy 

financing of deficits will go on and balance of payments 

adjustment will, in all probability, have to wait. 
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IV. FLOATING AND ADJUSTMENT 

When the oil crisis came Germany was happy to see her excha1'lge 
rate floating already 1·lith other snake currencies. Since the 
end of 1972, the DJVI had alrea.dy appreciated against the Dollar 

by 33 % in Sept. 1973. This had been called "overdone", i.e. 
more than required to offset changes in relative export prices. 

But Germany did not counteract ~~d, as a consequence, expected 

a noticable reduction in the current account surplus. At that 

time nobody dared to expect that 5 years later (in Sept. 1978) 
the DI1 vrould have risen by 66 ~~ against the dollar. The 1977 
surplus, hovrever, still equalled that of 1973. 

After the oil crisis, floating was considered quite useful to 

absorb shochs like this. On the other hand, there \·ras a \<Tide

spread desire for rules and surveillance. It was also felt that 
economies might be pushed apart and additional inflationary 
impulses generated, since the effects of exchange rate changes 
were likely to sho1' less quickly on current account than on 
prices. As Sterling a1'ld the Lira became very vreak, experts 

argued that depreciation resulting from actual or anticipated 
high rates of inflation could tend to perpetuate through the 

effect of high import prices on vrages. This "vicious circle" 
proved particularly vicious, indeed, when there is a automatic 

price-<rage-indexation or escalator clause, as is the' case in 
Italy. 

In German opinion the vicious circle theory does not go very 

far because no exchange rate change can have the intended effect 
on the balance of payments if complementary domestic demand 
policies are missing. According to German views, monetary policy 
although it should not and need not be directed exclusively and 

ahmys to1-rard external objectives can have a strong effect on 
th.e exchange rate. 

· 1 S'n the countries concerned, there is a ;-rell recognized 
need for monetary restraint on purely domestic grounds, and this 

would also be helpful to limit any "overshooting" b;y tb.e 

exchange rate. 
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Germany ivas not overly afraid because of the Dl"i appreciation. 
Only vrhen the dollar began its rapid decline vis-a-vis the Dl'1 

in October 1977 there was some nervousness on the German side. 

Partly this was an outflow of uncertainty how long this would 
continue. Partly it had to be seen as a reflex of US·teachings 

on vrhat grovrth policies >vould be appropriate for Germany. 

"Overshooting" >vas seen normally as something to complain about. 

In othel' cases the same phenomenon was named "real exchange rate 

change", and then - curiously enough - it was v1elcomed because 

only such changes could be expected to help in the adjustment 
of current accounts. There was even disappointment about the 

failure of floating to bring about lasting real exchange rate 

changes v·1hich could really reduce the imbalance of current 
accounts. This judgement is not easy to understand: Floating 

exchange rates simply could not be expected to do more than 
just reflect the relative competitive positions, but not to 

ch~nge these positions. And as long as there is no practical way 
to enforce real exchange rate changes by policy measures, or 

to make them last, countries can hardly do anything but to rely 
on domestic measures bearing on the current account. 

V. Adjustment By Demand Management? 

Disappointment uith the role that floating rates were able to 
play in balance of payment adjustment, and recognition of the 
fact that easy deficit financing tends to delay adjustment, 
the international discussion took a new turn late in 1976: 
The recession v1hich ioJas so stubbornly plaguing most industrial 

and developing countries perhaps v·ras to be remedied by differen
tial demand management. 

Without any doubt, demand management is to be regarded as an 
appropriate policy complementary to exch~nge rate changes. It 

has the advantage of shmv-ing effects on rather short notice, 

while exchange rate changes need arow1d tv-10 or three years 

to vrork themselves through. But it was not simple demand 
management that i•Jas recommended but a somevrhat refined version 
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of it called differential demand management. According to this 

prescription, the main responsibility would rest vrith countries 

in a strong balance of payments position, while 't'iea-'lc countries 
would more or less be excused from applying any kind of demand 

restraint as long as their GNP grm,Jth is less than modestly 

positive. Here again we ·were confronted loJith the old Leitmotiv 

of burden sharing. 

When this thesis Has first mentioned, Germany could still point 
to a 5 % GNP gro1-lth prospect and an increase of '16 % of import 

volume (as against a more '13% for export volume). The call 
for differential demand management in Germany did not sound 
very imperative. 

More important, however, was the feeling that the exemption for 

"1veak" countries from applying monetary restraint lacked 
credibility, as it is vrell known that several countries sufferine 

from strong inflationary pressures are badly in need of some 
monetary restraint, but are unable or unwilling to apply 
effective measures. They should not be excused simply because 
--~their legal and political structure le-a:ds-t? fan institutional

ised habit to have fiscal expenditures financed directly by 
their Central Ban..k. If this argument is acceptable in inter
national discussions it is only fair to accept arguments presen
ted by the German side Hhich explain that demand management, 
in certain cases, does not seem to be a very promising way 
to cope with economic slack. 

Recent German experience has shovm that demand is not so easy 
to mana.ge. vf.nat can be managed is ban1c liquidity and, by tax 
relief and deficit spending, liquidity in the hands of consumers 

and investors, including public authorities. \.Jhether or not this 
liquidity 1vill and can be transformed into effective demand 
is an open question. 

Our recent programs for public expenditure have proved difficult 
to set up. In conditions of present day Germany, the preference 

is for public investment. But once a country has gone through 
a decade during vrhich public investment projects have been 
carried out massively, it is not easy to recommend still more 
additions to infrastructure to .those levels of Goverrunent where, 
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in a federal system, building and construction projects are 

planned and executed. Even if, for general economic reasons, 
such projects are called for, it is difficult to persuade 

local authorities to incur still more debt when they feel 
overburdened already, and when there already is some over
investment in house buildings, surplus capacity in kinder

gardens, elementary &"ld high schools, when municipal recreation 

facilities and modern townhalls are plentiful and vrhen there 

is even a surplus of' hospital beds. In a situation like this, 
the German Government in it Is program of DI'l 16 billion mr 
for four years, concentrated on environment improvements and 

technological research. But even such a program would appear 
like a feeble attempt at relaunching an economy in which 

investment expenditure by all public authorities amounts to 
only 16 % of total investment. 

The private sector, too, seemed to need some impetus to step 

·--~ 

up investment. In fact, there had been hardly any net real 

investment in industry since 1970. But undeniably, there is ~ 

a \-Jidespread hesitation to make additions to industrial capacity ~ 

\vhile existing capacities still are underemployed, and there 

is a tendency to focus investment on labour saving projects, 
given the fast increase in labour cost ( -vrages and social 
contributions) during recent years. In all, there seemed to be 
no great chance to step up investment by tax measures. 

Finally, there is a possibility to increase consumer·demand. 
Germany had been told to try this, in view of Germany's 
propensity to import \vhich seems to have increased noticably 

during recent years. In this vray, much of the supply •rould come 
from foreign countries - a prospect fitting nicely to the 

locomotive theory. It can be seen easily that in this case, 
the main benefit vTould not go to German production and employ
ment, but other countries. 

The desire to see the German external surplus vanishing is 
under.standable and even justified in the interest of inter

national equilibrium. As already mentioned, Germany agreed. 
to accept a current account deficit for a number of years, 
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and to loose exchange reserves. This was and still is an 

official attitude and not ,just lip service. Hol<fever, it is 

extremely difficult to envisage an economic scenario in which 
Germany would run a trade deficit. A large part of German 

industry has been producing for vrorld markets. This export 

oriented capacity has been created over the last two decades, 
partly due to a long period of undervaluation of the Deutsch

mark. This part of industrial capacity vmuld go unutilised, 

implying unemployment, or would have to be converted to produce 

goods for domestic use. Both solutions vwuld cause major 
problems of friction. 

No expert or international organisation would be able to 

describe a pattern of production for Germany l'lhich •rould 

correspond to a trade or current account deficit or even to 
equilibrium, and, at the same time, remain compatible 1·1ith an 
appropriate level of employment. There v1ould have to be 

industrial or tertiary sectors expanding enough to assure 
sufficient employment. But it would be very difficult to define 

them, and more so to describe policy measures which would 
reduce capacities in one branch and, at the same time, give 
expansionary impulses to other sectors with medium term growth 

prospects. 

Similar problems would arise in an attempt to stimulate imports 
up to the point of near current account equilibrium. This 
clearly cannot be achieved through specific import stimulation. 
And it still has to be explained to us how this could be done 
by "demand management". 


